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ASSEMBLYMAN ROBERT P. HOlLENBECK (Chairman): Ladies and gentlemen, 
good morning. I am Assemblyman Hollenbeck. I am from District 36, which is the 
Southern Bergen County area. I am the Chairman of the Assembly Energy and Natural 
Resources Committee. As you are well aware, this is the second public hearing 
dealing with, as generally known, "BottlE Bills". The leadership of the Assembly 
has asked that I take the seven bills I with all -' azyirlg nuances I am fuve public hearings iri reference to 
the subject. Our first public hearing was held on July 14, 1982 in Morris County, 
am the second public hearing is bE>..i.ng held in Cumberland County, of course, one that 
could be most deeply affected by this legislation. 

My schedule for today will be: I will keep the hearing going; 
I will not break for lunch. I will go until 4:00. At 4:00, we will hear the 
last speaker. We have had a great deal of testimony already. We have received 
a great deal of information from various groups. Those who want to testify, 
if you can bring up a new coin, we will te glad to hear it, but to have redundancy, 
we will be accomplishing nothing. No one will speak unless I recognize them. 
I control who is going to speak. We probably have over 60 speakers listed, and we 
are never going to reach them all. For your information, though, the record 
of the hearing is kept open for 10 days after this hearing to give you time 
to submit prepared statements and have thErn placed into the record. -When t:he transcri-pt----
is completed, we wili read through it to see what your opinion is. 

I would like to open with Congressman William Hughes of the 2nd 
Congressional District. 
(Applause) 

We are going to control something very fast, all right? Applause, 
yells, boos, and cheers belong in football games, not at legislative hearings. 
It is not too impressive. We would get more done without it. So, let's keep 
it down, and we can move right along. Okay, Congressman, it is nice seeing you 
again. 

C 0 N G RES SMA N WI L L I AM J. HUGHES: Tharik you, Mr. Chai:onan. Welo::Jre 
to "God's Country" once again. I appreciate your conducting this second hearing 
in Southern New Jersey. We welcome you t•) South Jersey. 

I am particularly pleased to have the opportunity to submit my 
comments on various legislative proposals to establish a statewide system of 
beverage container deposits, and to discuss the impact. that enactment of such 
legislation would have on the citizens of this State. 

As you know, the issue of whether mandatory deposits should be 
required on beverage containers has received considerable national attention 
in recent years. Several states have enacted various statutes to control litter, 
either by requiring mandatory deposits on beverage containers, prohibiting the 
sale and use of certain types of containers, or by taxing the use of certain 
materials which often end up as litter. At the same time, a number of states 
and local entities have taken steps to encourage recycling of materials such 
as glass, metal cans, and paper, to both further the reuse of these materials 
in an economically efficient manner, and tc• re:!uce the nuisance of litter on our 
streets and highways. 

Supporters of the legislative proposals requiring a mandatory 
deposit on beverage containers claim that mandatory deposits would discourage 
the disposal of these containers and enco•1rage their reuse. They claim that 
the measure would also conserve energy and reduce litter and the amount of solid waste. 
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These are, of course, valid economic environmental goals. The enactment of mandatory 
deposit legislation, however, would have a far greater impact than merely encouraging 
the recycling of glass and other beverage containers. There is often a price 
which comes from mandating significant changes in manufacturing and distribution 
systems, and it comes in the form of lost jobs and increased costs. The State 
of New Jersey, for example, has already suffered a loss of some 4,000 jobs in 
the glass industry since 1977. The passage of mandatory deposit legislation 
will further endanger the jobs of an additional 10,000 men and women who are 
directly employed in the State's glass industry. Many thousands more indirectly 
associated with the glass industry would be adversely affected if legislation 
requiring the return and reuse of glass beverage containers were to go into effect. 

The situation in South Jersey is even more critical. In Cumberland 
County alone, close to 2,000 jobs would be affected by the enactment of mandatory 
deposit legislation. Cumberland County already has an unemployment rate of 17.6%, 
the 5th highest rate in the entire nation. Any action which further jeopardizes 
the livelihood of those remaining employed would be disastrous for the citizens 
of this region. Before you enact legislation requiring mandatory deposits, 
it is important to critically evaluate whether the proposal will actually achieve 
the worthy goals which it seeks to advance. At the same time, it is important 
to determine whether alternatives are open to us,which ntay be more effective 
in achieving these objectives without jeopardizing the livelilxxrl of thousands 
of workers in these most difficult economic times. 

Despite the fact that many of the litter control proposals focus 
on controlling litter by .requiring the recyc:.ing of beverage containers, only about 
20% of our trash and 6% of all solid wastE'S is composed of bottles and cans 
combined, while paper and paper products mcke up more than 60% of all litter. 

Recycling is already encoUJ·aged throughout the State, with recycling 
stations paying as much as $.02 a pound for bottles. Indeed, glass plants in 
South Jersey are recycling tens of thousands of pounds of glass each year. I 
am convinced that requiring mandatory depo~;its on containers will not solve the 
litter problem or dramatically increase thE incentive to recycle glass. As many 
as 200 separate items have been identified as part of the litter stream, including 
many miscellaneous items from food and hubcaps to old shoes. 

If we are really serious about adequately addressing this large-
scale problem, we must take a much broader approach to reducing the amount of 
litter along our roadways. The State of Washington, for example, has a Model 
Litter Law that has achiev~d dramatic resu'ts in reducing roadside litter. It 
is based upon public education, the widespi:"~§ld _distribution of litter receptacles, 
and severe penalties on those who litter. washington's program is financed 
through a small fee on those involved in the sale of materials that may end up 
as municipal trash. The State's Departmen1: of Ecology reported that litter was 
reduced :t'Y 66%, four years folla11ing the adoption t•f their program. Considering that 
only a small percentage of litter consists of beverage containers, I submit that 
this approach would have a far more benefi<;ial result in the long run at reducing 
litter overall, rather than focusing on ju.>t litter from one source. 

A second major concern is ··1hether a state deposit on beverage 
containers might help us save valuable ene:~gy resources, an issue that certainly 
needs a great deal of study and attention. Refillable containers must be made 
of stronger and more durable materials, requiring more energy in the manufacturing . . . 
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process. Because they are also heavier, more energy is also required to transport 
these containers. Returnable bottles going to the source of manufacture require 
even more in terms of fuel and handling costs. Enactment of mandatory deposit 
legislation in Oregon and Michigan, for example, resulted in significant increases 
in the amount of fuel needed to handle beverage container distribution and return. 
Beverage handling in Oregon requires almost twice the amount of fuel as that 
required in neighboring Washington, a state which has adopted a broader, more 
comprehensive approach towards litter control, which I have outlined above. 

In addition to the increased manufacturing and transportation 
cost, the mere conversion of manufacturirg, bottling, and distribution plants 
to provide for the reuse of bottles, would require major financial expenditures 
and additional energy costs in this capitdl star of environment of ours. Many 
of New Jersey's glass producing plants are already only marginally competitive~ 
and would be unable to afford the cost of conversion as well as the tremendous 
adverse economic impact of a severely recluced market for their product. 

Enactment of this legislation would virtually sfmt down a major 
portion of the glass industry in South Jf,rsey, and severely impact the 15% to 
17% of Cumberland County's workers who h11ld positions in the glass industry. 
The industry cannot afford the cost of conversion to the slower and less efficient 
processes required for producing heavier glass, as well as the equipment needed 
to clean reusable bottles. More importantly, though, South Jersey just cannot 
afford to lose this industry. 

Increased costs to whole!;alers and retailers for handling, sorting, 
cleaning, and transporting empty contain<!rs will only translate into higher costs 
to consumers. In Iowa, for example, the estimated cost to consumers resulting 
from the State's mandatory deposit law was recently estimated at more than $20 
million a year. It is a "hidden tax," in essence. Experience from other states 
indicates that bottle laws are having a devastating effect on area recycling 
centers, some experiencing as much as a 40% to 60% loss in business because bottles 
and cans are returned to the stores. Thousands of civic groups and individuals 
have earned millions of dollars through these recycling centers, which have added 
an estimated 15,000 new jobs to the economy. 

Recycling and resource recovery should be encouraged, but mandatory 
deposit legislation does not further that policy. It actually detracts from 
the policy that we have to move in in the years ahead - resource recovery and 
recycling. 

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I submit that mandatory deposit 
legislation is clearly not the answer to our litter problems. What is needed 
is a legislative initiative patterened after the Washington experience, as well 
as a stronger and broader commitment to resource recovery and recycling throughout 
our great State. I thank you, and I will be very happy to respond to any questions 
you might have. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Congressman, thank you very much for 
your testimony. We are going to look for a little more detail, obviously, when 
we get the transcripts of the hearings. I want to thank you very much. I have 
no questions. 

CONGRESSMAN HUGHES: I thank you. And I thank you for allowing 
me to testify today. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Ladies and gentlemen, I would like to 
introduce to you the people on the stage with me~ Mark Connelly, Norman Miller, 
and Denise Drace are members of Legislative Services; Peter Guzzo and Glen Beebe 
are from the Minority and Majority staffs of the General Assembly; and, of course, 
we have our reporters. 

Our next speaker will be Senator James Hurley. I'm sorry Jim, 
I just couldn't think. It is District 1, isn't it? 

S E N A T 0 R J A M E S R. HURLEY: District 1, that's right. That's 
Cumberland County, and Cape May. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Assembly Committee: First of 
all, I want to say that Congressman Hughes was glad you did not admonish the 
audience until after he appeared on the stage, so he got the applause. (Laughter) 
May I extend my personal appreciation to you, Mr. Chairman, and to the members 
of your staff, for scheduling this public hearing on these very important bottle 
bills in Cumberland County. 

At 7:30 last night, I received a telephone call from Cary Edwards, 
Counsel to Governor Thomas Kean. He ~ spent yesterday with Governor Kean in 
his room at St. Barnabas Hospital, where he is suffering from a back ailment. 
He had asked him for his feelings about the bills under discussion today. These 
are Governor Kean's words, "As laudible as the purpose of these bills may be, 
in these difficult economic times I cannot support legislation that would adversely 
affect jobs." That is exactly where we are. After years of defeating forced 
deposit legislation in Committee after Committee, we have again come down to 
the very heart of the matter. Enactment of forced deposit legislation will cost 
jobs, and when jobs are lost, people lose them. And in this case, it is not 
some distant unknown person who gets hurt, it is the friend, the neighbor, the 
relative, the husband, the mother, the sister,~ people you have known for years 
and years, hard-working, earnest, and eager craftsmen who have made this part 
of the State well-known because of their glassmaking ability. 

You are here today in a town where the first glass plant was created 
in 1804, and where generations of workers have tended the lears, the furnaces, 
and packed and shipped ware all over the world. Do you know why glass manufacturing 
has thrived here? Some will tell you it is the proximity of the raw materials. 
But, the real reasons are the legions of faithful, dedicated, honest, and talented 
glassmakers who have lived, worked, and raised families right here for the past 
178 years. Other speakers will undoubtedly recite the statistics from Oregon 
to Michigan, to Vermont, to Connecticut, or to NaT York. They will tell you how 
many jobs have been lost; how much havoc has been visited on families; l1av' much econcmic 
t~rmoil has been generated by forced deposit legislation; about how the legislation 
doesn't really solve the litter problem; and, about how we haven't given the 
Recycling Act a chance to work here in New Jersey. 

All of these things are meaningless. Let me tell you, as one 
who represents the heart of the glass container business in this State, the decision 
is literally in your hands. You can vote one or more of these bills out of Committee 
and be remembered as a participant in an act that forced people out of work; 
or, you can bury these bills in Committee, forget about them, defeat them, refuse 
to let them come out, and, you can feel then that you did not, could not, and 
would not be a part of ruining the lives of innocent people. I know you will 
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make the right decision. These bills are not in the best interest of the people 
of this State. As servants of the public, you must recognize the fact -- and 
I am sure you do -- that Cumberland County already has an extraordinary unemployment 
problem. I beg you, I implore you, and I urge you that the one thing you can 
do today, before you leave Millville,is to tell all of the people gathered here 
that you want to help them, not hurt them. You can tell them that by saying 
to them, "We will save your jobs.·~ Thank you. I thank you for the opportunity 
to testify, and I would answer any questions you might have-. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Excuse me for one minute. Ladies and 
gentlemen, we are joined by the Vice Chairman of the Committee, Assemblyman Harry 
McEnroe. 

I have a question for you, Senator. We frequently hear about 
the New Jersey Recycling Act. We know that New Jersey is now recycling glass 
at an extrarely high rate, and that glass is coming back in the form of cullet, 
I assume, to the glass industry. What has been the impact of that on employment? 

SENATOR HURLEY: Pardon me? 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: What has been the impact of the Recycling 

Act on the employment in the glass industry? 
SENATOR HURLEY: You have to recognize -- I am not an expert 

in the manufacturing of glass -- that all glass made here in the container business 
is made with a portion of cullet and always has been. The impact really hasn't 
been totally felt in this area, although I was talking to the plant manager of 
the Bridgeton Owens/Illinois plant this morning, who told me that he buys glass 
from Woodbury. Woodbury is a municipality in Gloucester County that has one 
of the first community-wide, curbside pickup recycling plans in New Jersey. In 
Cape May County, I am sure you are aware that they have a county recycling unit. 
Seven of the municipalities are already picking up at curbside. They have already 
sold about a million pounds of glass, paper, and aluminum cans in that county. 
The point I am trying to make is that it can be done. I think Cumberland County 
is behind in its recycling efforts. It is behind in its resource recovery efforts. 
In Cape May Count~ again, they are now studying-- They have a feasibility grant 
study from the State, under the Recycling Act, to study the feasibility of resource 
recovery producing energy from other waste, the waste that is left after the 
recycling. I don't know what that study is going to show, but I suggest, unless 
we move in that direction in the State-- that was the direction that the Recycling 
Act pointed us to, number one, to recycling those materials that can be reclaimed, 
and, number two, the resource recovery, we are going to have further unemployment 
in our State. There is no question about it. 

These glass companies will buy the glass that is being collected 
at curbside anyplace and everyplace in New Jersey. They can use it. I can say 
that without a great deal of knowledge of the glass business. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: You really didn't get the point of the 
question, Senator. The point of the question-- and, I guess, really when we get dCMn 
to bottle legislation -- is, if the Recycling Act is returning a great deal of 
glass in the form of cullet to the glass industry, and it has had no major impact 
on the employment, then deposit legislation -- which, by the way, is not refillable 
they are not talking about refillable bottles, they are talking to come back 
again for recycling in the form of cullet, why would that amount of glass cause 
unemployment? 
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SENATOR HURLEY: I am going to leave your question to the experts. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: You can't have it both ways and say 

that the Recycling Act is good, when we know that the amount of tons of glass that 
has been returned to the glass industry, which is good, but yet we take 
a deposit where we are going to turn some more glass back in the form of cullet 
---not refillables-- and that is bad. That is going to hurt employment? 

SENATOR HURLEY: You are dealing with a trade-off, and you are assuming--
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: I guess that is really where we are getting down 

to, the crux of the issue. That is the one that is going to have to be answered. 
SENATOR HURLEY: That is right. And there are answers here 

today. There are people here today that can answer your question far better 
than I can. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: All right. For the general audience--
SENATOR HURLEY: (Interrupting) I would hope that you would 

ask that question of them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: You heard thepoint that I have made, 
and I wish that somebody who is going to testify could answer that particular question. 

SENATOR HURLEY: I am sure they will. I know they will. I deliberately 
stayed away from such questions because I am a legislator, I am not a glass manufacturer. 
I'm speaking of the job loss. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you very much, Senator. 
did you have a question? 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: No, I have no questions. Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you. 
SENATOR HURLEY: Thank you. 

Harry, 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Next, we have Assemblyman Joseph Chinnici 
from the first legislative district. 

A S S E M B L Y MAN J 0 S E P H W. C H I N N I C I: Good morning, Mr. 
Chairman and Assemblyman McEnroe. I noticed we have Assemblyman Tom Cowen from 
Jersey City visiting with us today, and I am hoping he will testify. Before 
I Start, Mr. Chaiillla!l, Mr. Hurley was ri.;Jht, you will get the answers to the questions that 
you asked by people here who know the answers. First of all, I am very pleased 
that you have scheduled this meeting in the heart of the glass industry 
- Cumberland County. As you well know, Senator Hurley, Assemblyman Guy Muziani, 

and myself, who represent District 1, are vitally concerned. I might add, before 
I start with my statement, that this is not_ the first bottle bill that has been 
introduced in t.he Assembly, during my six terms in the Assembly. Each of 
them, Mr. Chairman, has been defeated by the Committee itself, and we are so 
pleased about that. I am hoping that something is going to happen along those 
lines. 

My statement is going to be very brief. At this point in time, 
South Jersey is in trouble employment-wise, with unemployment running as high 
as 17~%. Be it known that the glass indust.ry in this area employs approximately 
20,000 people with the ancillaries, not to mention the thousands of others who 
are affected. I believe that if any oottle bill legislation is passed, this unemployment 
rate could climb as high as 25~. 

The bottles that are being produced today must compete with aluminum 
and plastic containers for the beverage market. In order to successfully compete, 
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their bottles have to be light in weight and made at very high speeds so that 
the cost of production is kept down to a minimum. These lightweight bottles 
are not able to be recycled because they would break during the process of being 
washed and refilled. So, we are not talking about them being used as a refillable 
bottle. Therefore, to meet the intent of the bottle bill -- this is included 
in the bill -- a heavier bottle will have to be produced. The present machinery 
that the glass industry is using today 'Nill be absolutely obsolete. It will 
cost the glass industry millions upon mLllions of dollars if they have to meet 
this bill's requirement. 

In addition to the cost of )reducing such bottles, it would increase. 
the cost to the consumer, making the gl~ss bottles unable to compete with the 
aluminum and plastic containers. I thi.1k we will have t.o agree with that. 

As a graphic example of what could happen, I am goiil.g to site 
one state that adopted bottle bill legi~lation. One of the Owens/Illinois plants, 
which is located about nine miles fran here, ·an:i which happens to be my hometown, Mr. 
Chairman, temporarily closed its plant Ln Michigan because of a bottle bill and 
never reopened it. This is the potentLal of a bill of this nature. 

Bottle bills are not only opposed by the glass industry and their 
workers, but the many other facets of t.1e community that. would be negatively 
affected. The small business beverage dealer, such as ~rrocery stores and delicatessEIIil.S, 
would be hard-pressed to have to accept every glass container that is returned. 
These retailers would have to make provLsions for receiving and storing thousands 
of returned containers. Teamsters are also concerned over the probable reduction 
of the amount of glass containers to be transported and the job layoffs that 
will occur. 

The New Jersey Chamber of Commerce also opposes the bottle bills 
for many reasons, but primarily for the lo.ss of jobs. Reduction in sales and 
tax revenues minimize litter reduction and their regressive effect on New Jersey's 
growing recycling effort. However, the hardest hit of all will be the consumer, 
because if this legislation is passed, · t will cost more to produce containers, 
and this increased cost will be passed on to the consumer. 

Also, there will be mor<! unemployment. 'rhere are even provisions 
in A-78. Mr. Chairman, we talked very llriefly about that in Trenton, if yo}l 

recall, when you were mentioning to Mr. Hurley, Mr. Muziani, and myself, that 
this bill was turned over to your Commii.tee. A-78 is providing funds to deal 
with the possible unemployment in the g: ass industry caused by this bill. If 
we are not looking at the possibility of unemployment, why would the sponsor 
of Bill A-78 try to even think of providing funds to deal with unemployed? We 
cannot have this. 

In conclusion, the thru!t of these bottle bills is to bring 
about less litter on New Jersey's roadsJdes, and glass bottles are not the biggest 
offender. More paper is found than anyt:hing else. Mr. Chairman, I hope you 
would drive around the 1st District. You will see that bottles are not the 
biggest offender; it is paper. Therefore, let us continue to put more emphasis 
on our recycling program, because that would be beneficial for all rather than 
costing people their jobs and consumers more money. 

Mr. Chairman, we are truly concerned with this, and you know 
that we are. Because the glass industry has been an industry which has been 
the lifeline of Cumberland County, and parts of South Jersey other than Cumberland, 
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we are going to Gloucester and Salem also. Incidentally, the Assemblymen and 
Senators from that area are truly concerned about this bottle bill also. We 
asky~ please, before any action is taken, to reconsider seriously about not 
letting it get out of Committee. I thank you very much. If you have any questions, 
I will try to answer them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Assemblyman, your testimony was basically 
dealing with A-78, which dea~s with refillable bottles. Would that same 
testimony be true if we were talking about recycling bottles which come back 
in the form of cullet? Would the machinary have to be changed for that reason? 

ASSEMBLYMAN CHINNICI: In a few different words, you are asking 
me the same question you have asked Mr. Hurley. You are going to get the answer 
to that, sir, today. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Would the same thing, in reference to 
competitive cost-- If that glass came back .Ln the form of cullet to be recycled, 
would you lose your competitive advantage, or any competitive advantage to the 
aluminum can manufacturers? 

ASSEMBLYMAN CHINNICI: It is my understanding, Mr. Chairman--
! don't want to dwell into it--

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: (Interrupting) Because you testified 
that you would. That is why I am-- I am ':rying to find out where that comes 
around, of whether we are talking now with recycling and refilling as two different 
things. Also, the legislation dealing wit.1 returning or recycling and deposit 
also affects cans. Beverage containers in·~lude cans too. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CHINNICI: Well, it is my understanding that the 
recycling law that we now have in effect, w1ich passed several years ago, during 
yours and during my time, has caused more ~mployment in some areas because of 
the amount of recycling matter that has be~n coming in. I truly ask you --
we are dealing with A-78, in my particular :::ase, and I think that is the one that 
is going to affect us most of all. I hope that before you make a final decision 
on this bill, that you consult with Senatoc Hurley, Assemblyman Muziana, and 
myself. Thank you so much, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: T>ank you very much. Next we will 
have Assemblyman Guy Muziani from Distrietl. We have been joined by Assemblywoman 
Maureen Ogden, a member of this Committee. 

AS S EM B LYMAN G U Y F. M U Z I AN I: Good ll'Orning, Mr. Chainnan and manbers 
of the Energy and Environmental Committee. I would also like to express my appreciation 
on behalf of the constituency that we represent for your selecing this site for 
this hearing today. 

I wish to go on record, of ~e, to support J:t¥ colleagues, Senator James 
R. Hurley, and Assemblyman Joseph W. Chinnici, in their opposition to the bottle 
bill legislation that is being considered. If these bills were to become law, 
it would do immediate immeasurable, and irreparable harm to the leading industry 
in our district, which employs approximately 25% of the total labor force in 
Cumberland County. The impact of such legislation upon the economy and unemployment 
situation in our district could be very disastrous. 

Furthermore, I seriously question the constitutionality of such 
proposals. The authority for laws of this nature is found in the police power 
and therefore must be based upon a reasonable and logical application of that power. 
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These bills are clearly and obviously an anti-pollution measure; and, 
while their purposes are commendable, the content of the containers, in my op1n1on, 
bears no reasonable relationship whatsoever to the litter power of the container 
in which it is packaged. 

'fherefore, limiting the:>e bills to beverages is highly discriminatory 
and an unreasonable, arbitrary, and unconstitutional exercise of that police 
power. 

To overcome that consti·.utional barrier, these bills would have 
to apply equally to each and every prod11ct packaged and sold in non-returnable 
containers, including but not limited to foodstuffs such as soups, pickles, 
catsup, fruits, candy, cosmetics, medic.nes, detergents, and cleaning supplies, 
as well as the thousands and thousands <)f other products packaged in non-returnable 
containers. 

To broaden the scope of these bills to encompass all of these 
items would be absurd and would throw the entire State and our industrial complex 
into a state of turmoil and chaos. Con~;idering the fact that non-returnable 
beverage bottles represent less than 3% of roadside litter, passage of the bills 
in their present form would legislate them out of existence and leave 97% 
of the problem unsolved. 

The efforts, of course -- Everyone will be expressing their 
problems and their considerations conce ning the loas of iohs. I think I should 
make reference to is particular probl<!m more specifically. 

Proponents -- and I haV!' read a nwnber of periodicals concerning 
this particular issue of forced bottle .egislation -- say that forced deposits 
will create jobs. That may or may not lle true, depending on the area of the 
country. But think about the kinds of jobs that will be lost with a mandatory 
forced deposit. There are tens of thou:;ands of glass workers, for example, gainfully 
employed in about 30 of the states. Th!!Se are highly skilled workers, often 
heads-of-households. If these people lost their jobs, entire families would 
IJe afft->ded ·· ln fact, tnttt'ly local ~CC)t10J•l.l.t!e Would bs virtually aevastatec1. MecaUs~ 

of Oregon's deposit law, for example, about 450 such people were put out of work. 
On the other hand, even if a bottle bill created jobs, what would they be? Low-
paying, part-time jobs, usually bottle and can sorters. A lot of these jobs 
may more often than not be filled by students picking up some part-time money. 
And that's fine, but not at the expense of veteran workers who are trying to 
feed ancl ed.ucaLe their families. OepOS.Lt proponents argue that a national deposit 
law would create additional jobs. If that were really true, why is the American 
labor movement so adamantly opposed to bottle bills? If there really were jobs 
to be gained, wouldn't the AFL-CIO come out in favor of forced deposits? ~1y 

understanding is that the AFL-CI0 is on record opposing the bottle bills. 
In conclusion, I would suggest that the answer lies: 
1. In educating the public and adopting and enforcing realistic 

and practical laws against littering. The problem, in my opinion, is basically 
a "people problem," not a "litter problem." 

2. Improving techniques of solid waste collection and disposal. 
3. Recognizing the potential and availing ourselves of the techniques 

of the recycling process, with the State becoming more involved in assisting 
and funding recycling projects. 
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Each of UE! be•Jan our con11cious Hwu5 by being exposed to the bas i.e 
"three R's." I think mankind has reached the stage in the history of the world 
where the "three R's" should be increased to six, by the addition of reclamation, 
recycling, and reuse. Perhaps therein lies the hope of our survival. Thank 
you very kindly. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you very much, Assemblyman. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MUZIANI: Thank you for the opportunity. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Next we will hear from Assemblyman 'l'homas 

Cowan from District 32. He has come a long distance lo be here. He comes from 
Jersey City. 

A S S E M B L Y M A N T H 0 M A S F. C 0 W A N: Good morning, Mr. Chairman, 
members of the Committee, and staff. As the Congressman said, it is God's Country 
here. This isn't my first visit. I happened to have had the pleasure a number 
of years ago of visiting the Wheaton plants on a full-day tour with the present 
Senator of our State, Mr. Bradley, when he was campaigning. I certainly enjoyed 
my stay down here for the day. 

I came this distance becau~>e of tlle area I resid~ in, Hudson County. 
We have felt the affect of plant closings in the glass industry. I am here today 
to urge you to reject forced deposit legislation, which would devastate New Jersey's 
Recycling Act, and to reaffirm your support of the New Jersey Recycling Act, 
which we unanimously passed last year. I relay my thoughts to you with some 
factual experience of the competitive market that New Jersey's glass and plastic 
industries exist in today. 

The recent loss of approximately 900 jobs in Hudson County's glass 
and plastic eontaj ner indust.ry, 500 i9Q!; ] O!!t with t.he r-1 osing of tne OWens/TlU noj s 
plant in North Bergen, and, over 350 jobs 16st with the closing of Lhe Ball Glass, 
formerly Metro Glass, in Jersey City. 

I think it is important that we focus our thoughts today on the employ-
ment needs of our constituents and how these needs would be affected by forced 
deposit regulation. The number of jobs I speak of is not small. More than 
9,000 New Jersey residents depend on the can and glass container manufacturing 
industry for their incomes. That is 9,000 plus jobs, a great many of them 
high-paying, hewi-of-hoUiil{lhold jobs. In t heae difficult: time Iii, the can and qlasa 
container manufacturing industry is a strong and long-term source of employment 
for our constituents. These men and women earn more than $205,000,000 a year, 
most of which is subject to State and Federal taxes. 

The adverse effects of a forced deposit measure would be great. For 
example, more than BOO skilled jobs in the glass industry were eliminated in 
Michigan and surrounding states as a result of Michigan's deposit law. Michigan 
had one glass plant; New Jersey has 8. Five hundred and fifty-five workers in 
neighboring Conh•ict.icut. ware thrown out ot work as a result of that sta.tt~ '11 d(!poait 
regulation. Can we afford to subject the people of New Jersey to such hardship 
because of a law which only addresses 5% or 6% of our total solid waste problem? 

A forced deposit measure is also inflationary. These laws always 
lead to higher beer and soft drink prices. Under a New Jersey deposit law, a 
six-pack of beer or soft drink would increase $.25 to $.30. That is not including 
the minimum $.30 deposit. This increase is a direct result of the higher family 
cost supermarkets and distributors incur, and in turn, pass on to consumers. 
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·rhe deposit law is a no-win situation. What kind of a law puts a 
person out of a job and then asks that same individual to pay more for a product 
he used to help make? 

Our legislation and the glass container industry have both made a 
commitment to recycling, the Legislature, by passing the New Jersey Recycling 
Act, and the glass industry, by supporting projects such as the North Bergen 
Glass Reclamation Center. Giass container recycling has increased more than 600% 
this year, in North Bergen alone. The Reclamation Center is recycling at an 
<lvet·a'l<.: of J.4 million pounds of used glass containers every month. As I mentioned, 
the glass companies buy back the empty containers, thereby providing an additional 
source of income for thousands of New Jersey's residents. 

Statistics will be oontinuOu.sly heaped upon you during your deliberations 
by proponents and opponents of various solutions to New Jersey's ever-increasing 
litter problem. Specs that represent less than 6% of our litter mess cannot blind 
reality. The 1981 report of the Michigan Department of Transportation, concerning 
the continuing problem of increased litter three years after the enactment of 
~ rut~ea d~~onit l~glslalion ~ct~• 

New Jersey has enjoyed the benefits of being one of the leading producers 
of glass containers in the United States. The industry provides jobs and more 
than $6 million annually in tax revenue to our State. New Jersey deserves better 
than an ineffective piecemeal solution. 

This year, the Council of State Governments selected Ohio's Litter 
Control and Recycling Act as a comprehensive alternative to forced deposit legislation. 
I have had a bill drafted that is modeled after Ohio's statute, which I will 
introduce at our first session next month. I am hopeful that your Committee 
wi 11 givt.~ it ,:onsidl~ration. 

The glass industry has made a commitment to New Jersey, and we have 
made a commitment to recycling. We should not destroy these commitments by adopting 
a restrictive, inflationary forced deposit law. Instead, we should work together 
towards the commitments we have made to achieve a cleaner and economically sound 
New Jersey. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you very much, Assemblyman. Do any 
members of the Committee have any questions? (no response) Thank you very much. 
J:s AtoHHunLlyman John Hend.r.·it:kson'l (no response) 1 didn't see him. Next We will 
hear from Freeholder Edward Solomon. I hope you're not going to read the whole state-

ment. That is not the depth of the thing you are going to read to us, is it? 

E D W A R D S 0 L 0 M 0 N: No. Assemblyman Hollenbeck and members of your 
Environmental Committee: I am going to be brief, because I know you have a lot 
of speakers. First, on behalf of the entire Board of Chosen Freeholders of Cumberland 
County, I welcome you to Cumberland County. Our Board wants to commend Senator 
Hurley for bringing the hearings here and for your willingness to come here. 
Wt· ff·••l v'•ry r•ruud of our crlnn~t industry. This J.o hiHt.<>ric;I]Jy Ll"• numbtn· ont! 
industry in our area. We have a lot of people whose lives depend on their vocation 
in the glass industry. 

My first comment, on behalf of the Board of Freeholders -- I would 
like to tell you that all seven of them would be here, but they felt because 
of the immense number of speakers, one freeholder should represent all seven. 
They asked if I would do that on behalf of the Board. 
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I would like to tell you that this is net an environmental 
issue, this is not a conservation or conservative liberal issue, this is not 
even a republican or democrat issue; this is really a fight for survival for 
Cumberland County. I think you know what our situation is economically, and 

I think. _you know what •Jur .JUb silW!Ition 1"' itt th_i f.J r:uul!Ly. 'J'hc ql.-n;~, luduntty 

makes up a large part of those jobs. Because of this fight for survival and 
because it is important for this forced bottle deposit legislation bill to be 
defeated, the Board of Freeholders had a petition made up and circulated throughout 
the different business areas of Cumberland County. At the end of my comments, 
I would like to present to your Committee over 5, 000 signatures-within a three-week 
period--of the citizens of Cumberland County who oppose the forced bottle deposit 
bills, and would ask your consideration in helping to maintain jobs in our area. 

J\li><l, J v/l.•illd Uku I(• pret!Onl to you,, l"''''ILJti<•n lr"'" 1111• ll••·iid 

of Freeholders unanimously opposing the bills that you are considering. 
I think we alJ would agree that litter is a major problem in our 

Country and in our State. Any of us who travel throughout different municipalities 
and throughout rural areas will see all types of litter on the sides of our roads. 
I think it is a problen1 that your Committee is going to have to look at and try 
to come up with viable solutions. I feel one of them has to be a strong enforcement 
of litter laws. I can't remember the last time I read or saw in the news media 
~bout "'omeOJHe~ h<;•1 ng fined for throwing li tte:r. I think as lit State we are goinq 

to have to move in that direction. Second of all, I think it is time we give 
consideration of return to the WPA type program, or CCC program, where people 
will actually say, "Take some pride in New Jersey. Go out and clean up the highw.ays 
in the towns and the communities, and start making New Jersey a great place to 
live and become litter-free." I do appreciate, on behalf of the Board of Freeholders, 
the opportunity to present these petitions, and also the opportunity to say a 
few words. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you very much, Freeholder. Are there 
any questions? (no response) We will now hear from Chester Goodwin, the Mayor 
of Millville. Good morning, Mayor. 

M A Y o R c H E S T E R G o o D W I N: Good morning. On behalf of myself 
and the entire City Commission, we would like to welcome you to the City of Millville. 
We would also like to recognize the fact that Senator Hurley has asked you to 
consider our City as the host for your hearing, and we certainly appreciate that. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Assembly Energy and Natural Resource 
C9mmitt.ee I my narne i:o C)1f!3ster M. C',pqQ.win I rn I ~nd I a.m thl:l Mayq:r of t.he City 

of Millville. I speak to you today not only as a public official, but as a State 
taxpayer and a concerned citizen of our community. I, along with my colleagues 
who serve on the Board of Commissioners of the City of Millville, strongly oppose 
the glass beverage deposit and refund legislation presently before the General 
Assembly. It is quite evident from the attendance here today that we in Millville 
have serious reservations about the proposed bottle bills. 

The continued strength of the glass bottle manufacturing industry 

is vital to the nconomic stability of cur City and county. lf the proposed bottle 
bills were to become law, thousands of workers would suddenly find themselves 
idling in unemployment lines. As you no doubt know, Cumberland County has the 
5th highest unemployment rate in the nation, and any increase in the number of 
unemployed would only add to the already existing human despair. At a time when 
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great emphasis has been placed on the restoration of economic stability, it would 
seem ironic to throw thousands of eager and hard-working Americans onto the streets. 
Let there be no misunderstanding. I support the concept of a clean and a safe 
environment. However, I do not believe implaoontation of the bottle bill legislation 
wiLl d(,·cl.lvt~Jy control t:lll! l.i.tt.er proi.Jl&m, or dgnifh:antly reduce solid waste 
disposal in New Jersey. This package of bottle bills will have little positive 
impact on the environment and will devastate South Jersey's sensitive glass 
industry. Thank you. If you have any questions, I will try to answer them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you very much, Mayor. Assemblyman 
McEnroe has a question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Mayor, does the City of Millville have an active 
recycling program at the present time? 

MAYOR GOODWIN: At the present time we do not have an active recycling 
program; however, the City Commission has directed the Director of Economic Development 
within the City to begin such a plan. It is now under study. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you, Mayor. We will now hear from 

Mayor Fiorilli from Vineland. 

MAY 0 R P A T R I C K F I 0 R I L L I: Mr. Chairman and members of the 
Committee, I, too, would like to welcome you to Cumberland County. Unfortunately, 
I am wt~Ltmminq you to tho hightun unamplt:)ymont n.n11 in 1 hi! Stilt@ (•f Nt~w Je.ri!Uay. 
That is why we are so concerned. 

Another unfortunate situation is, we are really not discussing one 
particular bill today, we are discussing several. One is the bill for reusable 
bottles, and the others refer to recycling. It is unfortunate because they overlap. 
Mr. Chairman, I understand your question as to what will the cullet effect have 
on the employment in the area. I think the fact that we are discussing several 
bllla tnak.es that a little difficult to define. But, let me present some things 
to you in the course of my testimony that have not been considered. 

First of all, obviously, if the bottles are reusable, it is going 
to affect our glass industry tremendously. Figures released yesterday by the 
Labor Department show the unemployment rate for June in Cumberland County at 
16.2%. Let's take the supposition that the worst bill has passed, the A-78 
bill, the reusable bottle. Without a doubt, that would put a major portion of 
our bottle industry in this county and in South Jersey out of business. I am 
referring only to Cumberland County, even though there are bottle industries 
outside of it. 

Let's say, for example, that the disastrous effects were 25% of the 
people ln the glass bottle industry were put out of work because of reusable 
bottles. The percentage point figure to change our unemployment rate by 1% is 
roughly 96 people. If you were to put 900 people out of work, or 9,600, you 
would increase our unemployment rate by 10%, which would bring us up to 26%. 
If the effects were to put an additional 10% out, we would be in a depression 
by Federal figures. We consider ourselves in such a situation now, economically. 
So, we definitely oppose passage of that bill. 

The recycling bills have some e'ffect in many ways. For example, 
as Mr. Huqhes mcnt i.oned, th<: transportation of gl<tss-- (;}ass is a very weighty 
item. Recycling is fine, except, those in the qlass industry can tell you that 
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there are many different types of glass. Some are not compatible to others. 
Some cannot be mixed and used, except for some minor uses. They create a problem. 
That is something in the recycling business that no one seems to take into considera-
tion. If you are manufacturing, for example, a lead glass, you don't mix it 
with a lime glass, and things of that sort. But, more expert testimony 
on that will be coming forth. There are problems. 

1he problem of transportation due to weight -- I will give you a 
comparison of the half gallon soda bottle, the throw-away plastic which weighs 
about an ounce and a half. A comparable bottle in glass would weigh close to 
16 ounces. Transporting 16 ounces of glass from the retail store through the 
cycle and back to the glass industry could, in effect, make the use of a glass 
container.-- f!Ven :recycled-- so prohibitive. that thl~ i.nduatry would :;witch ••ntin~ly 
to plastic. That, too, would be a disaster to our glass industry. It is a problem 
of economics, of transportation, and of energy costs in processing and transportation, 
and it must be considered. While I realize that neither you nor I are experts on this 
factor, I am sure t~e:re will be people comi':lc;l' forth who are. 

Let's get down to the basic idea. The small store which must take the 
deposit on these bottles and return it, bottles and cans, when they are returned. 
What sort of problems do we create to the retail grocer, and what sort of increase 
to the consumers are we projecting? That covers several points. Let's say that 
we have a small grocery store, a Mom and Pop .store if you will, that employs 
five people, who in the course of a particular day -- I will take Friday for 
example, or a Saturday -- will sell several hundred containers of soda in cans 
and in bottles and will collect the deposit. Let's take another supposition-
a well-meaning group who is out to recycle bottles under the deposit bills. Let's 
say for example the Boy Scouts go along the highway and collect several thousands 
of bottles and bring them to the store, the store which at this point has collected 
maybe $60.00 in deposits, but must in fact, by law, accept these bottles and pay 
out what. ma 1 amount to $1,000 in deposi te. Thill is monEJy they don't even have 
on hand. There is no provision in the legislation and no way it could be controlled 
to say that the store would only take in return those bottles or cans which he 
or she had sold. There isn't any way you can write that into the legislation. 
But, you could in fact take the entire operating cash of that store off the market 
for one day, creating a hardship. It may be payroll day, when the help has to 
be paid. Yet by the return of an over abundant number of containers, they wouldn't 
have the money to meet their payroll, which of course would then bring the Department 
of Labor into their business. 

Another major problem: Your Committee is a committee on environment 
and certainly concerned with this. The return of bottles and cans to the grocery 
stores -- soft drinks in particular -- is not a very appealing thing. I was 
once in the retail business. I can give you accurate testimony on that. Let's 
say that an owner must keep 20 or 30 cases of bottles behind his store that he 
has taken. You are talking about bottles containing a certain amount of syrup -
sugar - the best attraction in the world to roaches and other bugs. I am sure 
the State H••alth Deptntmont W<:'l\llfl not appr•ciattt tha~, in thnt yon •ll" m;-~_kJlhi 

an attraction to create a problem. The obvious answer to that is the store must 
hire an exterminator or have. the exterminator come in more often, which means 
we are using more sprays in the environment than we currently need, which means 
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that the strict environmentalist would say, "Your bill is creating a problem that 

we hadn't t_llo•l':)ht about.." 'l'llLs, e>f course, wouJJ be after the b1 Lls wei"E~ passed. 

You would also be bringing into the area of a food store considerably more toxic 
material in the form of sprays to control the bugs that the bottles and the cans 
would attract than we do now. You would, in effect, be creating a health problem. 

We have another situation that our old friend Sid Glazer from the 
Division of Taxation would become involved in. How does a small grocery store 
account for the money they pay out on deposits and take in. Let's say, for example, 
in a given month, we will assume they filed a monthly report. They have taken 
in $600.00 in deposits and they have only payed out $400.00 in deposits. Will 
the Division o[ Taxation look at $200.00 as income which would be covered under 
sales tax or use tax? Would the Internal Revenue people consider it as an additional 
income to the store? Even though the following month that same store may take 
in $400.00 and pay out $700.00, there is no balancing credit under the laws of 
the State of New Jersey and the Division of Taxation. Plus the fact, it would 
put this small store keeper through a great deal of auditing and a great deal 
of inconvenience, and a great deal of expense. There are no provisions in any 

of the bills for that sorl of thirtg. Obviously, that doesrt't cbme undet your 
Committee, but, these would be a problem. I am sure before the Division of Taxation 
resolved the problem -- which probably would take two or three years and several 
court cases -- a great many people would be penalized. The corner grocery store 
would, in effect, be taking in bottles and paying out a deposit which was collected 
by the supermarket two miles away. Yet, you would be taking money away from the 
earnings of that store to pay these deposits. It would create an extreme hardship. 

The people in the glass industry would undoubtedly be the most hardly 
hit. However, people in the grocery business and the retail sales business proportionately 
would hav~ a disatrous effect on what could happen, 

The purpose of each of these bills is to clean up our roadsides to 
prevent litter, to make the State cleaner. That is a noble thought. There may, 
in fact, be a better way to do that. lnfortunately, your Committee was not sent 
copies. 

I would like to read to you a letter which was sent out from the 

New Jersey Conference of Mayors. I chair their Legislation Action Committee. 
It was sent tn the Speaker of the General Assembly, the President of the Senate,and 
1 l~t· N•'w ,J,·tr;• v t~uJmHlll•"' "'' Jaw .1nd Publlc Sttf£·ty 111 ill" s,n,,tt• ,,11d thE! lhHJ•·•lllLly. 

It presents a different way of dealing with this thing. We would ask that the 
State pass enabling legislation which would allow municipalities to amend their 
current litter ordinances. Litter ordinances today are practically useless. 
When a person gets into court, they are rarely fined anything; if they are, it 
is $15.00 or $20.00. By today's standards in court, even a $50.00 fine doesn't 
mean a thing. It doesn't stop people from littering. 

Let me read to you what we propose and what I ask you to consider. 
fly n<'loptLon , ,f nn ordinanc<c' unrh'r the provisions of this sta.t_ute, a municipality 

may include the following penaltie~ and conditions in its litter and/or graffiti 
ordinance: Any person convicted of distributing litter or causing the distribution 
of litter, or causing graffiti on public and private property shall be subject 
to a jail sentence of not less than 40 days. This penalty shall be served in 
the local or county jail on Saturday and Sunday at the rate of not less than 
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two days in each week. The penalty shall be served in a time period not to deprive 
the family of income earned by the convicted person, and to provide that a student 
need not be deprived of any school or classroom time. The 40-day jail penalty 
may by ag.reemtmt with thl• c:ourt ;:~.nd the convicted pcrson be convonr•d l:o d 

probation program where the convicted person shall work 40 hours at no corr1pensation, 
cleaning litter and/or graffiti from public streets, buildings, parks, playgrounds, 
and on private property where the court finds the need for that service. The 
40-hour penalty shall be performed at the rate of not less than 8 hours per week, 
and not to exceed a time period of 5 weeks. Upon conversion of the sentence 
and the court ordered work in city streets or city property, the Chief Administrative 
Officer of the municipalit~ or his designee, shall select the areas in which the 
convicted person shall work, where the court orders some or all uf the work. 

ordinance? 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: (Interrupting) Mayor? 
MAYOR FIORILLI: I'm sorry. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Are we going to read the whole projected 

MAYOR FIORILLI: No. It is just one more paragraph, sir. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: We do have 50 other people, and you are 

imposing on that time. 
MAYOR FIORILLI: I understand that. I think this may be a solution 

t.o 1111 crt. our pr oblcmr~. ·rher~ i u only on~ plilrag.~·aph ~~~It:. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: We all have to remember that there are 50 other 
people behind you. 

MAYOR FIORILLI: Well, then I won't read the rest. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: (continuing) -- that would like to testify, and vou are 

imposing on their time. 
MAYOR FIORILLI: The bill will be presented in the General Assembly 

at. t.ha next session and you w.ill be able to considl:ll.' iL thvn. l think whiil wo 
are doing with some of these bills is, we are penalizing the industrious glass 
worker for the fool who throws the bottles and the cans along the street. I 
don't think that is a fair solution. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you, Mayor. Are there any questions? 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: I would like to ask, Mayor, the same question 

I asked the Mayor of Millville. Is Vineland addressing recycling with a conserted 
effort? 

MAYOR FIORILLI: The entire county i~ through the county improvement 
authorities or the ve>unty landfill authorities. It is mandated by Statn law. 
The county committee on that is looking into that. I think you would find that 
20 of the 21 counties have submitted a proposal. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Again, the question is particularly your own 
city. Do you have an active program? 

MAYOR FIORILLI: No, not to that great extent. I believe the Jaycee's 
have conducted a glass recycling program with a depository station. That has 
been going on for about 5 years. It is not a city-wide program. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: How much money did you pay in tipping taxes this 
year because of the Recycling Act? 

MAYOR FIORILLI: Pardon me? 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: How much did it cost your city because of 
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tipping tax, to support the Recycling AC"t? 
MAYOR FIORILLI: I don't recall what the exact figure is, sir, but 

it made a difference of roughly $. 45 pe;· cubic yard in the closeout cost of the 
city landfill. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Anrl the method you would have for cutting 
that back for your City would be by having a recycling program, wouldn't it? 

MAYOR FIORILLI: I have sugqested to one person who was interested 
jn opening a recycling plant next to our landfill-- As a matter of fact, several 
officials in my last administration fleu down to Alabama to look at one, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: We are talking about a sore separation as 
against the landfill site. By not having a recycling act, you are costing a 
municipality money, aren't you? 

MAYOR FIORILLI: To that ex•:ent, we are. As.a matter of fact, I 
have been looking into a plan.referred to before as the Woodbury Plan. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: I would think the Mayors should look at it, 
because it is costing the towns a lot of money. 

MAYOR FIORILLI: I have been looking at it, sir. I have been investi-
gating the Woodbury Plan, which is supp,Jsedly the most practical plan there is. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: As.5emblywoman Ogden? 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Mayor, I understand from your testimony that 

you do have an ordinance on the books providing for fines for those who litter. 
Do you have any idea of how many have actually received summonses since you have 
been the Mayor? 

MAYOR FIORILLI: Yes. In 6 years, there were 61 people. The total 
amount of fines collected from those 61 people was $710.00. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: 'Thank you, Mayor. Next, we have Assemblyman 

Christopher Jackman, who also took a 2~ hour ride to get down here. Assemblyman 
Jackman. Good morning. 

A S S E M B L Y M A N C H R I S T 0 P H E R J A C K M A N: Good morning. 
My colleagues, I came down on a long ride today just to convey my thinking to 
you. I will be just as brief as possible. Knowing that we have worked together 
on a couple of occasions-- In fact, when I was Speaker, I think we enacted the 
Recycling Act. That took effect as of January of this year. Part of that Act, 
I think, said we would make a report back to the Legislature, and also to the 
Governor, in 1984. I'm not going to go into any long dissertation because I 
think most of you know that I am affiliated with the box industry. I am an international 
Vice President of the United Paperworkers' Union. I am here selfishly because 
we manufacture the boxes that you put the bottles in. It creates jobs. What 
could happen, and what is already happening in New York, Mr. Chairman, is there 
have been lay-offs in some of my planw and cutbacks in some of the bottling 
industries because of the enactment of the bottle law-- in Connecticut. especially. 
Just to make a point that I think is very important to your edification, Mr. 
Hollenbeck, we shut a plant down in Lunarchy, the OWens/IllinoisCorrugated plant, 
which employed 155 people. That eff~ of course, the rateables in that community, 
and it put a lot of people out of work. 
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I don't think anybody here or outside has all of the answers. I 
have statistical data that I wouldn't dare read because it becomes boring. I 
know this from speaking to some of my colleagues at the last go-around of the 
convention that we had up in Rye, New York, and from discussions I had with my colleaques 
in New York, who enacted in essence two bills. One bill was for recycling and 
the other was to ban the bottle. They were hoping that the Governor wouldn't 
sign the "ban the bottle bill." but would sign the "recycling bilJ." They were 
fooled, and they signed the bottle bill. They have a recycling bill that doesn't 
mean anything. 

We don't want to put ourselves in that position. I know the fairness 
of my colleague, because I have worked with him. I know there are a couple of 
new ones here, but, knowing the background and the hard work that took place--
That recycling bill didn't get its true value. 

Up in my home town, or next to my home town, where I have my legislative 
office, there is a recycling plant -- Owens/Illinois I think you are familiar 
with it, Mr. Chairman. They are recycling thousands of tons of bottles in that 
area. That is not hundreds, but thousands of tons have already been recycled. 
The input there is tremendous. 

I think what we ought to concentrate on-- I think we all must be 
in some sort of agreement that we have an educational program that we must get 
across to our people. You and I know that litter is going to be there whether 
it be coffee cups, napkins, hankies, or whatever you want, that people throw 
out the window when people become careless. Litter is litter. To single out 
the bottling industry, where we have some very serious problems today-- Fortunately, 
the concentration of the bottling industry is in this State, to a great degree. 
If you don't keep those jobs there, you are going to put people on the unemployment 
roles, or the welfare roles, and whether you like or not, we are going to be 
paying for that. 

I think if we educate our people in the recycling program -- which 
has already started in this State-- Maybe 200, 300, or 400 communities have 
already activated collecting bottles. When the garbage is put out, there are 
bottles in one group, cans in another group, paper in another group, and people 
are picking it up. I think if we do that, we could accomplish something. I 
think we are morally obligated based upon the legislation that we enacted, that 
we at least give it an opportunity to work, and then make our report back in 
1984. Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you, Assemblyman. The Owens/Illinois 
recycling plant, which takes in the thousands of tons of glass for recycling, 
what was the effect of that recycled glass on the employment, both in the 
glass industry and in the paper industry? 

ASSEMBLYMAN JACKMAN: I can't hear you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: What was the effect of the glass being recycled 

by Owens/Illinois? What was the effect on employment in the glass industry and 
in the paper industry? 

ASSEMBLYMAN JACKMAN: I think it is accomplishing what we asked it 
to accomplish. We are recycling that product, and recycling it back into glass 
containers. That is what we are doing. I think that was the point. I must 
also tell you, Mr. Chairman, that they closed down that particular plant in North 
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Bergen because of -- again, it is something that we have to put values on, and 
it is something that we have to contend with -- the high energy cost. Consequently, 
we lost the operation up there. But, the recycling operation is in effect, and 
we are doing a good job. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you very much. Is there anyone else? 
Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN JACKMAN: Thank you, gentlemen. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Our next witness is Robert Donovan, representing 

SEED, Society for Environmental and Economic Development. 

R 0 B E R T C. D 0 N 0 V A N: Mr. Chairman, Assemblywoman Ogden, and Assemblyman 
McEnroe: I appreciate this opportunity to visit with you today on an iss~e 

of great concern to our industry. I am Bob Donovan with Owens/Illinois. I am 
not representing Owens/Illinois today; I am speaking on behalf of Mr. Arthur 
Young, the President of SEED, the Society for Environmental and Economic Development. 

New Jersey SEED is a coalition of organizations concerned with the 

pranotion of responsible econanic qrc:Mth and devel.O!]J1el1t. OUr rnaubershio is drawn 
from throughout the business industry labor spectrum, including the New Jersey 
State AFL-CIO, and the New Jersey State Chamber of Commerce. We appreciate this 
opportunity to appear before you to express our position on beverage container 
mandatory deposit proposals being considered by the Assembly Energy and Natural 
Resources Committee today. We share th' Committee's desire to seek a cost-effective 
solution to the New Jersey litter condition. We also support cost-effective 
methods of addressing our solid waste p1oblem and to conserve energy and natural 
resources. 

In light of these mutual objectives, we continue to support the New 
Jersey Recycling Plan and its enabling law -- the New Jersey Recycling Act --
which passed the Legislature last year without a dissenting vote, and was implemented 
only on January 1st of this year. 

We are of the strong opinion that the New Jersey Recycling Plan is a 
cost-effective method of addressing these conditions. We are convinced its objective 
of the recycling of materials that normally constitute 25% of municipal solid 
waste is far more ambitious than a beverage container deposit law. We point 
to previous testimony by Mary Sheil, Administrator of the New Jersey Office of 
Recycling, on behalf of the New Jersey Department of Energy and Department of 
Environmental Protection, as evidence of the fine progress to date and the excellent 
prognosis relative to the achievement of the objective of the plan. 

We can point to the program as a textbook example of the substantial 
benefits that can be achieved through a cooperative effort of State and local 
governments, industry, labor, and the environmental community. 

The fact that more than 400 recycling programs are now operating 
in at least 297 communities is further evidence of the fine reception this plan 

has received at the community level. These programs range from waste separation 
and curbside pickup of paper, glass, and aluminum mandated by community ordinances, 
to voluntary collections by boy scouts and other civic and fraternal groups. 

One objective of the Recycling Plan is the recovery and reuse of 
50% more glass than a deposit law could possibly recover. In the short time 
since the Recycling Plan was developed, we have seen the start-up of eight new 
glass and multi-material redemption centers. In December of 1981 -- Assemblyman 
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Jackman discussed this -- Owens/Illinois upened a new $600,000 glass recycling 
processing center in North Bergen. During the first four months of its operation, 
it purchased 600% more recycled glass than the average of the preceeding months. 

Mary Sheil referred to numerous examples of additional innovative 
recycling initiatives throughout the State by a variety of interests. She also 
compared the cost per ton of a comprehensive recycling program with the cost 
per ton of beverage containers that would probably be recovered through imposition 
of a beverage container deposit law. The former operates at between $30.00 to 
$40.00 per ton, while the $. 01 per container handling fee alone includEd in most proposed 

deposit measures would represent a per ton cost of $460.00 for aluminum cans, 
$80.00 for glass, and $200.00 for plastic. 

The industry I represent -- again, this is Art Young talking -- as 
Executive Director of the Solid Waste Industry Council, is actively exploring 
ways to compete with alternate collection networks, and we have already pledged 
to assist in any realistic statewide litter abatement effort. For example, 
we can assist in the distribution of litter bags and use our trucks to help promote 
litter abatement and cleanup. 

Permit me a few moments to explore the cost-effectiveness of a deposit 
law as it would relate to the recycling plan first and litter reduction second. 

Under a deposit system, empty beverage containers must be returned 
by the consumer to a retailer for refund of the deposit. The containers are 
then routed back to the soft drink bottler and beer wholesaler. 

This process adds significantly to beverage distribution costs at 
both the wholesale and retail level. The minimum estimate based upon experience 
in existing deposit states is $1.00 per case. 

Removing beverage containers, especially aluminum and glass, from 
the waste stream in this manner would, in our opinion, do irreparable damage 
to existing and potential statewide multi-material recycling programs. 

For example -- Mr. Chairman, this might address your question on 
jobs and recycling -- Montclair, New Jersey, a community of 38,000, operates a 
very successful curbside pickup program. The program grosses $137,000 annually 
and breaks even. However, Montclair waste disposal costs have been reduced by 
approximately $20,000 annually. The materials recovered include: newspapers, 
glass and aluminum, ledger paper, and used motor oil. 

If deposit legislation were enacted by the State, Montclair's operators 
project a 17% reduction in tonnage, and a 26% reduction in income, which is about 
$35,000, which would require a 34% reduction in its eight-man workforce, or a 
municipal budget appropriation to make up the deficit. That is just one town. 

The objective of the Recycling Act is the recovery of 25% of municipal 
solid waste or 1.3 million tons per year, and includes, as previously stated, 
recovery of up to 50% more glass than a deposit law could possibly achieve. For 
example, the report, "Recycling in the 80's," estimates a maximum of 659,000 
tons of all types of glass containers will be available in the State, used by 
our residents, by 1985. The New Jersey glass industry recycled approximately 
36,000 tons of New Jersey Glass in 1980, and anticipates the recovery of 70,000 to 

100,000 tons in 1982 of the total of 145,000 tons it will recycle from all sources. 
Its goal is to recycle more than 360,000 tons of New Jersey glass alone by 1985. 
Deposit legislation would recycle possibly 170,000 to 240,000 tons,if 90% of 
the glass beverage containers were recovered after factoring in the anticipated 
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attrition of tbe beverage container market which normally accompanies a deposit 
law. 

The cost per ton to recycle glass beverage containers through a deposit 
system based upon $1.00 per case anticipated cost increase would far exceed the 
$30.00 to $40.00 per ton experienced through a comprehensive recycling program. 

Aluminum recycling would be effected in a similar manner. 
Deposit legislation cannot be considered a cost-effective way to 

recycle -- in our opinion -- and to impose it would jeopardize the statewide 
recycling plan. 

The last consideration is the question of the cost-effectiveness 
of deposit legislation in reducing litter. This begs a second question -- does 

·litter really rank amongst the many critical and important problems the State 
must address this year? 

We think not, and we strongly urge the members of the Committee to 
consider the cost implications of deposit legislation in light of its achievable 
impact on litter. 

If deposit legislation does in fact cause a minimum increase of about 
$1.00 per case in soft drink and beer prices, our citizens would be asked to 
absorb a minimum hidden tax of $131 million annually to achieve a 60% to 90% 
reduction in beverage container litter which probably represents 20% of our litter 
condition, or, a 12% to 18% reduction in total litter. 

By contrast, Keep America Beautiful can document the cost of its 
Clean Community System, the litter abatement program, as ranging from $.04. to 
$.14 per capita through 200 or 300 operations throughout the country. The average 
recorded reduction in total litter has been 30% after the first year of the program 
and 70% the fifth year. Those CCS per capita costs applied to New Jersey would 
range from a total of either $300,000 up to $1,000,000 per year, no where near 
the $131,000,000 hidden tax under a deposit law. 

In light of the Legislature's recent rejection of the $.05 per qallon 
gasoline tax that would have produced, I believe, $140,000,000 or $145,000,000, 
the 1% increase in our sales tax, which would have produced between $225-;000,000 and 
$250,000,000 in new revenues to help solve our serious state budgetary problem, 
can we really expect our citizens to accept a $131,.000,000 hidden tax to achieve 
a 12% to 18% reduction in litter? 

Let's dwell on that hypothesis for a moment. New Jersey includes 
within its boundaries a total of less than 8,000 square miles. If the Legislature 
were to appropriate $131,000,000 to address beverage container litter instead 
of enacting a hidden consumer tax in the form of a deposit law, it would represent 
an expenditure equal to $16,718 per square mile. That is more than double the 
estimated amount Monmouth County budgets to pick up all litter in each square 
mile of its 17 county parks and more than 12 times the amount budgeted by the 
State for labor and removal of all litter in the 440 square miles of our 35 state 
parks and 11 forests - probably the most littered areas in the State. That close 
to $17,000 is enough money to employ two persons at minimum wage, five days a 
week, year round, to patrol every square mile in the State, including all public 
and private lands and waters in search of nothing but beverage containers. 

Using the same rationale, would the Legislature even consider the 
enactment of a sales tax increase of approximately 2~% to create a $65~000,000 
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fund to address tho total litter condition in th~ same manner as de~nslt legislation? 
We don't think so. 

Of course, this proposal sounds preposterous. But, is it really? 
We have attached to our statement what we think to be a relevant article titled, 
"A Bottle Bill's Even Bigger Cost," written by Martin and Kathleen Feldstein. 
It appeared in the Boston Globe on September 15th of last year. 

Martin Feldstein is Professor of Economics at Harvard University, 
and President of the prestigious National Bureau of Economic Research in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. He was nominated Chairman of the Conference of Economic Advisors 
to President Reagan on August 6th of this year. 

Mr. Feldstein based his calculations upon data given him by the 
Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group -- proponents of the Massachusetts 
beverage container law. 

Mr. Feldstein calculated the Massachusetts bottle bill would raise 
the cost of beverages to consumers between $80 and $100 million annually. He 
likened it to a hidden tax. I quote from Mr. Feldstein's comments. 

Mr. Chairman, I will stop after these con~ents. The other material 
deals with job losses. You have heard much about that already. We can substant.iate 
much of that material. But, I would like to close with Mr. Feldstein's comments 
under what he calls, Hidden Tax: 

"It seems very unlikely that the Legislature would enact a bill that 
adds neary $100 million to Massachusetts taxes and spending in order to achieve 
whatever reduction in litter would follow from passing the bottle bill. It is 
obviously much easier though to impose a hidden tax that raises producers costs 
and consumers' prices but doesn't have to go through the budget process." Here 
is the telling line: "Indeed, as the debate over the bottle bill has shown, 
imposing this kind of hidden tax doesn't even require its proponents to calculate 
what the cost would be." 

Mr. Chairman, it is the position of SEED that we feel deposit legislation 
can in no way be considered cost-effective in either reducing litter or solving 
our solid waste problem. We urge the Committee to reject all bills. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Mr. Donovan, the Recycling Act, which has 
brought a great deal of glass back into the industry, through your corporation,· 
Owens/Illinois-- How many jobs have been lost because of the Recycling Act returning 
glass? 

MR. DONOVAN: None, whatsoever, that we know of. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Mr. Donovan, the answer is none-- Why, 

if glass is also returned for recycling -- that didn't get caught within the 
Act -- why would that lose jobs? 

MR. DONOVAN: I'm sorry, I don't understand. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Why has the glass in one way not cost jobs, 

and why is it when you take it from another source, the same glass, cost jobs? 
MR. DONOVAN: I see. We anticipate two developments if a deposit 

law were passed. In the first place, there is an immediate attrition in the 
beverage market of 10%. This is what occurred-- This is what did occur in Michigan. 
In other words, the consumers purchase 10% less beer and soft drink. In many 
cases, the beer containers-- Let me put it this way: Much of the beer -- I 
will let the U.S. Brewers Association people address this. Their expertise 
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is greater than mine. However, there was a switch from beer containers to draft 
beer in many cases. This resulted in a decrease in the containers sold to the 
industry. We also anticipate that not much, but about 30% of the soft drink 
and beer would go to refillable glass containers. As soon as it goes through 
rnfill~bln ql~AH cnntainArs, basnd on our proiections, we are talking about roughly 
a 34% reduction in the use of beverage containers in New Jersey. That is glass, 
cans, and plastic. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOI,LENBECK: Is that refillable? 
MR. DONOVAN: No. That is due to refillable. In other words, for 

each refillable container used, if it makes ten refills--
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Let's not talk about refillables. We are 

talking about recyclables, not refillables. The question was dealing with recyclable 
qlasH, coming back in the form of cullet. 

MR. DONOVAN: I'm afraid I don't quite understand the question. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: One of the bills we are talking about actually 

bans refillables. We are talking about all recyclables. 
MR. DONOVAN: We view that bill with some suspicion on this basis. 

It is exactly what happened to us in Vermont. The first bill was innocuous enough. 
Two years later, that bill was amended to require that glass containers be capable 
of five refills. We have seen amendments to all of the bills in the states, a 
year or two following the legislation, to try to "perfect" the bill. In each 
case, il 11 . .1:.1 been dama<Jilly lu t.he container industry. lt ha~ nul helped tlw 
container industry. We view this as a foot in the door and a ploy on the part 
of the proponents. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: How much glass is picked up, or litter, 
because of the Recycling Act? 

MR. DONOVAN: I'm sorry, I didn't hear you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: How much litter is picked up from the parks, 

aloncr the roadways, public lands, and per>ple's property because of the Recycling 
Act? 

MR. DONOVAN: How much litte.1· is picked up? 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOI,LENBECK: Yes 
MR. DONOVAN: I wouldn't have, the-- I can give you one example--
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: What: mode within the Recycling Act picks 

up litter? What. article of the Recyclinq Act picks up litter in the parks, along 
the roads, and public lands? 

MR. DONOVAN: The Recycling Act has as one of its provisions a promotion 
c,f both th.· RPcyr•linq proqram ancl the Litter Abatement proqram. Tt is, I believe, 
in the p~uceHs of developi119 a proposal, or at least the New Jersey Recycling 
Forum is in that process. 

I might point out -- this might address your question -- that Woodbury, 
New Jersey has a very effective multi-material curbside pickup program. 
Councilman Sanderson is quoted by Gordon Bishop in an article last year as saying 
that one of the benefits accrued from that program is -- these are his words 
"A 98% reduction in the containers and papers nonchalantly tossed around the 
highways and so forth." That may be an added effect. I can't say that is going 
l<l h•.' o1 d•·liJ1itr· r fft,t:l·. Ynu miqht ask somP of th<' pvnpl0 who f<,]Juw tTJf' who 
are involved in recycling. We do feel that something has to be done to correct 
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the litter situation. Again, we are all in favor of a cost-effective way of 
doing it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: One of the problems we have--and the reason 
why we are going to question you is because you a~e a person that is fairly knowledgable 
in this whole area, dealing with legislation similar to this. You testify frequently 
all over the count.ry. \'i'e are talking about the Recycling Act. ~"i'e are talking continually 
on it. I'm a great supporter of the Recycling Act. We talk about giving 
it a chance to work. I don't find any portion of the Recycling Act itself that 
generally addresses itself to litter. See, that is where the problem is. We 
know we have something for a program of public relations, but, I don't know of 
anything where it literally picks up or gets something off of the streets from 
the Recycling Act. 

MR. DONOVAN: That may have to be addressed. 
ASSEHBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: When we start talking about bottle bills 

let's forget about the words "refillable bottles" we find that bottles are 
coming back in the form of cullet just like they do from the Recycling Act. That 
is going to cost jobs. I can't understand why the Recycling Act cullet doesn't 
cost jobs, but the ones coming back from deposit do cost jobs. That is what 
we have and the basic question we started with. We can't get an answer for that 
one question. Why does one cost jobs and the other doesn't? One is going to 
bring in much less glass than the other. The Recycling Act will always bring 
in a lot of glas~ while the other one will bring in a smaller quantity of glass 
in the form of cullet, but also, will take care of the problem of at least bottle 
litter on the street. Mind you, when we get talking here, there are more than 
bottles, we are talking about beverage containers. So, we are also talking about 
the aluminum beer cans, soda bottles, and even plastics are involved. 

HR. DONOVAN: Let me try to respond to that in this way. The Recycling 
Act stimulates recycling throughout the State through a variety of methods, anywhere 
from curbside pickup programs that are mandated by the town or city, to just 
about any type of program that is going on. Its objective, again, is the recycling 
of 50% more glass than the bottle bill could produce. What the bottle bill does 
is, it recycles glass but it recycles it back to the grocer -- the food merchants 
and the supermarket -- ill-prepared to take that material back. In a sense we 
are passing a law similar to mandating that a Volkswagen drive up a one-way 
street the wrong way, and of course, it impairs the flow of traffic. The same 
thing is true by forcing containers back through a very efficient one-way distribution 
system. So, you are forcing beverage containers back to the retailer , back to 
the wholesaler, or the bottler, where many of them would probably be recycled. 
But, the cost of that recycling is so excessive in comparison to the other way. 
The Recycling Act is designed to stimulate recycling of not only beverage containers, 
but the pickle jars, and the mayonnaise jars, and everything else that goes in 
glass, all types of aluminum, all types of paper, and so forth. That is much 
more comprehensive. The cost per ton -- according to Mary Shei I' s t<.cstimony 
runs $30.00 to $40.00 a ton. So, there is a chance to make money that way. The 
cost per ton of recovering containers through a beverage deposit law is far above 
that. I hesitate to even tell you, because I don't even think you would believe 
me. I want to go back and verify those figures myself. 

p,SSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you. Are there any questions? 
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ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I just have a comment, 
Mr. Donovan, that I don't really agree with your recital of that Montclair 

ex peri c'ncc. 

Ml{. DONOVAN: 1. 'm sorry, I can't hear you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: I don't agree with the facts as you see them 

regarding the experience of the City or town of Montclair in Essex County. I 
see any of these efforts of the Recycling Act are to reduce waste and recycle 
energy, if you will, rather than to save jobs. I recognize that as an important 
part of this discussion, but I think in your comments it is totally out of place. 
You are over-dramatizing a small local experience. 

MR. DONOVAN: Yes, I did. I agree. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: You an: trying to draw a major conclusion from 

it. I would ulso like to have a copy of your testimony for the mC'mbers of the 
Committee, rather than wait for the transcript. 

MR. DONOVAN: I have given copies to the clerk. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you very much. 
MH. DONOVAN: I didn't cover more thoroughly 

although it is in the statement -- the cost benefit aspect of the Clean Community 
System, which we feel is a far more effective way to address the litter problem 
than deposit legislation. I hope you will look that over carefully. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Mr. Donovan, I would just like to ask one question 
along the line of Chairman Hollenbeck's questioning. Are you, in essence, saying 
that jobs would be lost if we had a deposit bill, but the containers were not 
refillable? That there would be a job loss in the glass industry because the 
price would be higher and therefore the consumers would buy less? Is this essentially 
what you are pointing out? 

M~. DONOVAN: Essentially, yes. But, there are two aspects of the 
higher prices. I believe that this was addressed by Barbara McConnell when she 
spoke on behalf of the Food Council, that these costs, these distribution costs 
that are inturred by the beverage industry end up someplace out of the consumer's 
pocketbook. In other words, someplace at the retail level, they are paying for 
those costs, as Martin Feldstein indicated in his calculations. Now, that one 
cost factor, along with the job losses that would occur-- Because even though 
the deposit law would not mandate a return to refillable glass containers, you 
do have the combination of the attrition in the marketplace, people switching 
possibly to other products, or, some of them just stop drinking the products. 
You do have the attrition. That attrition, any attri·tion, in the numbers of 
containers that are used will be reflected in a job loss in the container industry, 
and the industries that supply the container industry. 

l-iSSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Are there any other questions from the members 
of the Committee? (no response) Thank you very much, !>lr. Donovan. 

MH. DONOVAN: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: We are now going to call Mr. Henry Blekicki, 

the Deputy Commissioner of the New Jersey Department of Commerce and Economic 
Development. 

We have a published list of the participants. We will digress from 
that to recognize the Deputy Commissioner. Mr. Blekicki, how are you·: 
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H E N R Y B L E K I C J( I: Thank you. Vice Cr.ai.m1ar1 McEnroe, and IliE!11bers of the AssEmbly 
Energy and Natural Resour~es Committee, my name is Henry Blekicki, and I am the 
Deput.y Commissioner of the New Jersey Department of Commerce and Economic DEcvelopment. 

I appreciate this opportunity to express the Department's views on 
the issues of beverage container deposit legislation and the control of litter 

within our State. 
A primary function of the Department of Commerce is t.he at.traction 

of new business and industry to our State, as well as the retention of those 
businesses already here. We are, therefore, extremely concerned with the negati~e 
effect that deposit legislation would have upon the beverage contai11er industry 
in New Jersey. As the largest producer of beverage containers in the country, 
New Jersey would suffer the effects of this type of legislation to a much greater 
extent than elsewhere. Indeed, the recent enactment of New York's bott:le law, 
coupled with the type of legislation that we are discussing today, would result 
in a severe loss of jobs and revenues to our State. Such a negative economic 
impact cannot be tolerat.ed, particularly in light of the current economic plight 
in which we find ourselves. 

Southern New Jersey has been especially hard hit in rec2nt years. 
Governor Kean hds demonstrated a true conm1i tment to alleviate the hc;uvy unerrployment 
in counties such as Cumberland. In fact, this is my ~"-~cond visit to Cumberland 
County this week to deul with the serious economic issues of the co•1nty. Our 
Department is working diligently to maintain, increase and attract new jobs for 
New Jersey. Before we sacrifice one job or damage a single industry here, though, 
we must be certain that the benefits to be gained from certain legi:c;lat.ion outweigh 
the damage that will result. The Department of Cnrmnerce does not b<·lieve tl:-:at 
the cost incurred by this legislation is justified to solve a relat1vely small 
part of the total litter problem. In fact, the formation of the brr1ad coalition 
of business, labor, and government that has united in opposition to this legislation 
provides ample evidence of the strong sentiment aqainst such a move. And why? 
Because this legislation will hit where it hurts most. The result \lould be the 
loss of high-paying, head-of-household, manufacturing jobs with a high multiplier 
effect on the economy; in favor of low-paying, service-oriented, clc,rk-type jobs 
that surely lack this ripple effect. 

Moreover, due to the passage of similar legislation in New York State, 
at least one soft drink company has indicated that it will not locate in that 
state, and is instead considering locating here in New Jersey. The passage of 
this type of legislation would undoubtedly jeopardize such a decision, and thus 
eliminate such possibilities for job creation. 

We believe also that the Legislature should allow time for the implementa-
tion of the New Jersey Recycling program and waitat least until the Office 
of Recycling presents its report to the Legislature in October of 1984, before 
examining the need for deposit legislation. In fact, according to '.he Glass 
Packaging Instit~ute, 424 million glass bottles and jars were recycled in New 

Jersey in 1981. Further, the Trade Association for Glass Bottle Makers says 
nine New Jersey glass plants recycled 23 percent more containers in 1981 than 
the year before. In total, 239 million pounds of glass bottles wer( recycled, 
thereby reducing litter and solid waste burdens in the State. Inder ·d, New Jersey's 

recycling program is already being viewed as a model for other statc!s and even 
for other countries, as a means of attacking the total litter problem. Why 
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jeopardize this program before it has a chance to see its full potential? 
In summation, Mr. Chairman, we ask: Why would the State even suggest 

such legislation? New Jersey should b·· the last state to even have a bottle 
bill. 

We think it appropriate that this hearing was held in Cumberland 
County today. The Department of Commerce asks only that the Legislature remember 
the high unemployment here -- in the 16% to 18% range aver the last several months --
and the deep dependence upon this industry when decisions on this issue must 
be made. 

Our Department opposes this legislation on the basis of the negative 
economic impact that would result for New Jersey's industry and workers. It 
is my understanding that Governor Kean has now also opposed this legislation 
because it would exacerbate an already serious unemployment problem in South 
Jersey. Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Mr. Blekicki, since New York has recently enacted 
deposit legislation, has the Department_ of Commerce and Economic Development 
initiated any effort to review their experience with them? Have you had some 
meetings? Is there an inter-relationship between New Jersey, since 
you obviously indicate a great concernwit.h the impact of their bill, with your 
comparable Department in New York State~? 

MR. BLEKICKI: We have not-- That bill is still in the process of 
being implemented. So, there is no track record in New York State as to what 
its effect will be. All we can rely on is the impact in other states. It is 
a mixed bag. It is very difficult to determine precisely what the impact on 
jobs will be and on the effectiveness of the legislation in reducing the litter 
problem. That is a very difficult problem. We have to look, and we are looking, 
at the effects of this type of legislation in other states. It is not so much 
New York State, it is other states that we are looking at and reviewing their 
experience. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: But it does seem that, since New Jersey is the 
producer of such a large proportion of the glass bottles used by the beverage 
industry, and sj_nce New York St.ate is a state of such large importance to this 
industry and of such close proximity to New Jersey, it seems highly unreasonable 
to r.1e that. a plan would be in operation now anticipating this impact on our New Jersey 
glass industry. I wondered why your Department has not developed that plan. 

MR. BLEKICKI: I think what we should be doing, and what we are in 
the process of undertaking, is an effort to perhaps have New York State reconsider 
that bill. 'rhe reason being is that it will, by all estimates, have a serious 
impact on New Jersey. I think there is now a sense of concern within New York 
State that what was passed may not be good for them or for the region. So, we 
are in the process of reaching out to them to try to show them what the impact 
would be on us and how it would also negatively affect them. Of course, that 
is their right and their decision to make, but we certainly can provide them 
with that input, and we will be doing that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: I have just one other thing. I don't mean 
to nitpick, but, on the final page of your statement, the third paragraph from 
the bottom, you do say on the printed statement that has been distributed to 
us: "In summation, Mr. Chairman -- I am quoting your comments -- we ask, why 
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would the State even suggest such legislation?" "New Jersey should be the last 
state,"and it says here, "to even have a bottle bill." 

MR. BLEI<ICKI: I changed that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENEOE: It should be "ever?" Is that correct 7 

MR. BLEKICKI: No. I changed it to "consider having a bottle bill." 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Consider having a bott.le bill. Thank you. 

Are there a'!'ly questions? Assemblywoman Ogden? 
·ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I just have one question. Do any of the other 

states whose experience you are examining have the section that Assemblyman 

Paterniti's bill has, which is non-refillable containers? 
MR. BLEK't·CKI: I didn't hear the last part of that question. 
ASSEMBLYMAN OGDEN: I am wondering if any of the other states that 

have enacted legislation have the non-refillable container aspect that we are 
considering. 

MR. BLEKICKI: Offhand, I don't recall that any of the Htates do, 
but again, I would be very happy to provide that information to you. If my 
memory serves me correctly, no. I don't remember, at least having Lhat part 
of it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you. Thank you Assemblywom.m Oqden. 

Thank you very much,Mr. Blekicki. 
MR. BLEKICKI: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: We will now call on Grace Applegate, Legislative 

Liaison from the: New; Jersey Department of Labor. Miss Applegat.e? 

GRACE A P P LEGATE: Thank you very much. I'm sorry I do not have 
copies of my testimqny. I am here at the last minute because our D·.~puty Commissioner 
is down in Washingt.on. 

My name is Grace Applegate, and I am the Legislative LiaLson for the 
Depart.ment of Labor. I would like to say before I start. that this ; s my second 
trip to Cumberland county this week, the Department of Commerce and 

the Department of Labor were down on Monday. I think this shows t.he sincere interest 
that the Administration has on the problems here in South Jersey. 

I am here on behalf of Commissioner Roger A. Bodman t.o ·2xpn:ss t.he 
DepartrAerit of l,abqr' s concerns about beverage container regulation proposals 
that would aggrav<~,te'what is already a serious unemployment problem in New Jersey, 
and especially in the southe.rn part of the State. 

We understand the concerns of environmentalists and conscrvaLionists 

over the problems c<;1used by the extensive use of throwaway bottles and cans. 
We recognize the it support of beverage container regulations as a w.~ll- intentioned 
effort to reduce litter, ease the problem of solid waste disposal, and conserve 
natural resources. 

However, Commissioner Bodman would like this Committee to put these 
problems in proper perspective, and to consider the fact that any measur·2 which 
would restrict production of an important industry in New Jersey could leave 

without jobs thousands of.New Jersey workers who are dependent for their liveli-
hood on the bevera<je·container industry., Our statistical staff advisee; me that 
there are more than 14,000 workers directly engaged in the manufacture of metal 

and glass containers in the State. There are additional thousands engaqed in the 
sale and <l.ist;s:ibut.:i,.{aR of these containers, and in specialized bott1 ing and ' .): .<,;~. ,;!;~~~?;.,'; ., 
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filling plants. Their direct payroll exceeds 90 million dollars. This is no 
small amount when added to the New Jersey economy. 

The glass industry, in particular, is one of New Jersey's oldest 
industries. Workers in this industry are especially skilled. Many of them would 
have difficulty in converting their skills to new occupations. A number of these 
workers are older workers,who would have difficulty finding new jobs suitable 
to their skills. 

These jobs are scattered throughout New Jersey, but there is a particular 
concentration in Cumberland County, which has one of the worst unanployment situations 
in the State. Cumberland County, which is particularly dependent upon the glass 
industry, had an unemployment rate averaging 17.4% during the first half of this 
year. 

It is obvious that beverage container regulation, if it works, will 
cause a sharp drop in the demand for bottles and cans. It, therefore, will displace 
a substantial proportion of the workers engaged in container production. The 
impact will be most severe in Cumberland County, where the glass industry accounts 
for about 15% of all jobs. 

Over the year~ transportation has been a problem for workers in the 
glass industry, which is generally located in comparatively rural areas. Relocation 
of these workers to other jobs creates a particularly difficult situation. I 
understand there are many speakers who want to address your Committee today 
I don't want to take up too much of your time. Other speakers have, an other 
speakers will,bring out many other problems with this legislation. I think it 
sufficient that our Department at least point out to the Committee that proposals 
of this nature brought to the Department of Labor's attention, although apparently 
sound in theory, could be devastating to the workers of the State, the economy, 
and important segments of our industry. 

Proponents of container legislation argue that there will be offsetting 
jobs created in other industries. They see new jobs in recycling, retailing, 
and distribution. Some retailers may have to add staff to sort and handle returnable 
containers, and some distributors may have to do the same. 

We do not quarrel with the argument that at least some of this will 
happen. However, there is no assurance that it will be sufficient to fully offset 
the loss to the container industry. Moreover, whatever new jobs are created 
will mostly be in lower-paying occupations and will be geographically dispersed. 
They will not really take the place of the higher paid jobs lost in container 
manufacturing and many. of them will not be accessible to workers displaced in 
counties like Cumberland. 

One of the bills currently before the Legislature -- Assembly Bill 
78 and Senate Bill 1294 would attempt to alleviate this problem through creation 
of an adjustment assistance program that would provide supplemental unemployment 
benefits, employee retraining and relocation assistance. The program would 
be supported out of a beverage container industry empl~t retraining and relocation 
fund, which would be funded through imposition of a charge on manufacturers and 
distributors equivalent to the handling charge they must pay to dealers. 

While we certainly would want such a program to be incorporated in 
the event that container control legislation gets enacted, we question whether 
it would really resolve the unemployment problem such legislation would cause. 

New Jersey State Ubraty 
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With unemployment as high as jt is in New Jersey, where will we find the jobs 
to train these people for or to relocate them to? Most jobs created in other 
industries because of the increased burden of deposjt-container handling on retailers 
and distributors will not really resolve the probl~ of the workers laid off 
by container manufacturers. We would be asking these displaced workers to retrain 
or relocate to take a less desirable job. 

The Department of Labor feels that, while it is well-intentioned, 
this type of container control legislation is not appropriate for New Jersey 
at this time. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you very much, Miss Applegate. Are there 
any questions for Miss Applegate? (no response) We will now digress again from 
our list of participants and call on our colleague, Assemblyman John Hendrickson, 
representing the 9th District, which is in Ocean County and part of Salem. Mr. 
Hendrickson? 

A S S E M B L Y M A N J 0 H N 1'. H E N D R I C K S 0 N: Sorry I am late. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: I am chairing the hearing, Mr. Hendrickson, 

in the absence of Assemblyman Hollenbeck. He will be returning shortly. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: I thank you very much for the opportunity, 

Mr. Vice-Chai:rman and manbers of the Ccmnittee. I will start with my typed statement 
and will then answer questions. 

I am basically in support of the objectives of the legislation you 
are considering today. I come from an area of resort communities where littering 
is a continual problem. 

However, the Deposit Bottle Bill, while it has its merits, addresses 
only a small percentage of the debris found on our roads and beaches. It also 
places a heavy burden on a small percentage--

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: (interrupting) Excuse me, if I may. Could 
you bring the other microphone closer to you, in order that the transcript might 
be--

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: Is that better? 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMlU~ HENDRICKSON: Shall I start again? 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: It would be better, if you don't mind. This 

is important for the record. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: It is no problem at all. Mr. Vice-Chairman 

and members of the Committee: My name is Jack Hendrickson, Assemblyman from 
the 9th District, Ocean County and Burlington County. 

I am basically in support of the objectives of the legislation you 
are considering today. I come from an area of resort communities where littering 
is a continual problem. 

However, the Deposit Bottle Bill, while it has its merits, addresses 
only a small percentage of the debris found on our roads and beaches. It also 
places a heavy burden on a small percentage of the population - local shopkeepers. 
In addition, this legislation presumes that tourist~who purchase the bottles 
at home,will carry the empty bottles back home for redemption. I suggest that 
an alternative and all-emcompassing approach to the litter problem is a comprehensive 

recycling program which can be operated under existing legislation. Such a program 
has many advantages: 
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It can be set up to provide incentive to private enterprise to process 
litter of all sorts for profit. 

It can establish a whole new industry and create jobs. 
It can provide a source of income for charitable organizations who 

would gather the litter and deliver it to private recycling processors where 
they would be paid immediately at spot market prices. 

It would provide a viable solution to the problem of all types of 
litter without placing an unfair economic burden on just a few people, the beverage 
retailers. 

Walk a mile of any stretch of roadway and you will see, as I did, 
that approximately 70% of the litter is not bottles. 

I therefore respectfully suggest that you delay consideration of 
the deposit bottle bill and provide an opportunity for the existing law to work. 
The Materials Recycling Program is well underway with the adoption of the State 
Recycling Plan in 1980 and the enactment of the plans implementing legislation, 
the New Jersey Recycling Act, Public Law 1981, in September of 1981. 

To this end, I have proposed to the Director of the Recycling Program 
that a pilot project be set up in the 9th Legislative District and that the 
Legislature approve a fund of $250,000 to operate it. 

I believe that this approach will lead to the complete, rather than 
partial resolution of the litter problem. What I mean by that, to be more specific, 
is that a recycling center be set up perhaps in each county in the future, but 
a pilot program to start,where we could create an incentive of people with pickup 
trucks, or any type of vehicle where they could go and have that truck compartmentized. 
They could put the bottles in one compartment, throw them in one compartment--
cans, paper, and debris from the roads. They could, at spot market, then, with 
not too far a distance, simply because of the cost, turn that in at the market 
prices. In those holding areas, you would then be able to sell it at market--
either holding it or letting it go in the aluminum,glass1 and paper-- I know 
this is a long-range project, but our State, the great State of New Jersey, 
needs recycling as soon as we possibly can do it. Not only for the litte~ but 
just in the consumption of energy and the consumption of our resources. Are 
there any question? 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you very much, Mr. Assemblyman. Are 
there any questions? (no response) We thank you very much for appearing today. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: Thank you for the opportunity. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: We will also digress to welcome an Assemblyman 

representing part of this particular county, from the 3rd District, Mr. Thomas 
Pankok. The 3rd District emcompasses Cumberland, part of Salem, and part of 
Gloucester County. 

A S S E M B L Y M A N T H 0 M A S P A N K 0 K: Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman 
and members of the Committee. I will be as brief as I possibly can. 

In the 3rd Legislative District, which emcompasses Gloucester, Salem, 
and a portion of Cumberland County, the bottle bill would probably be one of the 
most devastating pieces of legislation to hit this district in my short term 

as an Assemblyman and in my long memory. No one has proved to any of us yet that 
a bottle bill would clean up our highways. I think what we have to move towards --
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I don' t want to sound repet.i t.i ve the previous speaker· alluded to it--that we 
do have to do the best we can, and as a Legislature, provide the monies for recycling 
throughout the en tin~ State of New Jersey. 

The bottle bill, as it. is written, does not approach the subject that I 
think we should be approaching, and that is the entire amount and the kinds of litter 
that are on our highways today. But a job that is being done, like a company in 
my district, Anchor-Hocking, who ever Saturday morning has lines of trucks outside 
of its plant buying glass back-- If you ride throughout the district, especially in the 
Salem area, you wi 11 find young people walkin{J along our roads or riding their 
bicycles along our roads picking up bottles and takin<J them to Anchor-Hocking to 
sell them. I think this is the area that we really should be moving in and the 
.'trCFl thttt retd ty n<•t"lil thr· lli<!HI ··mw.iehuo.ticm. 

The bottle bill in my legislative district would be absolutely devastating. 
The district's history has been the glass manufacturing from before the Revolutionary 
War, when Wiste.rburg Glass flourished in Alloway Township. 

The glass industry is an important industry. \"lhen you look at a 17.4% 

unemploymr·nt r;ttr· in I'1UnberL1nd County, and rnOiil nl· 1111' <.'lllplnymP.n! in Cwul"~rl,1nd 
County, or at least a great deal of it, is in the glass industry: I think it is 
time we bury these bills and start looking at some new methods by which we would take 
care of the situation we are trying to approach. 'l'hank you, Mr. Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you. Our next witness is David Lloyd, 
New Jersey Business Indust.ry Association. 

D A V I D L L 0 Y 0: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the Assembly Energy 
and Natural Resources Committee. I am David Lloyd, Vice President of the New Jersey 
Business and Industry Association. This statement is being presented as a joint 
position of the. Associat.ions' Council on Energy, and i i~s Committee for Environmental 

Qmllity. 'r!w n•03mb~rflh.:ip§ (Jf thtm§ Cmnmittf;l§§, 8nt1 tin., ,,,qr§ tben l ~L 000 c•o1npany mf?ml:'lf?HI 
whom they represent appreciate this opportunity to express our views with regards 
to the legislation now pending before the Committee on mandatory deposits for beverage 
containers. 

With public interest focusing on conservation of natural resources, and 
public concern being expressed for the ever-increasing cost of solid waste disposal, 
it is only natural that legislation be considered which attempts to meet these 
issues. However, it is our opinion that mandatory deposit legislation will not 
solve the problems which you seek to remedy. In fact, the passage of such legisla-
tion may actually hinder the program that is already underway to achieve these goals, 
and, do great damage to New Jersey's economy as well. 

As you are aware, during the last session of the Legislature, legislation 
was enacted that is known as the State Recycling Act. It has been referred to before. 
This Act was developed by a broad-based advisory committee with membership drawn 
from government, civic, and environmental organizations; as well as business and 
industry. Just as the membership of that advisory committee was delicately balanced 
to achieve a legislative objective, the Recycling Act and the Action program that 
is resulting aredelicately balanced to aohieve a n"·nvc,ry nf some 2'i'i nf the 

municipal waste stream by 1986. 
In less than a year from the passage of the Act, the program is showing 

promise that it will indeed help to solve the comprehensive waste disposal problems 
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with which New Jersey is confronted. We are concerned that if you upset the 
balance that has been struck in this Act by the passage of some form of mandatory 
deposit legislation, it cannot be determined whether that program can continue to 
grow and build upon its success. 

Since the State Recycling Program was implemented, many new glass and 
multi-material redemption centers have opened in New Jersey. In some cases the 
demand for used glass has allowed the market to exceed $50.00 per ton. Recyclable 
aluminum is also in great demand. 

For the Legislature to tamper this point with the program that it developed 
only a year ago prior to the 1984 recording date that the Legislature itself set 
for the evaluation of the program's success, it seems, in our opinion, self-defeating. 

Our greatest concern with mandatory deposit legislation is, of course, 
the affect that it will have on New Jersey's economy. No less than 10,000 people 
are directly employed in the manufacture of beverage containers in the State. With 
unemployment figures reaching the 10% level -- in this area, a good deal higher --
we can ill-afford to legislate job losses for our citizens in beverage container 
plants or in the various industries that provide support for these operations. 

A comprehensive report, prepared by Owens/Illinois Corporation, which will 
be sent to the Committee along with additional copies of the statement I am presenting, 
summarizes the economic impact that the several pieces of legislation you are 
considering would have. 

Even in the case of legislation requiring a deposit or prohibiting the 
use of refillable containers, it is estimated that no less than 400 jobs would be 
lost. We question whether the losses would be worth it in light of the dubious 
benefits of such legislation. 

It is clear -- as other speakers have noted -- that the focus of the 
proposals is the abatement of litter. Yet, no comprehensive study has been made, 
to our knowledge, of New Jersey's litter problem to determine whether the percentage 
of beverage containers in that litter warrants this kind of legislative action. 
If, however, New Jersey approximates the litter mix of other states, only 20% to 30% 
of the total would be touched by deposit legislation, while the remaining 70 ormore 
percent would remain unaddressed. 

Furthermore, a 1979 study, conducted for the State of Michigan by the 
Institute for Applied Researc~ revealed that total litter in that state continued 
to increase following the 1978 enactment - that state's mandatory deposit law. 
Subsequent surveys reveal that it continued to increase through 1981. The 
Connecticut bottle bill was enacted in 1978. The result, both there and in Michigan, 
is that consumer prices for the beverages affected have risen to the point where they 
are among the highest in the nation. Additional costs based solely on the additional 
labor and handling required implement the legislation. 

Our Council on Energy was particularly concerned with the waste of energy 
that will occur where deposit legislation is to become law. In those states where 
deposit systems exist, extra motor vehicles must be operated to pick up the empty 
beverage containers at thousands of retail outlets, with the result in squandering 
of gasoline resources. New Jersey should look closely at this aspect of the 
legislation, since we know all too well how limited these resources are. 

In conclusion, we submit that the speculative benefits to be derived from 
mandatory deposit legislation are not worth potential loss of jobs, damage to a 
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successful statewide recycling program, increased costs, and the energy waste 
that we consider would result. Therefore, we urge this Conunittee to reject this 
type of legislation at least until 1984, when a proper evaluation can be made of 
the affect which the statewide Recycling Program has had on the objectives which 
that legislation addresses. We appreciate your consideration of our views 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you, Mr. Lloyd. Are there any questions? 
(no response) Is Martha May here? (no response) May we hear from Joseph Brock 
of Teamsters Local 830. 

J 0 S E P H B R 0 C K: I would like to thank the Conunittee for the opportunity 
of being here. I would likG to thank Martha May for getting me moved up one. 
I appear as a representive of Teamster Local 830, with over 5,000 members in the 
Pennsylvania/South Jersey area, 3,000 of whom are employed by the soft drink and 
beer industry. I am here to advise you of the problems forced deposit laws create 
for my members who earn their daily bread in the soft drink and beer irilustry. I 
am also here to support my brothers and sisteL'S in the glass blowing industry. 

The impact of forced deposit laws will be, and have been horrendous on 
our industry. Forced deposits not only adversGly affect my members' wages 
and job security due to the resulting decrease in business, but will further 
proliferate the economic lows presently devitalizing the consumer. If I were to 

be an advocate of reducing the consumption of soft drink and beer, I can think 
of no surer method outside of prohibition. As a sidelight to that, since the 
New York bill was voted into law, even though jt has not yet gone into effect, 
we have a plan in Chester, Pennsylvania, that is a private bottler, and that 
company has already lost business because their New York outlets have decreased 
the amount of packages they want to start stocking in their supermarkets. 

I speak to you not only as a union representative conunitted to the 
best interest of my members, but I also speak as a former route driver/salesman 
for the Coca Cola Company. I was employed in that capacity from October, 1958 
to May, 1974, prior to becoming a union representative. I was unfortunate 
enough to have been working in that industry when deposit. bottles were the 
only method of delivering soft drinks. I was working in that industry when the 
"no deposit, no return" was introduced. I worked in that industry through 
the years of transition when soft drink giants such as Coke, Pepsi, 7-Bp, or 
Canada Dry fought a'l arduous and determined battle to short circuit the "no deposit, 
no return" package. The industry was opposed for economic reasons. They were 
certain that the ultimate increase in the price of the "no deposit, no return" 
would eventually reduce the demand, consequently creating the tragic loss of 
the large investment necessary to retool their machinery and to meet the new 
package demands. No sma.ll investment to be sure. 

What was the overriding factor that literally forced the soft drink 
and beer industry to proceed with the changeover? The consumer, pure and 
simple. The consumer desired, and in fact demanded, the convenience and cleanliness 
of a "no deposit, no return" package. In my capacity as a driver/salesman, 
the major portion of my income was produced by the selling of a product. At 
first their was a trickle preference for nno deposit, no return" one-way containers, 
but slowly and surely, despite heavy advertising and point-of-sale material for 
the familiar deposit, and despite a rather significant higher price, the demand 
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for the "no deposit,, no return" progressed to a loud crescendo. 
During the period of about 2 years that this transition took place, 

I spent a considerable amount of time dusting off the less expensive, heavily 
advertised deposit bottle as it sat quietly and passively on the supermarket 
and beer distributor shelves. I also became aware of the fact that my job was 
becoming less strenuous. No longer did I have to go down damp, dark basements 
and retrieve dirty insect-infested empty bottles. My pay check was also growing 
proportionately. The truck I delivered the product with could hold twice as 
many full cases because I no longer needed space for empty bottles. The soft 
drink industry received a strong lesson in marketing. That is, soft drink is an 
impulse purchase item more than they had suspected. 

Drug stores, barber shops, beauty parlors, service stations, and 
industrial accounts began selling 3 or 4 times the amount of cases sold when 
only deposits were existing. Supermarkets, grocery stores, and beer distributor 
sales moved out of sight. Every soft drink company experienced the same growth 
pattern. The message was loud and clear, and it is clear today. The consumer 
does not want a package with the deposit attached. 

The forced deposit laws not only force the general public to regress 
15 years, it forces my members, the drivers who deliver these products, to return 
to the back-breaking job of lugging empty bottles -- trash, if you may -- all 
day and earn less money for the privilege. 

I would also like to note, prior to the advent of the "no deposit, 
no return" package, it was a rare occasion to have a delivery driver work until 
the retirement age of 62 or 65. Due to the reduction in labor that accompanied 
the returnless package, retiring drivers at age 62 and later has become almost 
habit. Proponents of these bills tell us that someone has to pay the price. 
I submit to you, while that statement may be passible to a few, the price is 
far too high for something of so little value. My members are being asked to 
accept the loss of income and jobs that will result from a return to yesteryear. 
The consumer will ultimately pay a higher price for the purchase of soft drink 
and beer. Soft drink and beer employers will very quickly find themselves in 
the cold drink and trash business. 

The argument that the lost jobs will be replaced by corresponding 
jobs related to new work procedures is specious and ludicrous. The jobs that 
will be lost are full-time, skilled, well-paying positions. The few jobs that 
may become available will be, for the most part, unskilled, low-paying, part-
time employment, sorting and casing trash. Proponents of forced deposit bills 
usually suggest that after 2 or 3 years of deposits we will review the situation. 
I ask them in all seriousness, will they replace the jobs we lose, and will they 
replace the lost revenue to the industry and the lost wages to my members? I 
think not. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I appreciate your time 
and patience. I know too well that any legislation that contains the word "environment," 
"clean air;" or "litter," is classified along with''Motherhood;'''God,'' and.Country.'' 
These laws always appear to have logic at the center of their equation. I suggest 
that is not valid in forced deposit laws. I have no quarrel with the intention 
of those who represent these forced deposit laws, but I sincerely believe that 
these laws are expensive, inflationary, inefficient, and irresponsible to our 
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industry, our workers, and finally, the consumers. I would be happy to answer 
any questions you may have, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you, Mr. Brock. 
MR. BROCK: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Our next witness is Lawrence Levy from Kerr 

Glass Company. Mr. Levy, could you just move the public address microphone back a bit? 

L A W R E N C E L E V Y: Is this okay? 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Yes. 
MR. LEVY: For the record, my name is Lawrence D. Levy, and I am 

the Financial Secretary Treasurer of Local 19, Kerr Glass, located in Millville, 
New Jersey. Our people, the members of all glass bottle blower locals, are opposed 
to any bottle bill legislation. We who have worked in the glass industry have 
seen our brother and sister members ·laid-off and we have seen plants closed 
all over the United States because of these bills. 

The people who spoke for these bills and stated that the Governor of 
Michigan was proud of the state's bill, should really ask themselves this question: 
Do you really think any politician is going to admit that he or she made a mistake? 
The reasons we are opposed to these bills are as follows: 

New Jersey is the largest glass producing state in the country. We 
export more glass containers than any other state. 

New Jersey has one of the best recycling programs in America. Last 
year, the Kerr plant in Millville bought more than 15,700 tons of glass cullet. 
This is glass that people bring in to the plant which they collect from friends 
and neighbors and pickup along the roadside. This area, many years ago, went 
to other states recruiting people to leave their homes and come east and north 
to work in the glass industry. These people have lived in this part of the State 
for over 40 years. Now, after being good, hard-working citizens and paying taxes, 
you would help them lose their jobs and force them to leave this State and have 
them look for work elsewhere. It seems ironic that you would pass a bill that 
would cause more unemployment in a state that has one of the highest unemployment 
rates in the country, and in a county that ranks 5th in the nation in unemployment. 

This State is one of the most highest in pollution and has the highest 
rates on utilities, and the highest property taxes. On top of all of this, you 
want to add more burden to our people by passing the bottle bill. 

Just recently, the Speaker of the Assembly has been trying to raise 
our State income tax because there isn't enough revenue. You can't get money 
out of people that are out of work. If those people who are working have to 
get a lesser paying job, then the State will get less in tax dollars also. 

When speaking to some of the owners of small stores, or even the 
larger stores, they all say the same thing: this bottle bill is inflationary. 
The older store managers remember when they used to have returnable bottles. 
if a person brought back one off-brand bottle L~t the store didn't. handle, and the store 

to take it, the bottle was often broken in front of the store or the storekeeper 
was cursed for not taking it back. My father-in-law was in the milk business 
for over 40 years. During that period of time, I spent many of my days off helping 
him in his dairy. I saw the way bottles came back, some full of cigarette butts, 
some with cockroaches, and all other types of filth in them. Some of these bottles 
were broken and thrown away, while others had to be soaked for days in an effort 
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to try to get them clean. 
The State of Michigan seems to be used in comparison to what you people 

keep hearing about. The Associated Food Dealers of Michigan state the cost was 
$200,000,000 to $300,000,000 in loss their first year. There was also a loss of sales 
reported by the beverage industry all across the state. One can company closed in that 

state, and the effect of that bottle bill caused other olants located 
in Michigan and surrounding states to reduce their operations. 

I would think New Jersey, which j.ust recently became the 37th state that 
passed the Death Penalty, could wait to see how New York and other larger states made 
out with their bottle bills. New Jersey doesn't have to be in the top ten with this 
type of legislation. Ask the Governor how much money was lost in sales taxes and 
other types of taxes, which the state depends upon. Naturally, if taxes aren't 
enough, you can raise the deposit on the bill or the sales tax. You also want to 
remember that this State's number one business is tourists. We are one of the most 
traveled-through states in the country. We have a lot of underaged people who,no 
matter how hard you try to prohibit from beer, they still get beer and other 
alcoholic beverages. These people will discard these containers anywhere. 

I do a lot of fishing not too far from here in a State Park called Corson's 
Inlet. This park used to be a very nice place to fish, boat, or whatever you like 

to do. In the last year, the litter has become a serious problem. You want to say 
by trying to eliminate the returnable bottles-- Mr. Chairman, I have bottles with 
me from the State of Iowa found -- courses showed would return $.05 to the state o£ 
Iowa. You are not going to stop littering unless you stop the people and educate them. 
Passing this type of legislation will only cost us jobs. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you very much, Mr. Levy. 
(Applause) I thought maybe he was singing a song when I heard applause. Please, 
no applause. We don't need it. Thank you very much. I have no questions. Our 
next witness is Carol Barrett from the New Jersey Chapter Sierra Club. 

C A R 0 L B A R R E T T: Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. I am Carol Barrett. 
I live in Camden County. I am a life-long resident of Camden County. I am the Chairman 
of what .is called the West Jersey Group of the Sierra Club, which represents members 
in all of the seven southern counties in New Jersey. I might say that the Sierra Club 
has known a tremendous increase in its membership in the last few years. I will 
say that the condition of our parks and our neighborhoods due to things such 
as litter and unsightly conditions, I am sure has brought us many new members. 

One problem I have with the hearing today is, it seems that the discussion 
is not centered on one bill. The Sierra Club, along with the League of Women 
Voters, Environmental Lobby, and other organizations, are recommending that A-
1753 is the bill that the Committee should report out. We would hope for a refillable· bottle 
enacted. This is a compromise bill for us. We had hoped for a refillable bottle 
bill, saving resources and energy. But, due to consideration of the issue of 
jobs in the glass industry, we are happy to comply with what is said to be helpful 
in retaining those jobs. We are not interested in seeing any industry suffer 
if it can be efficiently managed that the bottles will be returne~ andthey will 
be returned if there is an incentive. We would be very happy to see the cullet 
increase, and the glass industry would not be adversely effected. 
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Assembly Bill 1753 will have virtually no impact on the glass bottle 
manufacturing industry. Since A-1753 prohibits the refilling of beverage containers, 
all empty containers returned for deposit must be recycled-- i.e., crushed-
up and made into glass cullet for the remanufacture of some type of new glass 
container. Therefore, in the event that A-1753 or a similar bill becomes law, 
the glass manufacturing industry will continue to manufacture the same number 
of beverage containers as before the law was enacted. Mr. Charles Marciante, 
President of the New Jersey State AFL-CIO, when responding to a question asked 
by a committee member at the July 14th hearing, stated the AFL-CIO "would have 
no real problem" with the prohibition on refillable containers, since the prohibition 
would protect existing jobs in New Jersey. 

Beverage container deposit laws should have a positive effect on 
employment in New Jersey. We estimate about 4, 000 jobs would be creat.ed for 
receiving, handling, and recycling the empty containers. A report published 
by New York Assemblyman G. Oliver Koppell, "Inconspicuous Consumption" -- I will 
leave a copy with you -·- indicates that after Michigan enacted beverage container 
legislation, Michigan employers hir:ed 4, 888 new workers in various levels of the 
beverage industry. Similar bills enacted in Oregon resulted in 575 new jobs 
for warehouse and handling, and 140 new jobs for truck driving; in Maine, 626 
new jobs were created and in Vermont, 350 to 450 new jobs. New York Governor 
Carey's Office of Development Planning reported in "Mandatory Deposit Legislation: 
Benefits and Costs for New York," that New York would gain about 5,000 new jobs 
if a "can and bottle bill" were enacted. It should be noted that Governor Carey 
opposed mandatory beverage container deposit legislation prior to reviewing this 
report, which he had commissioned; he now supports this law. The AFL-CIO in 
both Maine and Vermont support their states' bottle bills due to employment increases 
related to the bills. 

We wish to point out several overstatements which have been made 
by opponents of the "can and bottle bills" during campaigns in other states. 
We offer these comments simply to alert the Committee of the potential for similar 
overstatements which could be made by New Jersey opponents of the "can and bottle 
bill 

In Ohio, during a referendum campaign for beverage container deposit 
legislation, opponents claimed 10,000 jobs would be lost in the container industry, 
but in fact there were only 3,600 people employed in that industry in Ohio. 

In New York, opponents claimed a potential loss of from 7,000 to 
8,800 jobs, but the New York State Department of Commerce estimated that there 
were only 4,600 workers employed in the container industry. 

In Michigan -- of which we heard much today -- Owens/Illinois claimed 
a loss of 161 jobs as a result of the Michigan bill. Just 10 months before the 
bill's enactment, however, the company had hired 110 temporary CETA employees. 

Finally, the Glass Container Corporation in Dayville, Connecticut 
claimed, according to the New York Times, a loss of 700 jobs, but in reality, 
the company laid off these 700 workers temporarily for 2 holiday weekends. 

At the July 14th hearing, testimony was presented by Floyd Flexon 
of Owens/tllinois, that his company employs 4,000 people in ten plants throughout 
New Jersey; however, Mr. Flexon did not tell the Committee how many workers actually 
are employed by Owens/Illinois to make glass and plastic containers for use in 
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New Jersey. Sylvia Swanson of the Glass Packaging Institute, presented in the 
appendix of her testimony for the July 14th hearing,that Owens/Illinois employs 
1,616 people in the glass container industry; the Committee was not told how 
many of these workers actually make beverage containers for use in New Jersey. 
Nevertheless, two presentations indicated that the same company employs either 
4,000 people, or 1,616 people in New Jersey. 

We do not wish to support beverage container legislation which will 
threaten jobs in New Jersey. We are convinced that A-1753 will result in no 
job loss at all and in fact will cause an increase of 4,000 desperately needed, 
minimum wage, low-skill jobs. 

One other issue that is constantly brought up is price comparison. 
In the testimony that I am leaving with you, I copied a table which tells you 
the different -- through shopping -- prices in Connecticut, New York, and Massachusetts. 
It shows you the differences in prices. That is a rather dishonest way to try 
to present testimony because you really have to cover too many stores, you have 
to cover too many types of consumer products. It is not something you can honestly 
say if it is this or that, because there are too many variables. 

I recall two years ago, I was visiting my daughter in Ohio. We purchased 
a carton of Coca Cola- the 10 ounce bottles. They charged us $.10 a bottle-
returnable. They did not, that I know of at that time, in Ohio, have a bottle 
bill. But, we took it back before we left. We were just visitors in the ocrmrunity, 
where the pine barons are much touted a.OO beautiful recreational rivers for canoeing. 
The camping areas in the pine barons are justthe dispair of the local officials 
due to the constant throwing around of bottles and beverage containers. Paper 
will disintegrate. When you talk about packaging, of course, we don't want people 
that are in packaging. But, paper and paper containers will disintegrate; bottles 
and plastics will not. Plastics are recyclable, which is a great blessing when 
you consider the plastic industry is taking over a big portion of the market. A lot 
of the market problems of the glass industry can be due to other factors than what 
we are talking about today. 

The fact that we are having an economic recession or depression in 
some people's minds has a lot to do with the problems that you have economically. 
We believe that a deposit bill, which was in effect when I was a youngster, and 
I supplemented my meager allowance by getting Canada Dry and other big soda 
bottles back for $.05 to the store, was not anything that I sneezed at. There 
is an incentive for people to recycle - to take back to the store. Someone mentioned 
the fact that maybe thousands of bottles will be brought back to one poor little 
retailer or morn and pop grocery store. From what I recall -- I don't know how 
this bill would contain this -- you had to take the bottles back to the distributor, 
to the store that sold that particular brand. He was, of course, reimbursed 
by the distributor. There are all kinds of fail-safe measures which this bill 
could contain, which will address many of the issues which people are concerned 
about. 

The actual cost may come as more from industry with a handling fee, 
but, like everything else in our economy, it is eventually passed on to the consumer. 
As a consumer, as well as a member of a volunteer organization, I payed more 
all of the time, anyhow. A penny or two cents is not going to make that much 
difference when I purchase bottles of anything. 
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I think this Committee would be well advised to pass out this bill. 
We do not like to see it confused dur~ng these discussions with the refillable bill. 

We think this is the compromise that was affected after much discussion. Thank 
you very much. 

us, please? 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Do you have a copy of your statement for 

MS. BARRETT: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you. Do you have a question, Harry? 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: I do not, thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Our next witness is Debra Procacci of the 

South Jersey Chamber of Commerce. 

D E B R A P R 0 C A C C I: Good afternoon. My name is Debra Procacci, and 
I reside in Pennsauken, Camden County. I am Supervisor of Governmental Relations 
for South Jersey Gas Company, which is a public utility serving natural gas throughout 
South Jersey. Today, however, I am representing the South Jersey Chamber of 
Commerce as Chairperson of the State Affairs Committee's Omnibus Subcommittee. 
Our Subcommittee thoroughly reviewed the pending legislation dealing with mandatory 
deposits on beverage containers, and we thank this Committee for the opportunity 
to present our views. With me today are Dennis F. Bradley, Chamber Vice President, 
and John E. Burns, a member of the Chamber's Board of Directors. 

One of New Jersey's most distinguished and productive citizens was 
Thomas Alva Edison. lP- was an inventor without peer, but foremost, he was a 
problem-solver. 

In solving problems, he would experiment with solutions. If a proposed 
solution didn't work -- like the steel filament light bulb -- or was not economically 
feasible -- like the platinum filament -- he did not waste time or resources 
on these failed solutions. A century after Edison, New Jersey is faced with 
two inter-related problems; litter and solid waste disposal, in need of solutions. 

Some proposed solutions are A-1237, A-78, A-533, A-1180, and A-1671, 
which would require forced deposits on beverage containers. Fortunately, New 
Jersey does not have to be the guinea pig for this failed experiment. Other 
states, including Oregon, Connecticut, Vermont, Maine, Iowa, and Michigan have 
had forced deposit for a number of years. The results have been far below expectations 
and far from satisfaction. 

Litter reduction has been modest. For example: Oregon litter declined 
just 10.6% after one year--

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: --(interrupting) We have gone over the 
examples many times. Why don't we jump to page 3 and then go through your other 
things. 

MS. PROCACCI: Okay. I would like to talk.a little about the Michigan 
law, which has cost consumers $250,000,000; Connecticut, $34,000,000; and, Iowa, 
$20,000,000, according to various state sources. 

It has been estimated that a national bottle bill would cost Americans 
over $4 billion in higher beverage prices, according to can industry estimates. 

Why these results? First of all, beverage containers make up only 
about 16% of highway litter by count, and less than 5% of urban street litter 
according to the Institute of Applied Research. Just take a look around as you 
walk down the streets in Camden or Trenton. 
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In the area of solid waste, the Environmental Protection Agency says 
that leisure beverage containers constitute only 5% or 6% of the solid waste 
total. Again, placing a mandatory deposit on beverage containers is a band-
aid solution to a hemorrhage. 

Why are the costs of mandatory deposit so high - costs that ultimately 
are borne by the consumer? Starting with the higher costs of making returnable 
containers, the cost continues to grow when the higher costs of shipping the 
empties back, the higher costs of cleaning the returnables, the extra warehousing, 
trucking and handling, pest control, are calculated. 

What is the solution to (1) litter and (2) solid waste? 
1. Litter is caused by litterers. It is a social problem which 

needs to be attacked through social education. There are many societies - Denmark, 
Belgium- where it is socially unacceptable to litter. Thisframeof mind needs 
to be fostered in New Jersey. 

2. Solid Waste is a problem that cannot be solved through education 
alone. Perhaps Thomas Edison would have suggested that we continue working on 
solutions that have the best prospects of solving the majority of the problem, 
not just 5% of the problem. These solutions are recycling and resource recovery. 
With the population densities in New Jersey, recycling and resource recovery 
could become very efficient. 

As you can see, the rest of the testimony deals with the Recycling 
Act of last year. The Chamber is very supportive of that Act, especially because 
it includes funds for public education. 

In conclusion, the South Jersey Chamber of Commerce supports the 
provisions held inherent in the Recycling Act and respectfully requests this 
Committee to give the law the test of time before initiating any other measures, 
like the bottle bills, to alleviate the State from the burden and hazards of 
litter and solid waste. 

We feel the law is a beginning to solving these problems and is enhanced 
by the inclusion of funds for public education against litter. 

Mandatory refund values are another hidden tax on consumers and will 
not solve the problems of litter and solid waste as evidenced in Oregon, Connecticut, 
Vermont, Maine, Iowa, and Michigan. 

The South Jersey Chamber of Commerce strongly urges this Committee 
to oppose the beverage container bills. The groundwork for education against 
littering and a good recycling plan are in place -- let's give them an opportunity 
to work. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you very much. You have a new one 
in the statistics the 5% to 6% of the solid waste constituted by the 
leisure beverage containers. That is a nice low one. I haven't heard that one 
in a long time. 

MS. PROCACCI: We called the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency, and that is the number we got. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: What is a leisure beverage container? 
MS. PROCACCI: I could divert that question to one of my colleagues, 

John Burns. 
MR. BURNS: Leisure beverage containers would be your soda containers, 

beer containers, and it could go to your fruit drink containers--
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ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you. Six percent-- Are we talking 
about piece count, volume count, weight count, biodeqradable life-span count? 
What are we talking about there? In other words, statistic~-as I was just trying 

to show to the audienc~--a:re all difh~rent in which ways. Some statistics say 
by piece count, and the beer can has the same value as a cigarette butt. Other 
statistics go by weight, where a cigarette butt, nf cn•Jrse, is much less in weight 

than a beer can, and tl~y go by that. So, statistics have a tendency tu be very 
deceiving to you. 

MS. PROCACCI: Mr. Chairman, in defense of our Committee, we did 
contact the Agency in Washington, and felt that the response that they gave us 
was a responsible response. 1'ha t is why we used it in our testimony. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: I am sure the statistics they gave you came 
right to the conclusicm they w~ntod them to reach. Th~nk you. Our next witness 
is William Pearce from the Coca Cola Bottling Company. Mr. Pearce, that looks 
like a large group of papers there. I hope you are not going to attempt to read 
through all of that, are you sir? 

W I L L I A M P E A R C E: Fifty percent of it. No, sir. Mr. Chairman and 
ladies and gentlemen, I am not going to read my statement. I am going to synopsize. 

I am going to try to answer a few questions that you have been asking. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: You are one of the gentlemen that we 

would like to ask a lot of questions of, thai: you will have the answers to. 
MR. PEAH.CE: Hopf,fu.Lly, My nqme i1> HiLl l'<'cHCP 1 V.icR Presirlt'i11 nf 

the Coca Cola Bottling Company of New York, with our Corporate Headquarters in 
Hackensack, New Jersey. I am immediate past President of the New Jersey Soft 
Drink Association, and I would like to make these comments on behalf of both 
my company and the New Jersey Soft Drink Association. All of this information 
is contained in the statement. I will be very brief as far as the statement 
is concerned. 

The New Jorsey Soft Drink Association is composed of 40 indq;cndent 
bottlers operating 58 bottling plants and distribution centers throughout the 

State of New Jersey. We are not a tremendously large industry, yet, we represent 
a substantial factor in the economic environment of the State of New Jersey. 
Well over 50% of our bottler members employ less than 50 oeoole. 

We presently have a payroll of approximately $63,000,000, and we 
pay approximately $7,000,000 in state taxes. 

You have haard a lot of facts and figurea, and uf courae, tho N6W 
Jersey Soft Drink Association is eminently opposed to any type of container legislation -
restrictive legislation. This includes all of the bills• including A-1753, because 
in l?lpitt:l of whel! mtty b~ d p~:~rG§ptlPn in th9 §Oft dri-nk inc'\u!'itry, ther., an= 
still a number of returnable, refillable bottles in the market. I think it would 
be a disservice to the free mdrket system and the free enterprise system , if 
we considered a bill that drastically was against refillable returnables, for 
the simple reason that one of our bottlers, Mr. Joe Paretti, who is an independent 
flavor bottler in Clifton, New Jersey, distributes approximately 70% of his product 
in returnable, refillable containers. The rest of us practically distribute 

very little - pEactically none. The fact of the matter is, there is still a 

slight returnable, refillable market. To pass a law that would exclude returnable, 
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refillables, would turn the key on Mr. P-lretti's plant in Clifton, New Jersey, 
who has been in this business for 3 generations, and employs 50 people. Certainly, 
that would be a disaster. 

I think in terms of the question that you asked, Mr. Chairman, several 
times is if I have the question correGt -- what effect does the Recycling 
Act have on jobs in relationship to the bottle bill in its relationship to what 
it has on jobs. Is that fairly accurate? 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: I wLll ask the question when you are finished? 
Are you finished with your statement? 

MR. PEARCE: No. I'm not finished. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: I wi.ll ask the question when you are finished 

with your statement. 
MR. PEARCE: Let me finish the statement. I think basically, when 

you ask what effect does the Recycling Act have on jobs in the glass industry, 
it is difficult to answer that question, because perhaps it has none. But it 
has, in effect, on the amount of cullet ':hat is returned to these glass companies, 
which in effect allows them to perhaps p.coduce more efficiently and have a better 
operation. 

But, the net on job loss -- .md after hearing the testimony from 
the lady from the Sierra Club, one would believe that a bottle bill would be 
the greatest boom to the recovery of our economy in providing jobs. The job situation 
as far as our industry is concerned, is based on the cost of the product, the 
cost of going into the refillable busine:3s, if necessary. The net result of 
the job loss is a loss in sales volume. Loss in sales volume on the bottler 
level in turn translates as a loss in volume at the glass company. If our 
sales are down 10% as the industry is in Connecticut, then, and assuming that 
business is 99% one-way package, then th•~ glass business is down 10%. A 10% 
decrease in sales in today' s economy rep!·esents job loss. 

Why the 10% decrease in salen? I want to tie 2 things together here -
both a tremendous inflationary factor of a bottle bill and how it relates to 
a six-pack. Make no mistake about it. ~'he inflationary factor for just handling 
charges on both the bottler level and th<! food store level will be no less than 
$1. 0 0 a case, and perhaps as much as $1. :! 5 in New York. 

We went to court in Suffolk County--the Coca Cola Bottling Company 
of New York --to contest the legality of i:he Suffolk County bottle bill. We presented 
testimony in the Supreme Court on our cot;ts. Our costs at our plant in Connecticut 
netted out $.40 per case for handling. ~'his net resulted after income from recycled 
glass and aluminum were taken into consideration. An income for unclaimed deposits, 
$.40 per case. Then, on the retail level, we add another $.72 per case. 

Let me give you an example of what happened to the six-pack of cans -- and 
if the glass people will excuse that exp.~ession -- in Connecticut. Pre-bottle bill, a 
six-pack sold to the dealer for $7.66. ·~he wholesale was $2. 39, the dealer margin 
was 19%, and the handling fee was zero; dealer total income, 19% or $1.90 per 
case. After the bottle bill, the wholesale would automatically be raised to 
$7.90 with a $.24 handling charge. Reta:.ls, 6 for $2.74. Dealer margin raised 
to 27%; profit per case $3.06 plus a handling fee of $.24. The total dealer 
income, 30%, or $3.30 per six-pack. Add a $1.20 deposit on $3.30, and you have 
$4.50. Now, $4.50 is a deterrent in our business for the sale of the six-pack. 



It is particularly a deterrent to the very small dealers who do not have that 
kind of investment to make in stock and once-a-week delivery, as they did years 
ago when we came in once a week. The resu.ct is retarded sales. Sales retardation 
is reflected at the glass plant. I am fin .. shed with that particular phase. Do 
you have any questions on that? 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Are you finished with your statement. so 
we can start asking some questions? 

MR. PEARCE: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: All rl.ght. Thank you. The one question 

I had asked earlier was: -~ great deal oE glass was returned by the New Jersey 
Recycling Act in the form of cullet. Why, if there was a deposit legislation 
where the glass was returned for recycling and also returned in the form of cullet, 
would that cost jobs when it didn't cost j')bS when it was returned by the Recycling 
Act? People seem to be blaming both ways--

MR. PEARCE: I can't hear you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Let's try it this way: When you return 

glass through the New Jersey Recycling Act and it is returned in the form of 
cullet, it does not cost jobs to the glass industry. Why did that deposit 

legislation on glass and that refillable, if the glass is returned as cullet, does 
that cost jobs to the glass industry? 

MR. PEARCE: Because the deposit system places such a financial burden 
on the consumer that the volume is reduced. (Applause) 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Hold it now. 
MR. PEARCE: That is the very simple answer to that question, why 

cullet returned under the deposit system causes a job loss - loss in total volume. 
Remember, the glass factory makes only one trip. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: You happened to have had the answer that I ·thought 
as the answer, all right. I thought that was the answer right in the beginning. 
This morning, no one seemed to have that same answer. I agree with you. 

MR. PEARCE: Thank you. I have been sitting here waiting. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Now, let's get to another area on recycling. 

Let's talk about cans. I want to talk about "flip-top" cans. Ladies and gentlemen, 
flip-top cans, generally fall in this area nc::1.v of what we call the bottle bills. But, 
there are couple of other items. Let us talk about flip-top cans, the ones where 
you have the detachable ring. Does Coca Cola manufacture that type of can, 
or use that type of can? 

MR. PEARCE: It is the bottlers' option to determine what top he 
uses. My company, and others, have chosen to use the stay-on tab since it was 
created. There is a difference in the charge. But certainly this is something 
the soft drink industry can do voluntarilx to make a contribution. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: So, if any legislation dealing with the 
question of cans, beverage containers where they have a detachable opener on 
them, that would not have a real impact bEcause there is an acceptable alternative 
to the industry? 

MR. PEARCE: That is true. Trere is an acceptable alternative, which 
costs a little more money, which will in turn cost the consumer a little more 
money. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: That happens to be something that we generally 
talk about, in reference to the detachable openers. Now, let us talk about 
rino binders that hold the six-packs toqether. Does your corporation use a plastic 
ring binder? 

MR. PEARCE: That is an option also. Biodegradable holders-- You 
' are referring to a ring-holder'. In other words--

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: That holds the six-pack together. 
MR. PEARCE: Right. That is available in biodegradable form, which should 

present no objection to the environmentalists. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: What is that, the alleged biodegradable plastic 

rinq binder? Is an alternative available other than alleged biodegradable ring 
binders? 

MR. PEARCE: That I don't know. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Or, will they have cardboard containers? 

Do you have cardboard containers available? 
MR. PEARCE: Well, you have the same problem with cardboard, as you 

would with the biodegradable ring holder. They both would degrade in time, 
if they were left somewhere. We are assuminq that manv of these oroblems are 
going to be solved by the Recycling Act. I would like to comment on the Recycling 
Act, because Bob Donovan alluded to it. 

Part of the Recycling Act is the formation of a litter abatement 
program. This program is in the recycling law. It is partially funded by the 
Recycling Act. It is the intent of this litter abatement plan to bring together 
the elements of the soft drink industry, the beer industry, labor, industry, 
or legislators, to come up with a program of litter abatement to supplement the 
Recycling Act. This is going to take a substantial amount of funding. We look 
to the private sector, and we look to the public sector for this. But, it is 
a program that is well overdue because not only is it going to attack litter, 
but it is going to do something to bring this whole State's image up by the bootstraps; 
which is so much needed. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: I know that the program started to catch 
a little fire, particularly when we said we were having hearings on bottle bills. 
That is when all of a sudden that great program started to get going. The question I 

have is: Are there alternative methods to hold six-packs together besides using 
plastic holders? Is there an alternative? 

MR. PEARCE: There probably is. We do not use it, and I don't know. 
You have probably seen an alternative. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Aren't there cardboard ones? 
MR. PEARCE: We don't have them. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: But, they are available? 
~SEMBLYMAN McENROE: In the industry, yes. 
ASSEM.BLYMAN HOLLENBECK: In the industry. 

MR. PEARCE: There could be. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Or, they could be made available? But you see--
MR. PEARCE: They could be. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: (interrupting) I'm trying to find out if legisla-

tion dealt with plastic ring binders and put some~ type of outright ban on them, whether 
that would put an undue burden where there was no alternative to the industry. I 
think the answer is that there are alternatives. 
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MR. PEARCE: Let me say this one more time. Under a given set of 
conditions, we can innovate to certain degrees_, then we get into a cost factor. 
If we can do it more cheaply with one product that will serve the purpose, that 
is the product we ought to use. I'll use an example-- You are talking about 
cardboard, and I am talking alrout a biodegradable plastic. From an environmental 

viewpoint 1 they an; both the same • 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Of cc,urse, the question biodegradable plastic 

is degradable at ultra-violet sensitive ~lastic. I'm trying to find out if there 
art:J othor thinqt• nvniLible for tlw indust1y, and if tl~<·r-,, W<H> somethi'''i l•·•tiHlrlt•.•d. 
We don't want to put an undue burden on the can indust.Ly or on the bottle industry, 
as far as the returns. Is there--

MR. PEARCE: Excuse me, just a minute, Mr. Chairman. I say we can 
provide an alternative to the present plastic loop holder which is not biodegradable. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: What bothers me in reference to the industry 
is, I have read -- I don't know personally, but I have read about it -- about 
dealing with New York's passage of the law, they hav8 Lh"' removable Lab ci.ln li.!W, 
that all of the cans they want to dump, they are going to dump them in Jersey 
with the pull tabs on because they can't use them in New York. That is the way 
they are going to do that. 

MR. PEARCE: We distribute millions of cans in the State of New Jersey. 
Every one of them has a stay-on tab. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: God bless you. 
MR. PEARCE: So so some of our competitors, but I am not going 

to give them the credit. (laughter) 

don't know 
that is not 
so we don't 

Thank you. 

M!:lli:MJUXMAN HOLL!li!UU!lCKt 1 w.Ul havl3 tu ask. ytlu eumethiny ehe. I 
the answer to this. Is 

removable. In other 
have bottle caps that 
MR. PEARCE: Not that 

there an alternative 
words, an opener that 
are discarded. 
I know of. 

to an 
stays 

opener on a bottle 
on the bottle 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: I don't know the answer to that either. 
Assemblyman McEnroe? 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Just. some further statistics. Coca Cola 
Bottling Company uses plastic, cans, and bottles. 

MR. PEARCE: Right. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MCENROE: How about the percentage? What is the percentage 

of bottles? Is it a third? 

areas. 
MR. PEARCE: It would be about 60% to 70%. It is higher in some 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Sixty percent glass? 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Sixty percent is glass? 
MR. PEARCE: There is plastic involved. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McE!NR.Oll:: No, no-·- 'I'he next question of course i.s, what 
percentage is the plastic bottle? 

MR. PEARCE: Unfortunately, I can't give you an accurate figure on 
that. It would probably be somewhere in the break-even point. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Are you using more plastic in 1982 than you 
were using in 1981? Is the trend toward the pla.stic bottle? 

MR. PEARCE: It remains about constant because we are-- The crazy 
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thing about our industry is, we keep innovating with package sizes. Just as an example, 
w12 ar~1 IDPid.il'J h~evy iutCJ tht? lh o•JW'~ or biiJ.f liter. 'I'h.il'l ,},§ q glR8~ peQKaij§, 
So, that will stimulate the glass business. As a result, that takes some away 
from the plastic bottles, which are predominantly in the large bottles - the 
2 liter bottles. Of course, you never see these bottles on the roadside. Really, 
the concerning thing to us in the industry is, we are making a big deal out of 
bottle and can litter. A vast portion of our volume never gets out of the home -
the 64 ounce and the 32 ounce. 

I have another comment on the litter in the State of New Jersey. 
There is no one in this room that drives any further than I do. I drive 120 
miles a day to and from my office. I drove 65 miles down here this morning. 
I don't see all of this litter all over the State as everyone else sees it. I 
had a pretty pleasant drive down here this morning, and I co.unted about 5 cans. 
I think that the cost benefit ratio of the bottle bill is so outrageous that 
it is really a shame that most of us have to take the time, and all of these folks 
in the glass industry that are here, a day away from their work, to continuously 
argue this issue. (Applause) 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Please, we have been doing qood all day. 
MR. PtAnCE: Mr. Chairman, 1 want to end on sort of a liqht note. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: We have one more question. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I just have one question, Mr. Pearce. What 

has been the impact of the recession on Coca Cola Bottling, in terms of jobs? 
The impact of the recession of the past 2 years on either your company or the 
soft drink industry--? 

MR. PEARCE: Well, I think it hasn't been good, naturally. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I mean actually in terms of lost jobs. Do 

you have any statistics? 
MR. PEARCE: That is difficult to measure because, you know, years 

ago we were showing some heavy increases. Maybe we don't show those increases. 
The impact, I would have to say, on the industry is the same as any other. As 
our sales go down, we have to let people go. That has happened. It is like 
a yoyo. When it comes back up, as we do in the summertime when our volume increases, 
we hire more people. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you. 
MR. PEARCE: Please let me read this one paragraph. The lady representing 

1 think the League of Women Voters in Parsippany said, if she heard the word 
cockroach one IIDre time, she was going to scream. So, I want to read you an official docunent 
from the State of Connecticut, written on Connecticut General Assembly stationery, 
signed by J.Peter Waldron, Assistant Director of Fiscal Affairs for the Joint 
Committee on Legislative Management: 

To All Offices: Storage of Empty Cans and Bottles - It has been 
brought to my attention by the maintenance people that sane offices are storing a 
considerable number of empty cans and bottles. This storage is causing v.oaches. 
'l'hu mainlt.:ll.:All~o:L~ J.uparl:mont wlll. bt.! instructed that all r..:~om~:~ will be r•.IIOVOO frau 
each room on Sunday night of every week. 

So, regardless of testinony that indicates we do not have a vermin problem, a health 
problem, or a sanitation problem, it is with us arid certainly will be with us. Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENB:EX:K: '!bank you, Mr. Pearce. Our next witness is Rich Willinger, 
Association of New Jersey Environrrental COntnissions. 
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R I C H A R D W I L L I N G E R: Good afternoon. My name is Richard Willinger 

and I iJ!U Executive Directoc ot the Aaaociatiun uf New Jersey Environmental 
Commissions, a private, non-profit educational and environmental advocacy group 
which serves 1500 municipal environmental cornmissioners and other local officials 
throughout New Jersey. New Jersey's municipal environmental commissions are 
advisory bodies which study the use of natural resources and counsel municipal 
officials about the needs of the community as they relate to the maintenance 
and preservation of the environment .. 

My Association supports legislation which would impose mandatory 

deposits on beverage containers in New Jersey. We support this legislation for 
the same reasons which you have heard from the supporters of these bills. Such 
a law will: 

1. Reduce litter from beer and soft drink containers which are the 
least degradable and most hazardous to health and transportation component of 
litter by 80% to 90% (which translates to a reduction of approximately 40% of 
all litter). Parks, urban lots and roadsides are rendered unusable and unsightly 
in the extreme from discarded cans and bottles. Educational programs and laws 
just do not work. Have you ever, in your l.i.fe, known someone who was fined for 

littering? 
2. Reduce governmental (and thus t.he taxpayers) costs for litter clean-

up. It is a never-ending, losing battle to continually cleanup litter. And, 
when there is a budget crunch, funds for such cleanup are among the first to go, 
as we witnessed last year when highway cleanup was stopped. Nith an MDL law, 
you would create a cleanup crew of almost 8 million persons who will voluntarily 
cleanup litter at all times of the day and even on weekends. Wouldn't this be 

great? !!:specially when government is faced with "capa" l)n spending and reduced 
federal money to assist them. 

The amount of glass and aluminwn recycled in New Jersey would be in-
creased and used to produce new cans and bottles, thus reducing the amount of 
raw materials and energy consumed by the industry. 

3. Landfills would be filled at a. slower rate and, concurrently, 
landfill costs would be reduced due to the smaller amount being landfilled. 
There would be a reduction in municipal waste of approximately 5% to 6%. Land-
fills are presently a scarce commodity in New Jersey, and it is extremely 

cliHieult tu 5ilf.' a niilw landfilL JUI~t uk the F.l.'e~holderij and §olid Walille 
Advisory Council in Morris County about their current attempts to site a land..: 
fill. Until resource recovery facilities are built in the late 1980's, every-
thing possible must be done to reduce the rate in which landfills are being 
filled. In fact, removing glass and metal from the solid waste stream will 
improve the operation of resource recovery facilities which burn the garbage for 
energy production. 

Mandatory deposit legislation is working well in the six states which 
have adopted it. Everyone with whom I hav~ talked from Vermont, Maine, Connec-

ticut, and Michigan, and those New Jerseyans who have vhlited these states, rave 
about the cleanliness and lack of litter there. The people of New Jersey want 
such a law. Editorials have appeared in majo.r newspapers throughout New Jersey 
in support of mandatory deposit legislation: TI"J~-J<.~£<2I.~, The Hog1~-- News, The 
Observer-Tribune, ',~;'he AsbUFY Park Pres~, The Star-Ledger, The Daily Record, The 
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New York Times. Resolutions have been adopted by over 135 towns in almost every 
county in the State, and by 10 County Boards of Freeholders. Being from Morris 
County, I am only aware of two polls conducted by my local Assemblymen and 
Assemblywomen, and both showed overwhelming support for a bottle bill. Frankly, 
I wish that Eagleton Institute of Politics at Rutgers University would conduct 
a poll on this issue to confirm that a majority of citizens support such a law. 

I would now like to focus on one of the controversial issues generated 
by the likelihood of MDL: What will be the costs to industry and the consumer 
if MDL is enacted? We believe , based on the figures I am about to present, that 
there will be no increased cost to the consumer. Of course, we can't prevent 
industry from artificially inflating costs after the law passes so that they can 
say they were right in predicting cost increases. But an objective analysis 
indicates that there should not be any cost increase. 

Ma.t1Ufactudng cDsts wlll Vilty depending on whieh Mt>L bi.Ll is enacted. 
Under the most recently introduced bill, A-1753, there is a prohibition on the 
refilling of beverage containers except for those companies currently using 
refillables. Thus, container manufacturers can continue to produce one-way 
containers and need not retool for production of refillables. Under the other 
bills, if a company feels it will be more profitable to retool and manufacture 
refillable containers, far be it for me to say they can't make more money by 
doing so. 

Manufacturers have suggested that deposit legislation causes a loss 
in sales due to the inconveni~nce suf'fered by consumer!!. While it is true that 
consumers may have to get used to returning their ~es, we do not believe that 
sales will decline anywhere near the 10% projec~ byOwens-Illinois in its 
July 22, 1982 document submitted to the Committee. In fact, we believe that 
deposit legislation may only temporarily slow the growth of sales. For instance, 
b8er sales continued to grow, although at a slower rate, during the first year 
of the Maine and Oregon deposit laws. Full growth was resumed thereafter. 
Slight declines in beer sales in Vermont, Michigan and Connecticut in the first 
year were ceve.rr:;ed thereafter, (.l-~80 study b:y the Sttanford Envirunment<:~l Law 
Society) 

.There is no doubt that d~posit legislation will cost retailers money 
for handling and storage costs. Distributors who receive the empties from the 
retailer will have increased transportation and labor costs. These costs are 
more than offset as follows (using sales figures supplied to the Committee by 
the New Jersey Food Council): 

Experience in deposit law states indicates that about 90% of all 
beverage containers sold will be returned for deposit. Therefore, 10% of all 
deposits are never claimed. Distributors realize this "windfall" deposit 
income. Based on annual sales of 3.5 billion containers, that means that 
deposits on 350 million containers are never claimed. At five cents a deposit, 
that gives the distributor unearned income of $17.5 million; at ten cents, the 
distributor gets $35 million. 

Distributors also receive the income derived from the sale of the 
empty containers to recyclers or producers for manufacture into new beverage 
containers. We estimate that the aver~o;:re value of an empty beverage container 
.ls one cent. The sale of the empties which finally are returned to the 
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rUsLrH•uturs ('10~ •.d all 0•Jfot:ainO?.rs suld eC{ll8h L I'~ ioi Uithi ('uliUtJJHHs) will 
earn the distributor $31.5 million. Distributors will also invest their "held 
deposits" - those deposits held continuously, since a certain number of contain-
ers are "out" at all times. We estimate that this investment income would be 
as much as several million dollars. The total income for the distributors is 
$49 million ($17.5 million from unclaimed deposits, plus $31.5 million from 
sales of returned contai~) with the five cent deposit, and $66.5 million 

($35 million from unclaimed deposits, plus $31.5 million from sale of returned 
containers) with the ten cent deposit. Each figure should be increased based 
upon the interest earned from the "held deposits". 

Several of the proposed Bottle Bills require that retailers receive 
a handling charge of 20% of the deposit charged for a container. That is, if 
the deposit on a container is five cents, when the retailer returns the empty, 
he or she would get the five cents, which is paid to the consumer, plus one cent 
(20% of five cents), or, if the deposit is ten cents, the retailer would get ten 
cents for the consumer, plus two cents (20% of ten cents). On an annual basis, 

retailers woulJ be pa1.d $31.!3 million (one C>mt Limes J.l.S billion cuntaimn:.; 
returned) if the deposit is five cents, and $63 million (two cents times 3.15 
billion containers returned) if the deposit is ten cents. This handling fee 
reduces the retailer's cost by one or two cents per container. We believe that 
this fee will more than compensate a retailer. It should be noted that handling 
fees are paid to a retailer for all empties returned by a retailer to a distribu-
tor, yet a good part of the retailer's costs related to a deposit law are only 
one-time expenditures for establishment of the store's return program. 

After payment of tho handlinq feG to retailura, distributoru ore left 
with $17.5 million ($49 million of distributor income minus $31.5 million paid 
to retailers) if the deposit is five cents, or $3.5 million ($66.5 million of 
distributor income minus $63 million paid to retailers) if the deposit is ten 
cents. Distributors also have the interest of their investment of the "held 
deposits". We think that this "left over" money will pay for any costs incurred 
by the distributors (such as transportation and labor). Therefore, there should 
be no costs incurred by the retailers or distributors. There should be no costs 
passed through to consumers in the form of higher prices. 

There is one final point I would like to make, As we all know, New 

York State just passed mandatory deposit legislation. Before he signed the 
Bottle Bill and vetoed the proposed Litter Tax, New York Governor Carey read a 
report on the benefits and costs of mandatory deposit legislation for New York 
prepared by his Office of Development Planning. It is a very thorough and enlight-
ening report and I urge every member of this Committee to read a copy. I feel 

the time has come for the Governor of New Jersey to instruct his staff to prepare 

such a report, and I call upon Governor Kean to begin a study to determine the 
benefits and costs of mandatory deposit legislation for New Jersey. 

Thank you for the opportunity to address this Committee today. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you very much, Mr. Willinger. Are there 

any questions? I do not have any. 
We'll now move along and call Charles Weiler, Camden County Environ-

mental Agency. Is Mr. Weiler in attendance? Mr. Willinger, if you will, may 
we have a copy of your testimony for the Committee? 
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Is there anyone to represent the Camden County Environmental Agency? 
The record will indicate that they were listed to offer testimony and they have 
apparently.chosen not to at this time. 

We will now move to Mr. Marshall. Greg Marshall, representing 
Hunterdon County Park System. 

We have Mr. Charles Giordano, Teamsters Local 125. Mr. Girodano, I'd 
like to welcome you to our hearing, and I would ask you to limit your comments, 
if you will, and to synopsize your testimony. We'd appreciate it as we have a 
considerable list of people who have yet to testify. 

(Charles Giordano - not in attendance) 
G E R A L D N E L S 0 N: Yes, Mr. Chairman. Before we go on, my name is 
Gerald Nelson and I am taking the place of Greg Marshall. Greg Marshall could 
not be with us today, but I am Assistant Director of the Monmouth County Park 
System, and I'm here representing the New Jersey Recreation and Park Association. 

I am here today on behalf of the Association to testify in favor of 
Assembly Bill #78, entitled "An Act Authorizing the Regulation of Beverage 
Containers by the Department of Environmental Protection". 

Litter is a very serious problem in our public parks and recreation 
areas today. Litter, in the form of bottles and cans, makes up 50% to 90% of 
our total trash collection in New Jersey parks. Unlike paper and cardboard, 
which gradually disintegrate in sunlight and rain, beverage containers remain 
until physically removed. Beverage containers are among the least degradable 
portions of litter, and unlike paper and cardboard containers, do not compact 
in the litter pickup process. 

The Delaware River and Pinelands streams, woodland trails, picnic sites, 
playgrounds, parks, schoolyards, urban lots, local roads and interstate highways 
exit ramps are places where container litter is especially heavy and particularly 
offensive. 

A highly hazardous element of beverage container litter is broken glass. 
At Monmouth County's Seven Presidents Oceanfront Park in Long Branch, the only 
beachfront park operated by a county in the State, glass litter is one of the 
most serious problems, constantly presenting a potential health hazard. It has 
been for reasons of litter reduction alone that most can and bottle bill states 
have enacted their container deposit laws. According to a 1980 report by the 
Comptroller General of the United States, "the Maine Department of Conservation 
claims that beverage container litter on Maine roadsides has declined 69% to 
77% since the bottle bill was implemented, while total litter by item count has 
dropped 34% to 64%. Very few containers found on the roadsides were deposit 
containers. If we exclude no-deposit containers from the analysis, the decline 
in container litter 96%. Maine citizens for returnable containers agree 
with an official of the Maine National Wildlife Federation that the bottle bill 
has reduced solid waste volume by at least 6%, observing that within four months 
of the law's effective date, municipal officials noticed a significant decrease 
in the volume of solid waste going into landfills 

In 1978 Michigan became the first major industrial state to require a 
deposit on all beverage containers. The Comptroller General's report points out 
one very significant result of the 1978 law: litter from beverage bottles and 
cans in Michigan dropped 87.4% the year after the deposit law took effect, and 
more than 90% of the containers sold were returned for a deposit. 
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Michigan, Vermont, Maine, Oregon, Iowa, Delaware, Massachusetts, and 
our neighboring state of New York have recognized the economic, environmental 
and social value of returnables. Experience from these states indicates that 
reductions of beverage container litter in the order of 80% to 90%, and 
reductions of total litter in the order of 40% and more can be realized in New 
Jersey through a beverage container deposit law. Without this legislation, New 
Jersey will continue down a littered path that threatens the future of our parks 
and a $2 billion a year tourist industry. 

I have one last comment. No fewer than 10 county and 137 muncipal 
governing bodies have gone on record in support of mandatory container deposit 
legislation from the State. The New Jersey Recreation and Park Association 
urges the support and passage of a beverage container deposit law. 

Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: You're from the County of Monmouth? 
MR. NELSON: Yes, I am. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: And you're representing Hunterdon and an 

Association of State Park Systems? 
MR. NELSON: I am representing the New Jersey Recreation and Park 

Association, which is the official association that is representing all 
recreation and park segments in the State. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Is that an officially sanctioned recreational 
organization? 

MR. NELSON: Yes, it is. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you. We really appreciate your coming 

before us, and we would like our Committee Aides to have a copy of your testi-
mony. 

MR. NELSON: Thank you very much. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Is Mr. Giordano here, representing Teamsters 

Local 125, here? 
Is there anyone here representing the Upper Raritan Watershed Asso-

ciation? 
Mr. Lawrence McGinley, Teamsters Joint Council No. 73? Is there anyone 

representing the Teamsters Union? 
At the direction of the Chairman, I have got to move to some of the 

other people who attended the prior hearing and were not heard. Is Mr. Lloyd 
Curtissfrom Pepsi Cola Company here? We have another gentlemen's name also 
indicated as possibly testifying on behalf of Pepsico, Inc. 
L L 0 Y D C U R T I S S: Mr. McEnroe, I'm Lloyd Curtiss of Pepsi Cola Company, 
Pepsico, Inc. Corporative Affairs. My statement reflects many of the things that 
were said here today, which Bill Pearce --

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Excuse me, may we have that for the record then? 
MR. CURTISS: We at Pepsico and Pepsi Cola Company oppose all of these 

restrictive measures. I would like to take my time, if it would be agreeable to 
you and the Committee, and give it to a fellow who has come a long way 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Is he here today? 
MR. CURTISS: He is here. His name is Bill Yonush, .- and he is the 

President of a glassblower's plant that was affected by this law. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you, Mr. Curtiss. We'll now invite 



Bill Yonush to offer testimony before the Committee. Mr. Yonush is President 
of Local 31 Glass Bottle Blowers Association AFL-CIO. Mr. Yonush, again, if I 
may ask you to capsulize your testimony, we would be most appreciative. 
W I L L I A M Y 0 N U S H: Yes, Sir. My name is William Yonush, and I am 
the President of the Glass Bottle Blowers Association Local 31 out of Dayville, 
Connecticut. I'd like to thank the Committee for allowing me to give this 
testimony today. 

I have heard a lot of testimony here today about the bill that is 
before you right now, which calls for a non-refillable container and which is 
the same container that is presently being made in the State of New Jersey. 

The bill that is enforced in the State of Connecticut also calls for 
a non-refillable container, and the legislators there were told that by eliminat-
ing the refillable, certified container that our industry would not suffer any 
job losses. That is not true. I represented 1,300 members until 1980 and right 
now, I am below 900 people. The Glass Container Corporation, which is the cor-
poration that I work for, has shut dQwn a plant in Parker, Pennsylvania and trans-
ferred those orders in 1981 to the Glass Container Plant in Dayville in hopes 
of keeping that plant in operation. We were notified last month that the Glass 
Container Corporation is now shutting down the Marionville, Pennsylvania ~ant 
and is transferring those orders to the Dayville facility to keep that plant in 
operation. 

The testimony that was given here today by people like the Sierra Club, 
that say that jobs are not going to be lost, basically is true. It is not their 
job that is going to be lost; it's our jobs -- the people who are sitting in 
this audience today -- these are the people who are going to be affected. I 
would ask this Committee to look very, very hard at what has happened in the 
State of Connecticut. The Sierra Club also testified that -- the one woman who 
was up here -- she had gone through all the bottle bills of states that had 
bottle.bills, except for Connecticut. She should have taken a real, hard look 
at Connecticut. 

According to the Department of Transportation, on Connecticut highways --
they expended 42,000 man-hours in 1979 to keep our highways clean. In 1981 the 
Connecticut Department of Transportation expended almost 80,000 man-hours to keep 
the highways in Connecticut clean. The bill is not working in Connecticut and 
is presently going to be considered for repeal, which we are going to push very 
hard. 

I have some figures that I am going to give to the Committee regarding 
the jobs that have been lost in my plant. I have 326 people right now who are 
permanently unemployed and I have about 280 people who have periodic layoffs 
that range anywhere from 3 days to 3 months. The total loss to our plant --
of the 326 permanent employees, an area that has an unemployment rate of 18% 
is experiencing $118,000 a week in lost income. It was due to a bill that said 
there were not going to be any jobs lost in the State of Connecticut. 

The bill in Connecticut also had what they called the "jobs amendment", 
which is a job dislocation allowance, and I'm told that the bill in the State of 
New Jersey also has a job dislocation allowance. The job dislocation was put on 
that bill because they said there were not going to be any jobs lost, and the 
legislators felt that there was no problem in passing it. 
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In 1981 Governor William O'Neal, who took over for the late Ella Grasso, 
came to the legislators and begged for repeal of the jobs amendment because the 
State of Connecticut was $1.2 million in the "red" on that amendment alone. 

I have newspaper clippings which I will submit to your Committee that 
verify exacting what happened in the State of Connecticut. And for these people 
here - the Sierra Club, the League of Women Voters, and other environmentalists 
if they can honestly sit here and say that they're not taking away our jobs, 
they're wrong. They're saying that the container made is going to be the identi-
cal, same container presently being made. That is possible, but the only problem 
is, when it reverts to a plastic container and the glass container is eliminated 
from the shelves, which is basically what is happening in Connecticut now -- you 
can buy a 32-ounce bottle of glass, but you will not find a two-liter bottle of 
soda that is not plastic in the State of Connecticut. Other than for a returnable, 
refillable Coke bottle, they are now going into the half-liter, plastic bottle, 
and they are now going in full force with a one-liter plastic container, which 
will virtually eliminate the glass container from the shelves as far as beverages 
are concerned. 

Until 1980, production at our plant was based on 95% of sodas and beers. 
Into 1980 we shut three machines down. We went from a thirteen machine operation 
to a ten machine operation. We have not made a beer bottle in almost two years. 
Our soda capacity has gone from 95% of our business to 30% of our business. And, 
again, this is a non-refillable bill in the State of Connecticut. 

I'm urging you -- don't do to the workers in this State what the State 
of Connecticut did to the workers in our state. Thank you. 

AUDIENCE: (Applause) 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: The Chairman has again asked me to remind the 

audience that your applause on behalf of particular testimony has no impact on 
the deliberations of the Committee, and we would ask you as a courtesy to refrain 
from such conduct. Thank you. 

Mr. Yonush, I have a question. You have raised an interesting point 
regarding the non-refillable bottle and the fact that current legislation in 
Connecticut contains that provision and it still has had a reduction in the 
work force capacity of the glass bottle industry in the state. But, then you 
commented that the plastic industry is indeed other competition that you must 
contend with. Is that a fair statement? 

MR. YONUSH: We have to contend with plastic, yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Do you think the plastic industry has as large 

an impact on the reduction of your union forces as the imposition of this 
current deposit legislation in the state? 

MR. YONUSH: No, Sir. The reason why is -- and I have met with a lot 
of people from the retail stores, the store owners and the package store asso-
ciations, the Food and Commercial Worker's Unions -- and the only reason why they 
went from a glass container to a plastic container was because the people have 
to bring back the bottles and the cans, and they wanted something that was going 
to be lighter. They said that this was the main reason and the only reason why 
they went from a glass container to a plastic amtai.ner. It made it easier on the consuner 
to return these things. Again, they are not recyclable. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: So, under the Connecticut law, there is no deposit 
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required on plastic containers? 
MR. YONUSH: There are deposits on plastic con ainers of any beer or 

soft drink sold in the State of Connecticut, regardless of the package. It has 
to have a deposit on it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: It has a deposit also? 
MR. YONUSH: Yes, Sir. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you. Are there any questions? Mrs. Ogden? 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: No. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: If there are no questions, we appreciate your 

testimony. Thank you very much. 
We now have indicated Ruth Fisher, Citizens Association for the 

Protection of the Environment. Miss Fisher, I think from the title of your 
organi~ation that you represent a position in favor of the mandatory container 
deposit legislation. Is that correct? 
R U T H F I S H E R: It is correct, and our statement is very brief. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: If you will then, please make a brief remark, 
and it will be a part of our recnrd. Thank you. 

MISS FISHER: My name is Ruth Fisher and I represent C.A.P.E., a Cape 
May based environmental group. Simply, we support: return, refill, no throwaway, 
reward for recycling. No refill is nonsense. The loss of jobs cry is wolf. 
Likely, there will be more jobs with refill. There is no proof jobs will be lost 
permanently. 

Land use: This is an issue that hasn't been discussed here today. 
Glass is a land use issue, not a litter issue. Land is not a returnable, renew-
able resource. Glass, in a sense, is. 

Those who cry that their jobs will go are not looking beyond their 
noses. Once they use up their badkyards for dredging up the sand, about year 
1990 -- where then their jobs and their homeland? 

Shame on Congressman Hughes, ·GR· Hurley and Muziani -- they presented 
no studies to back up their claims and insight the workers that their jobs would 
be lost. 

Where are the fabulous craftsmen within the glass industry that could 
make the bottles that could be returned and reused until they are broken? Why 
are beer and returnable bottles cheaper today than throwaways in this State? 

I would also like to address something Senator Hurley said earlier 
today. He stated that seven municipalities in Cape May had curbside pick up. 
I drove over to his office to check on that just an hour ago. Since he is the 
P.R. man for the Cape County MUA, as well as a State Senator, which represents 
a severe conflict, as far as I'm concerned 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: We ask you not to comment on positions that you 
may take that border on political comments. Please confine yourself to a review 
of the matters relating directly to the bills. Thank you. 

MISS FISHER: With regard to this remark, when I checked on it, one of 
the muncipalities, which was apparently used, was my own, Dennis Township. There 
is not curbside pick up in Dennis; in fact, there is no pick up in Dennis. Yes-
terday I took my own garbage to the dump. The program there is not working well. 
There are men scavenging glass bottles among the debris. There were piles of 
debris as you enter which you should throw your cans into if you had presorted. 
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When there is no reward, it won't work. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you very much for your comments, Miss Fisher. 

Since there are no questions, we'll call Mr. Dan O'Connor, Cumberland County 
Conservation League. (Not present) 

Mr. Steven Hanisko or Mr. Raymond Hogan from the Continental Can 

Company? (l'bt present) 
Then we have a gentleman named Kent Brown from the Anchor Hocking 

Local 157. If you will, we would like a statement fron1 you, and hopefully, your 
testimony will be just a few sentences since I believe we can anticipate your 

comments. 

K E N T B R 0 W N: I understand our time limitation, and I'll try to make my 

comments brief. 
I've gone to two hearings to comment to the Committee on our position, 

and I would like to just take a minute to do that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: We have your statement here and we have resolutions 
attached to it from various townships in both ~land and Salem Counties. 

MR. BROWN: In swnmary, we oppose the deposit legislation very strongly. 

We represent 750 employees, many of whamare here today. We pay taxes in the 
neighborhood of $600,000 a year and we have a payroll in excess of $20 million. 

We were the second recycler in the State of New Jersey, as far as glass 

redemption was concerned -- redeeming of used glass containers -- has been referred 
to today. We are doing our part as a company, our employees want to keep their 

jobs, and we want to keep operating in the State of New Jersey. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you very much. 

Mr. Brown from the Local 157, Anchor Hocking Corporation? I had better 
allow you to make your comments, Mr. Brown. You have the floor for just the 

statement, Sir. 
S TAN L E Y B R 0 W N: I'm Stanley Brown, member of Local 157 of Salem, New 
Jersey. I've heard a lot of comments concerning throwaway bottles and the kind 

of litter they cause in states like Vermont, Main~ and so forth. Bu~ I asked a 
question to myself and now to you: How many people use Vermont or Maine as a 

corridor st.ate li]<e. they do in New Jersey? New Jersey gets a lot of its throwaways 
from people who are just passing through the state. 

I have been working for Anchor Hocking for 34 years and my wife has been 
working for them for 33 years, 77 years althogether. Evidentally it is a very 
stable and substantial industry in the State of New Jersey. Most of the ware we 
make is used in other states and we export most of what we make. we make 14% of 

all the glass containers that are made in the United States. Instead of legislating 
that type of industry out of the state, we should be legislating it in the state. 

I appreciate the opportunity to make these CO!nments, and I'm sorry.I had 
to be so brief. Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you, Sir. 
Jean Clarke, Montclair Recycling? 

J E A N C L A R K E: Hy n<.une is Jean Clarke and I am the volunteer coordinator 
of Montclair's recycling prqgram. This is a program which has received a number of 

awards on both state and national levels for a successful solution to many practical 
problems involving cornmunity-wide recycling efforts. I am also a member of Essex 

County Solid Waste Advisory Council and I particpated in the formulation of the 

State Recycling Plan. Particularly, it deals with the methods of collecting 
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recyclable materials. One of the prime strategies to reach the goals set forth 

in the plan is the estab1 isrunent of multi-material curbside collection programs, 

sud1 as we operate in Montclair. For this reason, ! did an analysis ·to see what 
affect beverage container deposit legislation would have on our program, and I 
wa:nt to share these results with you. 

Montclair currently recycles about 80% of the town's newspaper and 50% 

of its glass, which adds up to 11.5% of the refuse. We employ eight people in 
the program, and this year's expenses will run close to $135,000. These expenses 
will be covered by income from the sale of materials. This year the town will also 
pay a recycling surcharge of about $10,000, but under the Recycling Act, Montclair 

should rc;-cei vo a municipal recycling grnnt whj.ch will more than o f.Eset this 
expense. 

If beverage container legislation is enacted, we anticipate that our 
glass collection would be cut almost in half, and aluminum collection would be 
reduced to a quarter of the current level. This would result in a 17% reduction 
in total tonnage. Both of these items are bringing high prices, so a 17% reduction 
in tonnage would cause a 26% reduction in income. 

Collection expenses due to mileage and vehicle maintenance would remain 

substantiaJly the same, howev~1r, although we might be able to eliminate one of our 
eight employees. A 26% reduction in income equals the wages of almost three 
employees, so in order to continue the recycling program, we require a budget 
appropriation to cover the cost of the two employees whose wages could no longer 
be paid by proceeds from the sale of materials. I have given you a cost analysis 
so that you can understand how I arrived at those figures. 

Another point to consider is that the Recycling Act is structured to 
encourage municipalities to expand their recycling activities to include a variety 
of materials rather than concentrating almost exclusively on newspaper, So, 

tecycling yranls in the second year of the program will be given only for increases 
in tonnage in three separate categories -- newspaper, glass, and other materials. 
In Montclair's case, it is unlikely that we could affect a substantial increase 
in newspaper collections since we are close to saturation point now -- 80%. We do 
have an opportunity to increase collections in the third category of other materials, 
and, of course, we will try to do that with or without beverage container deposit 
legislation. Our main hope for a grant will be the substantial increase in glass 
collection since we are now only at the 50% mark. I should notf• that this is more 

Lban could lx.' expected trom bc2verage container deposit legislation alone. l'li th 
beverage container legislation, glass collection would drop instead, so a municipality 
making an outstanding effort to recycle would pay a $10,000 recycling surcharge with 
little hope of recovery through the grant program. This is not the way the Recycling 
Act was supposed to operate. 

Among those communities which passed resolutions in support of a bottle 
bill, you will find the Township of Montclair listed. But, that resolution was 

passed by a newly elected council over two years ago, a year before the Recycling 

/\c! IH'C<IIII<' I .JW .wtl il yt•tn· be I un· Lltat same council adof:JLed a mandatory glass 
separation ordinance. Today the choice is different. 

The bottle bill will also mean a $35,000 appropriation by the municipal 
body to continue the recycling program. There is no question that our recycling 
program benefits the town. Out of this year's cost avoidance, due to the elimination 
of tipping fees, our collection and hauling expenses amount to some $65,000. 
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I just want to add that I have been an environmentalist for many years 
and was originally in support of a bottle bill in New Jersey, but I have given the 
matter much thought and its effect on the recycling program, and I think it would 

be disastrous. 

ANN 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you very much. 
Edward Lloyd, New Jersey Public Interest Research Group? (Not present) 

Ellie Gruber, League of Women Voters? (Nul present) 

This is not Ellie Gruber. Excuse me, who are you? 
A U E R B A C K: I am Ann A.uerback. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Do you have a prepared statement? 
MS. AUERBACK: I have a prepared statement as well. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: If you have a prepared one, rather than read 

through the statement, would you synopsize please? 
MS, 7\\IFHH/\CK: I will lenve my prlllpa.ted ..,t <tt~:ffif'llt wU:h you cmd J will 

synopsize those conunents. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you. 
MS. AUERBACK: I am Ann Auerbach, Natural Resources Director for the 

League of Women Voters of New Jersey. The League has, over the years, testified 
on many occasions in support of mandatory deposit legislation. At this time we 
are endorsing A-1753 because we believe it gives the most benefits to all who are 
involved in the beverage container industry. Studies by states with existing 
statutes demonstrate significant benefits in litter reduction and solid w<tste 

collection and disposal costs to local government. 
Today, however, I would like to direct my testimony to one particular 

aspect of the current debate: namely, municipal recycling and mandatory deposit 
legislation. It has always been a strong position by the League that mandatory 
deposit legislation should and can exist parallel to, and in a synergystic 
relationship with, municipal recycling. If the goal of recycling is materials 
recovery and reduction of the solid waste stream, then mandatory deposit legis-
lation should be a companion effort. The goals are identical. 

There are may instances where the results of mandatory deposit legisla-
tion will exceed those of municipal recycling. For exwnple, in Massachusetts, a 
state which has a recycling program with a high participation rate and with a 
regular public education program, it was concluded that a personal economic reward 
in the form of a refundable deposit is a much more effective means of removing 
soft drink and beer containers from the waste stream than a recycling program. 

A deposit law will remove for recycling 90% of all beverage containers 
or about 300,000 tons per year from the municipal waste stream. This includes 
about 280,000 tons of glass or almost 5 times the amount of glass currently being 

recycled in New Jersey. It is extremely doubtful that municipal recycling programs 
could reach the above stated volt. .. ute of glass for many years to come. There are 
currently only 16 curbside glass programs in New Jersey, and only 6 are mandatory. 
This is the same number that existed at the beginning of 1982, indicating a no-
growth situation. These programs do not average even a 30% recovery rate for the 
glass available in their waste streams. 

A fact sheet distributed by Owens-Illinois, Inc. projecting a decrease 

in r~tJyeling tonnac.f0 and net:. feV(lfiUe undtlr a deposit law Iot· Mcmtclail', New Jersey 
is seriously misleading. It fails to note that some 1530 tons per year of beverage 
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glass used in Montclair would be recyclE'd through the deposit system. Although 
this would bring no revenue to the Montclair program, it would substantially 
exceed the amount of glass now being recycled and would impose no expense on the 
municipality for its collection. Furthermore, with only newspapers being 
recycled, the program would break even or show a profit as do other such programs 
in the State. Thus, it is clearly evident that one of New Jersey's best recycling 
programs can be enhanced by a deposit law. Certainly, mandatory deposit legisla-
tion need not force it to operate below a break-even point. 

Another consideration in looking at mandatory deposit legislation and 
recycling should be collection costs. Separate curbside collection is more costly 
than the netted revenue. But communities without curbside collection have tradi-
tionally evidenced a low level of citizen participation. On the other hand, materials 
recycled through the mandatory deposit legislation are done so at no cost to the 
municipality and are usually taken to a store or a redemption center where the 
consumer purchases additional items. By removing these materials from the municipal 
waste stream, taxpayer expenses are reduced for solid waste collection and disposal 
and for litter pickup. 

In concluding our testimony, the following summary statements are offered 
for your consideration: 

- All portions of the State may never be served by recycling as they 
could be by mandatory deposit legislation. 

- The success of municipal recycling should be enhanced by mandatory 
deposit legislation and not hampered by it. 

- The financial success of municipal recycling is clearly not dependent 
upon recycled glass. 

- Mandatory deposit legislation provides an economic incentive not to 
litter and an economic reward to someone else to pick up a littered container. 

- Only mandatory deposit legislation, and never voluntary recycling 
programs, will remove 90% of the soda and beverage containers from the solid 
waste stream. 

The League thanks you for this opportunity to present our position and 
urges you to favorably release Assembly Bill A-1753 from the Committee. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: I have a question. Maine and Vermont have 
bottle bills, and one can't help but notice the difference in roadside litter. 
We know that they have deposit legislation and we notice the stark improvements 
of the roads. However, we also know that beverage containers are only a small 
percentage of roadside litter. Why is it that we don't see the newspapers, glass, 
plastic, etc. in Maine and Vermont like we see here in New Jersey. Where is that 
roadside litter going? 

MS. AUERBACK: I don't know where it is going. It might perhaps be that 
by removing their bottles and cans, they are removing the least biodegradable 
material from the roadside. Some of these other materials you are speaking of 
are certainly more biodegradable than bottles and cans and plastics that are used 
for beverage containers. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: The curiosity of -- is whether there is an 
increase of roadside litter pickup by tbe various State Highway Departments or 
groups. That is why we don't notice it. It is something that you have to notice, 
that there are no beverage containers, but there isn't also any of the other 
roadside litter. The bottle bills would potentially take care of roadside litter 
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but would, again, leave the other stuff there. I was just curious to know if you 
knew the answer why. 

MS. AUREBACK: I've given you my best answer. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Does anyone else have a question? 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: I have a question. Ms. Auerback, has the League 

of Women Voters chapters throughout New Jersey taken a unanimous position in 
favor of mandatory container deposit legislation? 

MS. AUERBACK: The League's position comes under a solid waste position 
which was derived after a study on solid waste problems in New Jersey about 10 years 
ago. The League of Women Voters of New Jersey is on record opposing the Recycling 
Act. Our reasons for opposing the New Jersey Recycling Act was primarily because 
it did not deal with the problem of beverage containers through mandatory deposit 
legislation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: And all of your chapters throughout the State are 
aware of your conmittee's position regarding beverage container legislation? 

MS. AUERBACK: Yes, they are. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Has there been any comments contrary to the position 

you have taken by other members within the League? 
MS. AUERBACK: Yes, there are. The League is an open forum. We derive 

our positions through concensus, which is a statement of the feelings of the 
organization, and there are, inevitably, minority viewpoints. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Has there been a minority report issued on behalf 
of that position? 

MS. AUERBACK: I do not know that there is one on record. There are 
certainly no minority viewpoints. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: All right. Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you. 
Is Mr. Steven Hanisko here. from Continental Can? (No response) 
Or Raymond Hogan? (No response) 
John Trontis, Union County Department of Parks? (Not present) 
Murray Fox, Recycling Enterprises? 

M U R R A Y F 0 X: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. My 
name is Murray Fox, President of Recycling Enterprises, Inc., an intermediate 
processor of glass. Our main office and plant is located in Oxford, Massachusett~ 
where we began operations in 1974. However, we expanded our glass processing 
facilities recently with two additional plants located in New Jersey: one in 
Hillside which opened in October, 198l,and our Berlin plant which has been in 
operation since October, 1979. 

Our operations include purchasing scrap glass from municipalities , as 
well as from industries. We perform a complete service using our own fleet of 
trucks and roll-off containers. 

Our containers are placed at transfer stations or places of business 
for the collection of scrap glass. When the containers are full, they are hauled 
to one of our plants where the glass is processed into cullet (crushed glass, 
free of contamination). This material is then sold to companies which use this 
cullet in the manufacture of their products; therefore, saving precious raw 
materials. 

In addition to our container service, REI has a large over-the-scale 
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trade where individuals, groups, organ:,_zations, senior citizens, etc. bring in 
glass collected from taverns, restaurants, picked up along the highways, etc. 
Payments for such effort helps fund orcranizations or subsidize incomes to 
individuals. 

In the general municipal sol:Ld waste stream, approximately 9% is glass. 
Of this 9%, 45% is in whiskey bottles, peanut butter jars, condiments, champagne, 
etc., while 55% is in beverage containors. 

In states where a bottle bill is in effect, it is costing the cities 
and towns revenue in order to recycle due to the lack of volume, and it is 
necessary to continue recycling progr~1s in order to preserve landfill space 
which is rapidly diminishing. 

In New Jersey, we already ha,,e a bill voted in by a majority of the 
legislators supporting a recycling proqram, which has grown tremendously in the 
past six months and has potential for further growth given the time. I feel 
strongly that this program has only ju~;t begun, and needs our support to fully 
develop. If a bottle bill is put into effect, New Jersey's admirable recycling 
program will become only a statistic. 

Look, for example, at what has happened in two states where REI 
services customers: In Connecticut, prior to the bottle bill, we were servicing 
some forty programs. Today we are doing only eight. In Maine we are presently 
servicing one recycling center, combining five surrounding towns. It is costing 
them money for us to pick up their recyclables due to lack of volume. Also, due 
to poor participation and lack of enthusiasm in"half"programs, recyclables often 
end up at the landfills. 

In order to prevent this from happening in New Jersey, and if you feel 
that new legislation is needed at all, I strongly recommend instituting Mandatory 
Source Separation throughout the State. 

As a Vice President of the National Recycling Coalition, I have spoken 
with officials throughout the country who have expressed admiration for the New 
Jersey Recycling Bill as the "best in t:he U.S." 

Let's not defeat the purpose of the Recycling Bill. New Jersey should 
put its efforts behind its already established Office of Recycling, and not tax 
its citizens with a bottle bill. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Do you have any questions? 
ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: No, I do not. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you very much. 
Robert Cassel, Gloucester County? (Not present) 
Sheryl Vorberg, Cumberland-Salem Central Labor Council? (No response) 
Bill Yonush, Texaco? (Not present) 
Harold Jones, Surfside Beverage? (Not present) 
I'm sorry, who are you? 

S HE R Y L V 0 R BE R G: I'm Mrs. Vorberg, and I want you to know, you had 
my attention all day. Could I have juHt a little bit of yours? 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Who are you representing? 
MRS. VORBERG: The Cumberland-Salem Central Labor Council. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Okay, very good. 
~rns. VORBERG: First of all, I would like to go on record to make sure 

that eveyone understands -- a lady from the Sierra Club said that Charles Marcianti 
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had found one of these forced deposit bills acceptable. That is not so. The 
AFL-CIO has unanimously come out in opposition to these bills. The lady from the 
League of Women Voters -- I belong to the League of Women Voters in this area and 
we do not support this legislation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: I could never agree that the League of Women 
Voters would have 100% agreemen·t. 

l'lRS. VORBic:RG: We most definitely do not support this. 
I am grievously concerned with job losses, unemployment, and the impact 

this proposed legislation could have on our already depressed economy. The 
Department of Labor awards us, Cumberland County, with the fifth highest unemploy-
ment rate in the nation- somewhere around 17.8%. I do not wish to make light 
of our situation, but I would like to discuss another aspect of this issue. 

Retired New Jersey Senator James Ca.fiero said on numerous occasions, 
"Each of us began our conscious lives by being exposed to the basic three "R's"i 
Mankind has reached that stage in the history of the world that three more "R's" 
be added- reclame, recycle, and reuse." 

This State has passed recycling legislation that can increase our 
recycling efforts by 20%, saving approximately 1400 acres of landfill space each 
year. 

In the aggregate, New Jersey's economy will benefit from some $24 
million annually in jobs, taxes and profits created through the implementation 
of this legislation. For each 1.8 million tons of n1aterial recycled, some 2,000 
to 4,000 new jobs will be created within the State. Types of jobs include 
collection, sorting, prepar'ation of materials, jobs in the production process, 
necessary administration functions. 

The projected goal for 1986 is 1.3 million tons recycled annually. In 
1980 we recycled 445,000 tons; to reach this 1986 goal, we are going to have to 
triple our efforts. Interestingly, the Ci. t.y of Woodbury has already exceeded this 
goal. They recycle 26% of their solid waste in a voluntary program. At the 
present time we have 180 landfills operating within our State; 30 of these handle 
the bulk of all solid waste. 

How is all of this going to be paid for? A recycling fund has been 
established that will collect an estimated $6 million a year by placing a tax of 
12¢ per cubic ton on all solid \vaste dumped. 45% of the monies collected will be 
made available to municipalities in grants to get their recycling programs started. 
Once in operation, the resale of recycled materials should actually make money for 
the municipality. 

Placing a forced deposit on sodas and beers will only serve to fragment 
and undermi this piece of legislation, which you have already mandat.ed in our 
State -- the Recycling Act of 1981. The average family's trash has increased by 
200% since 1960 due to two major factors: convenience foods and attitude changes. 
Because of increases in solid waste levels, population growth, using up of land-
fills, pollution of our environment, and depletion of our natural resources, it 
is imperative that we make this program work. Two very important factors in the 
success of this program are total citizen participation and total return of all 
trash for recycling. At the present time the average family's glass, whether 
it is soda, beer, ketchup bottles, spaghetti sauce jars, mayonnaise jars, or 
whatever, is going into their weekly trash flow and can be recycled back into the 
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system as it should be. The State of New Jersey has mandated recycling in every 
county and municipalit~ This comprehensive program is designed 
to pay for itself through the sale of recycled materials. Certainly, glass will 
play a large role in the financial success of the program as cullet is a valuable 
commodity worth $20 to $40 a ton at current prices. To take this large financial 
chunk out of the recycling program would force the cost back on the taxpayer. 
You remember him-- he's the consumer who will also be paying the forced deposit 
should you pass it. 

Consider another aspect. The retailer is going to need added storage 
space to hold this inventory of unsanitary bottles once they are returned, and 
probably a clerk to handle them, working at the minimum hourly wage with a very 
limited benefit package, if any at all. Certainly not what the individual who 
was forced out of at the glass house was making. As costs increase, the retailers 
are going to be forced to seek an alternative package -- the paper bottle. With 
the demand for glass decreasing, the price of all glass, n_pt just soda and beer, 
will be forced up. Glass is a low profit, high volume-industry. When volume 
drops, prices must increase to retain even a low profit level. In recent years, 
the glass container industry has been hard-pressed by cans and plastics. We all 
have a visual picture in our minds of bottles and cans on the roadside. That 
picture is from the past. Today, because of new packaging and marketing techniques, 
it is, in fact, the can which has replaced the glass bottle on the roadside. Walk 
up to any vending machine to buy a soda and more than likely the beverage container 
will be a can. 

By the way, let's look at this for a moment: Who is actually doing 
the littering? The State of New Jersey ranks tourism as one of its primary 
industries, and rightly it should. From Cape May to New York City, our beaches 
and summer resorts attract people from all over the country. These transients 
and the "night partiers" are the people leaving trash and beverage containers on 
the roadside, not the mother who does her weekly shopping at the supermarket. 
Passage of this legislation would raise the price to the average family of what, 
in many instances, is considered luxury items. It will not solve the problem in 
that the transients and "night partiers" will still be out there littering. After 
all, the individuals who litter are not going to gain a sense of social conscious-
ness just because of the forced deposit. And what about breakage? Is the retailer 
going to accept broken bottles, or is this another cost to the consumer? What 
about the small independent retailer when the local scout troop decides they 
should bankroll their fund raising drive? He has neither the storage space for 
bottles from all over God knows where, the help to handle the bottles, nor the working 
capital to tie up in refunds. 

Glass is an energy and labor intensive industry. Although there will be 
labor cuts, the energy expense is only going to increase. At the present time, 
the Atlantic City Electric Company is seeking a 37% rate hike. This increase is 
going to have to be passed on to the consumer, not only m their monthly utility 
bills, but in higher prices for all goods they buy. 

In conclusion, we have had deposit bottles in the past. They were not 
economically feasible then, and they are not now. They will never be convenient. 
Most important, they are not the solution to the litter problem. They will only 
serve to create numerous other problems. The responsible answer at this point 
in time is to concentrate our efforts on developing our recycling program. 
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Finance and build recycling centers so that they have the means to become self-
sufficient. As for litter, have proper trash recepticles at roadside stations 
with regular pickups. The key is to educate our family, friends and co-workers 
to reclaim, recycle and reuse. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you. 
Harold Jones, Surfside Beverage? 

H A R 0 L D J 0 N E S: Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, you have already 

heanJ l.l.LJl l'iJ<HC" jJL<:Hcfll Lhv ~'rldlle Of the 80f1 dri11k iiJdUtltJy jn Nt·w .I•·J!;;•y. 

I'm here representing Surfside Beverage Corporation, which is a medium-sized 
bottler. I am not going to repeat the statistical data that has already been 
presented to you by other speakers; I only want to refer to a couple of basic 
facts. 

The distribution system for soft drinks is totally dependent on product-
ivity, as are all distribution systems. To force returns of empty contai~s back 
through this syst~em will create cost penalties for us as the bottler and distribu-
tor, and also for the retailer. These costs ultimately must be passed on to the 
consumer. Any negative sales reaction to these increased costs from the consumer 
adds to the impact on productivity and efficiencies. 

The soft drink industry has grown over the years due to the high avail-
ability level of our products. Soft drinks are sold and consumed in all types of 
retail outlets, industrial locations, schools and recreational areas. Many of 

these locations sell through vending machines and other types of refrigerated 
equipment. These outlets may not have the facilities or the desire to continue 

to make these products available if they are required to collect and redeem 

deposits on these containers. Loss of this availability of our products to the 
consumer would have serious volume impact on all bottlers. 

Volume loss, productivity loss, and erosion of efficiency can erode 
years of growth and development overnight. It forces decisions to be made on 
consolidating production facilities and warehouse facilities, and ultimately 
to some, it means a greatly diminished position in the market, or in some cases, 
going out of business. 

I can well understand the concern towards New Jersey's problem of litter 
and solid waste, and I agree that we must pursue the goals that are the objectives 
of the proposed forced deposits. 

I hope that during the course of these hearings, the Committee will 
determine that these goals will be best accomplished by the New Jersey Recycling 
Plan and Act, which was passed by the New Jersey Legislature on September 9, 1981; 

In this leadership role, New Jersey can continue to work t'oward a total 
solution, and a long-term, workable litter and solid waste program. 

Thank you. 

I'd be h>iPlJY t.u .anwwtu· any quQotiona you may have. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you very much, Mr. Jones. 
Ted Pytlar, Essex County Planning Department? 
James Ayrer? (not present) 

Robert Stewart, New ,Jersey Trails Council? (not present) 
Harry LeQuier? (not present) 
Ward Wettlin? (not present) 

Gerald Nelson? (not present) 

Daniel Adams? (not present) 
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Richa:r;d Bogard? 
Ellen Nugent? 

(not present) 

E L L E N N U G E N T: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee 
for this opportunity to testify. I hope I can give you a different point of view 
because I represent the Mining Association of New Jersey. I'm representing 
Basillica Sand Producers today. 

We, obviously, are opposed to the legislation which calls for the 
return of deposits on bottles. New Jersey is a leading state in the production 
of glass, and sand miners provide the sand which composes 70% of that glass. 
Needless to say, returning and refilling the glass bottles will severely reduce 
the supply of sand needed for the glass plants if the glass plants continue to 
operate in New Jersey. If the glass industry leaves New Jersey, it takes the 
sand market with it. South Jersey can anticipate serious unemployment problems, 
which would aggrevate the 17% unemployment being experienced in Cumberland County 
right now. 

New Jersey already has a recycling law, and it hasn't been allowed to 
run its probation period. We would hope that you would allow it to do that and 
have the report analyzed before any action is taken on returnables or refillables. 

Glass constitutes oilly 1.'% of the solid waste in landfills. Thirty-three 
million pounds of glasswere recycled last year by Owens-Illinois in their recycling 
plant. This cullet was used as 30% of the raw material in glass production. Thus, 
the glass disposal problem is not being ignored, and normal economic incentives are 
responsible for handling the problem at none of the horrendous costs to the consumer 
and the public that the systems that have to be innovated to carry out the bottle 
legislation would cost and precipitate. The natural economic incentives are taking 
care of the glass problem. The sand industry, on the whole, has a limited work 
force right now. The limited were working three to four days a week, and this is 
the peak time of the year. This is largely due to the depression in the industry 
that is caused by the depression in the construction industry. To pass these bills 
at this particular moment in New Jersey's economic history would really add to the 
stress on the struggling industry right now. 

These economic arguments may sound self-serving, but if the entire employ-
ment picture is analyzed and is compared against the increased costs in initiating 
this bottle bill legislation, the completely speculative nature of the public good 
expected to be realized, will not surface. Basically, we will be seeing that we're 
having adverse effects on the economy of New Jersey. 

Mining dollars are spent six times over in the ripple effect of our 
economy. Conversely, mining dollars lost are decreasing through the economy six 
times over. From a practical point of view, we know right now how many jobs we 
have in the.sand and glass industry. We're really taking a chance that we are 
going to have unemployment as a result of putting this legislation through right 
now. My main point is that the timing is wrong considering the other economic 
stresses we are experiencing. Maybe we should wait and see what happens with the 
:r:ecycling and maybe some of these p:r:oblems will help themselves. 

Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Any questions? Thank you, Ellen. 
David Hyson? (not present) 
Skip D'Arcy? (not present) 
Peter Carter, Resource Recovery Systems? (not present) 
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P E T E R C A R T E R: Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, thank you for 
allowing me to speak. 

Let me give you a viewpoint of this problem from a commercial recycling 
operation. I am the President of Resource Recovery Systems, a company in Connec-
ticut, that operates a recycling plant which was developed over the years to take 
mixed bottles and cans from the consumers or towns -- paint cans, aerosol cans, 
dog food cans, beer cans -- glass bottles of any type such as mayonna~e, ketchup 
jars, etc., all mixed together. We have developed a process to separate them into 
commodities and sell them to the various industries: glass industry, steel industry 
and aluminum industry. 

I would like to tell you about one project as it is indicative of what 
is happening in Connecticut since we have had a bottle bill since January of 1980. 
The town of Grotin, 41,000 people, found a landfill filling up quickly, and the 
representative town meeting in 1979 passed a resolution that after the first of 
January 1982, no more bottles, cansor paper could be placed in the landfill in an 
effort to save the landfill and reduce their solid waste costs. They passed the 
resolution in Summer of last year and they gave the Public Work's Director a 
quarter of a million dollars and told him to implement (over his objections) • He 

I I 

built a 60 X 120 building, and after going through his bidding processes, he 
negotiated a contract with us to put a plant in that building and begin to process 
all of Gratin's bottles, cans and paper. Several years before that plant got put 
in, Grotin was recycling about 2 to 3 tons of glass and cans a month on a voluntary 
program. The contract we signed with them, by the way, required us to start oper-
ating on the first of July. We signed it on the first of April, and in three months 
time we had the plant installed and we were operating. In July 118 tons of bottles 
and cans came out of Grotin. Over the past ten years, they have been pulling out 
some 25 to 28 tons of paper a month. In July 183 tons of paper came out of that 
town. The key words are mandatory legislation and curbside collections, which is 
what the town of Grotin is doing. 

We in Connecticut have been exposed to the bottle bill. My plant in 
Branford processes glass from distributors and also from communities. We are 
familiar with the aspects of the bottle bill, and my position has changed slightly 
since I have seen it in operation in Connecticut for the past two and one-half years. 

If I had to summarize, I would say that the negative aspects of the bottle 
bill are: 

- It is putting a great number of small companies· out of business. 
- It is certainly raising costs. 
- It has not really made an impact on the solid waste problem. 
Grotin is an indication, and there is another city in Connecticut with 

whom we are about to sign a contract to do the same thing. We are also negotiating 
with two other cities. 

On the other side, it has reduced bottle and can litter on the roads. 
Other than that, I would have to conclude that it is probably not worth the price 
we are paying for it. Thank you. I will leave copies of the legislation that the 
town of Grotin passed and the type of literature that has been developed in the 
public relations and public education aspects of that program. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you very much, Sir. 
John Tarditi? (not present) 
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Larry Knipple? 
Wa.Jter Reubel? 

(not present) 
(nnt present) 

C H A R L E S W E L T o N: Mr. Chairman, Members of the Assembly --
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Will you synopsize? 
MR. WEIJ'rON: Okay. I'll try to do that, Sir. 
I am Charles S. Welton, Assistant Manager at Kerr Glass Manufacturing 

Corporation's Millville, New Jersey Plant. I have been asked to read the follow-
i.nq stntf'ment into the r.ecnrd on behalf of J<err. 

Kerr Glass Manufacturing Corporation is a major manufacturer of a wide 
variety of glass containers and packaging products. Kerr has nine glass manufac-
turing plants located in eight states, including our plant here in Millville. The 
Millville plant employs 1,200 individuals in the production of glass containers, 
most of which are non-returnable. 

Kerr Glass Manufacturing Corporation appreciates this opportunity to 
share its views on the issue of beverage container deposit legislation and litter 
control with you and the people of New Jersey. 

Let me begin by stating that Kerr is firmly committed to helping the 
State of New Jersey achieve its goal of litter control and solid waste reduction. 
Kerr has long appreciated the fact that recycling glass containers helps to 
reduce the municipal solid waste stream, conserves natural resources and discour-
ages littering, and we are proud to be one of the nation's largest recyclers of 
glass bottles and jars. 

Kerr believes that thoughtful measures aimed at controlling litter and 
reducing solid waste are long overdue. In fact, we applaud the State of New Jersey 
for its enactment ~r th@ New J~rs~y Ra~ycling Act, which became effective on 
January 1 of this year. It is one of the most sensible and effective litter 
control plans enacted to date in the United States. Unlike any of the deposit 
laws which other states have adopted, the New Jersey Recycling Act addresses itself 
to the total litter and solid waste problem. Briefly stated, the New Jersey 
Recycling Plan's objective is to recycle all types of litter, not just certain 
types of glass and metal containers. Keep in mind the fact that litter is com-
prised of many things -- all types of bottles and cans, including food jars and 
cans, milk bottles, liquor and wine bottles and all other non-carbonated beverage 
containers, not to mention the millions of pounds of food waste, newspapers, cups, 
plastic and paper wrappings and much, much more. Yet, all of the proposed deposit 
bills now under consideration ignore this crucial fact. The proposed bills are 
aimed only at carbonated soft drink and malt beverage containers, yet reliable 
statistics indicate that these types of containers may represent as little as 12% 
of the nation's total urban street litter and less than 6% of post-consumer solid 
waste. It must be remembered that those statistics are national statistics -- and 
that New Jersey led the nation in the amount of glass containers it recycled last 
year. Given these facts, it appears quite clear that the proposed deposit legis-
lation would, at best, have a very limited impact on the overall litter problem --
and, ironically, it would accomplish this goal by focusing on the very type of 
litter for which New Jersey has already found an effective and economically sensible 
method of control. 

Kerr urges this Committee to compare the scope of the proposed bottle 
bills against that of the New Jersey Recycling Act and to consider very carefully 
just what additional good will be accomplished by the legislation now being proposed. 
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We also ask that you ca.refully weigh how much the people of New Jersey should be 
asked to pay, both in lost jobs and increased consumer costs, in order to enjoy 
the limited incremental benefits promised by such proposed legislation. Wouldn't 
those millions of dollars be better spent attacking the millions of pounds of 
litter that are not even covered by the proposed bottle bills? 

But let's assume that the proposed mandatory deposit legislation will 
result in some further reduction of that type of litter. How many jobs should be 

lost to achieve that goal? How many million additional dollars should consumers 
pay in order to achieve that goal? 

Let me briefly review with you some of the experiences which other 
states have had after they adopted forced deposit laws. Incidentally, all of 
those laws are quite similar to the proposed New Jersey legislation in front of 
you now. In each of the first six states which passed bottle bills, beer and 
soft drink prices are up, and in most cases, those prices have risen dramatically. 
These price increases seem to be the inevitable result of a regulation thut requires 
every grocer to handle, sort, clean and store thousands of used containers. For 
example, in Michigan beer and soft drink prices have risen by an average of more 
than $1.20 per case , in addition to the five-cent and ten-cent per container 
deposit costs. Within one year after Michigan passed its forced deposit law, the 
price of a case of beer in the neighboring states of Ohio, Illinois, Wisonsin and 
Indiana (all of which are states which do not have forced deposit laws) was found 
to be a mimimum of $2.00 cheaper and as much as $4.00 per case cheaper than in 
Michigan. Similarly, the ~ate of Connecticut has witnessed dramatic increases 
in the cost of beer and soft drinks since it passed a forced deposit law in 1980. 

ln fact 1 by ,JnnHary of this year 1 the minimum price fur il. caal!l of 1 l<Jht bot'lr hod 
risen by $4.00 in Connecticut since its deposit bill was enacted, again not in-
cluding the $1.20 per case deposit, and soft drink prices had also similarly sky-
rocketed. Perhaps that explains why the Connecticut Governor's office drove 
75 miles across the state border into New York in order to purchase soft drinks 
for its Fourth of July party for underprivileged children in the very first year 
after enactment of its bottle bill. 

Perhaps the people of New Jersey are willing to pay these costs in order 
to effect a modest reduction in litter. Kerr can not answer that questi.on. Instead, 
we would simply urge the proponents of the forced deposit bills to calculate the 
true costs of the bills and to tell the voters what they are. After all, it is 
currently estimated that there are 146 million cases of soft drinks and beer sold 
annually in New Jersey which could be af~by the proposed bottle bills. If 
prices to New Jersey consumers go up by just $1.00 per case as a result of these 
bills, then the people of New Jersey will be paying at least $146 million to clean 
up a type of litter which the New Jersey Chamber of Commerce estimates would only 
cost $8 million to clean up directly. 

'l'here are, of course, numerous other costs <wsocialod with all uL Uw 
proposed forms of forced deposit legislation. Perhaps most significantly, it has 
been the experience nationwide that thousands of skilled workers in the container. 
manufacturing industry and in the soft drink and beer manufacturing industries, 
as well as hundreds of workers in the industries which supply goods and services 
to the container and beverage industries, have lost their jobs as a result of 
forced deposit laws. While Kerr is currently unabl{; to provide an ilecurate 

estimate of the number of jobs which might be lost at its Millville plant as a 
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result of the proposed legilsation, it seems quite probable that many of our 675 
employees who are engaged in the manufacture and shipment of non-returnable con-
tainers in New Jersey may find their jobs in jeopardy if this legislation is 
passed. The Glass Packaging Institute currently estimates that, depending on 
the type of legislation which is enacted, the State of New Jersey will lose at 
least 500, and possibly as many as 5,000, container manufacturing and teamster 
jobs. Ironically, when the State of Connecticut passed its bottle bill, the 
Connecticut legislature had anticipated some job losses and, therefore, it also 
enacted a compensation program to provide funds to employees who lost their jobs 
because of that bill. However, Connecticut dramatically underestimated the impact 
of their bill on the container industry and failed to anticipate that over 500 of 
such jobs would quickly be lost. When that happened, the compensation fund was 
rapidly exhausted and the compensation program had to be abandoned less than two 
years after its enactment. 

A final irony concerning the job loss experience in other states took 
place in Oregon, the first state to enact a forced deposit law. There it was 
reported that, in the first nine months of 1979 alone, 45 recycling centers went 
out of business in the dty of Portland. It is important to remember that the 
State of New Jersey has a thriving recycling business, as is evidenced by the 
fact that it led the nation in glass recycling in 1981, with 239 million pounds 
of glass bottles recycled and used to manufacture new bottles. Also remember that 
the New Jersey Recycling Act, which just became effective earlier this year, is 
aimed at encouraging and promoting the growth of recycling centers, not shutting 
them down. 

In closing, let me reiterate Kerr Glass Manufacturing Corporation's 
commitment to recycling, litter control and solid waste management. The question 
before all of us is not whether solid waste and litter control is a good idea --
rather, the question is what is the least harmful and most cost-effective method 
of achieving that goal. Fortunately for the people of New Jersey, you have 
recently enacted a Recycling Act which we believe is among the most comprehensive 
and effective acts of its kind in the Unied States. It is far preferable to any 
of the proposed forced deposit laws. The New Jersey Recycling Act is aimed at 
reducing all forms of solid waste and litter, not just certain types of cans and 
bottles. The New Jersey Recycling Act will not result in New Jersey consumers 
paying millions more for beer and soft drinks. The New Jersey Recycling Act will 
not destroy New Jersey's booming recycling business; instead it will encourage 
even more recycling. And finally, the New Jersey Recycling Act will not force 
hundreds and perhaps even thousands of skilled workers in New Jersey to lose their 
jobs. For all of these reasons, Kerr urges this Committee to act in the best 
interests of all the people of New Jersey by refusing to support ineffective and 
costly mandatory deposit bills and by giving the New Jersey Recycling Program an 
opportunity to work. 

Kerr Glass Manufacturing Corporation thanks you for the opportunity to 
be heard on this important matter. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you, Mr. Welton. 
Walter Reubel? (not present) 

Robert Brune? 
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R 0 B E R T W. B R U N E: Mr. Chairman and Members of the Assembly Energy 
and Natural Resources Committee, thank you for the opportunity to testify before 
you today on Assembly Bill 78, the Beverage Container Deposit Bill. 

My name is Robert Brune and I am representing TAX-PAC, the Taxpayers 
Policy Action Council. TAX-PAC is a newly formed organization of taxpayers and 
consumers concerned about the ever increasing cost of government services and 
united in an effort to demand more cost-effective methods of operation from govern-
ment at every level. As one of its initial projects TAX-PAC is concerning itself 
with the problem of high energy costs and the potential of solid waste to provide 
a viable form of alternate energy. We are concerned with the problem of solid 
waste in a general sense, as well and in particular, with the continued emphasis 
on landfilling. We believe that a wiser State policy could be of financial and 
environmental benefit to everyone in a number cif ways: 

1. By recognizing solid waste as a commodity with potentially significant 
value, solid waste could be converted from a present municipal liability into an 
asset. 

2. By supporting and improving on the State's new Recycling Act through 
assistance in market development. 

3. By producing energy from solid waste,we could develop a viable form 
of alternate energy which could offer additional and lower cost energy to New Jersey 
industry and business. 

4. By putting our solid waste to work in the following ways, we would be 
able to drastically reduce the size of our landfills and significantly enhance 
environmental quality by preventing this material from polluting our potable ground 
water supplies and other water resources. 

For all of these reasons and more, TAX-PAC is opposed to A-78. 
We are opposed to all beverage container deposit laws because we feel 

such legislation is like advocating bandaids as a cure for cancer. And we do have 
a cancer in our State that is eating away at the quality of our environment and 
eating away at everyone's pocketbook. This cancer is garbage-- more sedately 
termed solid waste. Our state produces an ever increasing quantity of it; more than 
10 million tons in 1980 alone, which is up from 8.5 million tons in 1979. The pro-
posed legislation under discussion would deal with less than 5% of that waste stream -
500,000 tons out of 10 million. TAX-PAC believes that there is already existing 
legislation that can deal with the problem more efficiently and we are prepared to 
suggest an alternative that we believe will create new businesses and more employ-
ment rather than destroying existing businesses and increasing unemployment. 

The bill, in its preamble finds that: one, "single use of beverage 
containers violates fundamental precepts of environmental protection," two, 
these containers "constitute a significant portion of the solid waste stream, 
adding to already overburdened landfills," three, "these containers contribute to 
an ever-growing litter problem , "and four, "that by recycling and reuse, energy 
and raw materials conservation will be enhanced." 

The four areas mentioned in the proposed bill's findings boil down to 
two major ptoplems that the Act attempts to address: 

1. Elimination of a "significant" portion of the waste stream going to 
overburdened landfills. 

2. Enhancement of recycling and resource conservation as a tool in 
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helping to solve the litter problem. We find that the narrowness of A-78 and 
its confinement to one specific segment of the packaging industry will do little, 
if anything, to achieve the bill's stated ~als and will inflict a totally 
unnecessary hardship on many, many businesses and the people employed. The bill 
will also add a significant cost to consumers who will see little, if any, return 
for the added costs they will have to pay in many ways, as the impact of the bill 
works its effects on the bottling, distributing and retailing industries. In 
terms of trying to solve the State's very real and serious waste disposal and 
litter problems by the imposition of regressive legislation such as exemplified 
by A-78, the State should require a deposit law for newspapers, plastic and paper 
packaging and wrappings, and all the other myriad items that make up the total 
solid waste stream. 

If this Committee believes that deposit legislation will really be 
effective in reducing the size of landfills and the amount of litter on our land-
scape, then why impose the burden on just a few selected businesses? Why not 
cover the whole panoply of bottles, packages, containers, wrappings and so on 
that make up a significant amount of the waste stream? 

While describing A-78 as advocating bandaids to cure cancer, TAX-PAC 
believes conversely that its impact on affected businesses and the people employed 
will be the same as trying to cure cancer with massive doses of strychnine. The 
bill, in its findings, is explicit in the belief that there will be an adverse 
effect on business and jobs because it outlines proposals for "retraining and 
relocation of employees adversely affected by this program." Others at these 
hearings have spoken much more eloquently about the bill's negative impact on 
business and employment, but TAX-PAC would like to underscore this point and let 
you know we share this concern. We believe that the economic dislocations caused 
by this bill far outweigh any hope for achievements in the bill's stated objectives. 

TAX-PAC does wholeheartedly support the goals as outlined in the bill's 
preamble and feels that there are other, more effective and less costly ways of 
achieving those objectives. The first way is to support, in every way possible, 
the New Jersey Recycling Act of 1981, which took effect in January of this year. 
This law, which is designed to develop and fund municipal and other local recycling 
and litter abatement programs, does a much more comprehensive job in attacking the 
very same problems enunciated in A-78. More importantly however, in addition to 
more comprehensively covering most items in the solid waste stream, the Recycling 
Act develops jobs rather than destroying them, builds new businesses rather than 
negatively impacting existing ones, and saves consumers money rather than adding 
to the consumer's burden. Under the capable hands of Administrator Mary Shiel 
and her staff in the Office of Recycling, the Recycling Act itself and Ms. Shiel 
and her staff have been the only two bright spots in the dismal decade of fruitless 
State actions in trying to solve our continuing problem of solid waste disposal. 

Another alternative, and one particulary appropriate for this Committee 
on Energy and Natural Resources, is to recognize and captialize on the energy 
inherent in our solid waste. There are approximately 4,500 BTU's in one pound of 
solid waste. In other words, one ton of solid waste contains the same energy 
potential as 1.4 barrels of oil. Let us consider once again the production of 
solid waste in this State in terms of its BTU content. 10 million tons! 10 million 
tons now dumped in landfills all over the Stat2, causing all sorts of current 
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and potential problems with our water resources. Those 10 million tons have the 
energy equivalent of 14 million barrels of oil! If we can produce the same amount 
of energy from 10 million tons of garbage as can be produced from 14 million 
barrels of oil, and science, technology and existin~ facilities all say that we 
can, think of the conservation of natural resources that could be achieved. 
From the standpoint of our current economic and energy problems, with energy costs 
that have skyrocketed, and our continuing dependence on imported oil, the devel-
opment of an alternate energy source that could save 14 million barrels of oil a 
year should be considered very seriously. 

At present, constructions costs -- it would take approximately 1.5 
billion dollars to construct facility to handle New Jersey's annual production 
of solid waste. Whether that money comes from private or public sources is not 
material for the purposes of our discussion here today. What is important, however, 
is a moment's reflection of what benefit those dollars could bring to our ailing 
construction industry. We could embark on a positive construction program that 
would provide not only construction employment, but continuing employment in the 
operations of these waste to energy facilities. Such a program would also result 
in positive environmental achievements without parallel since the sewer construc-
tion program of the late 60's and early 70's. And even if the energy produced 
costs the same as energy now produced by oil, it would mean (at a cost equal to 
$34.00 per barrel) $476,000,000 a year in our economy, not flying out of the country 
as payment for imported oil. 

T&X-PAC believes that we are all wasting valuable time. debating the merits 
of a bill that, if passed, would address itself to less than 5% of the waste stream 
and cause significant economic dislocation in terms of loss of jobs and the imposi-
tion of inefficient business regulation, all of which would lead to eventual higher 
costs to the consumer. We believe that everyone could do with a lot less regressive 
legislation as exemplified by the present proposed bottle deposit bill. We also 
believe that positive legislation, such as the Recyling Act, along with a positive 
intensive effort to assist in the development of waste to energy facilities, can 
go a long way toward solving a problem everyone agrees is serious and threatening. 

In closing, TAX-PAC respectfully offers this suggestion: Since the 
Recycling Act hopefully states that by 1985 there will have been achieved a rate 
of 25% of the waste stream diverted into recycling programs, it means there will 
still be an enormous amount of solid waste still going to landfills. Assuming 
solid waste production remains constant, that meare in 1985, 2.5 million tons will 
be recycled and 7.5 million tons will still be going to landfills. TAX-PAC urges 
that the Legislature of the State of New Jersey do everything in its power to 
assist in the development of waste to energy facilities so that by 1985, or as 
soon as possible thereafter, whatever materials are left after recycling can be 
used to produce energy. 

This Committee, rather than taking up your valuable time as conscientious 
members, in hearings on a bill that deals with only a minute portion of the total 
waste stream, might instead hold hearings and investigate why, after 10 years of 
efforts, does more than 90% of the solid waste generated in this State still go 
into landfills and not one BTU of energy has yet to be produced? 

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify, and I hope our 
organization's presentation is received in the positive manner in which it was 
intended to be conveyed. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you very much, Mr. Brune. If everything 
you said is correct, resource recovery is a very nice euphemism for incinerators 
where they are recovering the heat from the product that was burned -- garbage. 
You're right. Solid refill is garbage and when we talk about recycling, it is to 
reduce the amount of garbage. That is just what we're are talking about. 

Linda Joseph? 
L I N D A J 0 S E P H: My name is Linda Joseph and I am Executive Director of 
the Southern New Jersey Development Council. The Council, a non-profit organization 
representing business, industry, and government promotes economic growth and seeks 
to enhance the economic climate for existing businesses in the eight counties of 
Southern New Jersey. Representing over 200 organizations, the Council serves as 
the leader in coordinating regional development activities among businesses, local 
and county governments and community organizations. 

Since this hearing involves the consideration of a new government regula-
tion for the State of New Jersey, I would like to share with you statements made 
by our current and former Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors (CEA) in 
their writings on new government regulations. First, our current Chairman, 
Martin Feldstein, said: 

"As the pressure grows .in Washington and in state capitals to limit 
tax collections and government spending, there will be more and more temptation 
to shift costs directly to consumers and firms through regulation. It's important 
for voters to reamin skeptical of such attempts and to ask ·the cost of all such 
plans to 'improve our lives' through increased regulation." 
9/15/81) 

(The Boston Globe, 

I believe Murray Weidenbaum's comments, our former CEA Chairman, summarize 
the considerations to be made when we look at any new government regulation, includ-
ing deposit legislation. He said: 

"At first blush, government imposition of socially desirable requirements 
on business appears to be an inexpensive way of achieving national objectives: 
it seems to cost the government little and, therefore, is not recognized as much 
of a burden on the taxpayer. But, on reflection, it can be seen that the public 
does not escape paying the full cost ... What is at issue is not the worthiness 
of the objectives. Rather, it is that the public does not get a 'free lunch' by 
imposing public requirements on private industry. Although the costs of government 
regulations are not borne by the taxpayer directly, in large measure they show up 
in higher prices of the goods and services that consumers buy. These higher 
prices represent the 'hidden tax', which is shifted from the taxpayer to the 
consumer. Moreover, to the extent that government-mandated requirements impose 
similar costs on all price categories of a given product, this hidden tax will 
tend to be more regressive than the federal income tax." (Business, Government and 
The Public by Murray Weidenbaurn, 1977) 

I believe- that both Mr. Feldstein's and Mr. Weidenbaurn' s remarks should 
be carefully considered in relation to the proposed deposit legislation which we 
are considering today. No one would deny the I=Ctential benefits of reduced litter 
in our State if deposit legislation were enacted. But, as the noted economists I 
quoted point out, all of the costs associated with deposit legislation must also 
be weighed. 

Upon careful consideration, the Southern New Jersey Development Council 
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has determined that the costs of deposit legislation far outweigh the advantages 
to be achieved. For that reason, we strongly oppose any proposal to mandate 
deposits on beverage containers in New Jersey. 

I would like to take a minute to review the potential costs associated 
within this legislation. Since the glass industry is a major one in our region, 
deposit legislation would be extremely detrimental to Southern New Jersey's overall 
economy. Over one-half of the workers in New Jersey's glass container industry are 
employed in South Jersey, with nearly 2000 workers employed in the Vineland-~ullville
Bridgeton Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA). (See table.) It is generally 
agreed that passage of a mandatory deposit bill would significantly reduce the work-
force in Southern New Jersey's glass industry. 

The Vineland-Millville-Bridgeton SMSA is currently experiencing a 17.7% 
unemployment rate, ranking fifth highest in the nation. Those of us living here 
in South Jersey are looking for assistance from our State to bring our region out 
of its serious economic woes. Instead, our Legislature is considering deposit 
legislation which would result in a further significant loss of jobs in the Vine-
land-Millville-Bridgeton area. The bottom-line effect of deposit legislation could 
very well make Cumberland County our nation's unemployment capital, a notoriety 
which New Jersey cannot afford. 

Members of the Southern New Jersey Development Council recognize the 
importance of each manufacturing job to our region's health and prosperity. If 
deposit legislation is enacted, South Jersey's glass industry may have to terminate 
up to one-third of its current work farce. This conservative estimate of South 
Jersey's potential work farce reduction could also result in our loss of: 

$13 million gross payroll 
$11 million in regional expenditures 
$9.5 milion in disposable income 
$7 million in federal taxes 
$2.2 million in corporate taxes 
$836,000 in State taxes 
$700,000 in the unemployment insurance fund 
$436,000 in time deposits 
(What Typical Manufacturing Firms Employing 1000 Support) 
(Source: N.J. Department of Commerce and Economic Development) 

A similar work force reduction in the rest of New Jersey could bring New 
Jersey's loss to over $100 million. In addition, it is estimated that the addi-
tional cost of beverage containers (including handling) to the consumer due to a 
mandated deposit system would be well over $100 million annually. This State's 
"free lunch" (or hidden tax), as Mr. Weidenbaum puts it, which would result from 
deposit legislation could easily exceed over $200 million annually. Our state, 
county and munipal governments, as well as our financial institutions, construction 
industry, retail s~ores and glass industry suppliers cannot afford this tremendous 
cost for the sake of an estimated 20% reduction of our State's litter problem. 

We believe there are more cost-effective methods of reducing our State's 
litter problem. Recycling is one of the methods our Council favors. As you have 
heard from testimony presented by the New Jersey Office of Recycling on July 14, 
1982, our State's recycling programs provide a more comprehensive (affects the 
entire municipal waste stream) and cost-effective program of litter control. 
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Passage of deposit legislat.ion could seriously impact the economic viability of 
recycling programs underway in the State. 

Private sector initiatives, although often overlooked, have had and will 
continue to have a signifcant impact on our State's control of litter. The beverage 
container industry has worked to alleviate the litter problem in the United States 
for years. They began th<'" "Keep American Beautiful" campaign. They also funded, 
staffed, and researched a behavioral study on litter. Clean Community Systems 
were an outgrowth of that study. Today, over 270 communities in 37 states have 
joined the Clean Community Systems. These communities have reduced their litter 

up to 88% and have sustained these reduc:tions as long as seven years. It is 
expected that the New Jersey Recycling Forum will soon begin a statewide litter 
program based on the Clean Corruuunity Systems. 

The container industry has also taken an active role in recycling. 
Owens-Illinois, for instance, has invested $600,000 in its glass processing 
facility in North Bergen. They expect to undertake a similar project in Bridgeton. 
In addition, they are offering their assist:ance to municipalities who are devel-
oping their own recycling programs. 

Finally, we believe that our Legislature must recognize the impact this 
type of regulatory legislation has on our attempt.s to attract new businesses to 
our State and to encourage existing businesses to expand within New Jersey. Our 

State cannot afford to continue the enormous regulatory burden it has placed on 
its business and industry and the result that burden places on the average New 
Jersey citizen. Only when New Jersey's Legislat:ure begins to assess the true costs 
of our government regulations will our State be able to compete on an equal footing 
with the many other already enlightened s tat:es across our country. 

questions? 

Thank you ver:y much. If you have any questions, I'd be happy to respond. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Thank you very much, Linda. Do you have any 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: No, I do not. 
l>SSEMBLYJ'.'!AN HOLLENB.8CR: Fred Schmitt? 

F R E 0 E R I C K G. S C H M I ·r T: I know .it is long, .Mr. Chairman, but first 
I have a question. Does testimony before an Assembly Commit:tee contain combat pay? 
My reasoning for asking that is I have only been privileged to talk to an Assembly 
Committee twice. Unfortunately, within a week after the date was set, I have had 
two major accidents and obviously, at this point in the ball game I am entitled to 
some kind of combat pay. I thought we needed some humor at this point in the day. 

You have in front of you a statement which was prepared by the New Jersey 
Recyling Forum. I would like to skip, if you will, the credent.ial part of it and 
skip the initial part of the hist:ory on Page 2, and go to some key points that I 
don't think have been made today. I believe the Committee should keep these points 
in their minds as they make their deliberations. 

Needless to say, we in the Forum considerate it a deep privilege to be 
talking to you, and I want to make sure that you recognize that I'm talking as 
President of the New ,Jersey Recycling Foru.'ll. 

The New Jersey Recycling Plan was proposed by a broad-based committee, 

appointed by the two Commisions, Energy and Environment.al Protection. The Plan 
seeks to recover an additional 800,000 to 1,300,000 tons per year in five years. 

Achieving these goals will generate $24 million per year in local jobs, taxes and 



profits, reduce the demand for wasted energy facilities by at least $135 million, 
and decrease local waste collection and disposal expense by $16 million. This 
makes no allowance for the change in the cash position of the State, which will 
be substantial. 

While recognizing the significance of their major recycling task, which 
has been established, the Committee took the step toward dealing with the litter 
problem in the State by proposing increased education. Further steps dealing with 
litter abatement were anticipated by the Committee, and I believe, incidentally, 
I can talk for the Committee because I was Chairman of the Committee, in light 
of anticipated developments being received and achieved. 5,000 hours were spent 
in Committee meetings, and 5 public hearings convinced the vast. majority of the 
Committee that it would take a major change in values by New Jersey residents to 
achieve the attainable goals. When the Advisory Committee recognized that New 
Jersey already had market f.rom most of the materials that could reasonably be 
recovered, it also recognized the major hurdles that had to be overcome to link 
this potential supply to those rnar·kets. These hurdles n'ached every resident where 
they lived, worked, played, learned and worshipped. They ran for the need for 
better informat.ion to new separation and collection techniques, such as the kind 
talked about by Peter Carter and others -- developing the support of local govern-
ments, education, change perceptions on how municpalit.ies private organizations 
and businesses sold and bought recovered materials. To achieve these goals and 
benefits, the Committee proposed a program financed by a landfill tax. The Plan 
and the Act seeks to use market forces and financial and educational incentives, 
rather than State-mandated action to induce the changes and behavior required 
across the State to overcome the hurdles mentioned earlier. 

Presently the Forum in engaged in studying and promoting debate on 
beverage container legislation. Further, the Office of Recycling has asked the 
Forum for recommendations on a total litter abatement program to effect litter 
reduction and pickup. Thus far, the Forum has learned of no compelling reason 
to make a major modification in the strategy of the Recycling Plan to reduce litter. 
This could be changed by future events. The implementation of the Plan is on 
schedule. Emphasis is shifting from the State level preparation to counties and 
municipalities. I think some of you on the Committee are already involved in some 
of this. 

Promising developments are occurring all over the State because of the 
Recycling Act. Also the Container Corporation of America, encou:r:aged by the Recycling 
Act, has init.iated its current investigation of the feasibility of using the abandoned 
Whippany Mill as a potential site for a new recycling facility. Further, the manage-
ment of solid waste in New Jersey may well benefit from a series of actions initiated 
by State agencies and the Forum as a result of examining ·the shortfall in the 
recycle tax receipts in the first six months of the year. The Plan was based on 
15 million tons, and we find that maybe the number is only 10 million tons. This 
can have a significant effect on a variety of things. 

Last, but not least, New Jersey developed a superb Office of Recycling, 
administered by ~lary Shiel. In focusing on the potential effect of beverage 
container legislation on the ·thrust and goals of the Recycling Plan, we could use 
glass as an example. I·t is estimated that New Jersey residents purchased products 
packaged in about 600,000 tons of glass in 1979. Possibly 50%, 300,000 tons, is 
beverage container. There are many opinions, but no scientific data, on how much 
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of this beverage container glass is l:i.tt.er·ed in a.ny state or in New Jersey. One 
current assumption, and I want t:o underline bei:t:er than assumtion, is guess 

is that a maximurn of 2% of beveragE~ ct1ntainer glass or about 6,000 tons may be 
littered annually in Nevv Jersey. 

'I'he New ,Jersey Recycling Plan requires the efficient and effective 
collection of 340,000 tons of glass annually. Frankly, it remains to be seen 
how much it v<ill affect litter. The Plan seeks to accomplish this by market 
forces and financial and educational incentives. 

Beverage container legislat:Lon, •11hich by law would mandate a change 
in behavior, seeks to recove.;: aboc:t 270,000 t:ons of beveraqe glass in order to 
reduce the assumed 600,000 tons of 9lass beverage containers. Under present 
regulat:ions, towns v;i 11 recPi ve no rebate fOJ~ beverage containers returned under 
beverage container legislation. As glass approximates one-third of the total 
goal of the Recycling PLm, this will have a profound affect on the distribution 
of the incentives within the Plan. There is no questJ.on that cont.ainer legislation 
would reduce some litter and recover material in states without a recycling plan 
of the scope inititated in Ne,.J ,Jersey. HoHever, there is considerable question 
as to what is the most effective way to go in New Jersey at t:his time, considering 
the substantial goals o:E the Plan. Present: guesstimates, and I underline the 
word g_::;esti~-a..~:~ -- because the amazing th:in9 is you seek t.o get c~om1uon agreement 
between the opponents and advocates -·- it is very hard. Present guesstimates 
sugges·t that New Jersc:)y residents may wind up payinq an excessive amount per ton 

for litter glass, with only incidental help for residual litter pickup. The 
critical assumption is: Is there 2~; of bwcerage qlass littered? Is it more, or 
is .i. t less? The numbEJr is out.la.nd.i.sh. 

Expressed anothf2r way: It appears that beverage container legislation 
focuses on eliminat.ing a po.J:tion of the assumed 600,000 tons, asks the consumer 
to assume costs exceeding four tinv~s the annual cost of the total Recycling Plan, 
which itself focuses on aclLL(eViJH1 sepaxat.i.on of L 3 million tons of all mat.erials 
annually. The discrepancy becomes larger when all containers covered by legislation 
are covered. Most of the non--litter benefit.s claimed for t:hl~ beverage container 
legislation are expected to be realized under the Recyling Act. 

Another unresolvecl Question: Is there compatib.i Ll.ty cf the beverage 
container collect.ion through iJ deposit lm"l and recyclin.q of a significant portion 
of the remainder of the gl.ass trash? 

La:?tly, hauh';::o, pub' i.e and private, who BhouJd be deve;loping the most 
economJ_c collection system ar.·c., Lmpeded f.r:om doing so by habit. and institutional 
barriers such as the public 11til.i.ties rates mechanism~ Curre11tly, a hauler must 

deduct any profits that he ma.y make on collecting :recyclables from the amount 
charged to his customer for waste disposal. This is no incentive for change. 
Beverage container legislati.on could also abort efforts such as has been accom-
plished in Minneapolis to overcome these blocks. In Minneapolis 44 haulers have 

banded together to provide curbside collection for 123,000 homes. 
The advantages are subst.antia1 and they are in my report .. Because the 

Forum is unaware of any major reason .for upsetting the pr-omising implementation 
of the Plan with a contradictory strategy and a collection system, and because 
it .is still seeking answers to basic questions such as the ones mentioned earlier, 

the Forum cannot. support beverage containe:r: le<;rislation at this time, 
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Moreover, there is a need for a baseline study on the nature and extent of litter-
ing in New Jersey. It could be the basis for a sound litter abatement program 
and for measuring its progress. Such a study should cost between $50,000 and 
$200,000, depending upon the extent of the work. 

Recognizing all these considerations, the Forum, at its last meeting 
on August 3rd -- and the resolution is there. 

If you have any questions, I'd be glad to answer them. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: The Forum's position, of course, --within the 

Recycling Act, there is a question dealing with litter and promotional programs 
and so forth. What is being done with that action? 

MR. SCHMITT: The one part of the Act that has been slow in enforcement 
or execution, and I think you would probably understand this better than me, is 
the development of the specifications to go out and hire professional people 
from a professional agency to run the promotional program. This requires a 
number of agencies, and that work expects to be done by the first part of September. 
That is the one part that has not been done. My hope is that it will be full-
flanked by the first of the year. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: If there was a change in reference to bottle 
legislation, do you think possibly that the enforcing agency -- who should be 
the enforcing agency? 

MR. SCHMITT: At this stage of the ball game, recognizing all that is 
going on, all that has been done in setting up any one of the thousands of patterns 
that are sliding into place, there is only one place for it and that is the Office 
of Recycling. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: The Office of Recycling. If there was legis-
latiQn dealing with certain areas of bottle legislation that deals with 
pull-tab cans, does the Recycling Forum feel that they would oppose those? 

MR. SCHMITT: The Recycling Forum has not taken a position on either of 
those issues. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: If there was legislation dealing with the 
banning of using plastic ring containers on six-packs or --

MR. SCHMITT: I answered that one a moment ago. I recognize that you 
are going to flip-top and I know you're going to high-cane containers. The answer 
is: The Forum as of this moment has not taken a position on those issues. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Generally speaking, the Forum does agree that any 
program should be handled by the Recycling Department within the DEP? 

MR. SCHMITT: At the present time, as some of you may know, the Recycling 
Office reports both the DEP and the DOE, and it has been very successful in coping 
with the eccentricities of that kind of situation. I would not wish to cast my 
ballot between DOE, BPU or DEP. I would like that organization to be where it is 
and have the administrative support that it has running all the way up to the 
Governor. There are certain issues which we have confidence in, and there are 
certain other issues which we run for cover on. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: Are there any other questions? 
Mr. Schmitt, thank you very much. Mr. Schmitt, of course, has been 

active in the Recycling Forum for many years. 
Ladies and gentlemen, we have now passed 4 o'clock. As I said before, 

that will be the last person to speak. For those of you who wanted to speak and 
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testify before the Committee, the record shall remain open. If you will submit 
written testimony to the legislative aide of the Committee in Trenton, we will 
see that it is put into the record. 

I want to commend the audience -- the people of the Millville area --
for their attentiveness in the dealing of this particular subject. I have been 
to some hearings that have been very unruly at times. This is one of the better 
ones. I want to thank you very much; we enjoyed coming here. 

(Hearing concluded.) 
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OWENS· ILLINOIS 

Robert C. Donovan 
Regional Public Affairs Director 

August 27, 1982 

The Honorable Robert P. Hollenbeck 
NEW JERSEY STATE ASSEMBLY 
Chairman, Assembly Energy and 
Natural Resources Committee 
536 Washington Street 
Carlstadt, NJ 07072 

Dear Assemblyman Hollenbeck: 

This is in response to your question during the 8/25/82 
hearing relative to reaction of the beverage market to a mandated 
deposit system and how it translates to jobs and recycling. 

As you well know, under a deposit system empty beverage 
containers must be returned by the consumer to the retailer for 
the refund of the deposit. The containers are then routed back 
to the soft drink bottler and beer wholesaler. 

This reverse distribution process adds to costs at both 
retail and wholesaler/bottler level. These added costs may be 
reflected in direct increases of beverage prices at the retail 
level or may be recovered by retailers through price adjustments 
on other products. 

According to studies conducted for the Food Marketing Institute 
in 1980; Midwest Research Institute in 1979; and the Michigan Special 
Legislative Committee in 1979, the additional costs amounted to $.84 
to $.96 per case of beer and $1.00 per case on soft drinks. The 
mandated handling fee called for in most of the proposals before 
your committee.equal to 20% of the deposit is an added cost factor, 
as well as, deposits lost by consumers who, for whatever reason, 
choosenot to return deposit containers. 

To put these costs into perspective, New Jersey consumers would 
pay in some manner about $1.00 per case or more on annual anticipated 
sales of 131 million cases of soft drink and beer following imple-
mentation of a deposit law. It represents a hidden consumer tax of 
at least $131 million. 

The response of Michigan, Maine and Connecticut's consumers to 
increased product cost and inconvenience caused by deposit laws in 

..... continued 
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these states is quite evident. 

Michigan packaged beer sales two years after implementation of 
its law dropped 10% or 650,000 barrels according to the Michigan 
Liquor Control Commission February 1981 Report. 

Attached are four items demonstrating similar phenomena in 
Maine, Connecticut and Vermont. 

1. A portion of a May 1, 1981 letter from Guy Marcotte, 
Director of the Maine Bureau of Alcoholic Beverages to 
Representative Twitchell, which includes references to 
the impact of the Maine beverage container deposit law 
on --

Jl. Beer prices in Maine vs. New Hampshire 

Six pack Z2 oz. BudWeiser: New Happshire Maine 

Glass $2.40 $2.80 + 5% sales tax= $2.94 + 
$.30 deposit= $3.24 

Cans $2.50 $2.80 + 5% sales tax= $2.94 + 
$.30 deposit= $3.24 

Maine non-market cost of $.56 per six pack vs. New Hampshire 
(no deposit law) non-market cost of $.085. 

B. Confirmation of decline in Maine sales of malt beverages 
since Maine's deposit law passage in 1976 despite its 7 to 10% 
population increase vs. a 3.7% increase in New Hampshire beer 
sales. 

Note: malt beverage sales declined only in Maine and Michigan -
two deposit states. 

2. Connecticut: February 1981 Department of Revenue Services 
Report substantiating a 10.45% reduction in packaged beer 
sales and 19.86% increase in draft beer sales due to deposit 
law implemented l/l/80. 

Note: substantial increase in sales of other alcoholic beverages. 

3. New Hampshire vs. Maine beer sales before implementation of 
the Maine deposit law were running about even . 

. . .. . continued 
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3. (cont 'd) 

1977 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

26,956,081 

MAINE 

26,206,935 

Two years later, Maine beer sales were 
approximately 5 million gallons below 
New Hampshire. 

1979 30,813,349 25,617,625 

4. Per Capita Consumption (age 21+) 

New Hampshire per capita consumption jumped from 48.3 to 
51.6 when the Vermont deposit law went into effect 
(1973) and from 50.9 to 55.2 the year the Maine law 
went into effect (1978). Maine's per capita consumption 
decreased from 37.9 to 35.9 the same year. 

Reduced packaged beer sales in these four deposit states trans-
lates to reduced container useage and sales. There has been a further 
reduction in container useage due to a shift in on premise service of 
beer in glass or metal containers to draft. 

Job losses occur in proportion to the reduction in the numbers 
of containers used. Any shift from non-refillable bottles or cans 
to refillable glass containers represents an a.dditional reduction in 
container useage exacberated by the number of trips the refillable 
glass container makes. 

cc: Mr. A. 
Mr. P. 
Mr. N. 
Mr. P. 
Mr. M. 

Matioska 
Guzzo 
Miller 
McDonough, Jr .. 
Bruce 

Yours very truly, 

OWENS-IL~~NOIS, INC. 

l;{;v)_r 
Robert Vc. Donovan 
Associate Director of Public Affairs 
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Page Two 
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Tho result of these methods of tax~tion is that net 
tax revenues from liquor sales actually increase as the 
wholesale price increases. Net tax revenues from wine 
and beer sales do not increase similarly, since the tax 
is fixed.per gallon. 

Applied to conventional selling un!ts, he •prendum" 
provisions of L.D. l4BS have these results 

State Tax 
Pre LD 1485 + 

Tax Per 
LD 1485 

.. 
Sta e Tax 

• Post LD 1485 = Increase 

.. 

.:sJ.:r ·pacl: "l2oz. beer 
1."1 5 £1. ter 1/lna 

$ .14 
.14 

2.00 

$ .06 
.14 
.20 

·$ .20 
.28 

2.20 750 ,H.L, Spirit• 

Comparative Prices State of New Hampshire vs State of Maine 
Without L.D. 1485. (Present Price~) 

~ . Six Pack 12 oz. Budweiser: 
l 

New Hampshir~. Maine 

2. o. 

Bottles $ 2.40 

Cans $ 2.50 

$2.80 + s= Sales Tax•$2.94 +$.30 
deposit• $3~ 

$2.80 + 5' Sales Taxc$2.94 +$.30 
deposit• $3. 

What revenues can the State expect to go into the General 
Fund from the taxes administered by your office in this 
fiscal year w.ithout L.D. 1485? 

A. Without L.D. 1485, the Stato can expect to receive nearlv 
$29,000,000 from liquor, b~ar and wJ.ne- tax revenut*s in tiU• 
fiscal year. This sum is nearly $2,7"00,000 in excess of 
budget estimates. This increase ls due largely to an Increase 
in wholesale liquor prices. 

3. o. What are the trends !n the sale of liquor, wine and be~r !n'Haine, 
·and how are those trends influenced by our competition with 
New Hampshire? 

A. As of April, state liquor store revenues were up 6.89t over 
the same period, although gallonage sold had increased by only 
l.25t. Host of this Increase in gallonage is due to an Increasing 
awareness of the fact that prices at the K.itter!/ store are lower 
than prices in New Hampshire. 

4x 
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J. A. (contlnuod) 
....., 

volume of malt beverages is up l.JJt,. the first signifi,~nt 
increase since 1976, the date of passage of the bottle bill. 
From 1975 to 1979, ~lt liquor sales in Haine actually declined. 
Michigan was the only other state in which the same result 
occurred during that period. New Hampshire beer sales increased 
J.7~. Maine's lack of growth in beer sales must be·viewed 

?-
in the knowledge that Maine's population increased by 1-10' 
during the same period. 

Frankly, while the salas of liquor and wine continue to 
increase, I am concerned that the impact of the bottle bill 
(two cent handling, five cent deposit and additional"labor 
charges} has increased the relative price of malt liquor to 
t:.htt point of market stagnation, 'e;hereby depriving the State 
of natural increases in revenues .ho..t:b from the malt liauor 
tar and the sales t.Jr.j The tax proposad by L.D. l4B~ (sir 
(6) cents a six-pack} would increase tllis problem. 

One of the major factors affecting liquor sales in Maine 
is the price of liquor in New Hampshire. Liquor prices are 
lower in New Hampshire than in all but our Kitte1.·y store. 
For example, an eight brand average in Maine was $7.22 a 
fifth. In New 1/ampshire, those same ciqht brands cost 
$5.69 a fifth.J Halt li.quor is significantly cheaper in 
New Hampshire. Our malt liquor tar is now 14 cents a 
six-p.1c:k. Add two conts pur c:rmt.1lnnr h;mdling ch.1rgo and 
4 ni'-·k.ul cl~posit. pt;tr c.:ont.u1r~el' (ignoring ldbor costs) and 
the non-market cost is·56 cents per sir-pack. New Hampshire, 
which has no bQ~tle bill, has a non-market cost of 8.5 cents 
per six-pack. l L.D. 1485 would lllCTC<lSe the present 45 cent 
differential to 56 cents per sir-pack. T~t is a significant 
compc..•t:Jtive disoldvantage for the State cii Maine. Continued 
operation of that disadvantage will reduce revenues to the 
Genoro1l Fund. 

. 
4. o. In general, what impact will a tar increase such as that 

proposed by L.D. 1485 have on taK revenues t:o the General Fund? 

A. Enactment of L.D. 1485 would have two important impacts on 
taK revenues' to the General Fund. First, by increasing 
liquor, wine and beer prices by 5.5 million dollars, the 
volume of alcohol products sold in Maine will decrease. The 
effect of this decrease will be lower liquor, wine and ~lt 
liquor revenues, as well as decreased sales taxes on wine 
and malt liquor. This decrease is made more certain by the 
fact that none of the 5.5 nUllion dollar tar increase will 
go to the General Fund. 

Sx 
New Jersey State Ubrary 
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CO!<ii•:IS31Cfl!:':R OF RE'/E:Wi: SEHVICt:s 

.. 92 FanningtG:t ... ,nue 
Hartford, Connecticut ."'.C,U5 

Fe bruo.ry 1:8, 1981 
ROBmT J. · BRO'..ral 
TAX UiiiT CHIEF 
CO:.U.fODITY ~TAX U:JII I 

SUMl~AltY BULLETIN 

T,ypo of Beverage 

Malt Beverages 
Mo.l t Beverages 

· Statistical Statement Sho\lia•g Sales of Alcoholic Bovera.._, for the Calendar 
Year 1980 as compared vith the Soles or Alcoholic Beverage "or the Calendar 
Year 1979· 

Reto or Tax · Quantity Tax % of Increase 
1980 1979 1980 1979 or Decrease 

$'-.50 per barrel 350,240.79 
8-1/3 per gailon 48,393,712.48 

292,210.~~ $ 875,601.98 $ 730,525.48 + 19.86 
54,041.840.12'$ 4,032,809.38 $ 4,503,486.68 - 10.45 

Total Tax on Malt Beverages $ 4,908,411.36 $ 5,234,012.16 - ~.22 
:, 

I :< Vines, under 
7,995,340.96 . 1,848,534.48 8.13 \0 

21% alcohol . .25 per gallon 7,394,137.91 $ 1,998,835.24 $ + 
I 

t.:ines, over 21% 
I 

I 
alcohol tc also . I 

Sparkling Wines . 62t per gallon 384,122.71 365,004.31 $ 240,076.70 $ 228,127.64 + 5.24 
I 
I 

. ..i.. 
Total Tax on Wines $ 2,238,911.94 $ 2,076,662.12 + 7 81 "·· . . -:~· 

I 

,, 

Distilled Liquor $2.50 per gallon 7, 3.67 ,.523 • 98 7,342~474.59 $18,418,809.95 $ 18,356,186.48 + I )/.' :, . 
• • .. ~.f 

' .. 
J. 

-------------------------------------------------------~ 

Alcohol $2 • 50 rroo!' gallon 18,603.74 14,013.74 $ 46,509.35 $ 35,034.35 
. . ~:, 

+ J?- .75 '·· 
• t 

TOTAL TAX ON ALCOHOUC BEVERAGES $25,612,61~.60 $ 25,701,895.11 I 
I .35 I .. .. 
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Maine - New H~mpshire Beer Statistics 
(1979 Brewers Almanac). 

Beer Sales -· Gallons 

Year 

1976 

New Hampshire 

26,902,079 

Maine 

25,954,409 

1977 26,956,D81 + 54,002 "26,206,935 + 252,526 
~-7-----------~---------------· 
1978 30,135,565 +~,179,484 24,776,502 1,430,433 

1979 

Year 

1971 

1972 

. 1973 

1974 

1975 
1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

30,813,349 + 633,865 

Projected 1978 Beer Sales 
Based Upon Average Annual 

25,617,625 + . 841,083 

Increase Since 1971 27,236,935 + 1,030,000 

Actual vs Projected - 2,460,433 

.. 
Per Capita Consumption_. Increase or (Decrease) 

(Age 21 +) Nalt Beverage Shipments 

New Ramp .. Haine Net-1 Ramp, Maine 

48.5 35.2 

48.3 - .2 35.6 + .4 + 3.05% + 5. 38 
)--------------

51.6 + 3.3 ·37.1 + 1.5 ~+ 10.34% + 4.85% 

53.4 + 1.8 38.0 + .9 + 6.59% + 5.15% 

52.2 - 1.2 39~0 + 1.0 (.29%) + 5.18% 
52.6 + .4 39.0 + .27% + .15% 

50.9 - 1.7 37.9- 1.1 + 3.31% + .97% 
)--------------

55.2 + 4.3 35.9 - 2.0 + 8.43% -(5.45%) 

52.9 - 2.3 35.8 - .1 + 2.3% + 1.8 % 

Packaged beer sales decreased dramatically in.both 
Ve~~ont and Haine following inplementation of deposit 
lavls \~7hile draft beer sales increased contrary to .. 
national trends. 

7x 
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Gallons MAINE - NEW HAMPSHIRE 
,, ..... Per Per Capita Beer Consumption (Age 21 +) ,. ~ Year 

1971 '72 '73 '74 '75 '76 '77 '18 '19 
56 

55 , 

( 3r St. 

53 

5~ 

51 

sp __ VERMONT DEPOSIT LAW 
IMPLEMENTAT.ION 

4~ 7 /1/}_~ 

48 .... 

47 
'} 46 

.... _ ..... --·---- --
4? 

4~ -. - _MAINE DEPOSIT LAW 
43 IMPLEMENTATION 1/1/7 

4;2 
. 

4l 

4P 

( ,. 39 

38 

37 

3,6 
~ 

! 
35 
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM PEARCE, PRESIDENT 
,_ 

THE NEW JERSEY SOFT DRINK ASSOCIATION 

PREPARED FOR 

THE ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE 

NEW JERSEY ASSEMBLY 

AUGUST 25, 1982 

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, MY NAME IS WILLIAM PEARCE, 

I AM VICE PRESIDENT OF THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC. 

WITH HEADQUARTERS IN HACKENSACK, NEW JERSEY AND I HAVE JUST COMPLETED 

A FOUR YEAR TERM AS PRESIDENT OF THE NEW JERSEY SOFT DRINK ASSOCIATION. 

I PRESENT THIS STATEMENT IN BEHALF OF BOTH MY COMPN~Y, THE COCA-COLA 

BOTTLING COMPANY AND THE NEW JERSEY SOFT DRINK ASSOCIATION. 

THE NEW JERSEY SOFT DRINK ASSOCIATION IS COMPOSED OF 40 INDEPENDENT 

BOTTLERS OPERATING 58 BOTTLING PLANTS AND DISTRIBUTION CENTERS THROUGH-

OUT THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY. WE ARE NOT A TREMENDOUSLY LARGE INDUSTRY 

YET, WE REPRESENT A SUBSTANTIAL FACTOR IN THE ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT OF 

THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY. WELL OVER 50% OF OUR BOTTLER MEMBERS EMPLOY 

LESS THAN 50 PEOPLE. 

OUR ASSOCIATION WAS FORMED IN 1924; ALMOST 50 YEARS AGO AND AS STATED 

IN THE BY-LAWS AT THAT EARLY DATE, "FOR THE PURPOSE OF PLACING BEFORE 

THE PUBLIC, THE FACTS WHICH WILL LEAD TO A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF OUR 

INDUSTRY AND OUR PRODUCTS FOR THE MUTUAL BENEFIT TO OUR INDUSTRY, OUR 

CUSTOMERS AND THE COMMUNITIES WE SERVE". 

9x 
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TOWARDS THAT END OUR INDUSTRY IS PROUD OF OUR NEARLY 50 YEAR RECORD 

OF SERVING THE CONSUMER OF NEW JERSEY IN A FASHION THAT HAS INDEED 

BEEN A CREDIT TO ALL PARTIES CONCERNED. 

TODAY OUR INDUSTRY'S ANNUAL NEW JERSEY PAYROLL IS APPROXIMATELY 63 

MILLION DOLLARS PER YEAR AND THE NEW JERSEY TAXES PAID BY OUR MEMBERS 

THIS YEAR WILL EXCEED 7 MILLION DOLLARS. 

OUR ASSOCIATION IS NEARING ITS GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY, BUT THE BOTTLING 

INDUSTRY IN THIS STATE IS ACTUALLY OVER 75 YEARS OLD. FOR THREE 

QUARTERS OF A CENTURY THE BOTTLER OF SOFT DRINKS IN NEW JERSEY HAVE 

BEEN SERVING THE PUBLIC UNDER THE FREE MARKET SYSTEM, PERFORMING AS 

RESPONSIBLE CORPORATE CITIZENS AND CONTINUOUSLY INNOVATING TO MEET 
~rft>S 

THE CONSUMERS NEEDS ••. AND INNOVATING TO MEET THE CONSUMER HAS PRECISELY 
"' BROUGHT US TO OUR PRESENT METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION BECAUSE THE REFILLABLE/ 

RETURNABLE SYSTEM WHICH SERVED US WELL FOR MANY YEARS BECAME THE MOST 

COSTLY AND LEAST EFFICIENT SYSTEM FOR THE DELIVERY OF SOFT DRINKS TO 

THE CUSTOMER. AND FOR THAT REASON, WE AND THE 3,113 EMPLOYEES OF OUR 

INDUSTRY WISH TO GO ON RECORD AS BEING ADAMANTLY OPPOSED TO ANY FORM 

OF MANDATORY DEPOSIT LEGISLATION WHICH WOULD FORCE OUR INDUSTRY TO 

TAKE A STEP BACKWARDS. 

THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM IN THIS COUNTRY INCLUDING SOFT DRINKS, IS. 

THE MOST HIGHLY DEVELOPED AND MOST FINELY TUNED OF ANY NATION IN THE · 

WORLD. TO "TINKER" WITH THIS SYSTEM BY REQUIRING IT TO ACCEPT BACK 

ANi ITEM ••• IN THIS CASE EMPTY SOFT DRINK AND BEER CONTAINERS ONLY ..• 

MEANS THAT YOU WILL CREATE HUGE NEW COST PENALTIES. THESE PENALATIES 

WILL MEAN BASICALLY ..• ONE OF TWO THINGS. EITHER OUR COST OF BUSINESS 

AND, THEREFORE, OUR COST TO THE CONSUMER WILL HAVE TO BE RAISED; 
lOx 
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OR SOME OF OUR MEMBERS WILL HAVE TO GO OUT OF BUSINESS BECAUSE 

THEY CAN NO LONGER AFFORD TO DELIVER THEIR PRODUCTS TO THE CONSUMER 

AT AN ACCEPTABLE PRICE. 

MAKE NO MISTAKE ABOUT IT, HANDLING COSTS ALONE ASSOCIATED WITH A 

MANDATORY DEPOSIT SYSTEM, REPRESENTS NO LESS THAN ONE DOLLAR PER 

CASE. THIS MEANS THAT BASED ON THE PRESENT BEER AND SOFT DRINK 

VOLUME, THE CONSUMERS OF NEW JERSEY WOULD BE PAYING 140 TO 160 
Q IJCO.II Sci o II ASLI£ 

MILLION DOLLARS UNDER A MANDATORY DEPOSIT SYSTEM ..• AN 9NC6MSeiOU:bki~ 

PRICE TAG TO LAY ON THE CONSUMERS OF NEW JERSEY CONSIDERING THE FACT 

THAT ANY FORM OF MANDATORY DEPOSIT LEGISLATION HITS ONLY THE "TIP 

OF THE ICEBERG" OF THE LITTER AND SOLID WASTE PROBLEM AND PROVIDES 

ABSOLUTELY NO ASSURANCE THAT TOTAL LITTER AND SOLID WASTE WILL BE 

REDUCED APPRECIABLY. 

THE NEW JERSEY SOFT DRINK ASSOCIATION AGREES THAT ALL OF THE STATED 

OBJECTIVES OF FORCED DEPOSITS ARE WORTHY OBJECTIVES AND ARE MATTERS 

THAT SHOULD BE ACCOMPLISHED. HOWEVER, WE VEHEMENTLY DISAGREE THAT 

FORCED DEPOSITS ARE THE VEHICLE TO USE TO ACCOMPLISH THESE OBJECTIVES. 

WE WANT TO SEE LITTER REDUCED! WE WANT TO SEE SOLID WASTE REDUCEDl 

WE WANT TO SEE ENERGY SAVED! WE WANT TO HELP CONSERVE RESOURCES! 

BUT NOT AT THE HUGE COST PENALATIES THAT ARE INCUMBENT IN FORCED 

DEPOSITS. THERE ARE BETTER WAYS TO ACCOMPLISH OUR GOALS AND TO 

ACCOMPLISH THEM WITHOUT THE ECONOMIC DISRUPTIONS THAT ACCOMPANY THE 

ONSLAUGHT OF FORCED DEPOSITS. 

llx 
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IT IS FOR THESE VERY REASONS THAT WE WORKED SO DILIGENTLY OVER THE 

PAST FEW YEARS FOR THE ADOPTION OF THE NEW JERSEY RECYCLING ACT AND 

PLAN. WE FEEL STRONGLY, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, THAT THE RECYCLING 

ACT AND PLAN THAT BEARS THE NAME OF OUR STATE IS A PACESETTING 

APPROACH THAT CAN ANSWER ALL OF THESE PROBLEMS. WE RESPECTFULLY 

SUBMIT THAT THE NEW JERSEY RECYCLING ACT AND PLAN ... WHICH HAVE NOT 

BEEN IN EFFECT FOR A FULL YEAR, YET ... SHOULD BE GIVEN A FAIR CHANCE. 

TO IMPOSE FORCED DEPOSITS OR ANY OTHER FORM OF RESTRICTION AT THIS 

TIME WOULD BE TANTAMOUNT OF ROBBING THIS GREAT STATE OF THE CHANCE 

TO SHOW NOT ONLY ITSELF, BUT THE REST OF THIS NATION ... AND EVEN THE 

WORLD ... THAT NEW JERSEYITES ARE FORWARD THINKING AND READY FOR THE 

CHALLENGES OF THE FUTURE. TO SHOW THAT WE BELIEVE IN MEETING 

CHALLENGES INNOVATIVELY AND NOT BE TAKING A PAGE OUT OF THE HISTORY 

BOOKS ... JUST BECAUSE WE USE TO HAVE IT AND IT USE TO WORK. 

THE NEW JERSEY SOFT DRINK ASSOCIATION WILL NOT RETREAT FROM THIS TOTAL 

COMMITMENT IN SUPPORT OF THE LITTER ABATEMENT PROGRAM ASSOCIATED WITH 

THE NEW JERSEY RECYCLING PLAN AND TOWARDS THIS END, WE PLEDGE OUR 

UNWAIVERING SUPPORT. 

12x 
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CAPE MAY COUNTY PLANNING BOARD· 

Mrs. Ruth Fisher 
South Dermis 
New Jersey 08245 

Dear Mrs. Fisher: 

August 23, 1982 

Recently ycu inquired about the cm:runt of earth materials excavated 
in Cape May County and the ultimate use of the materials (i.e., glass 
manufacture, land filling, highway construction) • 

Unfortunately such information is not available. In the preparaticn 
of the Planning Board :Report, Earth Extraction In cape May Cormty, 
we found that the State of New Jersey reoords only the voll.lrle of materials 
mined at each site. No attenpt is made to reoord the use of various 
materials. Infonnation on materials mined at each site is not released 
by the State because of the need to hold in oonfidence facts which 
relate to private business activity. 

~ am sorry we cannot provide the information you requested. 

DR:nl 

Sincerely, 

o~~ 
David Rutherford 
Principal. Planner 

lJx 

cape may court house, new jersey 08210·609-465-7111 
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. -:3, Hon •. Frank.J. ·Dodd •. Chairman~\:~:}':~· 

October 17,. :1978 

:~ ~·,; .. Energy._anCi::Environment Committee.· 
·, · .. N.ew Je~sey.State Senate ·c ;·: •. ;·~,} 

... -. 

.. ., 

Trenton. Ne~ Jersey 08625 
~·:-·:~~ -~ - . . ... ~ '· 

Re: S 245 (Bottle Bill} .. 

Dear Senator Dodd: 

The Cape May County Planning Board at its recent meeting discussed 
subject Bill and went on record favoring its adoption. Such legislation 
is essential today in light of the need to cc:>nserve energy. reduce 
solid waste production, and promote a cleaner environment.: 

The Cape May County Planning Board hopes that this legislation can_:, 
move from committee to adoption. ·,r 

WJD:nl 

cc: Mr. Hurley 
Mr. Chinnici 
Mr. Cafiero 
Board of Freeholders 
Mr. Mattek 

Sincerely. 

William J. Diller. Jr. 
Chairman 
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l Cape May County Planning Board ! "Minutes, September 19, 1978 3 •.. 
>..· 

Tvlrs. Calloway asked.if the Planning Board has made any recommendations 
to the state to improve the traffic flow in the ·wildwoods. The Director 
stated that the County's Transportation Improvement Plan recomc.::ends 

~ a third lane off George Reading Bridge and recommends prohibiting left-
¥ hand turns on Susquehanna Avenue. Mrs. Calloway also suggeste-d 
~- considering a no left-hand turn on Stone Harbor Boulevard. Mr. Haffert 
II' suggested a delayed light for left hand turns from Route 9 into Sea Isle 
~~ 

~-- .City. The Director stated these s~ggestions will be considered under 
t the County's Transportation Improvement Program. 
i" ! The Director reported that the state expects to adopt the Coastal 
f.: Location Acceptability Method (CLAM) on September 28, 1978. 
~- He further stated that he will prepare a recommendation for the two 
~·· 

final sites still under consideration as part of the-~ape May County 
Comprehensive Plan for the next Planning Board meeting. 

t. In answer to a question raised at the last meeting as to why Site :\umber 4 
f was not considered by the MUA for the Cape May Region. the Director 
!! reported tha~ data received in the Planning Board office prior to the 
!:.'"; ~ 
~ hearing stated that any site would be eliminated if it was determined 
? to cost too much. Site Number 4 was considered by the MUA to be too 

expensive. Site selection was not considered critical to the Cape May 
County Comprehensive Plan when the Planning Board did an A -95 revie\r; 
on the project and the Board analayzed capacity and how much growth that 
capacity would allow. Mr. Long stated that a site had to have over-riding 
considerations where the cost was considered to be more than ten percent 
of the minimum cost alternative, and he is not sure such over-riding 
considerations ·were given in this site. Mr. Long also noted the recent 
ruling by EPA that suggested no growth for the Cape May Region due to 
the sewerage system. 

The Director reported that the Returnable Bottle Bill went to a Senate 
Committee on January 10, 1978 and is not moving. There was a lengthy 
discussion on the desirability of supporting the Bill at this time. Mr. 
Haffert felt that it was not appropriate to support the Bill as it left 
several unanswered questions ·- addresses only certain bottles, ·what 
about tourists passing through the state, what is cost to consumer, will 
there be relocation of industry, etc. Mr. Thornton felt that even though 
it rnight be rnore costly initially for business, the conservation of glass 
wHl make the bott1es cheaper in the long run, and be also felt that the 

n did {ddl!':S the 1argee:;t users of bottles (;;oda and beer). 

Mr. Lo:J.:,{ n:e,de :::1. motion to write a letter supportin,g the purposes of this 
~uiff:-·--r;~~--~·-:-it1-r~::-;-~1T:on sec o rid--ed ___ it.'- ~'d otion carr i ed--c)na r cilica1l~oteas __ _ 
!:"?JI.?_:~"'s~.---~-~;:-:-·-·biJLer - Yes, Mr. Long - Yes,---:\1r:-·c~1arke·-=-Yes~---
Mr .. l\FacL.cvJ -· Abstain, Mr. Baffert - No, l\1r. ·nwrnton -- Yes, 
Mrs. 
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Cape May County Planning Board 
Minutes, November 21, 1978 

7. Letter from·MUA re: Regional Population and Wastewater 
Flow Projections 

8. Letter from DEP. thanking Board for reviewing "Proposed 
Rules and Regulations for Shore Protection Facility 
Construction Festoration and Replenishment Projects" 

9. Letter to Bernard Moore, DEP. forwarding comments on 
Shore Protection Fules 

-' 10. Letter to Assemblyman Bryon Baer re: A 174 7 (Bottle Bill) 
11. Letter to Senator Frank Dodd re: S 245 (Bottle Bill) 
12. Letter to Eckhart Beck, EPA, re: Applications for permits 

to Dispose of Sewage Sludge in the Ocean During 1979. 
13. Letter to Board of Chosen Freeholders re: Establishment 

of a Cape May County Energy Office 
14. Letter to Barbara Camp, Upper Township Clerk, re: comments 

for growth in the Township 
15. Letter from Joseph Chinnici advising of opposition to S-245 and 

A 1747 (Bottle Bills) 
. 

Joseph Chinnici, Assemblyman, and Paul Kinkle, representative of 
Owens- Illinois Glass Industry stated for the Board the reasons they 
were opposed to the Bottle Bills. Mr. Chinnici stated that he and 
other Congressmen were very concerned about the environment, but __ 
felt that these bills.,would destroy the glass industry. Mr. Kinkle 
stat~d that it is the feeling of the Glass Containers Manufacturing 
Institute that an alternative proposal would be better. He stated 
that this proposal is being drafted in Toledo and proposes a fee 
on the manufacturer, distributors and retailers who provide items 
which end in the litter stream. The bill further finances educational 
programs to this effect. 

' 

2 

In answer to a question from Mrs. Calloway, who asked how the alternative 
proposal would prevent litter, Mr. Kinkle stated that funds would be made 
available for recycling and other programs. 

In answer to several questions from Mr. Long, Mr. Kinkle stated that 
all 20, 000 jobs would not necessarily be eliminated if the bills were 
passed, but the work force would undoubtedly be reduced, and that the 
glass companies did produce other types of bottles and glass rather than 
just beer and soda bottles. 

Mr. MacLeod summarized the problems of excess litter versus economically 
sound business practices and suggested working with the glass industry to arrive 
at a mutually agreeable solution such as perhaps better enforcement of litter 
laws. J\lfr. Kinkle stated he will send information from the Toledo office to 
the Cape May County P1a nning Board. 

17x 
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Cape :\iay Coun::y Planning Board 
~\Iinu-::es, December 19, 1978 

:\lr. T ono- made a motion to amend the above definition to rhdde 
~ ---··----~-----

,,·aterfr·orn restaurants and boatels and to include language that 
would only permit motels and hotels if additional sewer and water 
facilities were not required. There was no second to this motion. 

::\lrs. Calloway made a motion to adopt the definition as originally 
proposed above. i\1r. Haffert seconded it. On a roll call vote 
the outcome was as follows: Mr. Diller - Aye, Mr. Long - No, 
::\lr. Clarke - Aye, Mr. MacLeod - Aye, Mr. Haffert - Aye. 
and ::\Irs. Calloway - Aye. Since the New Jersey County and 
Regional Planning Enabling Act requires six affirmative votes 
on a Comprehensive Plan change, this motion was defeated. 
Sites 12 and 17, therefore, are still under consideration at this 
time. 

Regarding the Bottle Bills, the Board decided to respond to the 
related legislation as it is introduced from time to time as it 
responded to A 1747 and S 245. 

Regarding the ~ew Jersey Federation of Planning Officials Awards, 
the Board decided to consider recommending the work that has been 
done toward helping the municipalities bring their zoning ordinances 
and land use elements into conformance with the Cape May County 
Cow?rehensive Plan and to recommend work any particular 
municipality has done that is outstanding in the area of pla!1ning. 
The Director will submit recommendations. 

-:.rr. Diller appointed the following Nominating Committee to present 
a slo.<.e of officers for consideration at the January meeting: Mrs. 
Callmvay, ).lr. Clarke, and Mr. MacLeod. 

The Director rq;;)dt:;d that the staffis reviewir:g the State Water 
Supply ~.Ias~er PLtz~i and ·vl] i ' L'C::cornmending that the data that 
is used be updated. Nir. ~vlo. Leod stat<:·d that the State Board of 
:\griculturP \vil1 reconl:;,Pnd that either the 1\'ew Jersey Division 
of 'Y\1J-.:.::.=er s~qiJl.Y c··cU."lCL! (J :h\: 'De-18\Vare .!:1.lve:-- Ba~~irl C~ornr:Jission 

be a.u'hodzed to ;:,ct Pn the quality of water, not both organizations 
as that crea<:es a burden for ';:he farmers. The Director will have 
a clraft rept)rt for th.e r~oarc~ .. 2t the ~Janu::J.r.Y rneeting. 

t ·~rr ... T. .. onr, 1 ::; ~::, :1grecd to sub:T1it a letter to 
·u•, ;'>' .. : :h:"it n,,, minutes uf 1. August 

1·' · ·1 '· "' 7lJ'· l'1ct th:::': loca.1 governments do 
Lav"e sui~ pO\\'·Cr. ·rL'F· ])i r"'r-~ctr_•r \V.!ll r>r re such a letter for :\Ir. 
JJillerr s si.gLL8 tu cc~ 
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Mining Association of rtvw )vrsvy 
IJG Mc·nis /\v~. P.O. Box 3~)9 S!•ringfielt', N.J. 07081 1701) TlCJ ; 1 CVJ 

POSITION ON BOTTLE BILL LEGISLATION 

The Mining Association of N.J. who represent silica sand producers 
oppose Bottle Bill Legislation which 1:alls for return deposits on glass 
bottles. 

N.J. is the leading state in production of glass, and sand miners 
provide the sand which composes 70% oc the glass. Needless to say 
returning,and refilling glass bottles will severely reduce the supply 
of sand needed by the glass plants, i£ the glass plants continue to 
operate in New Jersey. If the glass industry leaves New Jersey and 
takes the sand market with it, South Jersey can anticipate serious 
unemployment problems which will aggravate the 17% unemployment being 
experienced by Cumberland County righ1: now. 

New Jersey already has a recycling law which has not been allowed 
to properly run its probation period. In 1983 the effects of the law 
will be evaluated. Any action on returnables and refillables should 
be held until this report is issued. 

Glass constitutes only 17% of the solid waste in land fills. 33,000,000 
pounds of glass was recycled last year by Owens Illinois. This cullet 
was used as 30 percent of the raw material. Thus the glass disposal 
problem is not being ignored and normal economic incentives are responsible 
for handling the problem at none of the horrendous costs to the consumer 
and the public that the systems outlined in these bottle bills would 
precipitate. 

The sand industry on the whole has limited their work force to 3 or 4 
day weeks. This reduction at this time of year when production is 
normally at its peak, is due to the dPpressed state of the construction 
industry. To pass these bills at thiE: particular time would add more 
stress to a struggling mining industry in New Jersey. 

These economic arguments may sound self-serving but if the entire 
employment picture is analyzed and is compared against the increased 
cost of initiating this bottle bill h·gislation, and the completely 
speculative nature of the public good expected to be realized, it 
will surface that these measures will adversely effect New Jersey's 
economy. 

Mining dollars are spent six times over in the ripple effect 
created by our interdependent economy. Conversely mining dollars 
lost will cost New Jersey six times over. 

now. 
keep 

Let's be practical. We know what the economic picture looks like 
Government on all levels is struggling to revive business and 

people working. The bottle bill legislation will work in the 
opposite direct ion a!,; it d.id in other states. New Jersey should not 
gamble the preciow; jobs :-:he il<is for 8 "fantasy not ion" of clean open 
spaces which no one can definitely say will be the result. 
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Business 
Industry 

Association 
50 Park Place, Newark, New Jersey 07102 

August 26, 1982 

Honorable Robert Hollenbeck 
Chairman 
Assembly Committee on Energy & 

Natural Resources 
State House 
Trenton, N.J. 08625 

Attention: Mr. Al Matiosca 

Dear Sir: 

201-623-8359 

Enclosed, as promised at the Millville hearing, are ten (10) copies of 
NJBIA's statement regarding the "Bottle Bills" along with pertinent attach-
ments. 

Your cooperation in distributing these to your committee and your con-
sideration of our views are appreciated. 

RT)spectfully, ·a -~¥:-? A~~ f:t· '' / i\_ 'I 1 .·· • _ ~ /. t.-1-yct. .. l / . '.. I t'2.1: ·At/ 

Geor~h H. Hartnett, Esq. 
Assistant Vice President 

GHH:bm 

Enclosures: 
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STATH1ENT ON BEHALF OF THE 

Council on Energy 
and 

The Committee for Environmental Quality 

of 

NB~ JERSEY BUSINESS & INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION 

Before the 

ASSH1BLY COf-1t·1ITTEE ON ENERGY MD NATURAL RESOURCES 

Regarding 

Proposed Legislation Regulating the Use and Sale 
of Beverage Containers. 

2lx 

Millville High School Auditorium 
Millville, New Jersey 

August 25, 1982 



Good morning nr. Chairman and members of the Assembly and National 

Resources Committee, my name is David Lloyd. I am Vice President of netl 

Jersey Business and Industry Association. This statement is being presented 

as a joint position of the Council on Energy and the Committee for Environ-

mental Quality of our association. The membership of those committees and 

the more than 12,000 members whom they represent appreciate this opportunity 

to express our vieNs with regard to n1andatory deposit le~islation nm'l pending 

before the Assembly Committee on Energy and Hatural Resources. 

With public interest focusing upon conservation of natural resources 

and public concern bein~ expressed for the ever increasin" cost of solid 

waste disposal, it is only natural that legislation be considered which 

attempts to meet these issues. H01·1ever. it is our opinion that mandatory 

deposit legislation will not be a solution to the problems which you seek 

to remedy. In fact. the passage of such legislation may hinder the program 

that is already under \-Jay to achieve these goals and do great damage to New 

Jersey's economy as well. 

As you are a\.1/are, durinq the last session the legislature enacted what 

is known as the "State Recycling Act" (Chapter 278 of the Laws of Ne\'1 Jersey, 

1981). The Act was developed by a broad based advisory con~ittee with 

membership dra\lm from government, civic and environmental organizations, and 

business and industry. Just as the membership of the advisory committee was 

delicately balanced to achieve a legislative objective, the "Rec.vcling Act 11 

and the action program resulting therefrom are delicately balanced to achieve 

a recovery of 25% of the municiflal \·taste stream by 1986. 

In 1 ess than a year from the rassa9e of the act, the proqram is shovJi nfl 

promise that it vdll beqin to solve tile compr·cllcnsive 1-Jaste disrosal rwoblems 

22x 
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with \'lhich New Jersey is confronted. If you upset the balance that has been 

struck in the Recycling Act by the passage of some form of mandatory deposit 

legislation, it is not clear whether the program will continue to grow and 

build on its success. 

Since the State Recycling Program was implemented many ne\"1 glass and 

multimaterial redemption centers have opened in Ne\'1 Jersey. In some cases 

the demand for used glass has allowed the market to exceed $50.00 per ton. 

Recyclable aluminum is also in great demand. For the legislature to tamper 

with the program that was developed only a·year ago prior to the 1984 re-

porting date that they themselves set for ev~luation of the program•s 

success seems self-defeating. 

Our greatest concern with manda~ory deposit legislation is, of course, 

the effect that it will have on Ne\'J Jersey•s economy. No less than 10,000 

people are directly employed in the manufacture of beverage containers in 

the state. Hith unemployment figures approaching the 10% level we can ill 

afford to legislate job losses for our citizens in beverage container plants 

or in the various industries that provide support for such operations. The 

comprehensive report prepared by Owens-Illinois which \'le have attached, 

summarizes the economic impact that the alternative pieces of legislation 

would have. Even in the case of legislation requiring a deposit~ but pro-

hibiting the use of refillable containers, it is estimated that no less than 

400 jobs would be lost. He question whether the losses will be worth it, in 

light of the dubious benefits of such legislation. 

23x 
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It is clear that the focus of thE~se proposals is the abatement of litter 

a11d yet no comprehensive study has bePn made of New Jersey•s litter to deter-

mine whether the percentage of bevera~Je containers in that litter warrants 

such action. If, however, New Jersey approximates the litter mix of other 

states, only 20 - 30% of th~ total would be touched by deposit legislation, 

v1hile the remaining 70 or more percent would remain unaddressed. 

Furthermore, a 1979 study ~onducted for i·1ichiqan by the Institute for 

Applied Research revealed that total litter in the state continued to in-

crease follovJing the 1978 enactment of that state•s me.1datory deposit law 

and subsequent surveys reveal that it continued tv increase through 1981. 

The Connecticut 11 bottle bil1 11 wa~. enacted in 1978 and the result, both 

there and in Michigan, is that the cor1sumer p~ices for the beverages effected 

have risen to the point where they ar€~ among the highest in the nation ... 

additional costs based solely on the additional labor and handling required 

to implement the legislation. 

Our Council on Energy is particularly concerned with the waste of energy 

that will occur vJere such legislation to become law. In those states where 

deposit systems exist extra vehicles must b<! operateti to pick up the empty 

beverage containers at thousands of rf:tail outlets with the resultant 

squandering of gasoline resources. NPW Jersey should look closely at this 

aspect of such legislation. sir1ce we know all too well how limited these re-

sour·ces can be. 

In conclusion we submit that the specu1ativP. henefitc; to be der·ived from 
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mandatory deposit legislation are not worth the potential loss of jobs, 

destruction of a successful statewide recycling program, increased consumer 

costs, and energy waste that IA/ould result. Therefore, we urge this committee 

to discontinue serious consideration of this type of legislation, at least 

until 1984 \'lhen evaluation can be made of the effect which the St-atewide 

Recycling Program has had on the objectives which this legislation addresses. 

We appreciate your consideration of o~r views. 

* * * * * 
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SUMMARY 

ANTICIPATED IMPACT OF BEVERAGE CONTAINER DEPOSIT 
LEGISLATION IN NEv1 JERS:~y ON IN STATE BEVERAGE CONTAINER 

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPORT INDUSTRIES 

The attached information is based upon the best available 

data relative to the 18 beverage container manufacturing plants 

located in New Jersey. 

glass container plants located in Salem, 
Carteret, Freehold, Millville, Bridgeton, 
Cliffwood. l.Jha-rton. 

beverage can plants located in East 
Brunswick, Edison (2), North Bergen, 
Paterson, Piscataway, Wayne, Woodbridge (2). 

plastic beverage container plants located 
in East Brunswick. 

Four sceneries are presented representing a range of develop-

ments predicated upon the type legislation enacted and anticipated 

market.reaction if New Jersey were to enact such a law. 

v1hile the impact of a recently enacted beverage container 

law in New York State has not been factored into the attached 

projections, we anticipate the New York law will cause a minimum 

of 4,100 New York and New Jersey container industry and teamster 

job losses. 

lvere Hew Jersey to enact a deposit law also, the impact on 

the thousands of persons employed in the state's glass, can, and 

plastic beverage container industries and the hundreds of small 

and large businesses that supply goods and services to these in-

dustries would be devastating. 
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SCE:NERIO I Legislation requ~r~ng a deposit on soft drink and 
beer containers but prohibiting the use of refillable 
containers. 

IMPACT 

Container industry and support jobs Loss of 407 to 502 container 
manufacturing and teamster jobs. Similar effect on industries 
supplying container industry. (In addition to anticipated 
4,100 container industry and teamster job losses due to New 
York law). 

Consumer costs -- Minimum increase in soft drink and beer prices 
of $1.00 per case. Total.exceeding $131,000,000. 

~ (' '. • . ' ~ f 

Energy consumption- Increased energy consumption throughoutbeverage 
distribution system. 

Solid waste _:_ Probabie increase if di~ersion of soft drink and 
beer containers from 400 existing recycling programs in state 
causes a reduction of total glass and can recycling. (example 
New Jersey glass industry anticipates recycling 145,000 tons 
of glass containers of all types in 1982). · 

Litter -- Probable reduction of 11% of total litter and 60% to 
90% of beverage container litter. 

SCENERIO II Legislation resulting in the exclusive use of 
refillable glass containers averaging 10 refills . 

. -~ 

IMPACT 

Container industry and support jobs Loss of 4,073 to 5,025 
container manufacturing and teamster jobs. Similar effect 
on industries supplying container industry. (In addition 
to anticipated 4,100 container industry and teamster job 
losses due to New York law) 

Consumer costs -- Minimum increase of $1.00 per case. Total 
exceeding $131,000,000. 

Energy consumption -- Reduced beverage container manufacturing 
energy consumption. Increased consumption throughout distri-
bution system. 

Solid waste -~ Probable decrease. However, existing glass and 
can recycling programs would probably stop to the detriment 
of the objectives of the New Jersey Recycling Plan. 

Litter - Probable reduction of 11% of total litter and 60% to 
90% of beverage containei litter. Increase in weight of 
litter due to heavier refillable glass containers replacing 
light weight non-refillable glass and plastic bottles and 
cans. 

2 29x New Jerley State uorary 



SCENERIO IV -- (MOST PROBABLE) 

Legislation and/or market fo~ces resulting in: 
30% refillable/returnable gL:~.ss containers 
70% non-refillable glass, can and plastic beverae;e containers 
and -- anticipated 10% minim•nn ~eduction in beverage sales. 

Reduction in New Jersey beve·cage container market from 
3,500,000,000 12 oz. equivalents to 2,299,500,000. 

IMPACT 

Container industry and support jobs -- Loss of 1,536 to 1,896 
beverage container manufacturing and teamster jobs. (In 
addition. to 4,100 job losses anticipated following imple-
mentation of New York law) ·· . 

Shutdown of 4.1 to 5.1 New Jersey container manufacturing 
plant equivalents. 

34% reduction in production, shipments and jobs in industries 
supplying the New Jersey beverage container manufacturing 
industries including: 

Corrugated box suppliers 
Kraft and medium paper suppliers 
Printing ink suppliers 
Sand suppliers 
Soda ash suppliers 
Lime suppliers 
Gullet suppliers 
Recycling operations 
Aluminum can stock suppliers 
Stainless s~eel roll stock suppliers 
Plastic resin suppliers 
Pallet suppliers 
Closure manufacturers 
Truck/trailer manufacturers 
Transportation industry 
Man~ Other Suppliers of Goods a'nd Services, ee. 
of£1ce suppliers, etc. 

Consumer costs -- Minimum increase of $1.00 per case on soft drink 
and beer .. $131,000,000 per year. 

Energy consumption -- Reduced energy consumption in container industry 
offset by increased consumption of motor fuels used in beverage 
distribution and deposit container retrieval. 

Solid waste -- Increased volume - or possibly no chanee. Diversion 
of beverage bottles and cans to the retailer thence bottler 
and beverage wholesaler from 400 existing recycling programs 
would lead to shutdown of most existing programs. 10% to 30% 
of deposit containers disposed of in landfills. 

Litter -- Probable reduction of 11% of total litter and 60% to 
90% of beverage container litter . 

.. ·-- ,··-. ' '... "~ 3 30x 



NEW JERSEY CONTAINER INDUSTRY 

BEVERAGE CONTAINER MANDATORY DEPOSIT LAW IMPACT 

ESTIMATED NEW JERSEY SOFT DRINK AND BEER MARKET: 
3,500,000,000 12 oz. equivalent -- glass, metal, plastic containers 

146,000,000 cases (24-12 oz. equivalent) 

SCENERIO I 
1007. non-refillable beverage containers 

REDUCTION 
IN CONTAINER 

PRODUCTION 
12 OZ. EQUIV, 

10% reduction in market anticipated 315,000,000 
Total container market 3,150,000,000 

SCENERIO II 
100% returnable/refillable glass containers 

Averaging 10 refills--and a 10% reduction in 
market -- total container market 315,000,000 3,185,000,000 

SCENERIO III 
50% R/R glass- 10 refills (157,500) 
50% non-refillable glass, can, plastic 
(1, 575,000M) 

Total container market 1,732,500,000 1,767,500,000 

SCENERIO IV 
30% R/R glass - 10 refills (94,500M) 
707. N/R glass, can, plastic (2,205,000M) 

Total container market 2,299,500,000 1,200,500,000 

JOB LOSS 
EQUIVALENT 

LOW 1.15/HIGH 1.45 
(JOBS PER MILLION 

CONTAINERS) 

362 
457 

3,663 
4,618 

2,033 
2,563 

1,381 
1; 741 

4-

PAYROLL LOSS 
MIN. 'MAX, 

$18,000 $35,000 
(PER JOB) 

$ 6,516,000 - $12,670,000 
8,226,000 - 15,995,000 

$65,934,000 - $128,205,000 
83,124,000- 161,630,000 

$36,594,000 - $71,155,000 
46,134,000- 89,705,000 

$24,858,000 - $48,335,000 
31,338,000 - 60,935,000 

PLANT 
CLOSING 

EQUIVALENT 
@339 JOBS PER 

PLANT 

1.06 
1.35 

10.8 
13.6 

6.0 
7.6 

4.1 
5.1 

ADDITimiAL UNQUANTIFIABLE 
ECO!WHIC IMPACT 

X 
r-1 
M 

Due to reduced production 
industries supplying: 

and jobs in 

GLASS CAN 
sand alum •. & 
soda ash steel 
lime roll 
cullet stock 
corr. boxes corr. boxes 
kraft paper kraft paper 
suppliers suppliers 
etc. etc. 

PLASTIC BEV. 
res1ns 
corr. boxes 
kraft paper 
suppliers 
etc. 

The New Jersey cc~tainer industry ship! 
more t~an 2CJ,CGC trailers per year 
representing mur~ than 1100 teamster 
jobs. (400~soo ~;J Bev. Cont.) 
Incoming volume of raw materials and 
supplies by truck and rail • 1000 
additional jobs (est.) 
CONTAIKER PlA~T COMMUNITIES 
reduced local business volume 
real estate Darket deterioration 
local taxes 
STATE 
lost corporate taxes 
unemployment comp. increases 
welfare roll increase 



GLASS PACKAGING INSTITUTE 
2000 L Street NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
(202) 872-1280 

COMPANY 

ECONOHIC PROFILE OF THE NEW JERSEY 
GLASS CONTAINER INDUSTRY FOR 1982 

PLANT 
LOCATIONS 

TOTAL NUM:BER 
OF EHPLOYEES 

~) 

TOTAL 
PAYROLL. 

Anchor Hocking 

Ball Corporation 

Brockway Glass 

Salem 746 

420 

737 

$ 20,323,'397 
! 

Carteret 8,591,900 

Freehold 'I 13.706 ;-440 

Kerr Glass Hill ville 20,079 .:ooo·-

TOTAL TAXES 
STATE LOCAL 

$463,000 $153' 000 . 

177,800 

393,000 338,000 

890,000 311,000 

Leone Industries Bridgeton 

Cliffwood 

1,030 

lOO(est.), 2,000,000(est.) 

Hidland Glass 
•..J 

~ Owens- Illinois 

Thatcher Glass 

'Hheaton Industries 

TOTAL 
GRAND TOTAL 

Bridgeton . 
Millville Sand Plant 
North Bergen 
Vineland 

1-lharton 

Millville 

Glass Bev. Container Mfg. 
Other Glass Containers 

5 

507 

850 
16 
40 

(1,72c_J) 

831 

(2,200) 

5' 27-7 .. 
(3) 929). 
9,206 

13, 50,0, 000 

19,744,897 
. 322,466 

800,000 
(28,048,000) 

16,425,000 

(40,000,000) 

$183,540,000 

.. 

400,000 150,000 

N/A 708,000 

$2,500,000 (combined 



NEH JERSEY BEVERAGE CAN 
MANUFACTURING PLANTS 

A11ERICAN CAN 

NATIONAL CAN 

CROH'N CORK AND SEAL 
CONTINENTAL CAN 

REYNOLDS ALUMINUM 
KAISER 

- East Brunswick 
Edi~on 

- Edison 
- Piscataway 

North Bergen 
- Paterson (plastic 

can manufacturing 
. ..;.Wayne 
.. ·- Woodbridge 

"':' Woodbridge 

1980 New Jersey Beverage Can Industry 

arts plt. for 
process) . 

6 companies 
-~ 10 plants 

$50,901,000 payroll 
1,924,000 taxes 

· 1,652 employ~es 
- ' 

---------~-----------~---~-------------~~------------~-~· . 

NEW JERSEY PLASTIC BEVERAGE 
CONTAINER MANUFACTURING PLANTS 

CONTINENTAL 
OWENS-ILLINOIS 

- East Brunswick 
- East Brunswick 

· · ·Approximately 300 employees 
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01·7ENS-ILLINOIS IN 1-\""E\-7 .JERSEY 
(January 1, · 1982) 

,1 

JNG. 
5TRICT PLANT/DIV. 

1st 

2nd 

2nd. 

*2nd 

-.btr3rd 

4th 

8th 

Glassboro Closure 

~ridgeton GCD 

Millville GCD Sand 

Vineland Kimble; 
OI Schott Process 
Systems, Inc. 

· Holmdel Lily 

East Bruns,.;ick PBO (PPD) .. 
\-7ayne C~osure 

}~onachie FPD Box 

North Bergen GCD 

: ~5th Edison PPD I. Subtotal Plants 

les Offices and Other Operations 
New Jersey ... 

TOTALS 

A - figures not available 

,• . 
EMPLOYEES 

668 

850 

16 

1,678 

696 

127 

82 

53 

528 

179 

4.877 

50+ 

4.927 

TOTAL 
WAGES PURCHASES 

$ ~4 t 669'' 136. .$ 59' 646_, 8.5~ 
. ': . .. 

$ 19,744,897' $ 37' 635 ,'69t 
... 

67'2 /18: $ ~22,466 $ 
. 
$ 31,803,627 $ 4o, SQ7' :76! 

. .. , ... .J. . .. , ...... .;• . 

$ 8,967~255 · ·t:u A:·-~· · · 
$ 2,538,258 $:15;770,38 

$ 1,669,190 ·$ 2,837,40 

$ 3,322,708 $ 14,036,84 

$ 12,455,923 $ 19,374,5: 

$ 3,327,306 $ 7,899,7.G 

$ 98,820,766 $198,471,4~ 

$ 5,639,92q 1~/ A 

$104,460,695 $198,471,4: 

* - Hages, purchases and employees include both Vineland Kimble and OI 
Schott Process Systems, Inc. (Associated Company). 

** - Holmdel along ~ith a number of other Lily facilities was sold to 
-ne'iv owners in September, 1981. Currently 12 employees of 01 still 
located in Holmdel. 

1dd'~ - Hoonachie Plant shutdown permanently December, 1981. Currently 7 
employees located in Moonachie. 

k** - Glass Container manufacturing shutdown permanently 3/12/82. Warehouse 
continues to operate. The Glass Recycling Processing Center dedicated 
12/8/81 will continue to operate. Currently 40 employees located in 
ltorth Bergen. 
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OWENS-ILLINOIS IN l\"'EW JERSEY. 
·~(continued)-.:. · ''· ···· ·., 

ADDITIONAL ECONOMIC INFORHATION FOR 1981 
,. ..... . 
.. • ... ; 1._ ~· ' • -~ 1 

·~· . . . 
State/County/Local T.a~es .- of which 
$2.231,875 is State·Employee · 
l~ithho_lding Tax---_; \ · ... : .. ~ 

Shareholders Residing;in State 
- ~ . . . .. . . .... -

Dividends ~aid to.: Sha.rehplders 
I o ,.· .JI ~ •' •·' ;. ·,.,., ·,, ' • 

Retirees Residing in State 

De~tinatiop Sales .. '. .•.. . .... 

: ~- . 
'· l . 

.. 
\ ., . 
• \ • ' •• ·: .:: <· 

·""''~: . r 

. .. . "' .. ..-· ;; 

' ., . . . ~ . 
. ... -·-- .. -· .. 

, .. ·. :. 

' ' 

' . · . ..,· r•. .... . .. ~ 
"· .. 

. . ... .. 
I, 

' ":' I .. ·, ... 

'• . ~ 

.. 
..,~- .... 

(} ... 

~·· :: 

. : .... 

' . 
- .. 

:. ·,. J 

.. ~ . ' .. . 

1,729 

1,778 

, :-. ~· I ·. 

$ 8,719,723 
'9 •. :- '·-.- • ... 

·'. - •' 
1\· -· 

.· ., ,-:· ~:·""':' ........ ; ....... . 
.• •, ·& • · .. :·; .. : . ....... ; 

. .. $. 7 ,,113, 210 
- .. :: '• : ~ -~ .. :. _-: . ..., : . 

.... ··• 
' .. : ·~. :;. 

. . ~161,168,140 . 
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Ball Corporation 
345 South High Street, Muncie, lndiana47302 (317) 747-6100 

September 10, 1982 

Mr. Algis P. Matioska 
Office of Legislative Services 
Room 305 
State House Annex 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Dear Mr. Matioska: 

Enclosed is a statement on deposit legislation for 
inclusion in the record of the Assembly Energy and 
Natural Resources Committee's hearing on August 25, 1982. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

s?Zl/£~ 
Ken MacKenzie 
Director, Public Affairs 

jh 

Enclosure 
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Statement on Mandatory Deposit Legislation 

Submitted to the 

Assembly Energy and Natural Resources Committee 

State of New Jersey 

by 

Frank P. Conway 
Plant Manager 

Ball Glass Container Group 
Minue Street 

Carteret, New Jersey 07008 

August 25, 1982 
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My name is Frank Conway. I am plant manager at the Ball Glass Container 
Group facility at Carteret. I appreciate the opportunity to testify on 

beverage container legislation on behalf of Ball Corporation. 

We employ 550 persons in the manufacture of a variety of glass food and 

beverage containers at the Carteret plant. Last year our payroll and 
benefits totalled $9,957,000 and we paid $262,177 in state and local 

taxes. Further information on our facility is attached to this 

statement. 

My company is opposed to legislation which restricts the free market in 

packaging. In particular, we are opposed to laws mandating deposits on 

beverage containers. Such laws severely disrupt the beverage marketing 
and distribution system by forcing containers back to grocery stores. 
Costs rise dramatically for increased handling, storage, sanitation and 

transportation. 

These added costs result in higher beverage prices, usually about 25 

cents for a six pack of beer and soft drink. This does not include the 
30 cents minimum deposit required. Understandably, beverage sales fall 
due to the higher prices and inconvenience. 

The threat this poses to the container industry is obvious. New Jersey 
has an unusually high concentration of container plants -- seven glass 
container plants, nine beverage can plants and two plastic beverage con-

tainer plants. Presently the container industry is in an overcapacity 
situation and is extremely competitive. Two glass container plants in 
New Jersey have closed within the past year, for example. More may 
close unless the economy picks up and the demand for containers grows. 

We are doing everything we can at the Carteret plant to be competitive, 
and we plan to remain in operation for a long time. Nevertheless, the 
market situation is precarious and may become more so once the New York 

deposit law goes into effect. A mandatory deposit law in New Jersey as 

well may be a blow from which the container industry could not recover. 

In the New Jersey glass container industry alone, we are talking about 
more than 7,400 skilled jobs and a payroll in excess of $15~,000,000. 
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A severe negative impact on the container industry would result from any 
of the deposit bills introduced into the General Assembly -- including 
A. 1753. In addition to mandating a five-cent deposit, A. 1753 bans 
refillable beverage.containers. Deposit advocates argue that this would 
not cause job losses in glass container plants because demand would 
remain high for non-refillable glass containers. This assumes, however, 
that job losses result primarily from the switch to refillable contain-
ers, at the expense of nonrefillables, that presumably takes place under 
a deposit law. 

It's important to realize, therefore, that this assumption is false. 
Job losses are sustained primarily because of declining sales due to 
higher prices and inconvenience. Banning refillable containers would 
deprive consumers and beverage providers of the choice of a package now 
available. It would not prevent declining sales and the resultant job 

losses caused by a mandatory deposit law. 

This is not to say that deposit laws do not affect beverage container 
and product mix. Many grocers eliminate local brands, for example, to 
avoid some of the added handling costs. Container mix can change dra-
matically also, but this depends on many factors and is very difficult 
to predict. 

The one thing we can predict accurately is that costs will increase and 
sales decline comparatively. What's so distressing about this is that a 
mandatory deposit law is so unnecessary. The primary purpose of such 
laws is to reduce litter and solid waste. But they do neither effec-
tively. While beverage litter is reduced somewhat, all other litter 
(80% of the total) remains. As for solid waste, a federal study commit-
tee estimates that a national deposit law would reduce the nation's 
solid waste by only two percent. The figure is so low because beverage 
bottles and cans make up only five to six percent of solid waste, ac-
cording to the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
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As you know, right here in New Jersey we have a much more promising ap-
proach to litter and solid waste reduction. The New Jersey Recycl1ng 
Plan has a goal of recycling at least 25 percent of the state's solid 
waste during the next five years. This would do far more to help solve 
New Jersey's solid waste and litter problems than a deposit bill. Yet 
it does not disrupt beverage markets and thus avoids the job-threatening 
costs associated with deposit legislation. 

The glass industry has already made impressive progress in recycling. 
In the last four years, glass recycling in New Jersey has expanded over 
325%. In fact, during 1981 New Jersey led the nation in tons of glass 
recycled. The attached memorandum from the Glass Packaging Institute 
summarizes glass recycling in New Jersey. 

At Carteret we are increasing the amount of glass recylced as rapidly as 
we can. Presently we are taking in approximately 1,075 tons per month, 
which is the equivalent of 25,800,000 pounds of cullet (crushed glass) 
per year. This represents about 24% of our furnace batch. We can use 
up to SO% cullet in our furnace batch without difficulty. We realize 
significant savings in raw material and energy costs, as well as a 
reduction in particulate emissions, from the use of cullet. 

As you can see, we in the glass industry have every incentive to help 
make the New Jersey Recycling Plan work. Recycling reduces our operat-
ing costs and provides an effective alternative to mandatory deposit 
laws. 

We at Ball Corporation pledge to work with others in the glass industry 
to increase recycling and reduce litter and solid waste. We ask in 
return that the General Assembly allow time for the New Jersey Recycling 
Plan to demonstrate its effectiveness before further consideration of 
mandatory deposit legislation. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Information For: 

Assembly Energy and Natural Resources Committee 

Facility: 

Address: 

Telephone: 

Key Penonnel: 

Ball Glass Container Group 

Minue Street 
Carteret, New Jersey 

201/969-1400 

07008 

Frank Conway, Plant Manager 
Jim Tackney, Personnel Manager 
Fred Kickey, Plant Buyer 

Public Affairs Liaison: Frank Conway 

Employees: 550 

Nature Of Operation: 

Date August 25, 1982 

This facility manufactures a variety of commercial slass containers for the food and 
beverage industries. A 350-tons-per-day flint (clear) furnace feeds two 8-section and 
three 6-section glass forming machines. A 140-tons-per day green furnace feeds one 8-
section and one 6-section glass forming machine. The 339,640 square-foot facility is 
located on a 33-acre site ten miles south of Newark. 

The plant maintains an active recycling program, purchasing approximately 25,800,000 pounds 
of glass per year from local residents and recyclers. The glass is crushed into cullet 
and added to the furnace batch, saving raw materials and energy and reducing particulate 
emissions. 

Operating schedule: 3 shifts per day, 7 days per week 

Payroll and benefits: $9,957,000 in 1981 

State and local taxes: $262,177 in 1981 

History: 

The facility was built in 1960 by the Metro Glass Bottle Company headquartered in Jersey 
City. It began operation with one flint furnace, but was enlarged with the addition of a 
green furnace in 1969. 

The Metro company was purchased by National Dairy Products, forerunner of Kraft Foods, in 
1956, and operated under the name of Metropak Containers Corporation until becoming part 
of Ball Corporation in April 1980. 

Ball Corporation, best known for its home canning products, is a diversified manufacturer 
with primary emphasis on packaging products for food and beverages. The company employs 
more than 10,000 persons and has 26 domestic manufacturing facilities in 21 communities. 
The Carteret operation is one of Ball's six glass container plants. Its customers include 
such names as Kraft, Ocean Spray, Canada Dry, Lincoln Foods, & Coca-Cola. 

Per-1 00 Aev. 10179 41x 



TO 

DATE 

: New Jersey Recycling Forun 
. ~,- '~ 

: E. Gifford Stac.l< ~~ ..... ~-
Director, R!!source Reo::Jv•ex:·y 

.June 21, 1982 

G1.ass Pec'Jclin3' in New .Jersey 

2000 LSTREETN.W., SUITE 815 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20038 

(202) 872·1280 

Glass rec"jcling in NeAT J'e.-sey has ~ded over 325% i."'l the 
last four years. 

1978 1979 1980 1981 

- I ---- I - I -"@-.::- I ,...;-

6-=- B I ,Q,l - I --
~~ § I .~ § - a -

36,342 53,795 96,811 119,363 

Fran 1980 to 1981, t.'i.e seven glass plants affiliated ·Nit.~ 
GPI increased C'illet (crush..~ rec:ycled glass) by 23. 3%. 
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catpu:ing the first quarter of 1981 to the same period this year, 
these plants consumed 22.7% ncre cullet. If this trend a:mtinues, 
New Jersey plants will purchase over 144, 000 tons of recycled glass in 
1982. 

Dl.lrin; 1981, New Jersey led the nation in tens of glass recycled. 
(see attac:hed news release) . -

Based on the national average of yearly per capita glass consl.r.lpti.on, 
around 104#, the people of New Jersey recycled 31% of their glass con-
tainers. 

somas: 
'!he New Jersey glass plants use a variety of rretrods in purchasing 

cullet: 

o At-plant buyback centers. 'Jl1ese recycling facilities are open 
to the general public who :nay sell used containers directly 
to the plant. 

o Municipality p;cog:z:am. Glass is (X)llected in a:mveniently 
located oontai.ners sponsored by a municipality and transported 
to the plants and/or an int:e.J::mediate glass processor. 

o IntermecH ate Glass .Pmcessor (IGP) • OJrrently, there are s:me 
eight business wro collect., process and sell clean cullet to 
New Jersey's plants. 

o .Private recyclers. 'l'hese entrepreneurs either collect or buy 
glass and sell d:i.l:ectl.y tx:: the plants. 

Every GI?I lll!mber plant in New" JE'ISey has made a a:mnitrent to using 
ncre cullet. Each has the capac:i cy to take ItCre tonnage than they 
currently purdlase. SCire have instal~ed el.al:orate cullet pl"'CeSsing 
equipnent, others are investigating reN ways to transport reycled glass. 
Still others are ena::ruraqing existi.rll;· IMPs to e:<pand. Quite si.n1?ly, the 
New Jersey g.l.a.ss industry wants mre cullet. 
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F :SOLUTION 

WHER~:AS, the proposed >ottle and contnlnf'r l<'p;ir,latlon hcfore the 
New .L .. 'r!H.··y Lt...:glti.l.:lture is bu.;ically L~, · t.r.Lr•·~ littl:r :.jr \")niy ;)•j~-;~ 

and ,,thcr :->1 f~ ilrink and ale lholic b ... ,. r.t ~lirH•r:·: ~-~r~d 

WHEREAS, this type of Litter, wid ll• nhjPctionab1P, may he only a 
much ,;mallet· p<-'ro•ntage of te 1 l tter tl~:tl is lound alonp, •>ur strN·I "; 
:tnd :.~;hv.:a~·:·.; illh.: ~-·t::>:1erally t troughour d•:: ;·t'lil'':ip::J 1: ;,_.;.;; ;1nr.! 

WHEtH:AS, it is necessa ·y to pas·; l•·,'i".l<ttion tbnt. will !lnl T,e" fin<Jn-
.:ial and otherwise burden 01 be detri•11entaJ. to the general public, the 
businessman or manufarturer; and 

WHEREAS, this Mayor's 1rganization ls very interested in controlling 
litter, they are also very interested in a recycling program that 
would aid in eontrol i.ng litt :r and also legislation and better enforcement 
of anti-litter laws. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT lESOLVED by the sixteen (16) Ocean r.ounty 
Mayor's pres<mt at a specia meeting held on August 25, 1982 to discuss 
the proposed bottle b:lll,thn this organization requests the legislature 
and the governor to be caref ,1 not to pass any legislation without 
consid.-ring the full impact ;uch legislation will impose on the general 
public and bwdnesses. 

This Re>~olution was iu roduced by Mayor Henjamine MabiE-, Pine Heach; 
and seconded by Mayor Theodo ·e Hutler, Ocean Township and unanimously 
passed by the sixteen (16) l·ltyor's pre>~t>nt at the aforementioned meeting, 
and shall be distributed to he Legi>~lature, the Governor of New Jersey, 
the League of Municipalities the New .Jersey Conference of ~1ayors, anti 
the New Jer;;ey Mayor's Asso" ation. 

_ifl4_!_ L.J 
ROHERT W. NISSEN, Secretary 
0\"enn County Mayor's Association 

CERTIFl CAT JON ·-----------·--
r hereby certify that , he above Resolut.ion is a true and correct copy 

of a Resolution adopted by t te Ocean County Mayor's j,ssociation at a 
special meeting held on Aug•, ;t 25, 1932. /1 /·; .· 

' . t·' " 
/ 

./ .. •.:~ / . .:f.t:t '/~ r £.· '· r ·(" .-. •· ·r. {} 
J\.6iiYK1:w:-!,-{ssr;ii-;s~-zr-e tn ;y----- -----· 
Ocean County Mayor's Association 
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS 
CAMDEN COUNTY, NE\N .JE::RSEY 

660 Maple Avenue 
Haddonfield, New Jersey 080)) 

September 1, 1982 

The Honorable Robert Hollenbeck 
Chairman, Assembly Energy and 
Natural Resource committee 
State House 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Dear Mr. Hollenbeck: 

The Camden County League of Women Voters urges your support for 
Mardatory Deposit Legislation, ABsembly Bill 1753. 

Leagues throughout the State and the United States have supported 
bottle bill legislation as a means to promote the recycling ard 
reuse of solid waste. This legiBlation will help to achieve a program 
goal of forstalling the depletion of non-renewable resources. 

Assembly Bill 1753 is unique. It contains provisions that will 
help to preserve Cumberland County's glass irdustry, to stabilize 
the industry's labor force and to complement New Jersey's 
Recycling Act. 

Yours truly, 

~L~ ;L, ~u~~.J 
Susan McNaughton 
Director, Natural Resources 

J 1 

~L: .• e-/ 1dL c..._{~~'- ~. 
Karen Sidebotham 
President 
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OFFICERS 

Pres•dent 
MARJORIE G. MILLER 

Manpower. Inc. 

First Vice President 
RICHARD D. MARSHALL 

Heritage Bank. N A. 

Second Vtce President 
FREDERICK N. ANGELO 
Secunty Savmgs & Loan 

Third V1ce Pres•dant 
GUS BUSCHAM 

New Jersey Bell Telephone 

Treasurer 
CATHERINE J. ARPINO 

First Peoples Bank of New Jersey 

SoliCitor 
MICHAEL E. BENSON 

Tuso. Gruccto, Pepper. Buonadonna. 
G•ovmazz• & Butler, P A 

tmmP.dtate Past Pres•dent 
GERALD J. BATT, ESQ. 

Lipman. Antonelli, Batt & Dunlap. Esqs. 

Executtve D1rector 
BARBARA C. ROOS 

DIRECTORS 

BEN BURNS 
Vtneland Times Journal 

WILLIAM DUDLEY, JR., D.M.D. 

M. JAY EINSTEIN 
Emste1n Associates 

New York Life 

EARLE EVERETT 
Sears. Roebuck and Company 

HARRY FIOCCHI 
Harry Fiocch1 Construction Co., Inc. 

ROBERT HANSEN 
Rental Coty 

WILLIAM J. JANNARONE 
Pearce-Jannarone Real Estate. 1nc 

CARL KIRSTEIN 
Lerco Fuel Company 

MARIANNE KORNBLUH 
VIneland Syrup 

BARRY LANG 
Lang Advertisers 

JAMES H. LELLI, JR. 
United Jersey Bank/ 

Cumberland National 

CHARLES L. SCARANI 
Charles L Scaram Agency 

WILLIAM A. SNYDER 
Mark Forrest Assoc•ates 

DAN THEOKAS 
J T. Sogns 

HELEN WARNER 
Graham Realty 

IRVING ZISLIN, CLU 
iranS.'HTH'riCd o~---lctental Life 

GREATER VINELAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
Vineland City Hall, Suite 202, P.O. Box 489, Vineland, N.J. 08360 • 609/691-7400 

August 31, 1982 

Assemblyman Robert P. Hollenbeck 
Chairman 
Assembly Energy and Natural 
Resources Committee 
CN-042 
State House 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Dear Sir: 

The Greater Vineland Chamber of Commerce urgently 
requests your careful consideration of the attached 
resolution. 

Please reject forced deposit on glass containers. 
Passage would be a serious blow to the already 
reeling economy. 

Give the New Jersey Recycling Act a chance to work. 

Sincerely, 

~~/~ 
Mardrie G. Miller 
President 

MGM:rm 

Attch. 

cc: Mayor Patrick Fiorilli 
State Sen. James R. Hurley 
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·A RESOLUTION OPPOSING FORCED DEPOSIT LEGISLATION FOR THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

Whereas forced deposit legislation (I.E., requiring deposits on containers 

for beer and soft drinks) is n negative approach to the problems of litter 

reduction and solid waste disposal, leaving 80 percent of roadside litter 

untouched by its provisions. 

Whereas in those states whieh have adopted such laws, the cost of beer and 

soft drink beverages has risen, jobs have been lost, and only a negligible 

improvement in the accumulation of ro~dside litter has occurred. 

Whereas forced deposit legislation causes increased use of gasoline and 

diesel fuel, consumer inconvenience, sanitation and storage problems. 

Whereas New Jersey already has a posii.ive, workable alternative to forced 

deposits in the form of the New Jersey recycling plan, which became 

effective January 1, 1982, funded by a tax on the use of sanitary landfills. 

Whereas the New Jersey recycling plan will go a long way to combat the 

State's litter and solid waste problems without increased consumer costs, 

inconvenience and economic/packaging jndustry disruption. 

Whereas the negative forced deposit measure would negate the effectiveness 

of the positive New Jersey recycling plan. 

Now Lhnrefore, 

Be it resolved by the Greater Vineland Chamber of Commerce, State of New 

Jersey, that we urge the general assenilily to oppose any current or future 

forced deposit proposals which come before it for the good of the State 

and the Northeast.. WP urgP immediate "NAY" votes on forced deposit legis-

lation in Senate/Assembly committees and complete support instead for the 

New Jersey recycling plan. 

SIGNA~URE ANij TITL~ 2· 
~~a 4 Yw . .l..u...> LA~ DATI('- J ' 
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RESOLUTION :>UPPORTING PASSAGE OF 
ASSEl-IBLY BD..L NUMBEH 1671 

WHEREAS, many bottles and cans appear as litter on the roadway, side-

walks and in other public acces:• areas; and 

WHEREAS, in the opinion of the Township COIIIDittee of the Township 

ot Plumsted a 1110netary deposit J>equirement on bottles and cans 10ould help to 

.I alleviate the litter, its attendant dangers and the costs ai'>!Oci.:>'ed with 

its removal; and 

WHEREAS, Assembly Bill Number 1671 would authorize a statewide 

pUblic referendum question to bl: placed on the general election ballot; and 

WHEREAS, said questior' would aid the New Jersey State Legislature in I 
gauging public support for a JDOr,etary deposit requirement for empty disposable I 
beverage containers made exclus1vely of recyclable aluminun or glass containers; I 
and; 

WHEREAS, the Township COIIIDittee of the Township of Plumsted, 

supports the concept of gauging public opinion through the referendum 

procedure; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the TownShip CoiiiDittee of the 

Township of Plumsted, County of Ocean, State of New Jersey, as foliows: 

1. It hereby goes on record as supporting passage of Assembly Bill 

No. 1671 for the reasons set forth hereinabove. It hereby goes on records as 

requesting that Assembly Bill No. 1671 be reported out of the Energy and 

Natural Resources COIIIIIittee so that it may be considered by the New J•!rsey 

State Legislature. 

2. A certified copy of this resolution shall be providPd by the 

Office of the Township Clerk to each of the Following: 

a) Energy and Natural Resources Committee of the New Jersey State 

Assembly 
b) All Ninth District Legislators 
c) Ocean County Board of Chosen FrPeholders 

CFlfl'IFICATION 

I, ANGELA SEEDS, Clerit of the Township of Plumsted, County of Ocl':.n, 
New Jersey, hereby certify that the above 1~ a true copy of a resolution adop-
ted by the Township Committee of the Township of Plumsted on the 13th day of 
September, 1982. 
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Automatic Merchandising Council of New Jersey 

EXECtfnVE OF!~ I 'ERS 
PR.Eilrol:Nr 
Louis 0. Avogii<~ 
D<":t1.on Entcrpri~:. 

l<t VICE PRESII>FNT 
Jack Miller 
Com Service Company 

2nd VICE PRE'IIWNT 
WilhJIIm Andc:J"oinn 
R (i.M. ~rvil't·<,, lnr 

RECORDIN<; ~1.'1-RI'TARY 
C1tul Kane 
B & C Vtndin~. lnt' 

fi'IANCIAL ~H'RfTARY 
I ee Salant 
Filllld·Matic (",, 1m 

TREASURER 
Geraldine Zahn 
K & Z Garden Slate V<ndm~, I no: 
IIOARD OF OIRI'J 'IURS 
Morris Rood 
American V ~.·ndmg Co , Inc. 

lome• Crilley 
B. W. Stetson & Cnmpany 

f-nt1. Lahmann 
Automatic Careorin~. Inc. 
Patrick Shiel 
A.R.A Service.-.; (nc 
Juhe Strauss 
Canteen N>od & Vend.m,.-. 

RobertMye" 
()~den Foods 

l<""J'hCamm 
Bet.IIJOn Enterpr'i'.es 

LarryArku 
National Vendo~ 

Jutes Kessler 
Burry Riscuir Full(( \l•rvict• 

Thomas La More 
Mars Money Systems 
Ken D•vi~ 
f'arlrway Vc:ndin~ 

Robc:r1 Smger 
ll & F Vendin~ 
Juseph P.wtalco 
Nu-Way Vendinf Service 
Donald RaUclllf~ 
Surfi;.ide Bevera.['es. tm: 
PASTPRESinfNT~ 

lJa\·tdKatz 
Automatic C..tterin~ 

~~.!~~ing 
COMMnTPI'CII.\IRPf,RS<,NS 
I F.GISLATIVI 
fl.vldKfttl 

Mf!.MRERSIIIP 
Joles Kc,fliltr 

William Andero,llll 

SECURITY 
Ja<:k Miller 
NOMINATING 
JamesCrille~ 

AUDIT 
MonisR(')()tj 
Larry Arico 
LIAISON 
lo9ephCa.rnm 

ANNUAI.MEETIN<; 
w~mam rlf."f'U<t't·l 
ANNUAL DINNER DANCI! 
MnrrisRood 
· ,I:NEkAL !-iiJ : 1 '.,. 
I ~~aiM! 

IJ,•vuf I< ..til 
Kd~··t·''IUP',.I. 

-1 State Council of' National Autmnntic Machamlising A.uocwtian 
1930 ISAAC NEWTON SQUARE BUILOING. ROOM 109. RESTON. VIRGINIA2?.090, (703) 435 1210 

September 7, 1982 

Mr. Al Mat ioska 
Assembly Energy and Natural Resource Committee 
CN - 042 
State House Annex 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Dear Mr. Matioska: 

This letter is written on behalf of 83 vending machine 
companies which sell food and beverages through vending machines 
in New Jersey. The 83 companies are members of either the 
National Automatic Merchandising Association or the Automatic 
Merchandising Council of New Jersey. We oppose legislation that 
would require that a 5¢ deposit be paid on all beer and carbonated 
drink containers sold in the State of New Jersey. Here's why: 

I} LITTER 

The main reason many people support mandatory deposit bills 
is that they believe they will reduce litter. They will, but by 
how much, we don't know, and we suspect that very few ~eople do 
know. Some people claim that a deposit bill will reduce 1 itter 
in public places, by piece count, by as much as 60%. Others claim 
the figure will be only 5%. We accept the figure that comes from 
people with the most experience with a deposit law--- the people 
from Oregon, and they say I itter reduced, by piece count, after the 
deposit law went into effect, by about 15%. And that's one of the 
major reasons we're against deposit legislation. That is, deposit 
bills offer a small solution to a big problem. They leave 85% of 
the problem still sitting ~here in the ditch--- the newspapers, the 
fast food packaging, the candy wrappers, the automobile tires, the 
boxes, crates, mi 1 k carton~;, the empty cans of fruit juices, ice tea 
and other soft drinks not covered by deposit bills, in short, the 
mi 11 ions of different kind•; of products and packages for products 
which some people mindlessly discard in the wrong place when they're 
finished with them. 

If 1 itter is a big problem affecting the public in general, and 
we believe it is, then the solution should be a broad-based one in 
which everyone participate~; --- not just purchasers of carbonated 
drinks and beer. And we don't think it's fair to make a very small 
percentage of people, like those who make beer and carbonated drink 
containers, sacrifice so much, like loss of a good paying job, be-
cause some consumers don't care enough to put their empty cans or 
bottles in a trash basket. 
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Mr. Matioska 
Page 2 

We had a mandatory deposit bill here in Fairfax County, Virginia, 
from 1977 to 1979. It was just like the one-, thaL have been intruduced 
in New Jersey: The bill required a deposit c'n beer and soft drink cc,n-
tainers that contained soft drinks made with carbonated water, so all 
the fruit juice containers were exempt. When people realized they could 
get some soft drinks without paying the deposit, they bought those 
instead of, say Coke. So one of the effects of the law was that we had 
fewer empty coke cans along the highways in Fairfax County ---and more 
empty Hawaiian Punch cans. 

Mandatory deposit legislation is no longer in effect in Fairfax County. 

Our vending machine company members do most of their business in 
inside industrial, office, hospital and similar accounts, where the factory 
worker, secretary, nurse or doctor consumes the product on the premises, 
not out on the roadside. When he or she finishes drinking the Coke or 
Pepsi or whatever, they put it in the trash can, and it's disposed of by 
the location's trash removal service. So the bulk of our customers don't 
contribute to the 1 itter problem. 

We think a broad based 1 itter tax, 1 ike the one that's in effect in 
the state of Washington, makes a lot of sense. The tax is small because 
it's imposed on all generators of potential litter. The money is used to 
pick up the 1 itter (under this tax jobs are created) and to make it easier 
to dispose of litter by placing more trash containers around the state, and 
to educate people not to 1 itter. we've heard it's been effective, and it's 
fair, because everybody, manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers of 
virtually all products, pay the tax. 

Another broad solution to the litter problem is one that is already in 
effect in New Jersey, but hasn't been in effect long enough to determine its 
effectiveness -- the state's resource, recovery and recycling program. Why 
not give it a chance to work, and time to measure its effectivenessi 

11) ECON~ 

New York State just passed a mandatory deposit bill which will go into 
effect on July first of 1983. In anticipation of passage of this legislation, 
the state Commerce Department's Office of Planning and Development did an 
exhaustive study of the expected effects of the bill. One of the things the 
study predicts once the law goes into effect is increased retail prices for 
beer and carbonated soft drinks ---about 2.5¢ ~>re fur each can or bottle of 
carbonated soft drink. ("In total, the consumer would pay from $186 mi 1 I ion 
to $194 mill ion more per year for beverages in New York State under the 
mandatory deposit legislation.") 

If the 2.5¢ figure is correct, and a bottle bill is passed in New Jersey, 
here's what will happen to vending machine prices in New Jersey: add the 5¢ deposit, 
plus the 2.5¢ price increase, plus the sales tax increase, and vending machine 
prices will have to be increased by 10¢ per unit. With some prices at 50¢, 
55¢ and 60¢ already, those prices will go to 60¢, 65¢ and 70¢. Increased prices 
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as always in the past, will mean a decline in unit sales. And unit sales 
decline can mean job losses--- not many, but it could mean some. And 
one thing is certain, mandatory deposit legislation will not mean increased 
jobs in our industry. 

111) INCOMPATABILITY 

Returnable beverage container systems require people --- people to 
collect the deposit, accept the empty beverage container (if it's the 
right kind and it's clean) and pay back the deposit. Vending machines 
can't perform these functions, and the people we employ who can --- they're 
only at each vending machine location for a matter of minutes each day. In 
other words, for vending machine customers, it will be difficult at best to 
redeem the empty beverage container. And this is the customer, who we said 
earlier and we'll say again, is normally not littering the can or bottle. 

SUMMARY 

In summary, we in the food and beverage vending machine industry are 
opposed to mandatory deposit legislation because we believe the problem of 
litter is a big problem calling for a much larger solution than deposits 
on beer and soft drink containers; it's unfair to those men and women who 
make a living making beverage containers; our customers generally purchase 
their drinks in situations which do not lend themselves to a litter problem, 
so application of an anti-litter device to them is illogical; deposit 
legislation will force vending machine prices up, causing a unit sales 
decline in our industry, and deposit legislation is inherently incompatible 
with an industry that sells its product by machines. 

I appreciate the time you take to read and evaluate this letter. 

TEM/mg 
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Chairman Hollenbeck, Members of the Committee: 

My name is Walter P. Rubel, I am Counsel to Acme Markets, Inc. and a 

member of the Board of Directors of the New Jersey Food Council. Thank you 

for giving me the opportunity to present testimony to this Committee. 

would like to sha~e with you some of the concerns we at Acme have with mandatory 

deposit legislation. But first, let me tell you about Acme Markets. 

Acme is a subsidiary of American Stores Company, a seven billion dollar 

a year retail company. Acme operates in seven Eastern states - Pennsylvania, 

New York, Delaware, Virginia, West Vil·ginia, Maryland and of course, New Jersey. 

Acme has had stores in New Jersey for over ninety years and currently has 

one hundred stores in operation. We employ 6,264 people with an 

annual payroll exceeding $70,000,000 million dollars.· In addition to our 

retail stores, we have a food distribution center located in South Kearny and 

a regional office located in Whippany. During the past five years we have 

opened fourteen new stores and have completed remodelin9 thirty-two others in 

New Jersey. It is clear that Acme is committed to New Jersey and is here to 

stay. We at Acme are totally opposed to any form of mandatory deposit legislation. 

We feel it is an ineffective and much too costly way to fight the real problem 

which is the control of all litter, not just beverage containers. Beverage 

containers comprise only eleven to twenty percent of total litter and only five 

to six percent of all solid waste. In a recent study it was found that the average 

litter reduction in urban areas from mandatory deposit legislation states was 

fifteen percent compared with a forty-two percent reduction in states with total 

litter control leoislation. tt was found that in Michioan total litter decreased 

only ten percent immediately after en<~ctment of the Bottle Bill and that in 

Maine total litter increased by 43.6 percent one year after enactment by that 
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state of a Bottle Bill. In addition, both Michigan and Connecticut, the two 

most populous states with deposit requirements, more money was spent for litter 

abatement for 1980 than in 1979 according to a survey conducted by Rural and 

Urban Roads, a magazine published for highway and public works officials and 

engineers. According to the survey, Connecticut spent almost two mi 11 ion 

dollars on litter abatement in 1980, an increase of almost one-half million 

dollars over 1979. Connecticut implemented its deposit law on January l, 

1980. ~1ichigan spent more than 2.1 mil'ion dollars on litter cleanup in 1980, 

a $105,000.00 increase over 1979. I think these figures plainly show that 

mandatory deposit legislation does not siqnificantly impact the total litter 

problem. 

MANDATORY DEPOSIT LEC.ISLATION IS ANTI-CONSUMER 

At Acme we feel that consumers do not want mandatory deposit laws. 

This type of legislation is anti-consumer in that it has a dramatic impact on 

the cost and availability of beverages. Consumers in the six bottle bill states 

are paying for laws which only address up to twenty percent of total litter. 

In Connecticut, for example, the average cost of a six-pack of soft drinks in-

creased from $1.69 to $1.97 within just a few months of implementation of the 

state•s forced deposit regulation, according to an August 31, 1980 article in 

the Hartford Courant. The average cost of a six-pack of beer jumped 42¢, or 

$1.68 a case not including the deposit. The price of forced deposits is even 

higher for the Michigan consumer according to a May 22, 1901 story published 

by United Press International 11 the generic beer advertised for $4.99 in non-

deposit Indiana sells for an average of $10.00 here (in Michigan)•• the story 

said. 11 State law prohibits importing more than one case without paying taxes, 

but it is widely flaunted.'' The script is the same in Iowa, according to an 

August 5, 1980 story in the Des Moines Tribune. "The bottle law costs Iowans 

at least $20 million during its first year and that is a conservativ~~ e:,tirnate" 
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the story began. "That $20 million, $7.02 for every man, woman and child in 

the state represents costs which can be directly attributed to the (deposit) law." 

The reasons behind these higher costs or hidden taxes are obvious: 

Retailers in bottle bill states are forced to incur tremendous costs associated 

with pest control and handling, sorting and storage of the returned containers 

in each state - these costs are swiftly passed along to consumers in the form 

of higher beverage prices. 

It can also be expected that beverage distributors and retailers who are 

located in surrounding states will aggressively pursue the New Jersey consumers 

business. This will be done by simply advertising that beverages could be pur-

chased for a lower price and minus a deposit by patronizing their establishments. 

By way of example, the effect of the Michigan state bottle )ill on Ohio was 

recently reported as follows: 

"Ohio does not have a bottle bill. Neighboring ~1ichigan does. Retailers 

in northern Ohio prosper because of the Michigan bottle bill. Their Michigan 

counterparts.do not. Edward Deeb, Executive Director of the Associated Food 

Dealers of Michigan illustrated this contrast in the December 1979 issue of 

Food and Drug Packaging: "Channel 7 in Detroit U1ichiaan) visited a retailer 

in Toledo (Ohio) to see what was happening. A l~ichigan resident walked into 

the store and ordered ten cases of mixed soft drinks and five cases of beer. 

The announcer asked this person "where are you from?" he said "\vell, I'm from 

Michigan". The announcer said "what do you come here for?" he said "I'm cominq 

here because I can save $2 or $3 a case''. Beverage sales alonq the New Jersey/ 

Pennsylvania/Delaware border will decline because the deposit bill encourages 

consumers to cross the state line in search of cheaper, more convenient beverages. 

When consumers cross state lines to buy beverages, they don't limit their 

shopping to these products. All retail establishments, including grocery stores, 

department stores, restaurants and taverns can and will experience sales declines. 
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In 1980, thirty-one legislatures rejected mandatory deposit proposals. More 
implemented 

than twenty did so in 1981. No state has 1 a deposit law since Michigan 

in 1978. Since 1978, voters in five states - Alaska, Montana, Nebraska, Ohio 

and Washington have rejected mandatory deposit initiatives at the ballot box. 

Voters in Howard County, Maryland also rejected the deposit measure. In 

Montana and Ohio, seventy-two percent of the voters said "no" to forced deposits. 

In Nebraska, Washington and Howard County, close to sixty percent voted in 

opposition to deposit proposals. Consumers do not want mandatory deposit 

legislation. 

SANITATION 

The prime concern of grocery stores is the maintaining of the highest 

level of sanitation possible. ~andatory deposit legislation precludes operating 

grocery stores at the level of sanitation which we and our customers have come 

to expect. Insect and rodent infestation will become a serious problems in 

New Jersey 1 s grocery stores resulting in the potential for a serious health 

hazard. An increased use of pesticides and rodentcides will be necessary to 

eliminate the vermin that is attracted to these bottles and cans. Beverage con-

tainers will come back to the stores dil·ty, unsorted and infested with insects 

and rodents. This sanitation problem is vividly illustrated by a February 23, 

1982 memorandum circulated to all offices in the Connecticut General Assembly 

Building. This memo pertaining to the storage of beverage containers (copy 

attached) in requesting the removal of containers stated: 

"This storaqe is causing roaches." 

The storage of returned containers will definitely be a major problem. 

Backroom space is usually kept at a minimum. Grocery stores are not designed 

to provide the considerable space that would be needed to hold the returned 

containers until they are picked up by the beverage vendors. In order to comply, 

we would have to lease additional space or build onto the existing store. In 
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many of our stores, these alternatives are not available to us. We would 

then have to either close the store or allocate valuable selling space for 

returned containers. Any of these alternatives will mean increased prices 

for New Jersey consumers. By way of example, it has been estimated that the 

cost for capital improvements will range from $20,000.00 for a small store 

to $80,000.00 for one of the larger superstores. New Jersey consumers will 

ultimately have to pay all these costs. 

ENERGY 

Proponents of mandatory deposit legislation argue that deposit regulations 

would save thousands of gallons of ga5oline per day. The exact opposite is true. 

Under existing statewide deposit systems, extra gas guzzling trucks must frequently 

be dispatched to pick up empty containers when regularly scheduled trucks are 

unable to handle the load. Deposit proponents often fail to acknowledge this 

tremendous and unnecessary waste. of gasoline. For ·example, a major West Coast 

soft drink company recently discovered that its distribution operation in Oregon, 

(a deposit state) required twice as much gasoline as a similiar operation ir-1 non-

deposit Washington state. The company's Washington operation required only 47.4 

gallons per one thousand cases sold while its Oregon counterpart required 94.0 

gallons per thousand cases as a result of the deposit law. A similiar consumption 

trend is evident in Michigan. In that state, gasoline consumption by distributors 

increased by an average of twenty-five percent per case of beer and thirty-two 

percent per case of soft drinks following the mandatory deposit bill's enactment. 

The Michigan percentages translate into 4,380,000 gallons of wasted fuel durina 

1979 alone. This amount of gasoline could fuel 6,820 passenger cars for 15,000 

miles each, assuming a modest mileage rate of 17 miles per gallon. A New Jersey 

mandatory deposit law would be devasting in terms of wasted gasoline. Such a 

law would force distributors throughoGt the state to make thousands of extra trips 

to countless retail outlets that woulc be required to collect returned containers. 
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No one can know for sure the extent to which these trips would have to be made. 

It is clear, however, that millions of gallons of valuable qasoline would be 

needlessly wasted. 

JOBS AND FORCED DEPOSIT LAWS 

Proponents of the mandatory beverage container deposit law are fond of 

saying 11 Someone has to pay the price 11 • 

The price of this so-called anti-litter device is unemployment, which can 

already be numbered in the thousands as a direct result of only six statewide 

deposit regulations~ 

These symbolic measures, COI11Tlon1y known as 11 bottle bills 11 have put more 

than one thousand skilled workers in the glass container industry out of work. 

Hundreds more in the can manufacturing industry have suffered the same fate. 

Most of these men and women were working to support families. Deposit 

laws changed all that. Instead of working, many found themselves in the un-

employment line, collecting money instead of earning it. 

They are 11 paying the price 11 • 

For what is this price being paid? 

*A law that only reduces total litter by twenty percent at best. 

*A law that only addresses two forms of litter- cans and bottles. 

*A law that completely ignores the remaining eighty percent of litter -

newspapers, fast-food wrappings, plastics, cigarette packages and filters, 

automobile parts and so on. 

~1andatory deposit proponents argue that employment gains in other fields 

offset job losses in the bottle and can manufacturinq industries. They fail to 

acknowledge, however, that many high-paying, skilled jobs are lost, while a few 

unskilled, minimum waqe jobs are gained. 

Under a deposit law, a father might lose his skilled manufacturing job, 

while his teen-age son might find a part-time, after school job helping a local 
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grocer clean up the mess created by the returned bottles and cans. Most 

families would reject such a trade-off -- if they were giventhe chance. 

The deposit law equation is not limited to the personal tragedy of 

unemployment. Inflation, in the form of substantially higher beverage prices, 

results when non-productive jobs replace productive manufacturing jobs. 

For example, bottlers in deposit states must hire additional drivers 

to retrieve the empty containers even thou0h total beverage sales remain stable. 

Grocers are forced to hire workers to clean and sort the containers. The 

costs associated with these non-productive jobs are swiftly passed on to 

c msumers. 

Forced deposit laws are in effect in six states: Connecticut, Iowa, 

~1aine, Michigan, Oregon and Vermont. The resulting unemployment was particularly 

painful in Connecticut and Michigan, where more than eight hundred workers 

"paid the price". 

Connecticut, which enacted its deposit measure in January 1980, was the 

first state to establish a compensation allowance for workers who lost their 

jobs because of a statewide deposit law. However, the legislature did not 

anticipate the large number of jobs that would be lost (approximately five 

hundred fifty) and consequently found the program too expensive to maintain. 

As a result, Connecticut now holds the dubious distinction of becoming 

the first state to establish and then scrap a deposit-related compensation 

program. The program was costing the state more than $10.000.00 a week and would 

have cost more than $400,000.00 next year. 

Citing the potential loss of as many as nine hundred jobs, Massachusetts 

Governor Edward ,J. King vetoed a deposit bill in July 1979. Unfor-tunately for 

Massachusets the impact of deposit laws in surrounding states resulted in 

the February 1981 closing of the Owens-Illinois olass plant in Mansfield, 

Massachusetts. 
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Michigan's deposit law, enacted i1 late 1978, has been equally devastating. 

In April 19792 a leading glass contain~r manufacturing firm was forced to layoff 

one hundred sixty workers at its CharlJtte, Mich., plant while a can manufacturing 

firm closed its suburban Detroit facility, idling another seventy-three workers. 

A glass manufacturing plant in neiqhboring Indiana reported laying off forty 

employees as a direct result of the Mi:higan deposit law. 

The reasons behind these job loss~s are obvious. As demand for new 

containers ebbs, bottle and can plants serving a deposit state are forced to 

curtail operations or shut down completely. 

It is no surprise that a number of AFL-CIO unions, including the Steel 

Workers, Aluminum Workers, American Flint Glass Workers and·Glass Bottle 

Blowers, actively oppose mandatory dep)sit regulations. 

Their members "pay the price". I urge you not to ask your constituents 

to also "pay the price". 

Never having had to live with a JOttle bill, I recently took a trip to 

Connecticut to see for myself what lif~ was like in a bottle bill state. 

Every single person I spoke to, either consumer or retailer, wanted to have 

the Connecticut bottle bill repealed. So that the members of the Committee 

might get a feeling for what life is like for both retailers and consumers in a 

deposit state, I have included and attached to my testimony photographs of 

what I saw. I think the pictures speak for themselv·es, however, I would like to 

point out that they were taken on a Wednesday which was described to me as the 

slowest day for beverage container ret~rns. I would only ask you to project 

a store having ten to fifteen times as many beverage container returns as you 

see in the pictures. 

In conclusion, let me state that t\cme Markets, Inc. and the New Jersey 

Food Council completely and fully support the New Jersey recycling act which was 

passed in the New Jersey legislature in September 1981 without a single dissenting 
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vote. Barbara McConnell, President of the New Jersey Food Council, said in 

her earlier testimony to you: "When one looks carefully at the record, it 

becomes apparent that those states that have adopted alternative recycling 

programs are the states that are doing the most comprehensive job of controlling 

1 itter and solid waste." The New Jersey Recycling Act addresses all recyclables -

paper, glass, metal, plastic, used motor oil and food wastes, not just beverage 

containers. It is clearly a much more comprehensive approach to a very complex 

problem. The success of the recycling act has been shown by the fact that one 

year after its passage, the number of communities operating recycling programs 

increased from two hundred fifty to four hundred. The recycling statistics 

themselves are startling. New Jersey is leading the nation in the amount of 

glass containers being recycled. In 1981, New Jersey recycled 119,363 

tons of glass, up from a total of 42 tons in 1978. It is clear that the New 

Jersey Recycling Act is working. However, proponents of mandatory deposit 

legislation claim that forced deposits on beer and soft drink beverage containers 

will result in great reductions of sold waste, which reductions will be in ad-

dition to the recycling efforts of comprehensive litter control programs. 

Unfortunately, that is not the case. The United States Congress' office of 

Technology Assessment in May of 1977, issued a report stating: "Container 

legislation may harm resource recovery plans by removing saleable items with 

relatively high value, vis., aluminum and steel, and other economic incentives 

may be required to offset this loss. Beverage container deposit legislation 

may be counterproductive in expediting environmentally acceptable disposal of 

the organic fraction of waste". In effect, the U.S. Congress has stated that 

comprehensive litter control programs which have proven to be very effective 

will be negatively impacted by the passage of mandatory deposit legislation. 

In conclusion, I respectfully urge you to continue your committment to the 

recycling plan, an Act that is in effect and to reject forced deposit legislation 

in New Jersey. 
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Statement By 

NEW JERSEY CONVENIENCE STORES ASSOCIATION 

Before 

ASSEMBLY ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE 

PUBLIC HEARING ON BEVERAGE CONTAINER DEPOSIT LEGISLATION 

Delivered By 

WARD WETTLIN, Executive Director 

Wednesday, August 25, 1982 

Chairman Hollenbeck, members of the Committee, my name 

is Ward Wettlin and I am the Executive Director of the New Jersey 

Convenience Stores Association. 

No doubt, all of you, at one time or another, have 

·patronized one or more of our member stores, since we represent 

such chains as Cumberland Farms, 7-Eleven and WaWa. Our Association 

also includes several regional chains and a number of small, 

ind(~pendent grocers--the so-called "Mom and Pop" stores. 

We know that your Conunittee has already received 

extensive conunents on proposed beverage container deposit legis-

lation from many organizations including one whose position we 

endorse--the New Jersey Food Council. Since you already have heard 

how this type of legislation would affect supermarkets, I'll 

concentrate today on how the average "Mom and Pop" or convenience 

store owner views these proposals. 

We realize that, in questioning the wisdom of such 

legislation,we expose ourselves to rather extreme charges levied 

by f;omP t"il.Vironmentnlists. I'm talking about those who view any 

opponent of mandatory deposit legislation as part of some vast 

conspiracy to business interests whose concern for profits totally 

blinds them to the ugly problem of litter. 
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We want you to know that convenience store operators 

are just as concerned about litter as anyone else. We have 

chosen to live, work and raise families in New Jersey and thus 

have a personal stake in keeping our state clean and attractive. 

We are appalled by the inconsiderate few who feel no compunction 

in tossing empty cans from their cars or ·dropping fast-food 

wrappers in parking lots. 

Frankly, if we believed--as supporters of these bills 

obviously do--that deposit legislation was a simple way to wipe 

out litter in New Jersey, we would not be appearing before you 

today. The unfortunate truth, as we see it, is that the promise 

of a few pennies for a returned bottle or can is not going to 

deter litterbugs from their sloppy habits. What it may do is to 

encourage others to collect discarded bottles and cans. But 

that, of course, still leaves much of the litter behind. 

We think there are two important questions wh~ch underlie 

this issue: First, what is the economic cost of such legislation?, 

and second, Is there an alternative ~o mandatory deposit laws? 

The answer to the second question, frankly, lies beyond 

the expertise of our Association. However, we are encouraged by 

the enormous progress which the state has made within one year of 

the passage of legislation to encourage recycling. The state's 

Office on Recycling reports that already some 400 individual 

programs are in effect in close to 300 communities. We understand 

that the state recycling plan not only involves cans and bottles 

but also targets paper, used motor oil and food wastes. It occurs 

to us that, with the encouragement and cooperation of both the 

private and public sectors, this organized and professional 
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effort offers a far greater potential for litter reduction (not 

to mention material for energy conservation) than any store-

redemption plan could ever hope for. 

As to the first question regarding the cost of such 

legislation, small store owners will tell you without hesitation 

that the mandatory redemption of bottles and cans (which would 

turn each of our stores into a recycling center) would not only 

disrupt their businesses but also could result in serious 

economic damages. Simply put, mandatory deposit legislation 

will make it much more costly for a small store owner to do 

business in New Jersey. 

To appreciate the seriousness of our claim, you must 

understand that small grocers, all of whom work within a very 

tight profit margin, may be forced to shoulder a disproportionate 

share of the financial burden. At present, about 40% of all 

beverages sold in the food industry are sold by convenience 

stores and "Mom and Pop" operations. With a total of 3,500,000,000 

beverage containers sold in New Jers~y last year, that ·would mean 

that one- or two-clerk operations would be responsible for 

receiving, counting, reimbursing,, sorting, stacking and storing 

of up to 1,400,000,000 containers annually. And that's assuming 

that they redeemed only those containers which they originally 

sold. Theoretically, the burden for convenience stores is 

staggering, but we fear that in reality it could be even worse. 

That's because,although many beverage containers would be bought 

during weekly shopping trips to large supermarkets, they likely 

will be redeemed by younger members of a family during the week 

at the most "convenient" location--likely the "Mom and Pop'' store 

at the corner. 
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The popularity of convenience stores is due primarily 

to the fact that they are close-by, open more hours a day than 

most supermarkets, and easier to get in and out of. Quick 

trips may no longer be the norm, however, if the checker 

previously available to ring up your bread and milk purchase 

is now busy redeeming empty bottles and·cans. 

And where will those bottles and cans go? Convenience 

stores make money based on their efficiency; that is, the ability 

to reduce overhead by displaying a large variety of products 

"out front" while maintaining the minimum "backroom" storage 

space. Beverage container returns would force either a loss of 

display space or storage room--both very costly to a small grocer. 

On top of these factors, there's a potential increase 

in labor costs to handle the returns, a negative cash flow factor 

(which poses a special burden for the "Mom and Pop" owner who 

could find himself paying redemptions on far more containers 

than he sells) and finally, the very serious problem of sa.n'i tation. 

The sugary residue in soda bottles, f-or example, is a virtual 

magnet for ants, flies and roaches. Before the passage of 

bottle bill leqislation in Connecticut, small. store ·owners there 

used the services of professional exterminators an average of 

once per three to five week periods. Many of the same stores 

are now being sprayed at a minimum of once a week. Such spraying 

is not only costly but its frequency raises a host of other 

health-related questions. 

Many convenience stores are franchised operations, 

·owned and operated by small businessmen whose success, as we 
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mentioned before, is subject to an extremely tight profit margin. 

Small grocers in New Jersey make a valuable contribution to our 

state's residents by supplying needed products in a convenient 

setting at reasonable costs. We also contribute to the state's 

general economy by providing local employment and generating 

substantial tax dollars. 

Mahdatory container deposit laws, for all the reasons 

I have noted, directly threaten the small grocer's ability to 

operate. That is why the, New Jersey Convenience Stores 

Association opposes such legislation and urges this committee to 

support the state's recycling plan which offers a more reasonable, 

far-reaching and cost-effective approach to litter control. 
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Unimin Corporation 
P.O. Box 145, Millville, New Jersey 08332 
Phone: (609) 785-2700 

Gentlemen: 

25 August 1982 

My name is Gary Dietze, I am Plant Manager for Unimin 
Corporation's Dividing Creek Plant. Unimin is a miner 
and processor of high quality silica sand employing 45 
people in the local area. Our business is almost wholly 
dependent on the glass container industry. 

The passage of the promulgated legislation currently 
before the State legislature to regulate the use of 
beverage containers will accomplish several things, 
none of which is the one which they are intending to do: 

1. These laws will increase unemployment in an area 
where unemployment is already 17+%. The fifth highest 
in the nation. This increased unemployment would not 
only affect the work force of the glass industry, the 
area's largest employers, but the many employees of 
sand industry and the many support industries whose 
bus~sses rely heavily on the glass container producers. 
New Jersey and particularly South Jersey does not need 
r~ higher unemployment. 

2. They will increase consumer pricing at a time when 
inflation is just beginning to slow and put beverages 
beyond the reach of some consumers. 

3. The legislation will place an undo economic b.urden on 
retailers thereby further contributing to inflation. 

4. Will reduce the supply of glass cullet, a necessary yet 
expensive ingredient to the efficient manufacture of 
glass containers. 

Qe~"'-"t"' 
What isftmor~mportant is what these bills will not do. 
That is, reduce the amount of litter along this State's 
roadways. Look around you as you drive, the most obvious 
litter is not beverage containers, but paper, plastic and 
foil. 
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There is already an existing law among the New Jersey Statutes 
to deal with beverage container litter. It is necessary 
that we support active effective recycling in this State not 
a returnable beverage container law. 

We strenuously urge the legislature to reject this promulgated 
legislation and future similar measures and urge that they 
adopt a position which actively encourages, supports and 
implements an effective workable recycling system. 

GO/paw 

Sincerely, 

UNIMIN CORPORATION 

Gary Dietze 
Plant Manager 
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NORTH LAUREL ST., P. 0. BOX 10 
BRIDGETON, NEW JERSEY 08302 

(609-451-6800 

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, MY NAME 

IS DANIEL ROBERT OLIKER. I AM MANAGER OF THE OWENS-ILLINOIS, 

INCORPORATED GLASS CONTAINER PLANT AT BRIDGETON, "NEW JERSEY. 

OUR BRIDGETON PLANT IS JUST ONE OF THE TEN I~~NUFACTURING 

FACILITIES \'IE HAVE IN NEW JERSEY EMPLOYING OVER 4,000 PEOPLE 

WITH A PAYROLL EXCEEDING $104,000,000 PER YEAR. OWENS-ILLINOIS' 

PLANTS PURCHASE OVER $197,000,000 IN GOODS AND SERVICES AND IN 

1980 PAID IN EXCESS OF $8,700,000 IN STATE AND LOCAL TAXES. 

OUR GLASS PLANT IS JUST ONE OF TEN SUCH .FACILITIES 

OPERATED BY NINE DIFFERENT COMPANIES IN NEW JERSEY. THIS MAKES 

US THE NATION'S LEADER IN THE PRODUCTION OF GLASS CONTAINERS 

WITH A TOTAL GLASS CONTAINER INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT IN EXCESS OF 

9,000. 
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OWENS-ILLINOIS IS ADAMANTLY OPPOSED TO ANY LEGISLATION 

WHICH 1WULD FORCE DEPOSITS ON SOFT DRINK AND BEER CONTAINERS. 

WHILE THE 1\HGUMENTS, BOTH PRO AND CON, RELATIVE TO 

FORCED DEPOSITS WEHE INITIALLY BASED UPON SPECULATION, THE 

ISSUE HAS BECOME HIGHLY EMOTIONAL IN LIGHT OF RESULTS IN 

INDEPENDENT STUDIES CONDUCTED IN STATES WHERE SUCH LAWS HAVE 

BEEN PASSED. THE COMMITTEE HERE MUST SEPARATE A MAZE OF 

ALLEGATIONS AND OPINIONS TO DETERMINE THE ACTUAL FACTS WHICH 

HAVE COME TO LIGHT FOLLOWING PASSAGE OF SIMILAR LAWS IN OTHER 

STATES. THE ECONOMIC REALITIES WOULD APPEAR TO OUTWEIGH THE 

MINIMAL BENEFIT GENERATED BY SUCH LEGISLATION. 

THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM IN THIS COUNTRY IS THE MOST 

HIGHLY DEVELOPED AND FINELY TUNED OF ANY NATION IN THE WORLD. 

THE VARIETY, AVAILABILITY AND QUALITY OF BEER AND SOFT DRINK 

PRODUCTS IS UNRIVALED. IN ADDITION, THIS IS ALL DONE FOR THE 

LEAST PERCENTAGE OF DISPOSABLE INCOME THAN ANY COUNTRY IN THE 

WORLD. I HAVE AL1\'AYS TAKEN PRIDE IN PRODUCING HIGH QUALITY, 

COST EFFECTIVE GLASS PACKAGES AS PART OF THIS SYSTEM. 
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NOW I AM BEING TOLD THAT WHAT I HAVE BEEN DOING IS 

l'\TRONG. I AM BEING TOLD THAT WHAT I DO IS "SYMBOLIC" OF OUR 

THROWAWAY SOCIETY. THAT I AM CONTRIBU'l'JNC: TO LITTEI~ AND 

SOLID WASTE AND THAT THE SOLUTION OR ANSWER IS IMPOSITION 

OF A STATE~HDE FORCED DEPOSIT SYSTEM ... A SYSTEM THAT WILL 

CAUSE MY Il\'DUSTRY AND OTHER SUPPORT INDUSTRIES TO SUFFER 

SEVERE ECONOMIC DISRUPTION, WITH THE POSSIBILITY THAT MANY 

PEOPLE LOSE THEIR JOBS. THIS JUST ISN'T FAIR. 

FIRST, ON PHILOSOPHICAL GROUNDS THIS ISN'T RIGHT. 

FORCING A DEPOSIT BY LAW ON A PACKAGE OR MATERIAL BECAUSE 

IT ENDS UP AS LITTER OR SOLID WASTE WOULD MAKE THE MOST SENSE 

ON NEWSPAPER, A MUCH LARGER FACTOR IN BOTH CATEGORIES, YET 

I KNOW OF NO BILL INTRODUCED TO ACCOMPLISH THIS. 

IT SEEMS LIKE THERE IS A STRANGE NOSTALGIA TO RETURN 

TO THE "GOOD OLD DAYS" OF THE REFILLABLE BOTTLE,· YET UPON 

CLOSER EXAMINATION I FEEL IT ELITIST TO DEMAND THAT CONSUMERS 

GIVE UP THE GAINS IN CHOICE, VARIETY, CONVENIENCE, COST AND 

QUALITY BY LEGISLATIVE MANDATE FOR PERCEIVED AND SYMBOLIC 

SOCIAL BENEFITS. 
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I HAVE REVIEWED MANY OF THE SO-CALLED LITTER STUDIES. 

THEY ALL SAY BASICALLY THE SAME THING---THAT 16-20% OF ALL 

LITTER IS BEVERAGE RELATED BASED ON PIECE COUNT. FORCED 

DEPOSIT PROPONENTS WANT TO SAY BEVERAGE RELATED LITTER IS 

40% BY VOLUME TAKING THE PIECE COUNT AND MULTIPLYING BY SOME 

GUESSED-AT VOLUME EQUIVALENT. IT IS RIDICULOUS TO ME TO TAKE 

A PROBLEM AND BANDY AROUND GUESSED-AT NUMBERS TO JUSTIFY 

DEVASTING AN INDUSTRY WHOSE ROOTS ARE HERE IN THE STATE OF 

NEW JERSEY. IF WE HAVE A PROBLEM, LET'S WORK TOGETHER AND 

SOLVE IT. 

I WOULD LIKE TO SAY SOMETHING ABOUT JOBS. TODAY THE 

COMMITTEE IS MEETING IN AN AREA OF THE STATE WHERE UNEMPLOYMENT 

IS 17.7%,PLACING IT 5TH ON THE NATION'S "UNEMPLOYMENT DISASTER" 

LIST. RIGHT NOW MY PLANT AS WELL A~; 'l'HE EN'!' IRE GLASS INDUS'rRY 

IN NEW JERSEY, IS FACED \'liTH EXCESS PRODUCTION CAPACITY. 

RECESSION AND COMPETITIVE ATMOSPHERE HAS TAKEN ITS TOLL IN 

LAYOFFS. FORCED DEPOSIT LEGISLATION WILL RESULT IN 
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JOB LOSSES OF 1,300 TO 1,700. (NOTE: SCENARIO IV ACCORDING 

TO DONOVAN H1PACT) . MOST OF THESE JOBS A.l{E LOCATED RIGHT IN 

THIS PART OF THE STATE ..... THEY ARE GOOD, HEAD-OF-HOUSEHOLD JOBS. 

PRICE IS A COMPLICATED ISSUE, BUT LET ME ASK YOU TO 

THINK ABOUT THIS----THE COSTS FOR THE RETAILER AND \\THOLESALER 

TO HANDLE, SORT, TRANSPORT AND CLEAN CONTAINEHS MUST BE PAID 

BY SOMEONE----THAT SOMEONE IS THE CONSUMER. 

I BELIEVE THAT THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY HAS A UNIQUE 

OPPORTUNITY TO WORK NOT ONLY WITH THE GLASS INDUSTRY, BUT 

PAPER COMPANIES, CAN MANUFACTURERS, BEER AND SOFT DRINK 

BUSINESSES AND MANY OTHERS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS THAT GIVE 

RISE TO FORCED DEPOSIT LEGISLATION. OPPORTUNITY LIES IN THE NEW 

JERSEY RECYCLING ACT. 0-I BELIEVES IN THE RECYCLING ACT, 

HAS PLEDGED ITS SUPPORT AND HAS GONE INTO ACTION. 

WHAT HAS THIS ACTION MEANT? I'l' MEANT THAT OWENS-ILLINOIS 

HAS CONSTRUCTED A $600,000 GLASS PROCESSING UNIT AT OUR NORTH 

BERGEN, NE\v JERSEY LOCATION, AND THOUGH WE WERE FORCED TO SHUT 

DOWN GLASS PRODUCTION AT NO.BERGEN, HE HAVE KEPT THE HECYCLING STATION 
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OPEN. WE MAINTAIN THE SAME PROCESSING CAPABILITY IN THE 

SOU'rHERN PART OF THE STATE THROUGH A PRIVATE RECYCLER WHICH 

WAS ES'I'ABLISHED WITH THE HELP OF A $150, 000 0-I LOAN. WE 

HAVE PUSHED UP THE PRICE PAID FOR RECYCLED GLASS TO INCREPBE 

ITS RETURN INTO THE RECYCLING STREAM. WE ARE WORKING WITH 

SEVERAL PRIVATE RECYCLERS WITH EQUIPMENT AGREEMENTS IN 

CONJUNCTION WITH LOW-INTEREST LOANS TO SPREAD THE MARKET 

AVAILABILITY FOR GLASS RECYCLING TO THE PUBLIC. GLASS PLANTS 

IN NEW JERSEY RECYCLED 119,363 TONS OF GLASS, A 23% INCREASE 

OVER 1980. THIS IS BY FAR THE HIGHEST QUANTITY. OF GLASS 

RECYCLED OF ANY STATE IN THE UNION. 

IN CONCLUSION, LET ME SAY THERE CAN BE LITTLE DOUBT 

THAT JOBS HAVE BEEN LOST IN THE GLASS INDUSTRY DUE TO FORCED 

DEPOSIT LEGISLATION. WITH NEW JERSEY HAVING THE LARGEST 

CONCENTRATION OF GLASS MANUFACTURING IN THE UNITED STATES, 

THE If~ACT WILL BE MAGNIFIED, ESPECIALLY SO IN THIS AREA 

ALREADY DECIMATED BY UNEMPLOYMENT. THE NEW JERSEY GLASS 

INDUSTRY HAS YE'I' TO FEEL 'rHE EFFECT OF THE RECENTLY SIGNED 
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NEW YORK BOT'I'LE BILL---BUT WE CERTAINLY HILL. THE PROBLE1'1S 

WOULD ONLY BE COf'.1POUNDED BY P.~SSAGE OF A SIMILAR PIECE OF 

LEGISLATION HERE. 

WE HAVE IN PLACE A VIABLE SOLUTION IN NEW JERSEY 

ALREADY WITH THE NEW JERSEY RECYCLING PLAN. THE RECYCLING 

ACT WAS PASSED HITHOUT A DISSENTING VOTE. IMPLEMENTATION IS 

ONLY SEVEN MONTHS BEHIND US AND IT IS WORKING. WE SEEK THIS 

COMMITTEE'S ACTIVE SUPPORT TO WORK WITH US IN PURSUING THE 

GOALS OF THIS ACT. WE BELIEVE WE CAN ACHIEVE MORE LASTING 

RESULTS WITHOUT THE DAMAGING RESULTS OF FORCED DEPOSI'rS. 

FORCED DEPOSITS ARE WELL INTENTIONED BUT A MISTAKE. AS A 

COMPANY, OWENS-ILLINOIS IS TOTALLY CONMITTED TO THE GOALS 

OF THE NEW JERSEY RECYCLING ACT. 

THANK YOU. 

#I## 
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TESTIMONY OF THE HON. JOHN J. TARDITI, JR. 

OF THE CAMDEN COUNTY SOLID WASTE ADVISORY COUNCIL 

ON PROPOSED MANDATORY DEPOSIT LEGISLATION 

SPONSORED BY THE ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON ENERGY 

AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

My name is John J. Tarditi, Jr. I am testifying on 

mandatory deposit legislation as Chairman of the Camden County 

Solid. Waste Advisory Council, an4_ also as the Mayor of the 

Borough of Haddonfield. On behalf of both organizations, I 

thank you for the opportunity to present our views for your 

consrderat:i:on. 

We rn Camden County, much like New Jersey's twenty other 

countres, ha~e been spending a lot of time, effort, and money 

to solve the problems associated with the disposal of solid 

waste. The economic and environmental dilemma that we now 

find ourselves in is a direct consequence of our dependency 

on landfilling as the primary method of disposal. These 

problems are fairly well documented_so that I will not 

dwell on them here. Suffice it to say that the magnitude 

of the problem is such that Camden County has embarked upon 

a long range, multi-faceted program of waste disposal and 

management that we consider more economically palatable and 

more environmentally acceptable than_the current process ot 

bury-ing our solid waste. 
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These long range plans include both the recovery of energy 

from our solid waste through high temperature incineration, 

as well as materials recovery through the source separation 

of the municipal waste stream. 

I should point out that in Camden County although energy 

recovery is still several years away, source separation is 

very much a reality" We are very pround of the fact that nine 

of the thirty-seven Camden County municipalities have curbside 

recycling collections, many of them at the urging, and with 

the assistance of the county government that I represent. 

In addition to the local support recycling has received, 

passage of the New Jersey Recycling Act at the State level 

also must receive credit for the increased levels of municipal 

recycling. 

W~th the experience garnered over the years, and with so 

many recycling programs already in place, we feel that we in 

Camden County qualify as experts on the effects that recycling 

has on solid waste disposal. We have seen firsthand the 

savings in landfill fees, landfill space, and collection costs 

that recycling can effectuate. Conversely we have also seen 

what municipal recycling has not or cannot accomplish. One 

of these areas is litter abatement. 

The legislature acted very wisely when it passed the 

Recycling Act last year, with its series of taxes, loans, 

and grants. It recognized the need to establish financial 

incentives as a means of encouraging recycling. Passage of 

mandatory deposit legislation would be equally as prudent 
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since it too attempts to alter bad habits through financial 

incentives, namely the redeemable deposits. The two pieces 

of legislation are very similiar in approach, yet address 

vastly different problems. 

confuse the two. 

However, I often find that people 

we often hear it said that deposit legislation is an 

inadequate method of recycling because it encompasses only a 

small portion of the waste stream. This is partly true be-

-3-

cause deposit legislation is not meant as an answer to in-

creased recycling, but rather a solution to our profound litter 

problem. we already po$ess an effective method of encouraging 

recycling, the Recycling Act. What we now need is an effe~tive 

measure for litter control to coincide and complement the fine 

recycling activities currently operating. In my view, mandatory 

deposit legislation and the Recycling Act should be viewed as 

complementary, each offering an effective solution to .t.ts· 

respective problem areas. 

It is g·enerally agreed upon that beverage containers 

constitute anywhere from S-9\ of the municipal waste stream. 

The removal of these materials from the municipal waste stream 

via deposit legislation could bring about significant savings 

in landfill aapacity, tipping fees, and collection costs. This 

is especially true if instituted in conjunction with the re-

cycling of other materials such as·paper. Another pr~ctical 

effect of diverting beverage containers from the waste stream 
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through deposit legislation, would be to allow the substitution 

of other recyclables into the collection scheme in place of these 

beverage containers. What better way to encourage the recycling 

of materials with little or no market valu~ such as yard waste, 

than under the Recycling Act's series of economic incentives? 

The problem has been that rarely is a community in a position 

to collect these materials because of all the time and money being 

spent on recycling beverage containers. Furthermore, if we 

really believe that the most significant savings attributab~e 

to r~cycling is through cost avoidance at the landfill, than 

removal of these materials from recycling programs and thus 

loss of their revenu~ should not concern us. The landfill 

savings would still be there since the material still will 

be kept from the landfill, in addition to significant savings 

realized by not having to collect these materials. 

Recognizing that deposit legislation is not a panacea, 

and that there are significant hurdles to be overcome with 

deposit legislation, the Solid Waste Advisory Council of 

Camden County, through the work of its Recycling Sub-Committee, 

has developed several specific recommendations that we feel 

will minimize any problems and enhance any deposit legislation 

effort in New Jersey. I should note that the ~ecycling Sub-

Committee i:s chaired by my fellow Mayor, Millard Wilkinson of 

Berlin Borough. 

The first and most important of these elements is the 

stipulation that the malt and carbonated beverage containers 

be recyclable and not simply refillable. This will accomplish 
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several things. The most important of these is to ensure 

that these materials are in fa~t kept from the landfill. For 

~xample, refillable glass containers ultimately lose their 

usefulness as reusable containers and can therefore still wind 

up in a landfill. Under our proposal this very same glass 

container would be processed after redemption and returneq to 

the manufacturer as cullet and truly recycled as now practiced. 

Another result that requiring recyclable, rather than re-

fillable containers would have, is to minimize any duplication 

of effort by establishing a homogeneous method of processing 

all of these materials. Rather than having some containers re-

fillable (~e. malt and soft drink containers), and some con-

tainers recyclable (ie. food containers, or unreedemed bev-

erage containers}, we will now have all recyclable containers. 

Finally this requirement should minimize any adverse im-

pacts that the container manufacturers might feel, especially 

glass, since it establishes a processing system that they can 

al~eady accomodate. In south Jersey, we are particularily sen-

sitive to the impact m our neighbors in the glass industry. 

The second point that we feel needs to be included in 

any mandatory deposit legislation is that all materials used 

as beverage containers should be covered by the deposit re-

quirement. This means that plastic as well as glass and 

aluminu~ is included. The integration of plastic bottles 

into the beverage market is a reality that should not be 

ignored, and since they too are recyclabl~ we believe they 

should be included. Again we feel that this stipulation will 

not discriminate against any particular manufacturer. 
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The third and final point of our recommendations involves 

the remuneration to the manufacturers, distributors and 

retail establishments for added costs attributable to man-

datory deposit legislation: 

Displacement or loss of jobs by the container man-

ufacturers is one cost. Whether employees change 

jobs or lose them, retraining is something we feel 

is appropriate to provide for them. 

Increased storage and handling costs is another 

common effect of deposit legislation, especially for 

retail establishment. Compensation for this should ·also 

be provided. 

An appropriate source of revenue for both of these costs, is 

the large number of unr~deemed d~posits that have proven as high 

as 30' in some states. We feel this would be a valuable use of 

a portton of these funds in additio~ t~ their use in defraying 

some of the administrative costs that are required to establish 

and maintain this program. 

The other source of revenue that we feel appropriate to 

help pay for these costs is the per/container handling fee paid 

by the distributors to the retailers as contained in several 

of the proposals before us today. The distributor may of 

course recoup these expenses through increasing the cost of 

their product. This is as it should be. 

I do not pretend that there are not significant costs 

associated with legislation of this sort. This is a proper 

and necessary consequence of properly resolving a problem, 
82x 
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and litter is indeed a problem in New Jersex. Does anyone dare 

calculate the cost to New Jersey of establishing a recycling 

program for beverage containers in each of New Jersey's 

municipalities? 

Imagine the money and manpower expended in more than 500 

separate collection programs statewide. That I submi~ is a cost 

New Jersey cannot afford to bear. 

New Jersey also has the good fortune to be able to evaluate 

and learr. from the deposit legislation experience of several other 

Stat~s. According to the New Jersey Chapter of the Sierra Club, 

enactment of deposit legislation in States such as Maine, Ver-

mont, Oregon, Michigan and Oregon have shown the following results: 

85\ reduction of beverage container litter including 

broken glass. 

40\ reduction of total litter. 

6\ reduction of municipal solid waste going to landfills. 

in Michigan, 4,500 jobs were created by the deposit 

system, mostly in urban areas. 

With this sort of a proven record in other states, we may 

feel relatively comfortable that enactment of mandatory deposit 

legislation will in fact reduce New Jersey litter. 

We have a unique opportunity here in New Jersey to adequately 

address two of our biggest problems, solid waste disposal and litter. 

Through the Recycling Act we are helping to solve the former, 

the latter can only be properly eschewed through mandatory 

deposit legislation. Hopefully I have helped to show that the 
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two go hand in hand and that a choice between them need not be 

made as some would advocate. 

Again I thank the members of the committee for the opportunity 

to present my views on this extremely important issue. 
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My name is Linda Joseph and I am Executive Director of the Southern 

New Jersey Development Council. The Council, a non-profit organization 

representing business, industry, and government, promotes economic growth 

and seeks to enhance the economic climate for existing businesses in the eight 

counties of Southern New Jersey. Repr-esenting over 200 organizations, the 

Council serves as the leader in coordinating regional development activities 

among businesses, local and county governments, and community organizations. 

Since this hearing involves the consideration of a new government 

regulation for the State of New Jersey, I would like to share with you statements 

made by our current and former Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors 

(CEA) in their writings on new government regulations. First, our current 

Chairman, Martin Feldstein, said: 

"As the pressure grows in Washington and in state capitals to limit 
tax collections and government spendirg, there will be more and more temptation 
to shift costs directly to consumers and firms through regulation. It's important 
for voters to remain skeptical of such attempts and to ask the cost of all such 
plans to 'improve our lives' through increased regulation." (The Boston Globe, 
9/1 5/81) 

I believe Murray Weidenbaum's comments, our former CEA Chairman, 

summarize the considerations to be made when we look at any new government 

regulation, including deposit legislation. He said: 

"At first blush, government imposition of socially desirable requirements 
on business appears to be an inexpensive way of achieving national objectives: 
it seems to cost the government little and therefore is not recognized as much of 
a burden on the taxpayer. But, on reflection, it can be seen that the public does 
not escape paying the full cost ••.. What is at issue is not the worthiness of the 
objectives. Rather, it is that the public does not get a 'free lunch' by imposing 
public requirements on private industry. Although the costs of government 
regulations are not borne by the taxpayer directly, in large measure they show 
up in higher prices of the goods and services that consumers buy. These higher 
prices represent the 'hidden tax', which is shifted from the taxpayer to the consumer. 
Moreover, to the extent that government-mandated requirements impose similar 
costs on all price categories of a given product, this hidden tax will tend to be 



more r-egressive than the federal income tax." (Business, Government and The 
Pub 1 ic by Murr-ay Weidenbaum, 1977.) 

I believe that both Mr. Feldstein's and Mr. Weidenbaum's r-emarks 

should be carefully considered in relation to the proposed deposit legislation 

which we ·are considering today. No one would deny the potential benefits of 

reduced litter in our state if deposit legislation were enacted. But, as the noted 

economists I quoted point out, all of the costs associated with deposit legislation 

must also be weighed. 

Upon careful consideration, the Southern New .Jersey Development 

Council has determined that the costs of deposit legislation far outweigh the 

advantages to be achieved. For that reason, we strongly oppose any proposal 

to mandate deposits on beverage containers in New .Jersey. 

I would like to take a minute to review the potential costs associated with 

this legislation. Since the glass industry is a major one in our region, deposit 

legislation would be extremely detrimental to Southern New .Jersey's overall 

economy. CNer- one-half of the workers in New .Jersey's glass container industry 

are employed in South .Jersey, with nearly 2000 worker-s employed in the Vineland-

Millville-Bridgeton Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA). (See Table) 

It is generally agr-ee.d that passage of a mandatory deposit bill would s.ignificantly 

reduce the workfor-ce in Southern New .Jersey's glass industry. 

The Vineland-Millville-Bridgeton SMSA is cur-rently experiencing a 17.7% 

unemployment rate, ranking fifth highest in the nation. Those of us living here 

in South .Jersey are looking for assistance from our State to bring our region out 

of its serious economic woes. Instead, our Legislature is considering deposit 

legislation which would result in a further significant loss of jobs in the Vineland-

Millville-Bridgeton area. The' bottom line effect of deposit legislation could very 
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well make Cumberland County our nation's unemployment capita"!, a notoriety 

which New Jersey cannot afford. 

Members of the Southern New Jersey Development Council recognize the 

importance of each manufacturing j()b to our region's health and prosperity. If 

deposit legislation is enacted, South ~ersey's glass industry may have to terminate 

up to one-third of its current workforce. This conservative estimate of South 

Jersey's potential workforce reduction could also result in our loss of: 

$13 million in gross payroll 
$11 mill ion in regional expenditures 
$9. 5 mi 11 ion in disposable income 
$7 million in federal taxes 
$2.2 mill ion in corporate taxes 
$836,000 in state taxes 
$700,000 i.n the unemployment. insurance fund 
$436,000 in time deposits 

(What Typical Manufacturing Firms Employing 1000 Support) 
(Source: N. J. Department of Commerce and Economic Development) 

A similar workforce reduction in the rest of New Jersey could bring New 

Jersey's loss to over $100 million. In addition, it is estimated that the additional 

cost of beverage containers (including handling) to the consumer due to a mandated 

deposit system would be well over $100 million annually. This state's "free 

lunch" (or hidden tax), as Mr. Wei.denbaum puts i.t, whi.ch would result from deposit 

legislation could easily exceed over $200 million annually. Our state, county and 

municipal governments, as well as our financial institutions, construction industry, 

retail stores, and glass industry suppliers cannot afford this tremendous cost for 

the sake of an estimated 20% reduction of our state's litter problem. 

We believe there are more cost-effective methods of reducing our State's 

litter problem. Recycling is one of the methods our Council favors. As you have 

heard from testimony presented by theN. J. Office of Recycling on July 14, 1982, 

our State's recycling programs provide a more comprehensive (affects the entire 

municipal waste stream) and cost-eff4ctive program of litter control.· Passage 
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of deposit legislation could seriously impact the economic viability of recycling 

programs underway in the state. 

Private sector initiatives, although often overlooked, have had and will 

continue to have a significant impact on our state's control of litter. The 

beverage container industry has worked to alleviate the litter problem in the 

United States for years. They began the "Keep America Beautiful" campaign. 

They also funded, staffed, and researched a behavioral study on litter. Clean 

Community Systems were an outgrowth of that study. Today, over 270 communities 

in 37 states have joined the Clean Community Systems. These communities have 

reduced their litter up to 88% and have sustained these reductions as long as seven 

years. It is expected that theN. J. Recycling Forum will soon begin a statewide 

1 itter program based on the Clean Community Systems. 

The container industry has also taken an active role in recycling. Owens-

Illinois, for instance, has invested $600,000 in its glass processi~ facility in 

North Bergen. They expect to undertake a similar project in Br{dgeton. In 

addition, they are offering their assistance to municipalities who are developing 

their own recycling programs. 

Finally, we believe that our Legislature must recognize the impact this 

type of regulatory legislation has on our attempts to attract new businesses to 

our state and to encourage existing businesses to expand within New Jersey. 

OJr state cannot afford to continue the enormous regulatory burden it has placed 

on its business and industry and the result that burden places on the average New 

Jersey citizen. Only when New Jersey's Legislature begins to assess the true 

costs of our government regulations will our state be able to compete on an equal 

footing with the many other already enlightened states across our country. 

-4-
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GLASS BEVERAGE CONTAINER INDUSTRY 

IN N8N JERSEY FOR 1982 

COMPANY LOCATION 

Southern New Jersey 

Anchor Hocking Salem 

Kerr Glass Millville 

Leone Industries Bridgeton 

Owens-Illinois Bridgeton 

Owens-Illinois . Millville 

Sub total 

Rest of New Jersey 

Ball Corp. . Carteret 

Brockway Glass Freehold 

Midland Glass Cliffwood 

Owens-ll linois North Bergen 

Thatcher Glass •Wharton 

Sub total 

Total 

(Source: Glass Packaging Institute, Washington, D.C.) 
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NUMBER OF 
EMPLOYEES 

746 

1030 

100(est.) 

850 

16 

2742 

420 

737 

507 

40 

831 

2535 
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• ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES 

August 25, 1982 

Robert D. Hollenbeck 
Harry A. McEnroe 
Catherine A. Costa 
Arthur R. Albohn 
Maureen B. Ogden 

Dear Chairman Hollenbeck and Committee Members: 

Attached please find a brief one page Anheuser-
Busch Companies, Inc. statement on forced deposit 
legislation and a more comprehensive paper "The 
Facts on Forced Deposits". 

We have requested Mr. Dan Adams of the u. s. 
Brewers Association to submit these documents 
in the belief that they will be helpful to the 
committee as it considers suitable legislation 
for New Jersey. 

Should the material generate questions, we will 
be pleased to respond. 

Sincerely, 

~y~ 
Edward L. Miles 
Director 
State Affairs 

cc: ·Messrs. S. K. Lambright 
D. J. Adams 

1\nhr•,;_,~:~ ·UtJ~,cl: t.JJH:r··.~i';' , 

L x(::c:Jt!vf.~ n~ttcP 

s~ 1 •• ·.Ji~. ~ ... i(J u ·, .. ~ c;:' -: 
T ,,,, .. , 4·11 11"1 t\I'Jfli)c;C.!·' ~: 1 I 
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August 25,1982 

STATEMENT ON FORCED DEPOSIT LEGISLATION 
TO THE NEW JERSEY COMMITTEE ON 

ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

We at Anheuser-Busch Companies,Inc. share your concern for finding 
a solution to the litter problem. We attach a paper, .. The Facts 
on Forced Deposits your consideration. 

Some of the principal conclusions of the paper are that Deposit 
Laws: 

••• are a hidden 11 tax 11 , they cause significant price increases 

reduce state tax revenues 

displace skilled workers, often head of households, with 
lower paying, less skilled jobs, often part-time. 

do not achieve substantial reductions in roadside litter. 

do not significantly effect solid waste volume or 
collection and deposit costs. 

Anheuser-Busch supports progressive litter control and recycling 
legislation such as is in effect in nine states. The attached paper 
also discusses these 11 Solution 11 approaches and we believe you and 
your staff will find one or more of these proven approaches to be 
helpful in determining what is right for the great State of New 
Jersey. 

Attachment 
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United States Brewers Association, Inc. 
ExECUTIVE PARK TOWER, STUYVESANT PLAZA, ALBANY, N.Y. 12203 

(518) 489-4551 

DANIEL J. ADAMS 
VICE PRESIDENT PUBLIC 8: GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIR~- NORTHEASTERN REGION 

TESTIMONY ON FORCED DEPOSIT LEGISLATION 

BEFORE THE 

NEW JERSEY ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

AUGUST 25 , .1982 

My name is Daniel J. Adams. I am Regional Vice 
President of the United States Brewers Association, Inc., Northeastern 
Region. The Northeastern Office is located in Albany, New York. The 
United States Brewers Association, the nations oldest, active, con-
tinuous incorporated trade association, represents American and 
importing brewers, and a wide variety of associate members 
which engage in aluminum, glass, plastic and steel manufacturing, 
and/or container and packaging production. 

The Association strongly opposes forced deposit/ 
refund legislation; prohibitions on beverage container closures and 
carriers, and other restrictions which are regressive and piecemeal 
in nature, including 1 limits• in relation to container type usage 
in the marketplace. 

The brewing industry in New Jersey hires approx-
imately 2,550 employees, and pays out 75 to 77 million dollars 
annually to its work force in wages and benefits. The State of 
New Jersey ranks 9th in the nation in malt beverage (production) 
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output, and 8th in malt beverage sales. In 1981, New Jersey beer 
drinkers consumed 5,311,000 barrels of beer, while the states 
brewing industry produced 7,761,000 barrels. 

Also in 1981, beer generated $5,488,000. state 
excise tax dollars, while New Jersey beer wholesalers collected 
for the state an additional $27 million in the form of sales tax 
revenue. The beer industry in New Jersey, therefore, generated 
over $32 million in 1981 in the form of special taxes toward the 
management of state government programs. 

Costs associated with any forced deposit system 
overwhelmingly outweighs any potential litter or solid waste 
reduction that might occur. Moreover, and while forced deposit 
legislation does not require recycling, it places substantial cost 
burdens on consumers; results a loss of sales in the beverage 
business and skilled jobs in the container manufacturing industry; 
disrupts the livelihood of thousands of small retailer business 
men and women, and forces the states beverage industry complex 
to invest millions of new no-growth dollars to accomodate a less 
efficient and energy intensive 'returnable' production and distri-
bution system. 

Corresponding sales losses result tax revenue 
losses to state and local governments. Moreover, projected in-
creases in government tax revenues are based on expected sales 
gains. Accordingly, state governments have lost significant 
amounts of excise and sales tax dollars based on (both) direct 
market decline and on the markets failure to obtain expected 
growth rates. Beer consumption growth in New Jersey, over the 
past four years, has exceeded the national average. 
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A loss in beer sales is based on a variety of 
concerns created by a system of forced deposits. Sales losses 
are principally due to concentration, inconvenience and price. 
Concentration is an economic truism where by marginal company's 
find it more difficult to compete, and as a result such businesses 
either close or cease to register all or most of their beer brands 
in the state. Package choice and brand choice declines. Inconvenience 
deals with consumer dissatisfaction with the system and the 
purchasing of other beverages which are not subject to forced 
deposit mandates. And, sales losses due to higher prices are obvious. 
Any legislation which is designed to create a real price increase, 
creates a real, not artificial sales loss. 

Combine the factors of .concentration, inconvenience· . 
and price (sales loss) with package shift in the market, and skilled 
job losses in the container manufacturing industries occur. A 
forced deposit system not only creates volume decline, but a package 
usaqe decline is exoerienced as a result of such leoislation as WP.ll 
t~o general shifts occur: a shift to returnable refillable con-
tainers or to larger size containers occurs off premise, while 
the on premise account also moves to a higher usage of the refill-
able or 'shif~• to the exclusive or.added use of draft beer. 
Following, trippage rates.and the degree of 'shift• are combined with 
direct losses i~ sales and produce skilled job losses. 

Over 14,500 licensened retailers sell malt beverages in the State. 
Generally, these retailers are considered small businesses and 
many operations are family mana9ed. Each business would experience . 
equipment and storage problems, labor costs attributable to hand-
ling and sani_tation requirements, direct costs concerning inventory 
control ' pilferage and administration, and indirect costs in relation 
to float outlays. 
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The brewer and beer wholesaler would experience an 
almost similar set of costs, while additional cost burdens in 
relation to new machinery, down-time, foaming, energy, machinery 
obsolescence and machinery installation would befall the brewer. 

Accordingly, and based on study and experiences in 
deposit law states, the average consumer price increase per case 
of beer is (24/12 oz) (excluding brewer cost} is $1.03. (56.95 
retailer; 34.25 wholesaler; 12.0 forfiet). The brewer's cost is 
not solely applied to the state in question. It is applied to 
all areas within that plants• shipping pattern. 

The adoption of a forced deposit system in New Jersey, 
therefore, will cost the states beer consuming public at least 
68.5 million dollars annually. Surely, this cost alone, exceeds 
any potential benefit the state might experience in terms of solid 
waste or litter reduction. 

The New Jersey Recycling Plan and Act, a superior law 
to forced deposit legislation, is already in place. Regulations, 
instructions and educational programs at all levels are under way. 
This act will generate four to six million dollars annually through 
1985, and two to three million dollars in 1986 .... and, 15% of 
such 'new• monies will be utilized for promotion and education on 
recycling, litter abatement and new market development programs. 

New Jersey is a leader in relation to positive solid 
waste management and litter control legislation. A 'Bottle Bill' 
is a negative, regressive and piecemeal approach, and, anti labor, 
anti business and anti consumer in application and intent. We 
strongly urge you to reject this legislation. 
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A Subsidiary of ITT 

The Honorable Robert Hollenbeck 

Pennsylvania Glass Sand Corporation 
Three Penn Center 
Pinsburgb, Pe. 15135 
Telephone: (411) 143-7500 

August 25, 1982 

Chairman, Assembly Energy & Natural Resources Committee 
New Jersey State Assembly 

Dear Hr. Hollenbeck: 

Pennsylvania Glass Sand Corporation operates a glass sand producing 
plant at Newport, Cumberland County, New Jersey. Our product constitutes approxi-
mately 60% of a glass batch and the glass bottle industry is the lifeblood of our 
New Jersey facility. The proposed beverage container bill A-78, if enacted, would 
undoubtedly eliminate jobs at our plant. Our skilled employees, who contribute 
substantially to the financial stability of Cumberland County, would then add to 
the current staggering 17~% unemployment rate. 

At the present time, eight New Jersey glass bottle plants are recycling 
glass and 424 million bottles and jars were reused in the State of New Jersey in 
1981. Nationally, in excess of 11 glass containers were recycled in 1980 for each 
man, woman and child in the United States, as compared with one-half of a bottle 
for each person in 1970. Clearly, the American public has become more aware of 
the need to recycle. It is our belief that this type of approach will reduce 
litter and the need to dispose of it, will conserve energy and will preserve the 
jobs of thousands of people in the Garden State. 

We implore you to give the Recycling Act of 1981 a chance to prove itself. 
The Office of Recycling must report to the Legislature by October 1, 1984, and by 
that time the citizens of New .Jersey will have had two years of experience and will 
be in a better position to judge the merits of the Act. 

Thank you for allowing us to present our views on this very important 
subject. 

Very truly yours, 

PENNSYLVANIA GLASS SAND CORPORATION 

JTB:msb 
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RESOLUTION REGARDING BOTTLE BILL 

BE IT RESOLVED by the Township Committee of the 

Township of Downe, County of' Cumberland and State of New Jersey 

that, 

WHEREAS there has been proposed a series of bills 

in the New Jersey Legislature, Nos. A-78, A-182, A-482, A-1180 

and S-1130 which will have a devastating effect on the mining 

of sand in the Downe Township Cumberland County area for 

bottle making purposes, in an area already subject to onP of 

the highest unemployment rates in the nation, and 

WHEREAS the passage of' the aforesaid bills will in all 

il probability cause the suspension of mining activities within 

II 
II 
i\ 
I' 
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jl 
I! 
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the Township, said mining activities being the only substantial 

year-round source of employment for residents of the area, 

NOW THEREFORE, Be it Resolved by the Township Committee 

aforesaid, that it place on record its objection to such 

legislation and it hereby requests the legislature to reject 

the aforesaid legislation inasmuch as the effect of said 

legislation will be to substantially curtail production of glass 

bottles and to undermine the economic base of this Townshi.p II il 
! whose industry is based on mining raw materials for the pro-;; 
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duction of same. 

I certify that the above Resolution was duly 

adopted by unanimous vote at its regular meeti.ng held 

August 19, 1982. 
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PETITION 

We, the undersigned employees of Pennsylvania Glass Sand 

Corporation, are opposed to the enactment of the "Eottle Bills" 

that are being considered by the New Jersey General Assembly. The 

passage of such a bill will eliminate many jobs, such as ours, at 
companies that supply the glass industry, in addition to the jobs 

directly lost in the glass industry. We believe the severe personal 

impact that the bottle bill will have on us and Cumberland County . ~ 

greatly out-weighs any speculative benefits that may be achieved 
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We, the undersigned employees of Pennsylvania Glass Sand 
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companies that supply the glass industry, in addition to the jobs 
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THE FACTS 

ON 

FORCED DEPOSITS 

Industry and Government Affairs 
Anheuser-Busch Companies 

St. Louis, Missouri 
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OVERVIEW 

At first glance, the idea of placing a deposit on beer and 
soft drink containers appears to be a very good one indeed. 
Everyone wants a clean environment, and placing a required 
deposit on cans and bottles seems to be a harmless way of 
controlling litter on our urban and rural roadways. 

This brochure documents the objective facts about deposit 
laws - not in same theoretical or idealized or emotional 
way, but by examining the actual impacts of deposit laws 
where they have been implemented. We will examine: 

The economic effects of deposit laws on 

• Consumer prices 

• Government revenues 

• Jobs 

The consequences of deposit laws for 

• Roadside litter 

• The solid waste stream 

• Voluntary recycling activities 

Health and energy issues relating to mandatory 
deposits. 

Positive alternatives to forced deposits. 

Anheuser-Busch is also vitally concerned with the problem of 
litter. We believe, however, that any reasonable person who 
objectively examines the facts about mandatory deposits will 
come to the conclusion that more effective and less expensive 
forms of litter control do exist, without the need for additi-
onal government intervention in the public's daily life. 
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ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF DEPOSIT LAWS 

Six states have implemented mandatory deposit laws -
Oregon (1972), Vermont (1973), Maine (1978), Michigan 
(1978), Iowa (l979), Connecticut (1980). New York, 

Massachusetts and Delaware are scheduled to implement 
deposit laws in 1983. · 

The impacts of forced deposit legislation, therefore, 
are now a matter of fact, not conjecture. And the pub-
lic record clearly shows that the anticipated benefits 
of deposit ·laws have failed to occur. 

The failure of deposit laws is especially evidenced in 
the economic sector, in terms of consumer prices, govern-
ment revenues, and jobs. 
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CONSUMER PRICES 

Advocates of deposit legislation argue that deposit laws 
should cause prices on beverages to decline. 

THE FACTS: In each of the deposit states, 
consumer prices have risen, by about 25 
cents per six-pack for beer and 15 cents 
per six-pack for soda, in addition to the 
required deposit. 

Prices increase for several reasons. Capital investments 
are needed for packaging equipment, warehouse space, and 
additional delivery trucks. Most importantly, labor costs 
rise dramatically, as a result of the multiple handling of 
cans and bottles in returning them to distributors and then 
to manufacturers. 

Additional consumer costs also occur. On average, 10 per-
cent of cans and bottles are not returned for their deposit. 
These unredeemed deposits cost consumers an additional five or 
ten cents per non-returned container in deposit states. Finally, 
consumers tie up their money in depos~~s, at an interest cost 
of about one-half cent per six-pack. 

Nationally, a forced deposit law would have the following 
price impact: 

Higher consumer prices 
Lost consumer deposits 
Finance cost of deposit 

Total out-of-pocket costs 

$3.9 billion/year 
$0.6 billion/year 
$0.1 billion/year 

$4.6 billion/year 

No wonder that economists Martin and Kathleen Feldstein 
(Harvarq and MIT) have predicted that Massachusetts' deposit 
law will cost consumers in that state nearly $100 million 
a year. 

CONCLUSION: DEPOSIT LAWS ARE A HIDDEN 
"TAX": THEY CAUSE SIGNIFICANT PRICE 
INCREASES, NOT PRICE REDUCTIONS. AND, 
BECAUSE OF THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF BEER AND 
SODA CONSUMERS, DEPOSIT LAWS ARE A TAX 
WHICH FALLS MOST HEAVILY ON LOWER INCOME 
FAMILIES. 
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TOTAL CONSUMER COST INCREASES 
PER 8-PACK CAUSED BY 

FORCED DEPOSITS 

25 CENT INCREASE 
I N SHELF PRICE 
87.7X 

TOTAL INCREASE IS 28.5 CENTS PER 6-PACK 

j ~ I 112 CENT FINANCE '(..-,COST OF DEPOSITS . 
1.8X 

3 CENT UNREDEEMED 
DEPOSIT COSTS 
10.5" 



TAX REVENUES 

Proponents often argue that tax savings result from deposit 
laws. Unfortunately, this is not the case. By increas-
ing prices and reducing convenience, mandatory deposit 
laws hurt beverage sales. As a result, on average, beer 
and soft drink sales in the six deoosit state have 
dropped by 10 percent, in comparison to their non-deposit 
neighbors. 

THE FACTS: These sales losses mean that 
states lose substantial tax revenues if 
they adopt deposit laws. 

The current deposit states lose in excess of $6 million pe;-_ 
year in beer excise tax collections. And the federal gov-
ernment loses more than $9 million. A national deposit law 
would cost the states over $120 million in lost excise tax 
revenue, and the federal government $160 million •. 

While excise taxes are collected only on beer, state and 
local sales tax losses would apply to beer and soda alike. 
Sales tax revenue losses in excess of $200 million would 
occur if all states adopted deposit laws. 

CONCLUSION: NOT ONLY DO DEPOSIT LAWS 
INCREASE CONSUMER PRICES, THEY SIGNI-
FICANTLY REDUCE STATE TAX REVENUES. 

And, as we shall see, these lost funds are not offset by 
savings for litter cleanup. The net effect ••• a significant 
drain on a state government's revenue. 
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EMPLOYMENT 

Advocates argue that jobs are created by mandatory deposit 
laws. And in the six deposit states, hundreds of jobs have 
been created - to redeem, sort and store returnables in----
retail stores and bottling facilities. 

THE FACTS: Deposit laws create many 
low-skilled, low-paying jobs, at the 
expense of skilled manufacturing jobs. 

In Michigan, about 800 skilled workers lost their jobs as 
a direct result of the state's deposit laws. In Connecti-
cut, the deposit bill included an amendment which was to 
provide a special compensation allowance for those who lost 
their jobs because of the law. After about 550 such allow-
ances were granted (at a cost of $10,000 per week), the pro-
gram was abandoned because it had become too costly to main-
tain. 

At the national level,the Department of Commerce has estima-
ted that a deposit law would eliminate 82,000 skilled and 
semi-skilled jobs in the can and glass manufacturing industries. 

CONCLUSION: FORCED DEPOSITS DO CREATE 
LOW-PAYING, FREQUENTLY PART-TIME, JOBS 
FOR HANDLING BEVERAGE CONTAINERS, BUT 
THEY DO SO BY DISPLACING SKILLED JOBS 
HELD BY HEADS OF HOUSEHOLDS. 
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ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

SUMMARY 

Deposit laws are indeed an expensive proposition. 

• Consumers pay - soda and beer 
prices increase significantly 

• The beverage industry pays ~ 
sales fall by 10 percent. 

• The federal and state governments 
pay - excise tax revenues and sales 
tax revenues decline. 

• Workers pay - skilled jobs are lost. 

The question then remains: Do these costs buy a 
solution to the problem - what happens to litter 
when deposit laws are implemented? 
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FORCED DEPOSITS 

IMPACT ON LITTER, SOLID WASTE, AND RECYCLING 

Deposit laws could be worth their high cost if they solve 
the litter problem. An objective analysis or-roadside 
litter, however, demonstrates that substantial reductions 
in total litter cannot be achieved by forced deposit laws. 
And further, the hard evidence demonstrates that the im-
pact of deposit laws on solid waste collection is almost 
negligible in comparison to consumer costs. 

LITTER 

Deposit laws can only be evaluated with reference to the 
problem they are designed to solve: Roadside Litter. 
Proponents argue that beverage containers are a very sig-
nificant part of litter. But recent studies by independent 
research firms indicate 

THE FACTS: in 1981, beverage containers 
represented less than 12 percent of the 
nations total urban street litter and 20 
percent of all rural highway litter. 

Objectively, o~er 80 percent of what is littered is such 
items as newspapers, plastics, food wrappings, cups and 
cigarette debris .•• not cans and bottles. 

CONCLUSION: SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTIONS 
IN ROADSIDE LITTER CANNOT BE ACHIEVED 
BY DEPOSIT LAWS. 
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SOLID WASTE 

A more general claim for deposits is that they will substan-
tially reduce the solid waste stream, largely by increased 
recycling of glass and aluminum. Although this argument is 
at first quite plausible, a dispassionate look at the evidence 
produces a very different view. 

FACT: Less than 6 percent of all muni-
cipal solid waste is beverage containers. 

FACT: A forced deposit law, by EPA 
estimates,would reduce solid waste by 
less than 2 percent. 

EPA has also concluded that "the reduction in waste collection 
and disposal requirements for a community is not likely to be 
great". 

CONCLUSION: THE ENOru~OUS COSTS OF FORCED 
DEPOSIT LAWS CANNOT BE JUSTIFIED BY MAR-
GINAL REDUCTIONS IN SOLID WASTE VOLUME OR 
COLLECTION AND DISPOSAL COSTS. 
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VOLUNTARY RECYCLING 

Advocates of deposit laws suggest that forced deposits 
will promote recycling. 

THE FACTS: While a deposit law does 
increase aluminum can and glass recyc-
ling, it adversely affects recycling 
of other materials. 

One of the leading groups opposed to mandatory deposits 
is the recycling industry. Why? Because mandatory de-
posits 6ften.spell disaster for existing multi-product 
recycling centers in a state. Beverage containers,especial-
ly aluminum cans, are the recycler's major source of income, 
and their relatively high profit margin allows the recycler 
to also accept lower profit items such as paper and plastic 
products. . By diverting glass and aluminum containers, deposit 
laws ··have ·caused numerous ..... mul ti-product recyclers to s.but _: 
dovm. 

CONCLUSIONs DEPOSIT LAWS DO NOT PROMOTE . 
VOLUNTARY RECYCLING: THEY ECONOMICALLY 
DAl-1AGE THE MULTI- PRODUCT RECYCLLNG INDUS-
TRY BY DIVERTING EIEVERAGE CONTAINERS TO 
RETAILERS AND/OR WHOLESALERS. 
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LITTER, SOLID WASTE, AND VOLUNTARY RECYCLING 

SUMMARY 

Deposit laws do reduce beverage can and glass 
litter. But ••. 

• Since cans and bottles are only a 
small portion of roadside litter 
(11 to 20 percent), deposit laws 
leave the bulk of litter unaffected. 

• Since cans and bottles are an even 
smaller portion of the solid waste 
stream, deposit laws have an almost 
negligible effect on solid waste .. 

• And, since, deposit laws severely 
reduce voluntary multi-product re-
cycling, overall resource recovery 
is not significantly improved. 
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STATE APPROACHES TO LITTER/SOLID WASTE 

STATE ANTI-LITTER LAWS, 1982: 
FORCED DEPOSITS AND POSITIVE ALTERNATIVES 

LEOI9LATION C:=-1 NO LAWS ~~FORCED OEP091T9 -MODEL LITTER LAW 



PUBLIC HEALTH AND DEPOSIT LAWS 

Deposit law proponents largely overlook one additional 
consequence of forced deposits: Sanitation. 

THE FACTS: Under forced deposits, thou-
sands and thousands of dirty and contam-
inated beverage containers are returned 
to grocers, drug stores, and restaurants 
for sorting and ct.ora;e in !;ac!;.roor.l areas. 
These containers attract rodents, roaches, 
and other ins~cts, .posing-'a serious !"Ublic 
health. !?roblem-. 

Pest and rodent control becomes increasing difficult 
and costly. The use of toxins in food storage and 
handling areas sharply increases. 

CONCLUSION: SERIOUS HEALTH RISKS ARE 
CREATED BY DEPOSIT LAWS - BOTH FROM 
RODENT AND INSECT INFESTATION AND THE 
TOXINS REQUIRED FOR THEIR CONTROL. 
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POSITIVE ALTERNATIVES 

Deposit laws have serious flaws. 

Economically, forced deposits 

• Increase consumer prices - a regressive 
hidden tax 

• Reduce sales and excise tax revenues 

• Create unemployment among skilled workers. 

As a litter/solid waste control measure, forced 
deposits have 

• Small impact on total litter 

• Negligible impact on solid waste 

• Adverse impact on voluntary recycling• 

And finally, deposit laws create 

• Serious public health risks· 

Fortunately, there are alternatives to mandator 
- alternatives w c are oth less expensive, and more 
effective, and ••• perhaps most important ••• which do not 
require more government intrusion into our lives in order to 
control the very small percentage of the public which 
creates litter. 
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THE WASHINGTON STATE EXAMPLE 

In 1972, Washington state was first to adopt a positive 
approach to litter/solid waste. And in Washington state, 
recycling works: 

• Between 1971 and 1977, total litter (not just 
beverage related litter] in the state was re-
duced by 70 percent, according to surveys done 
by Nashington's Department of Ecology. 

• Over 850 recycling centers now employ 
over 4,000 people. 

• In 

• The 

1980, these centers collected 

420 million pounds of newsprint 
and other paper 

67 million pounds of aluminum 
and tin cans 

29 million pounds of metal 

25 million pounds of glass containers 

9 million pounds of plastic 

economic benefits: 

recycling paid Washington residents 
almost $35 million in 1980, 

the state saved between $12 and 24 
million in costs that same year. 

• The program also creates summer jobs for 800-900 
youths for litter cleanup - about 700,000 pounds 
of roadside litter each year. 

Compare this to Oregon, whose deposit law costs has reduced 
litter by 11 percent in comparison to pre-deposit law levels. 
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LITTER CONTROL/RECYCLING LAWS 

Nine states - Alaska, California, Louisiana, 
Nebraska, Ohio, South Carolina, Tennessee, 
Virginia and Washington - have implemented 
litter control/recycling programs which 
attack all forms of litter and solid waste. 
These programs utilize a combination of 

• Litter cleanup programs 

• Recycling incentives 

• Increased anti-litter 
enforcement 

• Education and public aware-
ness programs 
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IN BRIEF ••• 

Litter control programs with similar success stories are 
working now in.several states. In California, for example, 
the recycling industry paid $146 million to consumers who 
recycled more than 6 billion pounds of materials. And 
Virginia's litter control/recycling laws have reduced 
statewide litter by about 66 percent. 

THE FACTS: It is possible to signifi-
cantly reduce litter through voluntary, 
cost-effective programs. 

Real solutions to litter and solid waste do exist - through 
increased recycling, efficient litter cleanup, tougher en-
forcement, and public education. The Council of State Gov-
ernments has included a model litter control and recycling 
act in its 1982 edition of Selected State Legislation. The 
act is a comprehensive environmental strategy for total 
litter/solid waste control. 

CONCLUSION: BECAUSE OF THEIR HIGH COST 
LOW IMPACT AND POTENTIAL HEALTH RISKS, 
DEPOSIT LAWS MAKE NO SENSE AT ALL. BUT 
WORKING TOGETHER, WITH SENSIBLE APPROACHES, 
WE CAN ACHIEVE A CLEANER ENVIRONMENT, AT 
AN ACCEPTABLE COST, FOR ALL AMERICAN 
COMMUNITIES. 
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INCONSPICUOUS 
CONSUMPTION. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The number is simply staggering. Every year New York 
consumers purchase approximately eight billion containers of 
beer and soda. 

~illions upon millions of the empty bottles and cans end 
up on streets and sidewalks, along the sides of highways, and 
all over our parks and other public places. In addition, 
disposable containers which are actually disposed of properly 
are placing an intolerable burden on the overtaxed capacity of 
municipal landfills. A small percentage of bottles and cans 
find their way to recycling centers where they can be remanu-
factured or reused, thus easing the burden on our ever-dwindling 
supply of natural resources. 

Six states, recognizing the folly of this most blatant 
example of our disposable society, have decided to put an end 
to the no-deposit no-return mentality by enacting returnable-
container legislation. They are Oregon, Iowa, Maine, Vermont, 
~ichigan and Connecticut. 

The experience in these states has been excellent. Despite 
predictions of doom and gloom, despite exaggerations, distortions 
and half-truths on the part of bottle-bill opponents (mainly 
container manufacturers and national distributors. of beer and 
soda), the evidence is clear: 

Returnable-container legislation not only greatly reduces 
litter, produces enormous savin¥s in the cost of collecting 
solid waste and conserves signi icant amounts of energy and 
natural resources, but actually creates employment without 
placing any substantial burdens on manufacturers, retailers 
or consumers. 

The time has arrived for New York to join the ranks of 
the six other states which are promoting inconspicuous con-
sumption of beverages. --

The bottle bill before the Senate and Assembly (S. 2811 
and A. 3692) will do precisely that: · 

--Every sealed container for beer, ale and carbonated 
soft drinks sold in New York would have a refund value of not 
less than five cents. The refund value would be marked on every 
new can or bottle. The bill in no way bans nonrefillable bot-
tles--it only requires that e~ery container sold have the deposit. 

--Beverage retailers would be required to redeem the kinds 
of containers they sell and distributors would be required to 
accept them from the retailers. The distributors would pay 
20% of the refund value as a handling fee. 

1 
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--cans with detachable tabs would be banned, as would 
plastic loop six-pack binders. 

2 

--To promote the return of containers, business and con-
sumer groups are encouraged to operate redemption centers by 
permitting such centers to keep 20% of the deposit. 

--To determine the effect of the law with regard to 
reducing litter and its effect on the beverage industry, the 
Department of Environmental Conservation would be mandated to 
conduct a study. 

Support for the bottle bill is undeniably widespread. 
Seventy-six members of the Assembly, a majority, are co-
sponsoring the legislation. Twenty members of the Senate are 
co-sponsoring the bill in that house, including Majority 
Leader Narren Anderson. Assembly Speaker Stanley Fink has 
indicated he supports the bill. On March 24, 1981, the 
Suffolk County Legislature passed a local version of the 
bottle bill. N~~erous groups are behind the legislation, 
among them the League of Women Voters, the Farm Bureau, the 
New York Conference of Mayors, the Association of Towns, the 
New York Association of Counties, the Rochester City Council, 
the Broome County Legislature, the Environmental Planning 
Lobby, .the Environmental Management Councils of Westchester,· 
Monroe, Cattaraugus, Rockland, Greene and Dutchess Counties, 
the New York Public Research Interest Group, Common Cause, 
the Sierra Club and over 50 town and village governments. 

The remainder of this report relates the experiences of 
the six states which have enacted returnable container legis-
lation. It is divided into five categories: reduction of 
li.tter, energy savings, employment gains, cost to consumers, 
and beverage sales. The facts clearly demonstrate the bene-
ficial results of a returnable container law. 
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II. REDUCTION OF LITTER 

All bottle-bill states have experienced a great reduction 
in litter as a direct result of the legislation, and all have 
reported decreases in the volume of solid waste. 

According to most reliable surveys, beverage containers 
make up from 24% to 35% of total roadside litter by volume 
and 6% to 8% of total solid waste. By reducing this signifi-
cant amount of litter and waste, the work of refuse collection 
itself becomes more manageable and efficient. Some states 
have experienced substantial decreases in collection costs as 
a direct result of returnable container laws. 

Vermont 

A report written by U.S. Representative James M. Jeffords 
and Donald W. l'lebster, Vermont's Director of Environmental 
Protection, notes that the Vermont deposit law brought about an 
immediate reduction of the beverage container portion of litter 
by 76% and a reduction of total litter volume by 35%. 

The report goes on to state: 

"/The results of the bottle bill7 are borne out by all 
available roadside litter figures reported by the State Highway 
Department. Since passage of the law, the Department has reduced 
its employee man-hours for litter pickup by 56.6 per-cent, even 
though there are more miles of road to clean and there is no 
longer massive assistance from volunteers. During the first 
four years of the law's duration, inflation has had its toll on 
all state programs. For litter pickup, the Department reports 
that rates paid for equipment have gone up more.tha~ 90%. But 
even _i_n _ _i_nf1ated-ravaged dollars, without adjusting, the cost to 
the state for litte~ pickup has been ~educed by 31.3%. The 
precise figures repo.r.:ted __ by the Deoartment are as follows:· 

Fiscal Year 2-Zone Milea9:e Man-Hours Cost 

Fiscal 1973 2,814 57,439 $250,346 
{Pre-Law) 

Fiscal 1977 2,923 24,983 $172,030 

{% change) UP 3.87% Down 56.5% Down 31.3% 

"These statistics are even more impressive when considera-
tion is given to the fact that even with the dramatic reduction 
in state effort, Vermont now has spotlessly clean roadsides, an 
attribute we did not enjoy prior to passage of the deposit law:" 
{B, pp. 16-17)* 

*See contents page for note explaining references. 
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Maine 

A 1980 U.S. General Accounting Office Report states: 

"Several studies point to the reduction in litter along 
roads. The Maine. Department of Conservation claims that bever-
age container litter on Maine roadsides has declined 69 to 77 
percent since the bottle bill was implemented, while total 
litter by item count has dropped 34 to 64 percent. Very few 
containers found on the roadways were deposit containers. If 
we exclude no-deposit containers from the analysis, the decline 
in container litter was 96%. Another study by the Maine Depart-
ment of Transportation showed that the overall litter reduction 
was 15 percent in 1978 and 10 percent in 1979. Combined con-
tainer litter was down 55% in 1978 and 56% in 1979.·" (C, p. 9) 

Michigan 

According to the report of a special committee created to 
study the impacts of the Michigan Beverage Container Deposit Law: 

"The Michigan deposit law was extremely effective in reduc-
ing the number of beer and soft drink bottles and cans littered. 
According to one report, the Michigan population saw 85% fewer 
littered beverage containers in September of 1979 than in 1978. 
The Michigan Department of Transportation reported a similar 
84% reduction in its survey of Michigan highways. Some types 
of areas showed even greater reductions. Not one beverage con-
tainer was found in any of the 12 sample sites along rural state 
highways. In the 11 residential areas sampled, beverage contain-
ers were reduced 95%. 

"Calculations were also made to gauge the effect the deposit 
law has on the cost of picking up litter. Since litter other 
than beverage containers increased in 1979, expected pickup costs 
would have been higher than in 1978. Instead, as a result of the 
reduction in beverage containers, litter costs decreased. For 
rural areas the report estimates that costs were about 4% less 
than in 1978. If other forms of litter had not increased in 
1979, the savings could have been as great as 13%. For urban 
areas the savings was greater, although the actual amount was 
not estimated in the report;" (J, pp. 13-14) 

Oregon 

Separate analyses of Oregon litter data have been cond~cted 
by Applied Decisions Systems (ADS) , the Oregon Environmental 
Council (OEC) and CalPIRG. Each is based on controlled litter 
counts taken by the State Highway Commission during the period 
one-year-before and two-years-·following implementation of the 
bottle bill and each reports similar results: 
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1) During the law's initial year, soda and beer container 
litter declined 66-72%, and total litter dropped about a third. 

2) During the law's second year, container litter dropped 
82-83% and total litter volume was reduced by almost half. 

3) If no-deposit containers originating out-of-state are 
excluded from the analysis (for the purposeof judging the 
potential of a national law), container litter was reduced 90%, 
and litter volume, 49%~(D, p. 80). 

Connecticut 

There have been no litter studies done to determine the 
impact of the bottle bill in Connecticut, but the Environmental 
Committee of the State Assembly sent out a survey questionnaire 
to each of Connecticut's 169 municipalities and received replies 
from 60. 

The responses to the questionnaire were overwhelmingly 
positive with estimates of reduction in litter as high as SO% 
for all litter and 75% for bottles and cans. 

These are some quotes from government officials responding 
to the questionnaire: 

"Through the implementation of the 'Bottle Bill' we 
have experienced a marked decrease in litter in our 
state parks. The only bottles that are left are 
those purchased in other states. 

"Ne find that if the picnickers leave bottles and 
cans behind that children collect them. 

"There are positive spin-offs from this bill, e.g., 
fewer cut feet with more time for employees to 
direct their efforts to do other tasks (this is 
vital because of severe cuts in funds and employees) , 
people seem to be more. cognizant about depositing 
other forms of litter in proper receptacles, etc .... 

"From our operational standpoint, we endorse this 
bill 100%. We only wish that our surrounding states 
would adopt it." (Nilliam F. Miller, Director, Connect-
icut Office of Parks and Recreation) 

"Therefore, we feel that some of the benefits of this 
Bill are self-evident by just examining the roadsides 
and public recreational areas. Other benefits, equally 
important, should give a big boost to resource recov-
ery efforts which must be done on a large enough scale 
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to make it a profitable incentive and, therefore, 
commercially successful." (Louis A. Clapes, Mayor 
of the City of Stamford, Connecticut). 

"I would like to point out that it has also en-
couraged thrift in the housewife and in young 
Americans who, for the first time, are putting 
money into savings accounts from bottle and can 
refunds. 

"The one dark ·cloud in this program in New Canaan 
has been our direct proximity to New York State. 
As you know, New York does not have a refundable 
program and many New Canaan residents drive into 
New York State to save both the refund inVestment 
and the Connecticut State Sales and Use Tax." 
(Charles P. Morton, First Selectman, Town of New 
Canaan, Connecticut) 

"Ne have, indeed, noticed the reduction of the 
amount of roadside litter and an even larger 
reduction in the litter in our public parks. I 
would not say that we have identified any lessen-
ing of the amount of refuse being deposited in our 
landfill, but the other favorable results of the 
bill make it very popular in our City. 

"One valuable fallout from the program that I 
have noticed is the activity of many youngsters 
who are now·scouring the roadside and public 
places for cans which have been thrown away so 
that they may return them and make a little money 
for themselves. I recall doing this myself as a 
youth and feel that it provides a wholesome begin-
ning for the young entrepreneu~" {William A. Collins, 
Mayor, City of Norwalk, Connecticut) 

"This bill has resulted in tremendous reduction of 
litter throughout the City of West Haven, particu-
larly at our beach areas, where broken glass has 
caused many foot and body lacerations in the past. 

"We have found in our city that cans and bottles, 
even if discarded indiscriminately are quickly 
retrieved for their refund value. The natural 
conclusion to the abovementioned results of the 
Bottle Bill ~re that the life of our landfill 
will be extended and the city will be cleaner:" 
(Robert A. Johnson, Mayor, City of West Haven, 
Connecticut} 
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III. ENERGY SAVINGS 

In many ways the no-deposit, no-return bottle is a product 
of our previous heritage of energy excess and waste. However, 
given the recent changes in our nation's energy situation and 
the subsequent realization that we can no longer waste any of 
our energy resources, the demand for conservation is growing. 
There is no doubt that deposit laws significantly reduce energy 
consumption in the beverage industry. The GAO Report, for instance, 
says that a nationwide deposit law could result in a 33% reduc-
tion in total energy use for all beverage-related energy expen• 
ditures,{C, p. 34) 

States with bottle bills have reported remarkable energy 
savings. Congressman Jefford's report notes: 

"The energy savings made possible by Vermont's deposit 
legislation are substantial. Using the Federal Energy Admin-
istration's formula for computing energy impact and Vermont 
figures on return rate and market share of various types of 
containers, we have computed these energy savings at 708 billion 
BTU's •.. the energy equivalent of over five million gallons of 
Number TWo fuel oil, or enough to provide for the horne heating 
needs ·of 15,000 ·Vermonters .•• " (B, p. 30) 

An analysis of the Oregon experience, written by Don 
Waggoner, past president of the Oregon Environmental Council, 
states that "approximately 1,400 billion BTU's are being saved 
each year as a result of the bottle bill. This is equivalent 
to the average Oregon home heating needs of 12,000 units that 
heat with natural gas or the population of a residential 
conununity ... of 50,000." {A, p. 34) 

The "bottle bill" presents a great potential for energy 
savings in New York State. Since the bill does not require 
the beverage industry to shift to refillable bottles, it is 
difficult to predict exactly what type of marketing strategy 
the industry will introduce under deposit legislation and thus 
the precise amount of energy savings. However, whatever pat-
tern emerges--whether a heavy shift to refillable bottles or 
a retention of the present container types made from the huge 
backup supply of recyclable material that will become available 
under the "bottle bill"--deposit legislation will save signif-
icant amounts of energy for New York State. 

According to the 1980 GAO Report, deposit la•11s result in 
return rates of at least 90% for all beverage containers with 
a deposit value. These returned contain~rs, separated from 
the solid waste stream and readily available for recycling, 
represent an enormous amount of raw materials, given the size 
of the New York beverage market. When manufacturers begin to 
take advantage of this supply, energy consumption for beverage 
container production will decrease. Under a no-return system, 
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it takes 50.6 million BTU's to manufacture, fill and deliver 
1,000 gallons of beverage in aluminum cans. Under a deposit 
law with a 90% return rate, it will take only 22.9 million 
BTU's for the same 1,000 gallons--a savings of over 50% with-
out any reduction of production volume. The savings for refill-
abies are even greater. Since most refillable bottles have a 
lifespan of 10 trips, it would take only 17 million BTU's to 
fill and package the same 1,000 gallons. (C, pp. 44, 46) 

A 1975 New York State Senate report concluded that a 
deposit law wo"uld result in potential energy savings of approx-
imately 12 to 25 trillion BTU's, the equivalent of 0.3% to 0.6% 
of the state's entire energy consumption. To put these figures 
in a more meaningful context, the range of energy savings is 
roughly equivalent to the energy consumed in heating 80,000 
to 170,000 single-family, detached homes for one year. This 
is also equivalent to the energy necessary to run 120,000 to 
250,000 cars during one year or, in other words, more than 
enough gasoline to supply .all the cars in Syracuse and Onondaga 
County for one year. (G, p. 85) 

It has been inferred that the washing operation involved 
in the use of refillable bottles places a heavier demand on 
water supplies than nonrefillable bottles and cans. But 
according to EPA data, the average refillable bottle (10 trips) 
uses less .water in its manufacture and subsequent washings 
than all nonrefillable types except the aluminum can, which 

·uses only slightly less water. Even a five-trip refillable 
bottle is virtually tied with conventional nonrefillable con-
tainers in this regard. (G, p. 94) 

It is also erroneous to believe that the rewashing of 
refillable bottles will cause large amounts of caustic deter-
gents to enter local water supplies in the form of "effluents." 
The solution for washing bottles is not used only once; it is 
mixed, then used until it weakens, and subsequently recharged 
as many times as possible before it must be disposed of. Be-
fore it is released into water systems as drainage, it is put 
into holding tanks which are then emptied gradually, preventing 
a sudden influx of detergents into the sewage stream. In 
addition, refillable bottles also generate the least amount 
of industrial solid waste of any conventional beverage container. 
Nonrefillable bottles generate three times the industrial waste 
of the ten-trip refillable and twice that of the five-trip. 
(G, p. 94) 

In terms of air pollution, the ten-trip refillable again 
has less impact than any non-refillable container. Nonrefill-
ables produce about 25% more air emissions than the five-trip 
refillable bottle. Both the steel-aluminum and all-aluminum 
can rate poorest in this regard, mainly due to the high energy 
consumption associated with aluminum. (G, p. 94) 
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IV. EMPLOYMENT GAINS 

A state-by-state examination clearly demonstrates that net 
gains in employment are the direct result of returnable-container 
legislation, quite to the contrary of claims made by bottle-bill 
opponents. There have been a relatively small·number of jobs 
lost at some container manufacturing plants. But not even all 
of these can be directly attributed to bottle bills; other 
market forces were involved. Moreover, the number of transpor-
tation, warehousing and recycling jobs created by returnable-
container legislation far overshadows the jobs lost. 

Job-loss figures cited by opponents of the bottle-bill 
in New York are based upon worst-case scenarios which expe-
riences in other states clearly demonstrate are not realistic. 
The 1975 Senate Task Force study concluded that New York 
would have a net gain of 4, 000 jobs. (G, p. 1) 

)1ichigan 

The state of Michigan, large and heavily industrialized, 
is, of all the bottle bill states, most similar in its eco-
nomic environment to that of New York. The following chart 
shows Michigan's bottle bill-related employment effects. 
(C, p. 31) 

MICHIGAN EMPLOYMENT GAINS AND LOSSES 
IN SOFT DRINKS AND BEER - 1979 

Estimate Gains Estimate 

Soft drink bottlers 720 0 
Brewers 68 0 
Beer distributors 600 0 
Retailers 3,500 0 
Bottle Manufacturers 0 -240 

Total Gain 4,888 
Total Loss -240 

Net Gain 4,648 

Losses 

The net gain in jobs has obviously been far greater than 
losses. And even the 240 jobs lost has been contested and 
deserves closer scrutiny. Fifty-two of these jobs were lost 
when the National Can Company closed its suburban Detroit plant. 
According to a newspaper account by reporter Dick Kimmins, 
"Industry sources say the National Can facility closed its 
Livonia, Michigan plant because the Stroh Brewery decided to 
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build its own can plant near Fremont, Ohio." ("Job Issue 
Fizzles as Election Nears~" Columbus Citizen Journal, 9/18/77) 
Obviously, a plant closing due to a loss of a production con-
tract--a normal event in the free market--cannot be blamed 
upon the bottle bill. 

In addition, another 161 of the jobs were eliminated at 
the Owen-Illinois glass-bottle plant southwest of Lansing in 
Charlotte. According to William Rustem, Michigan Governor 
William Milliken's environmental aide, 110 of the 161 laid-off 
workers at the Charlotte plant were CETA employees who, accord-
ing to federal law, were hired only on a temporary basis. "Those 
/ll07 layoffs," Rustem told Kimmins, "were not the result of the 
bottle bill." 

If we take these factors into account, it would appear that 
the n~~er of jobs lost is not 240, as most people believe, but 
rather closer to a figure of 80, overwhelmingly offset by a gain 
of nearly 5,000 new jobs. 

Connecticut 

Connecticut is the only state which provides a job indem-
nification fund for employees who lose their jobs as a result 
of that state's deposit legislation, and, consequently, it is 
fairly easy to approximate related job losses. According to 
~r. George Wentworth, of the Connecticut Department of Labor, 
the agency which administers this provision of the law, through 
the week ending January 2, 1981, a total of 387 workers had · 
qualified for compensation payments. Of these 387 workers, 140 
reflect permanent job losses, while the majority, 247, reflect 
only temporary layoffs of one to two weeks within the same firm. 
All of the latter employees have subsequently been rehired by 
the same firm. In addition, the Connecticut law also provides 
for funds to provide for vocational training so that displaced 
workers can find work in related or other fields; very few of 
these funds, however, have been awarded. In a letter to State 
Senator James Lack, Joseph Peraro, Connecticut Labor Commissioner, 
said: 

"Some monies have also been allocated to provide for voca-
tional training under the reemployment assistance provisions of 
the law to a small number of workers. Generally, the limited 
number of training contracts developed has been attributable 
to the fact that most permanently displaced workers have skills 
which are readily transferable to other industries." 

While there are no estimates available concerning the num-
ber of jobs created by the bottle bill in Connecticut, the 
general consensus among its Department of Labor officials is 
that there has been a net increase of employment positions in 
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trucking, warehousing, recycling and other beverage-related . 
fields. The effect of deposit legislation, they feel, has been 
overwhelmingly positive in Connecticut. 

Oregon 

The best estimate of employment figures in Oregon comes from 
a comprehensive survey which included retailers, soft drink bot-
tlers, brewers, distributors, can manufacturers and bottle manu-
facturers. The researchers, Drs. Gudger and Bailes, concluded 
that there were increased man-hours which amounted to a net full-
time increase of 365 jobs. (A, p.3) 

Maine 

Their findings are shown below: 

OREGON EMPLOYMENT IMPACT 

Production labor 
Truck driving 
Warehouse and handling 

TOTAL 

-350 
+140 
+575 

+365 

The consensus among bottlers, distributors and state officials 
is that the deposit law has increased the number of jobs in Maine 
without causing any job losses. Interestingly, the gains in recy-
cling jobs have been greater than anticipated. Other new jobs 
include production line jobs, washing and inspection and distri-
bution. The 1980 General Accounting Office Report estimates the 
increase at 626 jobs in Maine, including the new jobs in recycling. 
(C, p. 9) 

The recycling industry has expanded rapidly in Maine because 
there is now a steady stream of recyclable materials. People 
concerned about the environment worried initially whethe·r markets 
could be found for the returned containers. Some distributors 
believed that they would simply move off the ·roads and into the 
dumps, where space was dwindling rapidly. The 27 full-time em-
ployees of the Maine Beverage Container Service every week smash 
or crush 40 to 100 tons of glass, 50 tons of cardboard, 50 tons 
of steel and 32 tons of aluminum cans and 15 tons of plastic. 
Distributors who do not crush their own containers store them 
in trailers that, when full, are picked up by recyclers and are 
replaced with empty ones. The recycler crushes the glass and 
flattens and bales the cans for further shipment to manufacturers. 
Distributors can often recover the full amount that they pay 
retailers for handling. (C, p. 10) 

According to William Ginn, president of the Maine Audubon 
Society, the two largest recycling concerns in that state each 
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gross over $1 million in business annually. Considering that 
recycling operations existed only in minimal fashion before 
passage of the Maine bill, and given the size of this state, 
this represents a major growth. 

Vermont 

According to the Vermont legislative report, "Claims by 
industry that deposit legislation would have a negative impact 
on employment, the economy and beverage consumption have not 
been borne out in Vermont: to the contrary, the law has created 
new jobs for Vermonters and beverage sales have risen to record 
levels in the state." (B, p. 24) 

Thus, the law's impact upon employment has been strictly 
positive. While the number of new jobs created may not seem 
impressive to those accustomed to statistics relating to large 
population areas, it is not insignificant in a state as small 
as Vermont. Distributors and retailers have hired additional 
persons to handle and sort containers and to drive beverage 
trucks. Many of these positions are part-time, but in terms 
of man-hours, they add up to the equivalent of 150 full-time 
jobs in Vermont. In addition, since the law was passed, about 
100 redemption centers for bevera9e containers have opened in 
Vermont. Most of these centers also serve as beverage retailers. 
It is safe to assume, says the Vermont state report, that these 
new businesses account for 200 to 300 additional full-time jobs 
in the state. (B, p. 29) The scorecard, therefore, in Vermont 
is: Jobs lost--0, Jobs gained--350 to 450. 

Looking for a Scapegoat 

When looking at the employment effects of deposit legisla-
tion, certain facts become apparent. 

First, it appears that the industry and opposition claims 
of huge job losses are alarmist and exaggerated. In every 
state that has attempted to·pass such legislation, opposition 
sources have conducted massive, well-financed campaigns which 
tell of astronomical job displacements that will result when 
deposit legislation is passed. Never have actual job losses 
approached these figures. It would appear that opponents of 
the bottle bill are using the bill as a scapegoat for many of 
the beverage industry's problems. 

Concentration and consolidation in the beverage industry, 
along with increasing automation which has occurred in the 
shift to the throw-away containers, have led to the shutdown of 
many brewing and soft-drink companies. In 1935, for example, 
there were 765 brewing plants in the U.S., but by 1974 only 99 
plants remained. A Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 
report shows that 26,300 persons lost jobs in the brewing indus-
try between 1958 and 1974. This trend is also being followed 
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the beverage industry's problems. 

Concentration and consolidation in the beverage industry, 
along with increasing automation which has occurred in the 
shift to the throw-away containers, have led to the shutdown of 
many brewing and soft-drink companies. In 1935, f r example, 
there were 765 brewing plants in the U.S., but by ]974 only 99 
plants remained. A Department of Commerce, Bureau the Census, 
report shows that 26,300 persons lost jobs in the brew1ng · us-
try between 1958 and 1974. This trend is also being followe \ 
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in the soft-drink industry. According to the Environmental 
Action Foundation, 7,900 workers lost their jobs in the soft-
drink industry between 1970 and 1974, and Coca-Cola planned to 
phase out 900 franchised bottling plants across the country and 
replace them with 78 centralized plants by 1980. 

A recent development will mean even greater job loss in 
the future. The plastic bottle is expected to have captured 
10% or more of the throw-away container market by 1980. The 
rapid introduction of this container will mean job losses for 
workers in the glass and can industries, as manufacturers 
switch to plastic. A walk through any supermarket will confirm 
that plastic is rapidly replacing glass and metal as a con-
tainer package. 

Those job losses which have occurred, and continue to 
occur, in the beverage container industry have been the result 
of free~market forces, without any connection whatsoever to 
deposit legislation. Clearly, if these market forces continue 
to exert themselves--and there is no reason to assume that 
they will not--thousands more~ workers in the brewing and con-
tainer manufacturing industries are bound to suffer job losses 
and dislocation. Undoubtedly, much of this will be blamed 
upon deposit legislation. 

In addition, opponents of the bill argue that, due to 
deposit legislation, skilled workers with high-paying jobs 
will lose their positions, which will be replaced with menial, 
low-paying jobs. However, even if layoffs were to occur, 
union policy would dictate that those who lose their jobs 
would not be those workers with seniority (and attendant lack 
of mobility due to established permanence within the commu-
nity), but rather those most recently hired; workers who are 
young, mobile and skilled are easiest to be re-employed. The 
skills in beverage container manufacturing are largely machine-
operating skills, and as such, are easily transferable to 
other industries. Also, not all jobs created by the bottle 
bill will be low-paying and unskilled. While the majority of 
jobs will be in handling, sorting, washing, etc., there will 
also be a number of jobs created in recycling, truckdriving 
and warehousing; industries ~1hich require some degree of skill 
and are unionized and well-paying. 
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V. COST TO CONSU!-1ERS 

Claims that returnable container legislation will increase 
consumer costs are not well substantiated, nor do they take 
into account indirect savings to consumers which result from 
the recycling of materials and the lowering of costs for refuse 
collection. 

Bottle bill opponents attribute increases in the cost of 
beverages to deposit legislation when, in fact, a close exami-
nation of the facts shows that normal market forces are behind 
higher prices. Although there may be s~me ~inor price rises 
soon after a bottle bill goes into effect, there is no hard 
evidence that returnable container laws cause a permanent in-
crease in beverage prices. Given the rising costs of energy 
and raw materials, in the long run returnable containers may 
result in keeping the price of drinks down, especially with a 
high mix of refillable bottles. 

Vermont 

Vermont's bottle bill became effective in 1973. Prior to 
that time, Vermonters were paying an average of 30 cents more 
per six-pack of beer than their New Hampshire neighbors. 
(There is no bottle bill law in New Hampshire.) For soda, the 
average price in Vermont was five to eight cents a quart higher. 

Today, Vermonters pay only an average of six cents more per 
six-pack of beer than their New Hampshire neighbors and five 
cents less per quart of soda (B, p. 20). 

What makes these statistics even more remarkable is the 
fact that Vermont's malt beverage tax is nearly twice as high 
as New Hampshire's, and that beer can be sold as a loss-leader 
in New Hampshire, while that practice is prohibited in Vermont. 

If bottle bills dramatically raise the prices of beverages, 
as opponents claim, then one would have expected the price 
spread for beer and soda between Vermont and New Hampshire to 
have increased. Instead, the spread decreased in the case of 
beer, and completely reversed itself in the case of soda. 

Based on national average consumption figures, these 
statistics indicate that the typical Vermont family, rather 
than spending $100 more per year for beverages as bottle bill 
opponents have claimed, has the opportunity for substantial 
savings -- the most conservative possible estimate being in the 
neighborhood of $60 per year, directly attributable to the de-
posit law (B, p. 20). 
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WHOLESALE BEER PRICES IN VERMONT AS OF JUNE, 1977 
(All prices are for a case of six-packs, and 
adjusted for the 56.25 cents per case state tax)* 

BRAND BOTTLES CANS 

Black Label 4.13 4.88 

Budweiser 5.53 5.53 

Schaefer 4.52 4.93 

Pabst 4.78 4.93 

Schlitz 5.53 5.53 

Miller 5.68 5.68 

*Prices do not include mandatory deposit. 

WHOLESALE BEER PRICES IN NEW HAMPSHIRE AS OF JUNE, 1977 
(All prices are for a case of six-packs, and adjusted 

for the 33.75.cents per case state tax) 

BRAND ·BOTTLES CANS 

Black Label 4.62 4.77 

Budweiser 5.07 5.47 

Schaefer 4.52 4.87 

Pabst 4.72 4.87 

Schlitz 5.07 5.47 

Miller 5.07 5.47 

(Survey results copyright 1977 by Vermont PIRG.) 
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According to Congressman Jefford's report: 

"Under any objective analysis of price patterns in 
Vermont, two general eonclusions are apparent: 

"1. In all cases where the distributor takes advan-
tage of the economic incentive for actual refilling 
of beverage containers, the consumer who chooses to 
purchase beverages in those containers saves a sub-
stantial amount of money. This opportunity for a 
saving is a direct result of the deposit law, as 
refillables were virtually unavailable in the state 
prior to enactment. 

"2. tvhile the economic logic: would indicate that 
the mandatory deposit sy.st$m would tend to raise 
prices of containers which are not refilled, in 
actual experience this effect has been negligible. 
The handling and storage costs inherent in the de-
posit system are partially compensated for by the 
value of the materials for recycling. The difference 
is apparently a miniscule factor in the price a con-
sumer pays for beverages -- it is difficult to isolate 
_th_is_ cost, but_it amounts_ at the most to one or two 
cents in the price of a six-pack of unrefilled con-
tainers of beer or soda. If a cost of that magnitude 
does exist, it is offset many times over, not only by 
savings on other containers, but also savings of tax 
dollars for Li.~ter pickup." (B, p. 19) 

Oregon 

16 

Oregon was the first state to pass bottle bill legislation; 
the law has been in effect there since October 1, 1972. There 
have been many claims of higher prices being paid by Oregon 
consumers for beverages than consumers in the bordering state of 
Washington. Sylvia Porter, the economic columnist, for instance, 
states that, "In Oregon. • • Portland consumers pay 24 cents more 
for a six-pack of a popular beer -- not counting the deposit --
than do residents of Vancouver, Washington." She cites as her 
source of information the Beer Wholesalers Association, a group 
which is vehemently opposed to bottle bill legislation. 

However, according to Don Waggoner, past president of the 
Oregon Environmental Council, prices for comparable packages of 
beer sold in Oregon, compared tp those in Washington, were es-
sentially equal throughout both the "transition" period, during 
which Oregon was first adjusting to the bottle bill, and the 
"after" period in which Oregon had become firmly established as 
a mandatory deposit state. Sod~ prices in both states are also 
comparable (A, p. 30}. 
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Iowa 

The Iowa deposit law became effective on· July 1, 1979, for 
all beverage containers. The Iowa Department of Environmental 
Quality has conducted the most detailed price survey of any of 
the bottle bill states. As the graphs on page 18 show, the 
pricing trend of the two most popular package sizes has been 
similar in the border region of Iowa and neighboring states, 
other than a dip in canned soda prices during the three months 
prior to the deposit law•s implementation. 

Beer prices reacted in much the same manner as pop prices 
in Iowa during the survey. As the graphs on page 19 indicate, 
the price of 12-ounce, six-pack cans and bottle beer rose 
abruptly in the interior Iowa region during the months just 
prior to the deposit law•s implementation. The Iowa and out-
of-sta~e border regions both rose at the same rate, with bottle 
beer prices rising the most in late 1979. Out-of-state beer 
prices rose at a steady rate throughout the survey. 

In other words, beverage prices in Iowa, which.has a bottle 
bill and in the out-of-state regions surveyed, showed remark-
ably similar behavior in terms of prices. This would seem to 
indicate that the market forces which cause beverage price 
fluctuation manifest themselves with no regard for state bor-
ders. The same pricing trends which occurred in Iowa also 
occurred out-of-state, indicating that no single, in-state fac-
tor, including the bottle bill, could be cited as the only cause 
of price fluctuation. Any effects deposit legislation may have 
upon beverage prices, whether positive or negative, appear to 
be overshadowed by more pervasive market forces. 

Michigan 

The Michigan law became effective in December, 1978. 
According to Sylvia Porter (who does not cite the source of her 
information), "In Michigan, the largest state to pass a bottle 
deposit law so far, residents near the border are reported driv-
ing to nearby states to save $6.00 on a case of beer." This 
figure seems the exception rather than the rule. 

A price comparison survey conducted in 1979 by Ehrhart-
Babic Associates, which is frequently cited by bottle bill 
opponents, shows prices that do not approach the $6.00 per case 
difference cited by Ms. Porter. For national brand beer in 12-
ounce, six-pack cans, the difference is $1.00 per case. For 
national brand beer in 12-ounce, six-pack bottles, the difference 
is $1.24 per case. 
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A number of factors mak~ comparisons between Michigan and 
neighboring states difficult. Michigan has a higher excise 
tax than its neighbors. Michigan also bans retail price ad-
vertising and wholesale quantity discounts and, in addition, 
imposes a requirement that wholesale price reductions be 
maintained for six months once instituted. The final conclu-
sion of the ~pecial Committee to Study the Impact of the 
Michigan Beverage Container Deposit Law is that "consumer 
prices cannot be used as a gauge for determining the impact 
the deposit law has had on industry costs." (J, p. 20) 

Connecticut 

The Connecticut bill came into effect on January 1, 1980, 
and it is the newest of the bottle bill states. There have, 
however, been various reports of Connecticut residents flood-
ing to states such as New York and Massachusetts to take ad-
vantage of lower prices. One article, for instance, by Dave 
Dunleavy, of the Danbury News-Times, is entitled, "Connecticut 
Bottle Bill Fills New York Liquor Stores!" 

However, it is misleading to believe that prices are 
higher throughout Connecticut than they are in New York State 
solely as a result of the bottle bill. A recent price survey, 
conducted by NYPIRG between January 31, 1981, and February 13, 
1981, revealed that consumers in Suffolk County, New York, pay, 
on the average, 21% more for soft drinks than consumers in 
Connecticut. The disparity in prices is even larger for glass-
bottle beverages. The survey showed that Suffolk County resi-
dents are paying 41% more for RC Cola, 50% more for Coke and 
TAB, and a staggering 59% more for Pepsi, when compared on a 
cost-per-ounce basis in glass bottles. Clark Jablon, of the 
Stony Brook NYPIRG Chapter, which conducted the price survey, 
said, "It is highly unlikely that these differences could be 
attributed to regional factors since the observable data does 
not show such enormous variation for other container types." 
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August 21+, 1982 

To The Committee: 

This letter is to verify that Thatcher Glass Corpora-
tion located in Wharton, New Jersey receives between 1100 
and 1300 tons of recycled glass pe~ year in our once a week 
bottle redemption program. The buJk of tbi.s glass corm~s 
from church groups, Boy Scout and Girl Scout troops, area 
tohms and other charitable groups. This figure represents 
a small portion of cullet which we use and does not include 
cullet received from recycling companies. I hope this in-
formation is of value to you. 

GDS:fgm 

-----r • • 
--------~ --- ~<>--" . -- --·--. . 

~-- /. ···-----·· ./ 
~ ~- ..... ---. / 

( 
..- -·ceorl',e D. Solyak. 

. Personnel Nanazs;r:..- ---
• • •• •• _. •• _. oo•• •·----------------
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BOROUGH OF WHARTON 
10 ROBERT STREET, WHARTON, N.J. 07 885-1997 

August 20, 1982 

TO h'HOH IT HAY CONCERN: 

From the inception of its mandatory recycling program 

in October, 1981 through July, 1982, the Borough has 

collected and delivered to the Thatcher Glass Manu-

facturing Company, 138,230 lbs. of glass. 

nc 

/l~/~4ft~~-~ 4:f{«f~r/ Gu~dagn · o 
Administrator-Clc 
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Administration: 361-6444 • Public Works: 366-3595 • Emergency: 366-0557 
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BE IT RESOLVED, by the Council of the Town of Groton 
that the following regulations are hereby enacted in accordance 
with Ordinance #145 entitled an Ordinance Concerning the 
Separation, Recovery, Collection, Removal, Storage and Disposi-
tion of Garbage, Rubbish and other Refuse including Recyclables 
in the Town of Groton. Connecticut. 

1. The following material shall be classified as recyclables 
and shall not be accepted at the Groton landfill unless 
separated in the two categories listed below and shall be 
deposited in the desi~nated area, containers, or building. 

Cagegory (a) Newspapers and magazines 
Category (b) Unbroken glass bottles and all types of 

metal cans 

2. Contractors, Firms or individuals will be required to dispose 
of their separated recyclables in designated buildings, 
areas or containers before proceeding to the landfill proper 
or before disposing of any other material at the landfill. 

3. Section 4, subsections a and b of said Ordinance concerning 
the manner in which recyclables are set out for collection 
including required special markings or decals, shall be 
governed by rules established between the property owner and 
the private collector or established by the appropriate 
subdivision with jurisdiction for collection. 

4. All recyclables and non recyclables shall be set out for 
collection in an orderly sanitary condition so as not to 
constitute a nuisance or otherwise be objectionable. 

5. Section 5 of said ordinance concerning schedule and frequency 
of collection of recyclables shall be governed by rules 
established between the property owner and the private 
collector or established by the approved subdivision with 
jurisdiction for collection. 
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6. No person having custody or control of residential, 
industrial or business premises within the Town of Groton 
shall permit or cause any garbage, rubbish, or other 
refuse, includinq recyclables, within his control to 
become a hazard or ootential hazard to public travel, 
health or safety or to become a nuisance of any sort. 

7. Each load will be subject to inspection by the attendant 
prior to disposing at the landfill proper. 
(a) An indoctrination and education of 90 days from the 

effective date of these regulations is hereby 
established where any offense shall be handled as 
follows: 
(1) verbal instruction to the offending party at the 

landfill. 
\ 

(2) written notice to the offending party at the 
landfill. 

(3) meeting with the offending party in order to 
determine the nature and reason for the 
repeated violations and the necessary follow up 
with the hauler or customer. 

(4) the Town will ass1st the hauler in·the follow up 
with any customer to resolve the problem. 

(b) After June 1, 1982, any person violati~g any provision 
of these regulations shall be subject to a fine of not 
more than fifty dollars ($50.00) for each offense, as 
provided in Ordinance 1145. In addition, the Town of 
Groton, or its agent, reserves the right to. refuse to 
allow disposal in the Town of Groton landfill where 
the spirit or letter of these regulations is ignored. 
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8. These regulations shall become effective as of March 1, 
1982, and shall be pub11shed.1nmediately after passage 
and again on or about February 19, 1982, in a daily news-
paper having circulation 1n the Town of Groton. 

9. The landfill recycling building will be open to receive 
recyclables Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:00· p.m. 
and Saturday 8:00a.m. to 3:00p.m., closed on Sundays, 
New Years, Memorial Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, 
Thanksgiving and Christmas. However, the residential 
recyclables drop off center at the landfill will be open 
Monday through Friday 8:00a.m. to $:00 p.m., ·Saturday 
8:00 a.m.· to 4:00 p.m. and Sunday 8:00 a.m. to noon, and . 
all ~olidays except Thanksgiving and Christmas. 

10. Appeals to decision by the Director of Public Works of 
these regulations shall be f11ed.1n writing with the Town 
Manager no.later than (10) days from date of occurrence. 

11. The Groton Town Council shall have full discretionary 
authority in deciding all disputed questions arising 
under the provisions of these regulations. 
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"RECYCLING" IS ~OW 
MANDATORY TRASH SEPARATION UEGINS MARCH 1, 1982 

Dear Citizen: 
As determined by the Groton Town Council, full implementation ol t w Groton Recycling Program will soon be in-

itiated. Starting March 1, 1982, everyone disposing ol refu>e in the Grr ton landfill will be required to separate 
"recyclables'' from other rduse material 

The Town has operated il voluntar~' r<?cycling program since 1971. If' 1'1/'M. the Town commenced a vol,mtory <.urb 
side collection along with drop off centers. In November of 1979, the T•>wn Counctl, after RTM initiative, approved th<' 
"Recycling Ordinance", settmq the framework for a mandatory townv.ic'·· prourdrn 11nd lull conservation of the Tow<.• id<~d 

fill. 

If you live in the City of Groton or Navy housing, recycling may already have been initiated. Cooperation between you 
and your trash collector is essential to make recycling work. The manner in which recyclables are collected will be gov-
erned by rules established by your refuse collector. 

Please read the information below which outlines what must be separated and how it can be done most conveniently. 

WHO: 

WHAI: 

5a~· LAA~ a~~-
c Richard Foote 
Town Manager 

EVERYONE whose trash is disposed of in the Groton landfill. 

TO ~LPARATL H.ECYCLABLES AS REQUIRED, YOU SIMPLY DU THE FOLLOWING: 

Separate yout lratih into the following three categori"s: 

1. Newspapers and Magazines: can be put together. 

2. Mixed Bottles and Cans: all unbroken glass bottles of any size and color and all 
types of metal cans may be mixed all together. These need not be washed or pro-
cessed in any way. 

3. All Other Trash 

Other materials that may be included as recyclables, but are not required to be separated are: 

Cardboard and Flat Paper-may be placed with newspapers. 

Aluminum Trays and Foil-may be placed with mixed bottles and cans. 

GET READY TO SORT OUT YOUR: 
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HOW: THE MANNER IN WHICH I{ECYCLABLES ARF. SET OUT WHEN THEY WIL'-
BE COLLECTED WILL Bl:. DETERMINED BY YOUR INDIVID!JAL TRASH COL-
LECTOR. Here are some. £<"commended methods on how to separate and h;mcJie 
them: 

Bi>!J. Box. ''' Kurodl<• 

2. Mixed Bottles and Cans i\ecyclables Put all together in an upright reusable 
container. Decals enclosed may be used 
to mark the container. 

NOTE: NO CLOSED PLASTIC BAGS SHOULD BE USED FOR RECYCLABLE 
MATERIALS. 

Citizens may also continue to deposit recyclables at the drop off areas throughout Town or at the Town lanJfill. It should also 
be noted that some other materials are considered recyclable such as ferrous materials (iron and steel), wood. tires and waste 
oil, and may be deposited in designated facilities at the landfill. Some of these materials will be picked up during spring and fall 
clean up. 

WHY: Recycling will reduce the an.ount of waste going into the landfill and allow the 
recyclable materials to be soid, thereby reducing solid waste disposal costs to the 
Town. 

-SAVE OUR TAX DOLLAES 

- PROLONG USE OF GROTON LANDFILL 

If the landfill is filled up. d·sposal cost per ~·ear could rise more than $1.000.000. 
As much as 40% of refus• can be recycled and eliminated from the waste stream 
Current landfill life: 12-15 years. 

-Saw Energy- 9l!% uf ene1 JY is saved if aluminum is mad., from recycled material. 

- Reduce the cost of producing goods and conserve limiled resources. 

- Protect your environment. 

Tr,r;h whid·. •s nut separated as required will nol "-'allowed disposal in the landfill. An educatioP periud has heen established 
from March I to May 31. 1982. Beginning .June J, 1982, violations may be subject to a fine. 

TOWN OF GROTON 
45 Fort Hill Road 
Groton CT 06340 
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CONSERVE OUR RESOURCES 
T.O.G.E.T.H.E.R. 

Town Of Groton Effort To Help Everyone Recycle 

MANDATORY RECYCLING BEGINS MARCH 1, 1982 

Starting March 1, 1982, all trash entering the Town Landfill must have "recyclables" 
separated from regular refuse material. Trash must be separated into the following 
categories: 
A) PAPER: Newspapers and Magazines - These may be bundled or placed in a paper 

bag or box. 

B) MIXED BOTTLES AND CANS - All types of unbroken glass bottles and all metal 
cans shall be deposited in the same container. 

ALL OTHER HOUSEHOLD TRASH 
The manner in which the recyclables will be handled and collected will be determined 
by your individual trash collector. 
Other materials that may be included as recyclables, but are not required to be 
separated, are: 

ALL CARDBOARD - May be placed with papers. 

ALUMINUM TRAYS AND FOIL - May be placed with mixed bottles and cans. 
Some areas of Town may begin voluntary recyclables collection in January or February 
1982. Watch newspapers for details. 

GET READY TO SORT OUT YOUR: 
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LONG BEACH ISLAND 
Barnegat Light, N.J. 08006 August 24, 1982 

Assembly Energy and Natural Resources Committee 
State House 
CN 042 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Re: Beverage container deposit legislation 

Dear Committee Members: 

6~·behalf of the Long Beach Island Conservation Society, I would 
like to'take this opportunity to express our strong support for 
passage of a "Bottle Bill" which would require deposits on beverage 
containers and would require that these containers be recyclable. 

Legislation of this type would, we believe, have certain 
positive effects on the people of New Jersey. First, and most 
obviously, it would make for a cleaner and more scenic environment. 
Bottles and cans provide most of the visible pollution in our parks, 
along our roadways and on our beaches. This does nothing to add to their 
attractiveness and, in fact, may lead visitors to search elsewhere for 
a place to spend their leisure time. We have some of the most beautiful 
beaches in the country and they help generate millions of dollars of 
business for thr tourist industry each year. If we want to continue to 
receive this influx of money, we must make our beaches as attractive 
as possible, and that means keeping them free of empty and broken 
cans and bottles. 

There is a second monetary benefit which would arise from this 
bill. As you know, with the exception of newspapers and magazines, 
bottles and cans account for the largest percentage of our solid 
waste. Whether taxpayers pay their individual municipalities to 
arrange for trash pickup or whether they contract for trns service on 
an individual basis, they have to pay to have their garbage removed. 
Obviously, the less garbage there is to remove, the lower the cost. If 
we can remove bottles and cans from our garbage cans and place them 
back on our store shelves, we require less in the way of trash pickups 
and we save money. 
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There is a potential third financial benefit from this legislation. 
While it is true that these bills may have a detrimental effect on our 
bottle industry, they can, at the same time, help create a new 
recycling industry. All of these returnable bottles have to be 
collected and sterilized before they can be reused. Obviously, someone 
has to be hired to perform these services, thus leading to the 
creation of new jobs. 

One negative conm1ent often raised about these bills is that they 
will lead to a greater cost to the consumer. Our group takes the 
position that the ultimate cost to society will be lowered through 
recycling. At the present time, when an individual purchases a bottle 
of beer, he also ends up paying certain hidden societal costs. These 
include the cost of having this bottle added to a solid waste disposal 
site and having that site be filled up that much sooner. In addition, 
there is the cost of having that bottle picked up by someone else if 
this individual carelessly tosses it away in a field, in a lake or 
stream, in a park, on a beach or elsewhere. More clean-up crews have 
to be hired to "pick-up" after this person. If the bottle is broken 
and left lying about, it can lead to injuries which have to be treated 
by a doctor or at a hospital. Each of these items costs society money, 
and as we as individuals make up society, we are the ones who pay these 
costs. The only difference is that we do not pay them when we buy that 
bottle of beer. Instead, we pay them when we pay our local, county or 
state taxes, we pay them when we pay for our medical insurance or for 
our doctor or hospital bills, and we pay them when our taxes are raised 
because fewer tourists used our facilities and spent money in our 
state. When you take all of these hidden costs into account, it 
becomes apparent that we cannot afford not to pass this type of 
legislation. 

Finally, many of you will remember the days of your youth when you 
went around and picked up empty bottles and took them to your local 
supermarket for the refund money. This money may have often been used 
to buy comic books, gum or candy, but at least you had the money to 
spend. With a 5¢ refund on bottles, today's kids only have to collect 
five bottles and they have enough money for a game of Pac Man. Even 
better, this is a game which will have been made possible through their 
own hard work, rather than through taking mom or dad into giving them 
~he money. This would at least be a start of keeping the work ethic 
alive in the younger generation. 

Let's help keep New Jersey the Garden State and not the Garbage 
State by enacting this legislation. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

~ 
M~pieXherg 
~'y, Conservation 
Society of LBI 



----~ 22 Bank Street 
Princeton, NJ 06540 
14 July 1982 

The Honorable Robert Hollenbeck, Chairman 
Assembly Committee on Energy and Natural Resources 
The St<:1te House 
Trenton, N.J. 08650 

Dear Mr. Hollenbeck: 

Since Oregon passed the first state bottle bill, I have 
followed with great interest the course of the movement to 
handle beverage containers more efficiently. 

The cnmments that have been made to me personally by 
people who have traveled in the United States in and out of 
states with regulatory .Legislation are entirely consistent: 
the improvement in the landscape in those states requiring 
deposits on containers ls strikingly visible. 

Noteworthy also is Governor Carey's decision to sign 
the New York bill after a telephone conversation with the 
governor of Michigan. 

I do realize that retailers of soft drinks and beer--
mostly supermarkets and liquor stores--will have problems 
to solve, and possibly will decide that it is necessary to 
raise slightly the cost of the drinks. If so, it is regrettable. 
But surely the community at large, in which a considerable 
number do not use beverages in containers, should not be 
burdened with the trouble and expense of handling the debris 
of throw-away containers. That is patently unfair. 

Al753 is·not a perfect bill but it seems to me it repre-
sents a reasonable compromise. I urge you and your committee 
to report favorably ~pOn tt, 

~q~~£& 
Dorothy J. lo~by ~ 
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JOAN BATORY 
Dira10r 

Carnde11 Cottl.tfj/ .... 
Admini!.t.::tion n";ldi11g 
600 Markd Strn·t 
Camden, N,·w h·r,t·y OS IOJ 
(609) 757 -K'J79 

Testimony presented by this 
Agency before the Assembly 
Committee of Energy and Natur-
al Resources, Aug. 25, 1982, 
Chairman, Assemblyman Robert 
P. Hollenbeck on pending legis-
lation regarding beverage con-
tainer recycling. 

There is an urgent need to enact legislation that will eliminate 
the waste of non-returnable beverage containers in this State. 
Recycling this resource will reduce the need for raw finite 
materials like aluminum, glass and plastic. Recycling would ex-
tend the life of landfills since these non-biodegradable materials 
would be removed from the waste stream. 

In addition to the beneficial environmental and natural resource 
ramifications of beverage container legislation, there would be 
positive aesthetic value. Recycling would help to alleviate the 
unsightliness of beverage containers strewn along roadways and 
streets of our communities. 

Presently, there is strong grass-root support for the container 
recycling effort in New Jersey. The-evidence of this can be seen· 
in several ordinances passed by local communities. 

There are also positive economic aspects to container recycling 
legislation. The first is related to landfill charges for munici-
palities. All New Jersey communities will experience savings from 
a reduced waste stream. Whole new employment opportunities will 
be created in hard-pressed inner-cities since unskilled labor is 
well suited for recycling activities. The six states that now have 
container legislation, Oregon, Vermont, Michigan, Maine, Iowa and 
Connecticut, have had net increases in employment related to the 
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Page 2 
Testimony Aug. 25, 1982 
Pending beverage container legislation 

beverage and container industry since the enactment of their 
beverage container recycling legislation. 

The use of non-returnable containers over the last twenty years 
has resulted in burgeoning waste heaps of trash filling our land-
fills and littering our highways. In 1960, 95% of soft drinks 
and 50% of beer containers were refillable. In 1979, 66% of soft 
drinks and 79% of beer were in throw-away containers. 

The reported New Jersey figures are staggering. People in the 
State of New Jersey discard 621,000 tons of glass bottles and 
322,000 tons of beverage cans a year. The New Jersey Department 
of Transportation alone in 1980 spent $1.3 million to pick up 
roadside litter. Almost 40% of roadside litter is containers. The 
potential savings in preventing those containers from reaching 
roadside areas is self-evident. 

Appropriate legislation is now before the New Jersey Assembly's 
Energy and Natural Resources Committee that would address the 
beverage container problem. Ideally, Assembly bills A78 and Al294 
fully address the non-returnable container problem. They would 
deal completely with environmental issues since they call for re-
filling returnable containers. This would promote reduced energy 
use as well as removing containers from the landfill and littering 
waste stream. They also provide for potential temporary employ-
ment dislocation within the beverage industry. 

The goal of new legislation should be to at .least remove non-return-
able containers from our streets and landfills. Assembly bill 
Al753 would do that. It provides for deposits on bottles and cans. 
It would establish a fund for the temporarily dislocated beverage · 
and container industry employees. Although it does not call for 
refilling containers, it would remove the bottles from the waste 
stream hy the return for deposits system. The ultimate end of con-
tainers provided for in this bill would be a recycled non-refillable 
product. The Al753 addresses the primary goal of non-returnable 
containers. 

The facts of beverage container recycling efforts in all other states 
implementing such a program clearly prove that New Jersey can only 
benefit from following their example. This is one of the few areas 
in environmental matters that New Jersey has not led the way. It's 
not too late to correct past mistakes. The N.J. legislators must 
understand that, we the people, are tired of seeing mile after mile 
of roadside bottle and can litter. We don't want to canoe down 
pristine streams paved with cans. We don't want to waste our natural 
resources. The image of New Jersey is at stake. We're known as 
cancer alley. Do we also want to be known as the trash capitol of 
the Northeast. We need a recycled beverage container bill now. 
Governor Kean and our representatives - listen to the people and 
clean up the Garden State. 
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The Honorable Robert Hollenbeck 
Chairman, Assembly Energy & Natural 
Resources Committee 
State House 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Dear Sir: 

September 16, 1982 

We are opposed to legislation mandating deposits on beverage containers. 
Such laws passed in other States have not proven to reduce litter but 
have seriously disrupted the beverage distribution systems, resulting in 
higher prices, consumer inconveniences, reduced sales, sanitation problems 
and lay-offs. 

We feel a law such as this would have the same underslrable effects on the 
New Jersey container industry, an industry which is already hard pressed 
to remain viable. 

The New Jersey Recycling Plan, effective January 1, 1982, is a more effective 
and less costly way to control litter and reduce solid waste. This program 
should be given a fair chance to work before abandoning it for one in which 
no benefits have been shown. 

Glass recycling, which has expanded 325% in the last few years, will continue 
to expand rapidly under this plan. Please do not impose further hardships 
in an already declining New Jersey glass industry. 

DRT /kp 

Very truly yours, 

GULF STATES CORPORATION 

cP"~/Zy~ 

D. R. Tyler 
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TESTIMONY OF 
E I E I FULLER., 

AMERICAN CAN COMPANY 
GREENWICH., CT 
AUGUST 25. 19lS2 

BEVERAGE PRICES 
UNDER DEPOSIT LEGISLATION 

I CONSUMERS IN STATES WITH DEPOSIT LAWS PAY HIGHER 
PRICES THAN THEY WOULD HAVE WITHOUT IT., AS COMPARED 
TO PRICES CONSUMERS PAY IN NEIGHBORING STATES 
WITHOUT DEPOSIT 'LAWS, (PRICE SURVEYS 2 & 5) 

I AFTER A DEPOSIT LAW BEGINS., PRICES RISE MORE THAN 
THEY DO IN NEIGHBORING NON-DEPOSIT STATES DURING 
THE SAME TIME PERIOD. (IoWA DEPT. OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
QuALITY SURVEY AND PRICE SURVEYS 2., 4., & 5) 

I PRICES REMAIN HIGHER OVER TIME IN DEPOSIT LAW STATES, 
(GRAPHS OF IOWA AND CONNECTICUT PRICES 1979., 1980., 1982) 
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E. E. FULLER - TESTIMONY PAGE Two 

PRICE SURVEY OVERVIEW 

I AcTUAL SHELF PRICES IN RETAIL SUPERMARKETS OF NATIONAL 
BRANDS OF BEER AND SOFT DRINKS RECORDED BY INDEPENDENT 
SURVEY AND AUDIT FIRMS IN APRIL~ 1979~ DECEMBER; 19l9~ 
AND MAY~ 19~0. 

I STORES WERE SURVEYED IN MAJOR POPULATION CENTERS 
GEOGRAPHICALLY DISTRIBUTED THROUGHOUT EACH STATE. 

I PRICES SURVEYED ARE REPRESENTATIVE OF PRICES PAID FOR 
·MORE THAN 75 PERCENT OF THE VOLUME OF PACKAGED BEER AND 
SOFT DRINKS SOLD IN EACH STATE IN THOSE BRANDS. 

I NATIONAL BRANDS SURVEYED WERE MILLER~ BUDWEISER~ SCHLITZ 
AND COKE~ PEPSI~ AND 7-UP. SIX PACK PRICES ON 12 OZ. 
BEER~ 12 OZ. AND 16 OZ. SODA AND PER BOTTLE PRICES ON 
32 OZ. AND 2 LITER. 

# BEER # SoFT DRINK 
ti. SIAIES ti. SIQBES ~BitES ~BitES 

PRICE SuRVEY #2 4 DEP. LAW 141 636 1324 
16 NON-DEP. 698 2839 7458 

PRICE SURVEY #4 IowA DEP. 36 121 317 
5 NON-DEP. NEIGH, 152 522 1605 

PRICE SURVEY #5 6 DEP. LAW 202 942 2105 
13 NON-DEP. 633 2855 7344 

IowA DEQ SuRVEY IOWA DEP. 16 CITIES 5 BRANDS 5 BRANDS 
IL~ MO~ KS 10 CITIES 5 BRANDS 5 BRANDS 
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E. E. FULLER - TESTIMONY PAGE THREE 

BEVERAGE PRICES - DEPOSIT STATES 
COMPARED TO NEIGHBORING STATES 

(NAT I OHAL BRANDS) 

PRICE SURVEY #2 - APRIL 1979 
AVERA(;E PRICES 

q<R~~s ~;P~I~Es 
BEER 
12 OZ. CAN/BOTTLE 

6-PACK 

SOFT DRINKS 
12 oz. CAN - 6 PACK 
16 OZ. BOTTLE - 6 PACK 
32 OZ. BOTTLE - EACH 
2 LITER BOTTLE - EACH 

2.33 

1.82 
1.63 

.51 
1.29 

2.03 

1.75 
1.62 

.48 
1.16 

DIFE. 

+ .30 

+ .07 
+ .01 
+ .03 
+ .13 

------------------------------~------------------------------
PRICE SURVEY #5 - MAY 1980 
BEER 
12 OZ. CAN/BOTTLE 

6 PACK 

SOFT DRINKS 
12 OZ. CAN - 6 PACK 
16 OZ. BOTTLE - 6 PACK 
32 OZ. BOTTLE - EACH 
2 LITER BOTTLE - EACH 

2.54 

1.97 
1.76 

.62 
1.37 
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2.29 + .25 

1.91 + .06 
1.52 REEIL. + .24 

.51 REEIL. + .11 
1.35 + .02 



. E. E. FULLER - TESTIMONY 

PRICES - BEER 12 oz. CAN/BoTTLE 
(6 PACK, NAT'L BRANDS) 

AfBIL l9Z9 MAY l98Q 
IowA - DEPOSIT 1.96 2.32 

PAGE FouR 

DIEEEBEHCE 
+ .36 

-----------------~------------------------------------

ILLINOIS 2.01 2.21 + .20 

MINNESOTA 2.07 2.34 + .27 

MISSOURI 2.06 2.29 + .23 

NEBRASKA 2.03 2.32 + .29 

MABCH 1982 
CONN. - DEPOSIT 2.08 2.60 + .52 2.87 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
MASSACHUSETTS 

New YoRK 

2.06 

2.08 
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2.38 

2.36 

+ .32 2.74 

+ .28 No SURVEY 
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E. E. FULLER - TESTIMONY 

PRICES - SOFT DRINKS 12 oz. CAN 
(6 PACK, NAT'L BRANDS} 

ApRIL 1979 MAY 1980 
IowA - DEPOSIT 1.66 1.90 

PAGE FIVE 

DIFFERENCE 

+ .24 
-------------------~----------~-----------------------

ILLINOIS 1.89 

MINNESOTA 1.68 

MISSOURI 1.86 

NEBRASKA 1.~6 

CONN. - DEPOSIT 1.69 

2.04 

1.97 

2.08 

2.15 

1.97 

+ .15 

+ .19 

+ .22 

+ .29 

+ .28 
MARCH 1982 

2.14 
----------------------------------------------~-------------------

MAssAcHUSETTS 

NEw YoRK 

1.59 

1.80 

1.67 

1.93 
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+ .13 No SURVEY 
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E. E. FULLER - TESTIMONY PAGE Six 

PRICES - SOFT DRINKS 16 oz. BoTTLE 
(6 PACK, NAI'L BRANDS) 

APRIL 19Z9 MAy 1980 

IowA - DEPOSIT 1.26 1.39 

DIFFERENCE 

+. .13 
-------------------------------------------------------
ILLINOIS 1.38 +DEP. 1.49 +DEP, + .11 

MINNESOTA 1.34 +DEP, 1.4d +DEP. + ,1q 

MISSOURI NIA 1.67 +DEP, 

NEBRASKA NIA 1.47 +DEP, 

CoNN. - DEPOSIT 1,87 NR 2.07 NR + ,20 
1.75 REFIL. 

MARCH 19~2 
NIA 

1.92 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
MAssACHUSETTS 

NEw YoRK 

1.91 NR 2,04 NR + .13 

1.93 NR 2.21 NR + .28 
1.32 REFIL, 1.53 REFIL, + .21 

N/A - NOT AVAILABLE IN STORES SURVEYED 
NR - NON-REFILLABLE 

2.36 

No 
SURVEY 

NoTE: 16 OZ. IS APPROXIMATELY 14% OF TOTAL SOFT DRINK MARKET, 
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E. E. FuLLER - TESTIMONY 

PRICES - SOFT DRINKS 32 oz/1 LITER BoTTLE 
(PER CONTAINER, NAT'L BRANDS) 

PAGE SEVEN 

APRIL 1979 

.39 REFIL, 

MAY 1980 DIFFEBEtiC'E 

IowA - DEPOSIT 

ILLINOIS .42 RfFIL, 

MINNESOTA .42 REFIL. 

MISSOURI N/A 

NEBRASKA NIA 

CoNN. - DEPOSIT .60 NR 

.47 REFIL. 

,50 REFIL, 

,50 REFIL, 

.52 REFIL. 

,49 REFIL. 

.73 NR 

+ .08 

+ .08 

+ .08 

+ .13 
MARCH 1982 

.84 
------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

MAssACHUSETTS ,58 NR .64 NR + I 06 I 76 

NEw YoRK ,66 NR .73 NR + .07 No SURVEY 
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E. E. FULLER - TESTIMONY 

PRICES - SOFT DRINKS 2 liTER/64 oz. BoTTLE 
{pER CONTAINER. NAT'L BRANDS) 

PAGE EIGHT 

AeBIL l9Z9 MAY l9BQ DIEEEBJ;H~J; 

IowA - DEPOSIT 1.12 1.27 + .15 
------------------------------------------------------.---
ILLINOIS 1.17 1.35 + .18 

MINNESOTA 1.21 1.46 + .24 

MISSOURI 1.27 1.43 + .16 

NEBRASKA 1.23 1.44 + .21 

MABCH 1982 

CONN. - DEPOSIT 1.04 1.26 + .22 1.37 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
MAssAcHUSETTS .99 1.20 + .21 1.23 

NEW YORK 1.17 1.34 + .17 No SURVEY 
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E. E. FULLER - TESTIMONY 

RESULT OF HIGHER PRICES 

IOWA I PLUS $21.4 MILLION PER YEAR EXTRA 
FOR BEER AND SOFT DRINKS DUE TO 
DEPOSIT LAW, 

CONNECTICUT • PLUS $34 MILLION PER YEAR EXTRA 
FOR BEER AND SOFT DRINKS DUE TO 
DEPOSIT LAW, 

NEW JERSEY • 
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COVERING: 

BEER & 
SOI=T DRINK 
RETAIL 
PRICES 

Survey# 2 

839 Supermarkets in 20 States 
141 in 4 Deposit States 
698 in 16 Non-Deposit Law States 
Survey Conducted Week of 4/9/79 

SUMMARY 

Bear-National Brands-12 oz. Cans·& Pack 
Beer-National Brands-12 oz. Bottles·& Pack 
Soft Drinks-National Brands-12 oz. Cans·& Pack 
Soft Drlnks-"Store Brands"-12 oz. Cans·& Pack 
Soft Drinks-National Brands-16 oz. Btls.-6 Pack 
Soft Drinks-National Brands-32 oz. Btl. 
Soft Drinks-National Brands·2 Liter Btl. 

Anraga Prices ~ Anrage Prices 
4 Deposit Neighboring Non Price 

-+--La_w. Stat~-- Deposit Law S_t_ate_a_+-_D_Iff_ara_n_c_e 
$2.31 + dapaslt $2.04 +.27 
$2.34 + dapasit 1 $2.01 +.33 
$1.82 +deposit j $1.75 +.07 
$1.35 +deposit $1.14 +.21 
$1.63 +deposit $1.62 +.01 
$ .51 +deposit $ .48 +.03 
$1.29 +deposit $1.16 +.13 

This is the second survey comparing supermarket prices for canned and bottled beer and 
soft drinks in deposit states, with the prices for similar products in neighboring non-deposit 
states. This second survey covered 839 supermarkets selected at random in 20 states. 
It was conducted the week of April 9, 1979 by Ehrhart-Babic Associates, a nationally known 
independent survey firm for, the Can Manufacturers Institute and the Glass Packaging 
Institute. 

The results of both surveys are essentially the same. Consumers in deposit states, on the 
average, are paying higher prices for their beverages before deposits and sales taxes, 
than are their neighbors in non-deposit states. A projection of these price differences shows 
that beer consumers alone could expect to pay a premium of $1.9 billion per year, exclusive 
of excise taxes, if deposit laws were to spread to all 50 states. Soft drink prices are also 
higher in deposit states. By conservative estimates, consumers would pay in excess of 
$500 million more under deposit laws. 

Even in Oregon, seven years after their deposit law went into effect, consumers pay on 
the average 20¢ a six pack more for beer (net of excise tax) and 12¢ a six pack more 
for soft drinks than do consumers in neighboring states. 

This second report was expanded to include prices on quart, liter and two-liter size soft drinks. 

Can Manufacturers Institute 
Glass. Packaging Institute 
Washmgton, D.C. · . 173x 



SUPERMARKET RETAIL PRU~E SURVEY 
BEER & SOFT DRINKS 

WEEK OF 4/9/79 

~ De"sii-Mic~g" 
Beer-National Brands-12 oz. Cans·& Pack I $2.39 + deposit 
Beer-National Brands-12 oz. Bottles·& Pack $2.45 + deposit 
Soft Drinks-National Brands-12 oz. Cans-6 Pack $1.98 + deposit 
Soft Drinks·"Store Brands"-12 oz. Cans-6 Pack $1.28 + depesit 
Soft Drinks-National Brands-16 oz. Bottles·& Pack $1.68 +deposit 
Soft Drinks-National Brands-32 oz. Bottle I $ .52 + deposit 
Soft Drinks-National Brands-2 Liter Bottle $1.36 + deposit 

Depelit·Oregon 

Non-Deposit Nelghbors-Avg. 
(Wisconsin Indiana Ohio) 

$2.14 
$2.14 
$1.76 
$ .99 

$1.41 + dep. 
$ .49 + dep. 
$1.23 + dep .. 

Non-Deposit Nelghbors·Avg. 
(Calif. Wash. Nev. Idaho) 

- -+------------·----
Beer-National Brands-12 oz. Caas-6 Pack 
Beer·Natlenal Brands-12 oz. Bottles·& Pack 
Salt Drlnks-Natlenal Brands-12 oz. Cans·& Pack 
Soft Drlnks·"Store Brands" ·12 oz. Caas-6 Pack 
Sift Drinks-National Brands-16 oz. Bettlea-6 Pack 
Saft Drinks-National Brands-32 az. Battle 
Soft Drlnks·Natleaal .Jraads-2 Uter Bottle 

$2.26 + deposit 
$2.20 + deposit 
$1.87 + deposit 
$1.42 + deptall 
$1.61 + deposit 
$ .48 +deposit 
$1.32 + depeait 

$1.99 
$1.96 
$1.76 
$1.16 
$1.49 

$.46 + dep. 
$1.11 

f 

Price 
Difference 

+.25 
+.31 
+.22 
+.29 
+.27 
+.03 
+.13 

Price 
Difference 

+.27 
+.24 
+.11 
+.26 
+.12 
+.02 
+.15 

1 llen·Depealt Nelgh,ora·Avg. Price 
J Deposit-Maine (New Hamp. Masa.) DlffertiCI 

-----------·------ ----------,-·---·--·-- --------·-------------- --+-
Beer-Natloaal Braads-12 ez. Caaa-6 Pack 'I $2.29 + depealt $1.98 +.31 
Beer·Natleaal Braads-12 oz. Bottlea-6 Pack $2.29 + depealt $1.91 +.38 
Soft Drlaks·Natloaal Brands-12 oL Caaa-6 Pack i $1.56 + defealt $1.58 -.02 
Selt Drlnks·"Store Brands" -12 oz. Caaa-6 Pack i Not Offered $1.09 
Selt Drlaks-Natlanal Brands-16 ez. Bettles·& Pack 1 $1.64 + depealt $1.86 -.22 
Soft Drlnka-Natloaal Brands-32 oz. Bettie 1 $ .55+ depealt $ .57 
Saft Drinks-National Braads·2 Uter Bottle I $1.05 + deposit $1.01 

-.02 
+.04 

I I Na.n-Depaslt I Price 
Deposlt-Vermant . New Hampshire Difference 

.:::::=:: :::::::::-~:::.~~k --~ :~:~~ :::=rt------rr::c·------~ :::: 
Sift Drlnka·Natlanal Brands-12 oz. Cans-6 Pack 

1 
$1.62 + depealt $1.57 +.05 

Soft Orlnka-"Store Brands"-12 oz. Cans·& Pack Not Offered $1.17 
Soft Drinks-National Brands-16 oz. Battles·& Pack 1 $1.55 + depeslt $1.78 -.23 

I 

Salt Drlnks·Natienal Bratds-32 oz. Battle 1 $ .45 + defealt $ .58 -.13 
Soft Drlnka·Natloaal Braads-2 Uter Bettie i Not Offered $1.05 
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PRE-LAW STATUS 
WEEK OF 4/9/79 

Deposlt·lowa 1 Non-Deposit Neighbors-Avg. 
Prelaw l (Neb. Ill. Minn. Mo. Wise.) f ---.. ~-~-· ·---~~·-·· -·--· -· ···--·--·-·-----··· ·-· -4-----·----·----·-'" 

I 
$2.02 Beer-National Brands-12 oz. Cans-6 Pack $1.95 

I Beer-National Brands-12 oz. Bottles-6 Pack $1.96 $2.03 
Soft Drinks-National Brands·12 oz. Cans-6 Pack $1.66 I $1.81 
Soft Drinks-"Store Brands"-12 oz. Cans-6 Pack $1.16 I $1.24 
Soft Drinks-National Brands-16 oz. Bottles-6 Pack $1.26 $1.42 
Soft Drinks-National Brands-32 oz. Bottle $ .39 $ .47 
Soft Drinks-National Brands-2 Liter Bottle $1.12 $1.19 

Note: Iowa law effective 7/1179 
Deposit 

Connecticut Non-Deposit Nelghbors·Avg. 
Prelaw (New Yo.rk Massachussets) 

Beer-Nationai·Brands-12 oz. Cans-6 Pack $2.08 $2.08 
Beer-National Brands-12 oz. Bottles·& Pack $2.07 $2.07 
Soft Drinks-National Brands-12 oz. Cans-6 Pack $1.69 $1.74 
Soft Drinks·"Store Brands"-12 oz. Cans-6 Pack $1.14 $1.06 
Soft Drinks-National Brands-16 oz. Bottles-6 Pack $1.91 $1.92 
Soft Drinks-National Brands-32 oz. Bottle $ .60 $ .62 
Soft Drinks-National Brands-2 Liter Bottle $1.04 $1.10 

Note: Connecticut law effective 1/1/80. 

Price 
Difference 

-.07 
-.07 
-.15 
-.08 
-.16 
-.08 
-.07 

Price 
Difference 

0 
0 

-.05 
+.08 
-.01 
-.02 
-.06 

CAN!NED "PRIVATE BRAND"' SOFT DRINKS 
Deposits Raise Prices, Lower Availability 

In many stores the lowest retail prices for soft drinks in single serving size containers are the 
canned "private" or "store" brands distributed through a "warehouse system." Most national 
brand soft drinks use the "driver delivery system".This price survey of 839 supermarkets again 
showed that deposit laws tend to lower the availability and raise the prices of "store" brands: 

Average Price-Six Pack 
Stores Offering 

Deposit States (4J 
$1.35 
18% 

Non-Deposit States (16) 
$1.14 
45% 



SUPERMARKET PRICE SURVEY 
BEER & SOFT. DRINKS 

WEEK OF APRIL 9, 1979 
r····------ - ------------------------- --------- ------------- ------------- ------------~---- --~ 

NON-DEPOSIT LAW STATES 
~·· ---- .. -··-------·-··-··----------------···-----------------···-----+---· 
. ~ ~ i 

WISC. IND. OHIO MASS. HAMP. CONN. YORK Ill MO. NEB. MINN. CALIF. NEV. WASH. IDAHO : AVERAGE ---- -- --- --; 
i Beer-National Brands-

12 oz. Cans-6 Pack 1.88 2.09 2.22 2.06 1.92 2.08 2.07 2.02 2.05 2.02 2.07 1.89 1.98 2.24 2.09 : 2.04 
Beer-National Brands-

12 oz. Botties-6 pk. 
Beer Excise Tax/6 Pack 
Soft Dtinks-National 

Brands-12 oz. Cans 6 pk. 

1.89 
3.75e 

1.69 
Soft Drinks-" Store 

Rrands"-12 oz. Cans 6 pk. : *** 
Soft Drinks-National 

Brands-16 oz. Bottles 6 pk. 
Soft Drinks-Nat'!. 

8J1nds-32 oz. Bottle 
Soft Drlnks-Nat'l. 

Brands-2 liter Bottle 

1.02 
+dtp 

.72 
+ dep 

1.12 

~SIH·Natiollal Brands-12 oz. Cans-6 Pack 
B~tH~atim! Brands· 12 oz. Bottles·& Pack 
Bm Excise Tax/6 Pack 

2.10 
5.25q; 

1.73 

1.11 
1.30 

+dep 
.39 

+dep 

1.16 

2.21 
9¢ 

1.81 

.97 
1.42 
+ dep 

.49 
+ dep 

2.06 
6¢ 

1.59 

1.00 
1.91 

.58 

1.80 
8.511: 

1.57 

1.17 
1.78 

.58 

2.07 
4.7511: 

1.69 

1.14 
1.87 

.60 

2.08 
2.5¢ 

1.80 

1.08 
1.93 

.56 

2.00 
411: 

1.89 

1.27 
1.38 
+ dep 

II? ..... 

2.07 
3.4¢ 

1.86 

1.26 
*** 

.68 

2.07 *** 1.90 
8¢ 7.25e 2.25¢ 

1.86 1.68 1.74 

1.26 *** 1.14 
1.98 1.34 1.36 

+dep 
.60 .42 .44 

+ dep + dep + dep 

1.95 
3.4¢ 

1.81 

1.07 
1.63 

+ dep 
.52 

+ dep 

2.12 
2.75e 

1.87 

1.29 
1.66 

+dep 
.48 

+ dep 

2.04 
8.4c · 

1.n 

1.12 
1.30 
+ dep I 

.3s I + dep 

2.01 
5.28¢ 

1.75 

1.14 
1.62 

.48 

1.29 .99 1.19 1.22 
l 

1.18 1.16 1.05 1.04 1.17 1.17 1.27 1.23 1.14 1.14 I . 

--··-·-·· ---·--· _________ _;_ ___ j 

··-···-···-···- ------·---·--· ··-- --- - ---------·------·-··--···-, 
DEPOSIT LA.W STATES I 

1 ----.,--- (P-lus- D~-;osit) ~--l 

, IOWA** I MICH. MAINE VERMONT OREGON ! AVERAGE* l 

II\1PACT OF DEPOSIT LAWS ON BEER PRICES 
Survey results show deposit state beer prices net of excise 
taxes average 3.5$ per container higher in cans and 
4.5$ per container higher In bottles than in neighboring 
deposit states. Projecting this difference over the 29 
billion cans used for beer nationally and the 20 billion 
bottle fillings produces a total potential differential fiilure 
under deposit laws of $1.9 billion for all 50 states. 

- 1-- -- --: 

1.95 i 2.39 2.29 2.27 
1.96 i 2.45 2.29 2.26 

B$ 1 11.5c 14c uc 

L26 
2~0 u" 

2.31 
2.34 

Soft l.lrinkl·National Brands-12 oz. Cans-6 Pack 
Soft Drinks·"Store Brands" ·12 oz. Cans-6 Pack 
Soli Drinks-National Brands-16 oz. Bottles-& Pack 
Sofl Drinks-National Brands-32 oz. Bottle 

1.66 : 1.98 1.56 1.63 
1.16 ! 1.28 *** *** 
1.26 ! 1.68 1.64 1.55 
.39 1 .52 .55 .45 

1~ 

1A2 
1~1 

AB 
1J2 

11.06C 
1.82 
1.35 
1.63 
.51 

1.29 

DEPOSIT LAW EFFECTIVE DATES 
0 reg o n 1 0 I 1 I 7 2 
Vermont 7 I 1 17 5 
Maine 1/1/78 Sufi Orillks·National Brands-2 Liter Bottle 

l_ --~·~__2~3~-~--- .:~~ . 
**lewa law takes effect 7/1/79 

Prices shown are prelaw 
*Excluding Iowa 
***Not Offered 

Michigan 12/3/78 
Iowa 711179 
Connecticut 111180 

:X: 
1.0 
r-
,-1 
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Beer - Nat'l Bnnds-
12 oz. cans 

Bur - Nat' I Braaa-
12 ez. attles 

left Driab - lafl 
Branda - 12 1Z. CIIS 

Sift Drilb - litre 
Brands - 12 oz. cans 

Soft Drinks - lat'l 
Brands - 16 oz. ~tis. 

Soft Drinks - Nafl 
Brands - 32 oz. ~tis. 

Soft Drinks - Nafl 
Brands - 2 liter 

* Plus Deposit 

BEVERAGE PRICE SURVEY COMPARISON 
APRIUDECEMBER 1979 

IOWA VS. NEIGHBOR STATES 

NON-DEPOSIT LAW STATES 
NON-DEP. 

ILLINOIS MINNESOTA MISSOURI NEBRASKA WISCONSIN AVG. IOWA 
APR. DEC. APR. DEC. APR DEC. APR. DEC. APR. DEC. APR. DEC. APR. DEC. --------- Pte-law 

2.02 2.16 2.07 2.30 2.05 2.17 2.02 2.16 1.88 2.23 2.02 2.19 1.95 2.25* 

2.00 2.16 **** 2.28 2.07 2.16 2.07 2.24 1.89 2.14 2.03 2.19 1.96 2.29* 

1.89 1.97 1.68 1.74 1.86 2.08 1.86 1.93 1.69 1.86 1.82 1.93 1.66 1.87* 

1.27 1.43 **** 1.21 1.26 1.27 1.26 1.38 **** 1.43 1.26 1.37 1.16 1 .30* 

1.38* 1.49* 1.34* 1.35* **** 1.58* 1.98 1.26* 1.02* 1.18-j 1.35* 1 .35* 1.22* 1 .22* 

.42* .47* .42* .39* .68 .50* .60 .42* .36* .45i .41 * .44"" .39* .41* 

1.17 1.27 1.14 1.33 1.27 1.45 1.23 1.21 1.12 1.18 1.19 1.27 1.12 1.22* 

DIFFERENCES APR. TO DEC. 
NON-DEP. IOWA 
! % l % 

+.17 8.4 +.30 15.4 

+.16 7.9 +.33 16.8 

+.11 6.0 +.21 12.7 

+.11 8.7 +.14 12.1 

0 0 0 0 

+.03 7.3 +.02 5.1 

+.08 6.7 +.10 8.9 

**** Not Available in stores surveyed 
Projecting the April/December price differential for beer and carbonated 
beverage to a full year, this survey shows that due to the deposit law, 
Iowans will spend $21.4 million more a year for beer and beverage 
purchases than people residing in a neighboring non-deposit state of 
similar size and beverage consumption. 

This is the fourth in a continuing series of beverage price surveys by the 
Can Manufacturers Institute and Glass Packaging Institute. 

Note: April is pre-deposit law in Iowa Law effective 7/1/79. 
Can Manufacturers Institute 
Glass Packaging Institute 
Washington, D.C. 

This one covered 36 supermarkets in deposit law Iowa and 152 
supermarkets in non-deposit law neighboring states in December 1979. 
It compares prices to those found in a similar survey (#2) taken in April 
1979 of 29 supermarkets in Iowa and 130 in neighbor states. 



COVERING: 
835 Supermarkets in 19 States 
202 in 6 Deposit Law States 

BEER & 
SOFT DRINK 
RETAIL 
PRICES 

633 in 13 Non-Depotilt Law States 
Surv·~Y Conducted Week of 5/15/30 

SUMMARY 

Beer-Natlaul Bratds-12 oz. Cans-6 Pack 
Beer-National Bruds-12 oz. Bottles·& Pack 
Soft Drinks National Brands-12 oz. Cans-6 Pack 
Saft Drinks "Store Brands"-·12 oz. Caas-6 Pack 
Saft Drlnks-Natioaal Brands-16 oz. Btls.-6 Pack 
Soft Drinks-National Brands-32 oz. Btl 
Soft Drinks-National Brands-2 Liter BtL 

Average Prices 
6 Dep11lt 
Lit Stites 

$2.53 + deposit 
$2.55 + deposit 
$1.97 + deposit 
$1.2 9 + deposit 
S 1.76 + deposit 
$ .62 + deposit 
$1.37 + depasit 

Aver~~e Prien 
Neighboring Nan Price 

Deposit Law States Difference 

$2.28 + .25 
$2.29 +.26 
$1.91 +.06 
$1.21 +.18 
$1.52 + deptslt +.24 
S .51 + depeslt + .11 
$1.35 +.02 

This is the fifth in a series of supermarket surveys on beer and soft drinks. It compares shelf 
prices in deposit law states with those in neighboring non-deposit states. It covers 835 super· 
markets selected at random in the six deposit-law states and also in thirteen neighboring 
states. 
The survey was conducted simultaneously in all states the week of May 15, 1980 by National 
Retail Tracking Index, Inc. of Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, a nationally known independent , 
survey firm, for the Can Manufacturers Institute. 
Like the previous studies, it confirms that consumers in ceposit law states, on the average, pay 
substantially more for their beverages than their neighbors in non-deposit states. 
Contrary to popular myths espoused by deposit law prooonents, prices go UR after such laws 
take effect because the costs of returning, sorting, handling, washing and refilling empty 
containers are much higher than any savings generated by law. 
Oregon, eight years later, still has higher average pricHs than nearby Washington and 
California 
This survey can now be used to compare pre- and post-deposit law prices in Connecticut and 
reaffirms the results of Survey #4 which compared before-and-after prices in Iowa. In both 
states, prices for beer and soft drinks increased at a much higher rate than their neighbors in 
the same time period (see page 3 for Connecticut comparison). 
Citizens in Iowa are now paying more than $20 million a year, and in Connecticut $34 million, 
to reduce the beverage container portion of roadside litter. Other states, such as Washington 
and Virginia, are spending less than one-tenth of these amounts in successful programs which 
reduce all litter, not just beverage containers. 

178x 

Can Manufacturers Institute 
Washington, D.C. 
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SUPERMARKET PRICE SURVEY 
BEER & SOFT .DRINKS 

WEEK OF MAY 15,1980 

NON-DEPOSIT LAW STATES 
lEW NEW RHODE 

lASS. lAMP. YORK ISWID WISC. Ill OHIO ILL 18. lEI. 1111. CALIF. WAIH. AVERAGE ----------- ~- -------
2.31 !.21 2.35 2.35 2.14 2~11 2.41 2.11 2.27 Z.3D 2.34 2.14 2.42 2.21 

t31 2.12 2.36 2.15 2.01 2.11 2.43 2.23 2.31 2.33 2.59 2.15 t37 2.21 
" 8.5$ 2.5$ 4$ 3.75$ 5.25$ •• 4$ 3.4$ 1$ 7.25$ 2.%5$ 2.75$ 5.13$ 

1.17 1.11 1.93 1.U 1.11 l~ll 2.13 tl4 2.88 2.11 1.97 .. 1.71 1.75 1.11 

1 .. 1z· ' '1.11 ua: ttl -· **• 1.11 ut· -ua uz ,_., U4 uo u1 
. j - .. -

t.J4 .. Ul t.53 Z.H 1.21 . U4 1.41 1.57 1.17 1.47 ' 1.48 UD 1.80 1.52* 
+HJ. +f• +fep. +.... +• +U,. +fap. +•• +•• + .... +fep. + .... 

.64 ... .41 .&& .48 .58 .51 .511 .52 .41 .58 .55 .49 .51* 
+np. +Up. +n,. +•• +• +n,. +•• +• +• +•• +dip. 

Ul 1.25 1.34 1.24 1.27 1.31 1.48 1.35 1.43 1.44 1.46 1.37 1.33 1.35 

*O.,.IIt Caatlllen Oaty 

DEPOSIT LAW STATES 
" 

(Plus Deposit) . 
CONN IOWA MICH. lAIIlE VERMONT OREGON AVERAGE DEPOSIT LAW EFFECTIVE DATES 

leer-National Bnua-12 oz. Caaa-6 Pack 
Betr-Natloaal Bmfa-12 IZ. BaHiea-6 Pack 
B11r Exclsa TU/6 Pack 

2.60 
2.60 
4.75$ 

2.31 
2.33 

•• 
2.54 2.64 
2.53 2.62 
11.5$ 14$ 

2.52 2.59 2.53 
2.56 2.51 2.55 

14$ 4.75$ 1.5$ 

Oregon 10/1/72 
Vermont 7/1/75 
Maine 1 (1 I 7 8 
Michigan 12/3/78 

Salt Drlaks- Natlanll Bnads-12az. Caas-6 Pack 
SoH Drlaks-"Store" Bnads-12 oz. Cana-6 Pack 
Soft Drinks- Natlnll Bnads-16 az. BoHin-6 Pack 
Soft Driaks-Natlonal Bnads-32 az. loUie 
Soft Drtaks-Natlnal Bnada-2 utar BeHle 

1.97 1.90 Z.UI 1.88 
1.31 1.30 1.39 1.27 
1.75 Ul 1.87 1.92 
.73 .47 .64 .59 

1.26 1.27 1.48 1.25 

***Not Offered 
Prices do aot include depoaH or sales tax. 

1.18 1.97 1.97 
. *** 1.24 1.21 

Iowa 7/1/79 
Connecticut 1/1/80 

1.74 1.71 1.76 
.57 .54 .62 

! 
1.13 1.53 1.37 
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DEPOSIT 

PRICE COMPARISONS 
BEER & SOFT DRINKS 

CONNECTICUT AND NEIGHBORS 
PRE-LAW VS POST-LAW 

NON-DEPOSIT NEIGHBORS 
Connecticut Massachusetts New York 

Difference I Difference 
4/9{79 12117179 5115/80 4!79-5/80 o/o 4/9!79 12/17179 5/15/80 4179--5/80 419/79 12/17/79 5/15/80 -- ------ -- -- --- ---
ua 2.11 ua +.52 +25.0 2.86 2.23 2.38 +.3Z 2.07 2.19 2.35 

!.17 !.II 2.88 +.U +25.6 2.81 2.23 2.31 +.JZ Ul %.11 2.311 

1.11 l77 IJ7 +.tl +I&.& ua J.7.C 1.!7 +.81 1.18 1.17 1.N 

1.14 1.13 1.31 +.17 +14.1 ua 1.15 1.12 +.lZ 1.U l.lt ua 
1.17 1.11 !.07 +.tC +18.7 1.11 %.84 2.114 +.13 1.93 1.13 2.21 

.II .11 .71 +.13 +21.7 .&1 .11 .64 +.11 .II .67 J3 

1.14 Ul 111 +.tZ +Zl.Z .H 1.88 118 +.Zl 1.17 1.11 1.34 
- --'----- -- - - ~ ----····----------------- L ___ -------~----- - -------··-· ·- ·-·-···--

, Prices do not include depoSit or sales tax. 

Note: 4/9n9 and 12/17/79 surverys are pre-deposit law in Connecticut (law effective 1/1/80) 

I 

This chart shows the dramatic increases in prices which occurred in Connecticut after January 1 , 1980 when the 
deposit.law took effect. · 

In the April and December 1979 surveys, prices were generalty close to those of New York and Massachusetts. 
During that time period, prices rose in all three states at about the same rate. But, from December 1979 to May 
1980 prices in Connecticut rose much more than did those In the two neighbor states. This means that citizens in 
Connecticut are paying $34 million more per year for beer and soft drinks than they would have without deposit 
legislation 

NO!!-Deposit Neighbors 

Difference Avg. Dift 
4/79--5/80 4/79--5/80 % --

+.28 +.30 +14.5 I 
I 
I 

+.!& +.tl +14.1 

+.II +.II +1.5 

+.85 +.81 +U 

+.ZI +11 +18.9 I 

+.87 +.81 +14.5 

+.11 +.11 +17.6 
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BEVERAGE PRICE SURVEY 
by the 

Afr and Land Qualf~ Dfvisfon 
Iowa Department of Environmental Qualf~ 

February. 1981 
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Abstract 

The beverage price survey was conducted to .:m1tor retail grocery store price 
changes 1n Iowa to determine the i11pact of the beverage container dlpos1t law. 
The survey data 1nd1cated that due to the law soft drf nk prices increased up to 
approximately 3.3 cents per. twelve ounce can and 2.5 cents per sixteen ounce 
bottle with border prices increasing the least. In addition, beer prices 
increased up to approximately 3:3 cents per twelve ounce can and 2 cents per 
twelve ounce bottle wtth no .. asurable increase along the border. . 

182x 
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In the same period, Apr11 1979 to-1980, Iowa border prices rose approxi-
mately 18 cents for both of the beverage packages. 

Out of stat~ border prices for the period April 1979 to~~980 had twelve 
ounce six pack can pop rise approxiutely 8 cents while sixteen ounce eight 
pack bottles rose approximately 18 cents. Out of state eight pack bottle 
prices dropped about 12 cents during the same period in contrast to all 
other beverage prices. Six pack can prices, however, rose about 20 cents in 
the out of state region. 

If one assumes that Iowa pop prices would have reacted the same as out of 
state border prices without the deposit law, an estimate as to the rise in 
price due to the law can be made. Using thfs assumption the interior Iowa 
consumer 1s estimated to be paying 20 cents 110re for a six pack of can pop 
or about 3.3 cents per can and 20 cents 1110re for an eight pack of bottle pop 
or 2.5 cents per bottle because of the deposit law. In contrast the con-
sumer along Iowa • s border is paying 10 cents mre per six pack can pop or 
about 1.5 cents per can while paying no 1110re for bottle pop. The out of 
state border prices were used in the estimation since close pricing before 
the law with Iowa and the trend afterwards showed a closer relationship with 
Iowa • s beverage pr1c1 ng than the out of state region d1 d. 

Beer prices reacted in 111.1ch the salle unner as pop prices 1 n Iowa during the 
survey. As graphs three and four indicate, the price of twelve ounce six 
pack can and bottle beer rose abruptly fn the fnter1 or Iowa region during 
the months just prior to the deposit law's implementation. The Iowa and out 
of state border regions both rose at the same rate with bottle beer prices 
rising the most in late 1979. Out of state beer prices rose at a steady 
rate ~roughout the survey. 

If the out of state border region again fs used as the expected price rf se 
in Iowa without the deposit law, interior Iowa six pack can beer prices rose 
approximately 20 cents more than would have been expected (3.3 cents per 
can) and six pack bottle beer ~p~t 12 cents (2 cents per bottle) during 
the period from April 1979 to'Miif"1980. The Iowa border prices during the 
same period remained approximately the same as the out of state border 
region therefore showing no effect. The overall price change 1n the border 
regions was approximately 15 cents for s1x pack cans and 23 cents for s1x 
pack bottles compared to approximately 35 cents for both fn the 1 nter1 or 
Iowa reg1on. 

183x 
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II> NTH 
January 1979 
February 
March 
Apr1l 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January 1980 
February 
March 

MONTH 
January 1979 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January 1980 
February 
March 

........ f •. I 

Table 1 

Price Per 8 Pack 16 oz. Bottle Pop 

Regions 

Iowa out of state 
Border Border 

1.581 1.621 
1.573 1.614 
1.508 1.633 
1.581 1.553 
1.582 1.561 
1.599 1.669 
1.659 1.730 
1.606 1.593 
1.571 1.634 
1.613 1.571 
1.632 1.667 
1.685 1.785 
1.687 1.648 
1.688 1.773 
1.790 1.710 

Table 2 

Price Per 6 Pack 12 oz. Can Pop 

Regions 
Iowa out of state 

Border Border 
1.687 1.740 
1.611 1.641 
1..667 1.742 
1.744 1.668 
1.766 1.639 
1.739 1.708 
1.808 1.802 
1.766 1.564 
1.752 1.592 
1.870 1.636 
1.792 1.681 
1.740 1.641 
1.841 1.823 
1.799 1.729 
1.932 1.823 

184x 

Inter1or Out of 
Iowa State 

1.581 -
1.547 1.775 
1.592 1.911 
1.519 1.789 
1.654 1.866 
1.710 1.744 
1.842 1.744 
1.792 1.563 
1.805 1.631 
1.763 -
1.838 1.786 
1.834 1.607 
1.798 1.734 
1.846 1.783 
1.878 1.606 

Inter1or out of 
Iowa State 

1.755 -1.746 1.816 
1.731 1.843 
1.716 1.817 
1.754 1.830 
1.830 1.809 
1.900 1.745 
1.908 1.716 
1.937 1.928 
1.941 -
1.947 1.918 
1.945 1.923 
1.974 1.966 
1.982 1.979 
2.026 1.993 
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MONTH 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
Novenmer 
December 
January 
February 
March 

MONTH 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January 
February 
March 

1979 

nmr 

1979 

tm)' 

Table 3 

Price Per 6 Pack 12 oz. Bottle Beer 

Regions 

Iowa Out of State 
Border Border 

1.918 1.908 
1.871 1.946 
2.016 -2.037 1.981 
2.003 1.985 
1.945 1.975 
2.060 2.024 
1.920 2.054 
2.049 1.950 
1.890 2.043 
2.094 1.900 
1.994 2.210 
2.229 2.122 
2.125 2.196 
2.223 2.261 

Table 4 

Price Per 6 Pack 12 oz. Can Beer 

Regions 

Iowa out of State 
Border Border 

1.904 1.921 
1.879 1.917 
1.876 2.091 
1.946 1.980 
1.985 1.921 
1.891 2.010 
2.017 2.019 
2.070 2.019 
2.039 1.835 
2.062 2.012 
2.041 1.862 
2.037 2.114 
2.191 2.013 
2.149 2.133 
2.208 2.128 

18Sx 

~Interior 

Iowa 

1.885 
1.873 
1.924 
2.000 
1.955 
1.982 
2.081 
2.250 
2.236 
2.238 
2.265 
2.258 
2.282 
2.293 
2.375 

Interior 
Iowa 

1.887 
1.880 
1.939 
1.994 
2.007 
1.997 
2.111 
2.205 
2.231 
2.180 
2.242 
2.235 
2.278 
2.296 
2.350 

out of 
State 

-
2.070 
2.012 
2.080 
2.050 
2.068 
2.040 
2.136 
2.051 -2.285 
2.159 
2.152 
2.219 
2.190 

Out of 
State 

-2.036 
1.981 
2.061 
2.038 
2.058 
2.034 
2.099 
2.054 -
2.167 
2.163 
2.131 
2.226 
2.183 
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THL [1 1-Jl U\D!~U)HI/1 COCA-COLt, UrJl I L! f·lCi COMPANY 

D/B/A THL: CoC/1-CDLfl BOTTLH~G (OiVJP/\NY OF SOUTH JEn~~EY 

F;ELEVl\NT TO BFVGU\GE CoiHAii~U~ !r:r;rsL/\TIOI\1 

SUBHITTED BY: 

JOf!f,j P, !<OLB~ JH, 
VICE PRESIDENT HUMAN RESOURCES 
NOR.! I iE/\ST OPU~AT I Of~ 
THr: PH l L.A. (OCA-(OL,\ BOTTLING Cm1PANY 
ER I L: /\VENUE & fiG'' s I f~U: I 
PHI L/\DELPHIA1 PA. 10J3li 

THIS STATEMlNT WILL EXPRESS OUR VIEWS REL/\TfVE TO T!~E INCREASING 

PROBLEMS OF LITTEI,,,~ SOLID v~f..ISTE DISPOSAL,~ Ai~D THI: EI~ERGY CRU:~CH. 

SiiKE ITS INCEPTION,~ THE SOFT DRINK lNDUSTf~Y HAS BEEIJ USING RE-

TU:.WJ\BLE GLA;.;s CONT1\ I ;·~ERS AND J f"l I GHT ADD STILL DOES TOD/\Y" BUT TO /\ 

MUCH LESSER EXTENT THAN IT DID 15 YEARS AGO. IT HAS MORE EXPERIENCE .. 

1'10;~< E HIS l 0 R Y" ~10H E F /\f'/1 I LI fl.i~ IT Y ,~ fltO ~~ E EI~P E RT IS [... MlD f•10R E COi-1~'1! Tf-'IENT 

TO T:-JE RElUi\NADLE CO NTA I NEf< TH/\N ANY OTHEI~ I NDUSTI~Y IN THIS COUIHRY, 

THE SOFT DI~Ii~!< lNDUSH~Y WAS BUILT---- PHYSICAL.LY CONSTRUCTED---- FOR 

EVEHYTHii~G -- VIEr\t: CONCEIVED AROUND A f\[llJRIUd:;u~ CONT/\INEFL So \'~U~E 

OUR PI<ICES_. CJ3TS) AND PnoriTS. Til[ VERY FHAIKH!SE ·--THE GcUG~UJ>HICAL 

LII'IlTS l'iiTHli'J. ·1iHICH MANY o;-~ US ARE LICENSED TO 1·1/\i\JUFACTUHE AND SELL A 

BRAND PfWDUCT ,~ W/\S LAID OUT \'IJ T:-! I l~ THE ECOIW/d CS OF D I STF\I BUT I I!G A:W 

i~ETRIEVIi~G A i~ETUHIV\BU~ (;LJ',S~ BOTTLF, HE BELlLVE_. THEREFORE; wE ARE 

PERH/WS THE f'IOST Kll0\'.'I_EJC3EI\BI_E I iJDU:3TI~Y TOD.-'\Y J f! THE r~E:)LJJ REI'I[~H;; OF 

US I i~G A f\ETUI~ii/-\BLE COiH AI :~ER, 

THU\E IS A GHE/\T DL:f\L or· FlCTIOi~~ MISUkUti:')lf\i~DIUG .. f•.i'ID ,JUST PLAIN 

\~fW1~G I i~FOi~I'1/\Tl ON CONCt:J;,n iH:i u;·H.:>Tin? f'.IW RETU!~i~AI\f_E CONTAI NCI\S, /\i'JD 

WHAT IS H!\PPEN J NG IN OUR I NDUSTF{Y AND vmY, 
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FIRST ... THERE IS 1\ BASIC LAC:< ·oF Ui"JDE:~STANDING OVER THr~ 1vlEANING 

OF "RETUI<:~f\f>U.:", "[~ETUiUJ/\BLE' Et·1Bf<ACES MUOI 1'10RE THAN A CONTAINER. 

HHILE IT I!~CLUDES A CONTAINEr< THAT IS HEAVIER ... STI~ONGER ... /\ND MORE 

EXPENSIVE - BUILT TO ENDURE CONSTANT REUSE - IT IS BASICALLY AN ENTIRE 

SYSTtM OF MANUFACTURE AND D I s··R I BUT I ON, IT IS A DOUBLE HANDLING SYSTEI"l, 

TRUCI<S LEAVE THE PLA!H ~liTH Ef1PTY BAYS ... THAT IS ... LOADED TO LESS THAi~ 

CAPACITY ... IN ORDE~ TO RECEIVE EMPTY BOTTLES. THAT INCREASES THE COST 

OF DELIVERY. t1ELIVEHYI,1EN SPEflD A GREAT DEAL OF Tlf~E LOCATING_, SORTING ... 

AtW LOl-\Dli"H) .t::.i•iPTJES. THAT EX..,-ENDS THE Tlf'v\E PER STOP AND IiJCREASES THE 

COST OF DELIVERY, ROUTES ARE SHORTER AND TRUCk EFFICIENCY IS RESTRICTED 

-- HAISING THE COST OF DELIVERY. IN AN ISSUE OF FORB~S MAGAZINE ... IT 

QUOTED THE COCA-COLA COI"lPA;~y AS REPORTING THAT THEY ARE USiNG 9L! GALLONS 

OF GASOLI I~E TO DELI '{E;~ 1_, 000 CASES IN THE STATE OF OREGON... WHERE 

~1AIWATORY DEPOSITS ARE If~ EFFECT ... VERSUS 47 GALLOi~S IN THE NC I GHBOH I NG 

STATE OF WASHINGTON), -AT tHE END OF THE DAY EMPTY BOTTLES MUST BE 

UNLOADED ... SOfnED ... Arm SANITIZED ... INCREASii~G THE COST OF LABO~ AND 

MANUFACTUI<l: I 

PLEASE UtJDERSTAND THAT THIS IS DES I I~EABLE - Ai~D POSSIBLE - ONLY 

IF THE iJU~iBC:~ OF TRIPS EACH COtHAii'JEi~ NAKES IS SUI-:r:ICI[,fr TO ncDUCE 

TliE COST OF THE PACKAG[ TO \A/Hl.:.!~E THE wc;~Ei\SED COSTS OF l!\BOR f\.1\lD 

OVERHEAD - CAUSED BY THIS DOUBLE HANDLING SYSTEM - CAN BE ABSORBED, 

IF TRIPPAGE FALLS BELOW A SATISFACTORY LEVEL ... THEN THE SYSTEM CRUMBLES. 

lN A STAFF STUDY DATED JCTOBER 1 ... 1975 ... BY THE UIHTED STATES DEPARHiENT 

Or COMMEHCE., IT WAS I~OTElJ THAl IF RETURi~ I~ATES ARE LESS THAiJ 80% A I~ET 

I i'JCREASE IN SOLID ~/ASTE OCCUR:;, 1 N THOSE FiJi STATES THAT HAVE I"'ANDATORY 

DEPOSITSJ Oi~LY THE STATE OF MAINE HAS A RETURN RATE OF BETTER THAN 80%. 
THE nETURI'l I~ ATE r :-i Oi~EGON Mm VERt1orn Is r~cPoRTCD AT 70:~. 

THE NOi'J··RETUR1~i\BLE BOl I I.E 11ADE l TS ! li~ST J\PPEARANCE J N THE 

PHILADELPHIA/SOUTI-·1 JFRSEY A:-u:J\ IN THE l"liD-S1XTIES, FOR A PERIOD OF 
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SEVER/\L YEARS AFTEF< TH/\T THE CONSUfv1Ef~ HAD F m:.r=.JJur1 OF CHOl CE I !l TfW l P 

F/WOt~ITE SUPEI"\~'1ARI<LT, A COf,.il3JtlATIOi~ OF FACTO!\S; N/\r·1ELY (]_) Tli[JR 

OBVIOUS Pf\EFEf~EIKE r~ol< TilE LIGIITER WEIGHT, MW f1URE ST"fi~1\CTIVi iWil-· 

RETLJ .. ?N.rnL·- r~cKAr·,- II!·'J) (')) l.,,r- SU 0 ERMf\D'<El·c· ·Jr·(·r<·rc)tl Tc 11 L'f\('A--~-. 1,1~\j_:c /\ .. ,)._)/\,\ ,..__ ~- ,-l.,i\1 '-.;J.,_ .... ..._, ~· ,.,,.._ ...... ,.,.-...~-

i'-10RE Aim i"lORE SP/\Cl: TO THIS l·ll:VJ PACKAGE I iJi~0'//\1 I m-l DUE TO Cu;~~-:Urv',ER 

DEf"lAND AI~D THEif~ m~r~ MERCHANDISI!~G POLICIES ULTH1ATELY LED TO THE 

COf"lP!_ETC DEHI SE OF THE RETUf~llABLE BOTTLE If~ T!W SlJPEr~r1/\i~I<I-T T iJ THE 

U\'fE }jt)(J;s, AT Till::; POIITI lN Tif•lE, THIPPIIC;L I1~ THE PHll/\uU i'llli\/SOlrlll 

YEARS AGO. A Tf~ l PP/\GE OF FIVE MEANS THE AVEi~/\(jL: BOTTLE l S L_us·I ON 

TH:: SIXTH Tf\IP, SU l~lVE RETURi~S OUT OF SI>< nnr>s IS ,JUS! /\t' Ti:F. 8U~·~ 

RETUf~N RATE I f"lEiH I ONED EARU ElL 

THIS Bf~ I NGS US TO THE SECOiW SUBJECT OF SOf~E CilNfRI\L MI Slli\!fJr::f<ST AND l !~Ci 

\~HY RETUf~NABLE COtH AI NER TR I PPAGE DROPPED SO DHAi'1AT I CAI_L Y, THERE 

IS A BEUEF THAT BOTTLEf~S rOI\CED ONE-TRIP CONTAINEi~S o;~ THL: CO!~SU~1If'{G 

PUBLIC AT GREATER EXPE;~sE BECAUSE OF GREATEt~ PROFIT OR SOI"1E OTHEH 

ADVA;n,"-GE To THE BOTTLER, THIs coNcEPT r s NOT coRREcT. Tr~ I PPAGE BEGAi~ 

DECLINHJG BEFOHE THE /\DVEfH OF ONE--\"iAY P/I.CI<AGING. !\S OU~ SOCIETY HAS 

BECOI'IE l1iOI<E /\FFL.lJE~H.~ THE V/\UJE OF THE DEPOSIT 11/\S BECOf~E !...ESS /\flD 

LESS OF AN INCENTIVE TO STORE fHE CONTAINER IN THE HOME AND RETLJRtJ IT 

IN PHIU1DtLPHIA/SOUTH JZRSEY.~ OI~E--WAY :3/\I_CS HJ\VE GI~O\tl:~ Ff~OI'-1 

NOTHI1~G TO APPROXIMATELY 937a OF OUI~ VOLLJ/1\E SINCE THE EARLY SIXTIES. 

AND AS 1'/ITH OTHE1\ COf111'-10Dl f'l LS i-0Rf'1ERLY I!'l f<LTUi·d;/\BLES, SUCI1 /\S f'1I Ll< 

AND BEEI~, WE DO i'WT BELIEVE OUi\ COi~SU11ERS \·ilLL ilU\J GJVL lW HI[ co;;vonEl\CF: 

~1!\i'JD/\TOF~Y Di:POSIT LEGISLAT!Oi~ HAS NOT E;HU:ELY L\_HHN/\HJJ 'fHF: iW:·.J--

RETUR;'-iABLE BOTTLE r~ND THE CJ\N ::ROf1 THE SU;.JEfU·L'\f<IZE'i SHEL'IES I~~ 0fH:Got·J 
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AI'W Vti<MONT. IF THE CCH~3U~1Li~ ~"11~NTS THE co;wu~iUKl OF/\ ONE-ii<JP 

CONlAII'~ER.~ AND f'1ANY STILL DO.~ IN THOSE ST/\lTS.~ THE'{ PLUNI( DO\'Hl THE 

I~ANDATORY DEPOSIT AND STILL HIRO\~ THE BOT fi_E m~ CAN BJ THE TRASH OR 

ALONG THE HIGHWAY. FURT~JERMORE.~ THE RETURN RATE IN THOSE STATES IS 

POSITIVE PROOF THAT MANY RETURNABLE BOTTLES ARE SUBJECT TO THE SAME 

FATE. 

WHAT \~OULD BE THE IMPACT OF THIS .B I I_L ON THE BOTTLER IN THE 

~;HI LADELPH I A/SOUTI-l JERSEY Al~EA? THERE IS 1~0 QUEST ION IN ~1Y ·~·11 ND THAT 

\~E vWULD SUFFEr~ SUBSTANTIALLY 1 SOME OF US \'>!OUI.D BE FORCED OI.IT OF TH!: 

BUSINESS •. WITHIN TWO YEARS OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE OREGON BOTTLE 

BILL, N li'IE OF THE TVJENTY-N I NE FRA;~CH I SED BOTTLERS IN THAT STATE HP..D 

BEEI~ FORCED TO SELL OUT, THOSE REi'1AINING ~~ILL BE REQUIRED TO IfJVEST 

MILLIONS IN ADDITIONAL BOTTLING EQUIPI"lEIH, BUILDI!-iGS; AND TRUCKS. 

BOTTLING EQUIPMENT TO HAiWLE AND CLEAN THE f~ETURi'~ABLE BOTTLE., ADDITIONAL 

BUl LDHJGS TO ACCUMULATE THE f~[TURI\ABLE BOTTLES, AIW ASSUf~I i~C:. iW LOSS 

Iii BUSII~ESS (/\ VEf~Y OPTH1ISTIC .1\SSUMPTIO:·.J) T\"/IC:f AS 11/\I'N sor=T DP.li'!K 

TRUCKS 01~ THE AU-<EADY OVERCROi'WED STREETS IN THE PH I LAIJELPHI A/SOUTH 

JERSEY AREA. 

:THE BOTTLERS OF NAT I OI~AL BRANDS vWULD PROBABLY FARE BETTEr~ THAI~ 

THE Ii'!DEPENDENT BOTTLEHS. Pr~ i VATE LABEL DR.A.NflS MlD SOFT Din NI(S FIOTTLED 

OUT:-IDL: Oi-= TilE AR~/\ AiJD SHIPPU) IN WOULD f'fWT3/\RLY Br SEVERELY RESTRICTED 

iN THEii~ AVt\JLABILITY. CO/"lPETITION IN Hll': QUL:::ST FOf-< n-;E COI~SU~l[RS 

DOLLAR ~~\)Ul_D .I THEREFOf~L BE S0i'1Ei'-/HAT REDUC[D I 

As WE UNDeRSTAND IT, o;~r.:. OF THE PiH 1"11\RY PUI~POSES OF THIS BILL 

IS TO REDUCE I_ITTER, SO NOW LET'S ADD~ESS OURSELVES TO THIS PROBLEM, 

l THPJI< THL Flf~ST QUESTIOIJ Ht NEED TO ASK OURSELVES IS E;~ACTLY H0\1 

MUCH OF LITTEi~ IS COMPOSED OF THE PRODUCTS WHICH A MANDATO~Y DEPOSIT 

BILL COVCRS; l~A.f1CLY.~ BEU~ 1\ND SOFT DRINK co;HAINERS':' ~~ELL, l'f SEEI,'tS 

THAT THERE Al~t: A LOT OF 1\NS\·H.:I<S TO THAT t~U[STIO!'l, /\CCORIJ!l~G TO A 
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STUDY i'\/\DE BY TI-:E r;i:;TITUl E HH\ APPLIED f{E~; Jd\CII l N -OCTOBER Oi 1978~ 

BEVERJ\GE COiHAI!~Ef\S ArJD Tot-")S MAI<E UP OtJLY 5:~ OF UI<BAN STf~FC:I LJ"rlER 

A~D lG% OF RURAL HIGHWAY LITTER BASED ON IT~M (OU~TS. TH~ SAME GROUP 

DID /\ STUDY ON THE COfWOSITION OF [1ICHIGAN !_JTTEr< BEFOi"H: THE DEP()SIT 

LAW II~ fHAT STATE WE1H IrHO ErTl::CT. THIS SIUDY_~ \'IHICH VIA:~ C0i''I~·1!~;SIOI~f:.D 

BY THE STATE OF ;~1 I CHI GAfL IIW J C/~TED THAT Bf: JC.IcA(-ic BOTTLES NHJ Ct\:JS 

CONST JTUTED or\JL Y 12, 2~~ 01: VISUAL ROADS I DE U TTL- R, f,CCOf<D I :~G TU THE 

tiUHA:~·RESOUf~CES INSTITUTE~ LITTER IS COf1PQ~;d) Oi~ ABOUT 2.50 Dif<Tf·(EfH 

ITEMS. ,\PPROXIi''i/\TELY 20% Of- lT IS MADE UP 1J:=- BUJ( .1\:!D :~OV:T Di")J;'.:;< 

co1H 1\ r 11 U<s. 
THERE ARE sor·1E STUD IF:~~ \~HI CH SHOW THI~ BEI·=i-~ /\NU SOFT Dr~ INK SH/\~E 

Of-= LITTER TO BE SOf'IE\ml\r HIGHEH TH/\i~ THOSE ;=rGUI~ES THAT l HAVt: C~UOTED. 

BUT TH~ POINT WE ARE TRYJIJG TO MAKE IS THAT ~OBGDY SERIOUSLY CO~TENDS 

THAT DEcH /\ND SO~:T DR!i~K COiHAli'~Ef\S t1!\KE UP THE 1"'1/\JORITY OF I<Ollf)SIDE 

LITTER. l THINK IT IS ALSO A MATTER OF SIMPLE COMMON SENSE TO ~OINT 

OUT THAT AI~ H'\PTY ALCOHOL J C BEVEf\AGE CO!~T A I i~E:·; ! S IWT GOING TO BE 

RETAI~ED IN AN AUTOMOBILE BY THE DRIVER ~0 ~ATTER WHAT DEPOSIT JS PUT 

m~ IT, 

So THE FIRST PO I ;H ~~E WOULD LI i<E TO fi\/\KE 1\BOUT LITTER IS THAT 

BEVERAGE COiH A Ir~LZS DON 'l COMPRISE A VERY LM<C:~E SHI\f~E OF IT, P.LSO_~ 

IF LITTE;~ IS HIE 1·1/\lf~ OB,JtCTIVE OF THIS L1\l-'i; "IHEi~ I VIONDER V~HY TI-l::. LARGE 

SIZE COiHAI NERS ARE I i~CLUDED IN THE BILL, /\?PARENTLY "IHROUGH .OVERSIGHT .1 

1 HE TWO- LI TEl< BOTTLE S HJULD BE EXUWTED FROf·l THIS BILL_~ BUT AS I DE FROf·1 

THAT HOI"/ M.4i~Y OF US HAVE SEL::~ 1\ 1'10TORIST DRIVIi'~G Dmm THE RO/\D mnt~I<ING 

OUT OF i\ HALF Gf-\LLOi~ BOTTLE, 

LET'S DIRtCT OUI~ AT-fEfHION FOR A I''IOME;·~T TO Ti!C u=rECTIVfi.I[~)S 

n-:AT A fvlANDJ\TOF;Y DEPOSIT BILL HAS li~ REDUCliJC UTITR. li~ Of<I:GOi~_~ A 

STUD'Y DOIK BY A?PLIED 1JECISIOI~S SYSTEf~S.~ Tl L\1 \~AS PAID FOf~ B'i S"iATE 
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TO"U\L LJTTIY 'v/1\S REDUCED O!'lLY ~-0/6%. THE STATE OF l<iASHli·IC:ilO~J., WHICH 

BUMWE.f"~S 0f\t:GU:~) H/1.S ADO!'TED /\DIFFERENT Ai'W t'i0RE lNIWVATIVc i\PPROJI.CH 

TO LITTEf~. fHC: INSTITUTE F01~ fJ.PPLIED RESEARCH Hi\S DETUW:INL::D THJ\T 

W/\SHI NGT01~ Hl1S 52/c u=:ss ACCLH1lJI ATEb LITTEi~ Tll/\iJ OtTCi\J;~ I i~ UREAl·~ AREJI.S 

AfW 17% LESS ACCUf1ULATED LITTEI~ IN RURfi.L AREAS. 

I WOULD NOW LIKE TO TURN TO THE E(TECT THAT THIS B I L.L '8 ILL HAVE 

Otf. El~ERGY COi~SUI,1PT I ON IN THE PH I LADt:U)H I /\/SOUTH JEF~SEY Af~E/\. SUPPORTERS 

OF fHf: t'H:,'\~~Utd:: CLAJi··i THAT IT SAVES MOi'JEY. I H/\VE F\E1\D ST;\TEI,lENTS HI-IU~E. 

THEY S/\.i THif'!GS LIKE_, .. ,,~BOTTLE BILL \•HLL. SAVE A CEI<TAIN i·lUI·iBLR OF BTU'S 

OF ENERGY V!HICH ~~OULD BE EI·~OUGH TO DRIVE 8.,000 CM~S It~ THE ST/\TE OF 

i·10:HAI'lA FOR OI~E YEAR", . t~O\~ THERE ARE A COUPLE Oi= FU\'1~8 H~ THAT STA1H1E~H 

THAT I WOULD LIKE TO PO I IH OUT TO THE COI·'1f~ I TTEE. IT IS TRUE THAT A 

BOTTLE BILL SAVES A CERTA I i~ M~OUNT Ot= ENEHGY IN Oi~E PArn o:: OUR INDUSTRY 

BY 1~cDUCI NG THE AMOUNT OF CONTI\ I i~ERS TH!\T Af\E MAl'-lUr.:ACTURED, P.T· THE 

SAME TIME; IT 1\CTU/\U_Y WASTES ENE1~GY IN OTHER PAf~TS OF THE I iJDUSTRY. 

THE KEY AND CRITICAL POINT FOR US IS TO EXAM1NE THE KINDS OF ENERGY 

INVOLVED. MOST CO~T/\INER MANUFACTURING IN THIS COUNTRY IS EITHER DONE 

BY COAL FIRED PLANTS OR BY PLA~TS WHICH COULD BE CONVERfED TO COAL IF 

THE NECESSITY AROSE. HOWEVER; A BOTTLE BILL BURNS MOR~ GASOLINE; AiW 

THAT IS A FACT THAT CANiJOT BE DISPIJTCD. EARLIER II'~ THIS STATEf"lENT J 

REFERf~ED TO THE EX PER I EiKE OF THE COCA-COLA COfi1P.f\i·IY IN HASH I NGTON AtlD 

0REC10N IN TilE CONSU!'·iPTIOf~ Or C:.J\SOLii~E; BUT THE EVIDGKE DOES i~OT STOP 

THEI~E. ACCORDii~G TO Fl~:~lJRt:S COf~PILEj) BY THL C/\1~ [•1Ai'lUFI\C.TU:~EI'~S ItJSTlTUTE_, 

THE Af'10U:'H OF r:UEL REQUIRED ·ro DELIVER ~1_;000 C!1SES OF BEER Ii~ f·iiCHIG;.N 

HAS RISE;~ FR0i'1 33 GAL.LOi~S TO 104 GAI_LONS SINCE THE ENAClf~EilT OF THE 

DEPOSIT LAW. IN THE CASE OF SOFT DHII~KS_, THE FUEL REQUIRED HAS RISE!~ 

r:~Oi·1 '/) 1~/'.LlCH~S PER J _,000 CA~~;rs TO 99 GALL01·JS PEr~ J )000 Ct1SlS -- .~N 

IiKREASE OF 32%. A STMPLC ANM . .OGY h'ILL EXPLAli~ WHY THIS IS TRUE. JT 

TM<ES 1, !~Olift~ SAl_ESI"i/\;~ L(JNGE.F' TO PIC!< UP nl Et'IPTY C/\SC:. H!/\i~ IT DOES 
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TO SEU_ /\FULL CM~L THf"REi::O~~E.~ HE IS ONLY ABI E TO SELL. Oi~E Hi\LF AS 

111/\f~Y cM;t.s IN A D/\Y' s T I r1t:, IT FOLLOWS LOG l Cl\i_ LY THE;~ THAT ! T Is 

GOING TO TAKE HII CE AS MArlY TfWCI<S ON THE STREET TO SELL THE SAME 

A/vJOUiH OF PfWDUCT, ACTUAL EXPER I El'-JCE SINCE THE LATE SIXTIES IN THE 

PHILADELPHIA/SOUTH JEHSEY M1-'\HKET SHO\~S THE ROUTE SALESfv\AiJ SELLI f~G 

TWICE AS MANY CASES IN A DAY THAN HE DID IN THE EARLY SIXTIES WHEN 

·WE WE~E A RETURNABLE BOTTLE BUSI~ESS. 

NEXT.~ I WOULD LJKE TO ADDRESS YOUR ATTENTIO~ TO THE STATEMENT 

MA.u'E· BY -~D\'L"J" 11 ·rr:s ')f :~vc·r··rLI .. BILl c-'1 ·rHfi.T sor··1· DRl'-;1'~ i:f.l 111 D n.E- r.''FfrJE·f' 1 t"'\ ·.,.,j\1_ \. J) _ J .-...J .• .... ,,,,_ r~'-·"'·L-·"- .1..,! •. tl ••• iol \ 

I i'l THIS i~EW I">'ORI:.D Cf~EATED DY. M/\imATORY DEPOS rT LEG J Sl.AT I ON. I TH J NK 

THE BEST RESPot~SE 1 HAVE EVER HEARD TO THAT lA/AS Gl VEN I;~ TEST I 1"10ifi 

BE;=oi..:E A :·JAT I ONAL CONGRESS I Oi~AL COMt'11 TTEE BY [·~R, S I Di~EY r~iUDD.~ A SEVEI~

U:-' BOTTLER FROiV\ 1\ni YORK.~ WHO HAS TESTIFY I i~G Oi~ BEHALF OF THE NIH I ONAL 

So;=T })i-<Ii~K P.SSOCJAfiON. HE STATED SUCH A BILL WOULD CAUSE PRICE·s TO 

GO UP .1 l·iOT DOWN, WHE;~ ASKED ~·JnY .1 i~li~. i~lUDD F<ESPONDED Af\D I QUOTE ... 

"HOI'/ C.l\i~ ANYONE ARGUE THAT INDUSTRY CAl~ SPEI'JD FIVE B I LLI Oi~ DOLLAi~S 

IN Cui~VERS I ON COSTS WITH ZERO INCREASE IN Pr~ODUCT IV I TY - THEHEI\FTER 

PfWDUCT LESS PE:~ l<iAI'J HOUH 01~ EVERY PHODUCT LI NL USE f~ORE Hi\i~EHOUSE 

SPACE; El"lPLOY j<j0f<E TR/\i~SPORTAT I ON AND SERVi CC:: SALES 1"\Ai~POHEf~ ... USE MORE 

VEHICLES AND MJRE FUEL TO DELIVER THE SAME AMOUNT DF PRODUCT WITHOUT 

AN INCREASE IN CO~SUMER P!liCES?" ~R. MUDD ~AS QUITE CONSERVATIVE WHEN . 

HE REFE~RED TO A ZE~O INCREASE IN PRODUCTIYJTY.· SINCE THE EARLY 

SIXTIES PRODUCTIVITY IN THIS OPERATIO!~ HERE IN ~jHILADELPHIA AI~D SOUTH 

JEKSEY HAS I NCR EASED NEAr1L Y ~!5:'~ WITH THE LI C1!·~~; SHAHE OF THAT I !KREASE . 

DIRECTLY ATTRIBUTABLE TO ErFICIEIKIES GAIN[:il If~ THE COiJVEf~SION TO A 

ONE-\~AY ~1A!~l<E f. ivj!~. 11UDD \'1/\S ALSO VERY OPT J r:t l ST I C HI-lEN HE ASSIJf.1ED 

IN HIS REf<jARI<S THAT vii.: v/OULD DELIVE~ THE SMlt:: M1CJIJNT ()F PRODUCT IN THIS 

THAT SALES Oi: PRIVATE LABEi_ BRAI~DS /\:;n \~AHEIIOUSE SOFT DR I hKS DfWPPt::D 
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40%. l~t~~~~~CU\U_Y SrU\I<I f!G TI:[SL Af~[ TilE LC\·JES~ Pi\ ICED Dl{A.'WS AVAI U\ELE 

TO Til[ C()IJSLI:·1U\. Ir~ A STUUY FUNDED BY THi C/\!J 1~1\rlUI/\CflJI~EI<S lr~s-lnUTE 

Mm THe Gt.JI.SS PACK1-\Gli~G li~STJTUTE, ALL PRICES FOR BEF:; AND SOfT DRINI\S 

WERE FOUND TO BE HIGHER IN i'liCHIGAN /-\1\D O:~EGOr-: TH.A.N IN NEIGH30RING 

NON-D~POSIT STATES. A SURVEY TAKEN BY THE MICHIGAi~ FOOD DEALERS 

As soc I AT I Oi~ SHm~ED THAT Pf·<l Ct:S OIJ I\ AT I O:~AL BeEF~ BRAI~DS IiKf~EASED 13/~ _, 

LOCAL BEEr~ Bi~AiWS :."2.5%_. AI~D SO?T DRII~KS INCREASED ABOUT 7% DURING 

THIS RELATIVELY SHORT TWO MONTH PERIOD. 

1~0 DISCUSSION 01·~ THIS TOPIC h'OU!_D BE COf·iPLETE I~ITHOUT SOf~E 

RErERElKE TO THE EFFECT THAT THIS BILL \'JILL HAVE 01'~ SAiHTATIO:~ I~l OU:< 

OWi~ PL.,'\NTS, IN THE MANY OUTLETS THf\T SELL OUl\ PRODUCTS TO THE CONSUi'1ER; 

Aim EVEii IN THE HOME. L.l:T' s FACE IT, T!-1E BOTTLE RETURNeD TO THE STOi\E 

AND ULTii~i-\TELY TO OUH PLANTS IS A DIRTY BOTTLE (VERY FEW COt·lSUr1H(S vnu. 
TAI<E THE Tii"lE ro RH;sc THEf1 ouT) I DrrnY BOTTLES viHE:~ 1\CCUMUU\TC::D A:<E 

A SAi~ n /\Tl ON PROBLEI'1, THEY ATTRf.I.CT li'JSECTS _. fWDENTS _, A 1m OTHf: R VERl·11 N. 

S li"lPL Y ST /\TElL r fJ THE NEv1 \•WniD CREATED BY /\ i/DEPOS IT BILL'; IT ltWULD 

BE IW\)s:;JBL[ f-'Qf( OUi~ IiJDU~;n~·y TO ~iAitHAIIJ Til[ HJUI LEVELS o~: S/\iJlTfiTJ(W 

I I~ OUR PL.AiHS THAT \~E EIJJOY TODAY I 

FINALLY/ 1\ND TO SUI"lfv\Ai-U ZE OUf~ VI EV~S.~ \'It SEE NO V;\LUE I l'~ A PIECE 

OF LEGISLATIOi1 Dir-~ECTED AGAii~ST OUR IimUSTHY HI-1ICH vUU_: 

1) H/\VE .U. VEi~Y 11UJII"l:.li:i IHPACT 01~ THE LHTEi~ r;IWDU.::J·1 IT IS 

SUPPOSEDLY DESIGNE.D TO SOl.VE; vJHILE ON Tl-jL. OTHER IT \JILL: 

A) ::;i~OB/\BLY I~EOUim: f"l0;1E El~ERGY.~ ESPECIAI_LY I:--l THOSe FO!<~IS 

OF ENERGY . IN SHOinEST SUPPLY; I~Af,lELY GASOU ;·J~~ M~D FUEL 0 l L, 

B) ASSllf~L~CI /\RETURN HATE OF LESS THAN 80~s ACTUALLY ADD 

TO THE SOLID V/ASTF I)ROBLF.:M I 

C) lNC:i<EASE THE COST OF OUR PRODUCTS TO THE CO,·JSU~1EI\_~ /'d~D 
f!i~AL.LY.~ 

D) CREATE A SUBSfA~TIAL SA~ITATION PROBLEM FOR THE BOTl.LER 

Ii~ HIS PLAIH, THE STORE 0\'-!;·JER Ii~ HIS STORE .• J,rm TO A L.ESSU{ E)<TFIH, 
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lTE coNs ur~E~ 11~ HIs Or< HEH HOfld_:, 

WHEN YOU ~IRs·r ~XAMINE A BOTTLE BILL IT MAY SOUND LIKE A GOOD 

IDEA AND I HAVE NO DOUBT THAT THE PEOPLE WHO SUPPORT IT ARE WELL-

·_INTENTIONED, BUTJ I SINCERELY AHD HO~ESTLY BELIEVE fHAT IT IS ANOTHER 

EXAI-1PLE OF Al-l Ei(?ENSIVE AiW INEFFICIENT i1/1Y TO HAi'WLE A Pi:OBLEf'·l 

THAT COULD BE ADDRESSED A LOT MORE CO~STRUCTIVELY. 

THAI~f( YOU I 
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Honorable Maureen Ogden 
Assemblywoman, District 22 
266 Essex Street 
Millburn, New Jersey 07041 

Dear Assemblywoman Ogden: 

2000 L s; REET, N.W., SUITE 815 
WASH:NGTON, D.C. 20036 

(:W2) 872-1280 

September 24, 1982 f . ) r ~~{--,I .. f :_ . : \ f no r I l f ' 

I. 'II' i I I; ': 
; I ~ \ i 1 ~ ~ 

:I 

l ·-
~ ~ !· , 

On behalf of our memb•!r companies in New Jersey, the Glass 
Packaging Institute has be'm asked to formulate a response to your 
questionnaire of July 30th. Enclosed, please find responses to 
most of your questions. Unfortunately we do not have the specific 
data from all of our membe.:- companies to respond in full to ques-
tions 1 and 2. Also, as W•! only represent the gJ ass container in-
terest of our members we d·J not have the information relative to 
questions 9 and 10. 

Responses to Questions: 

113 All of our member who have plants in New Jersey as well as 
other states have indicated that their New Jersey plant is one of 
the highest cost producing plants in their system. Anchor Hocking 
stated that it is more cos• ly to produce glass cr·ntainers in their 
Salem, New Jersey plant than in. any other plant. With this in 
mind, most companies have not expanded productior: in New Jersey 
and most have shown a declJ.ne in production. 

/14 Total employment figurt!S for our member comp<tnies has declined 
over. the past ten years and the portion of employees dealing with 
beverage containers has declined in a sim.ilar fashion. For example, 
attached, please find the employment figures for New Jersey for 
November, 1981 and those for August, 1982. 

115 In the past five years OWens-Illinois and Brcckway have each 
opened a new glass facility in Virginia and Kerr Glass opened a 
plant at Wilson, North Carolina. Each opening was coupled with a 
new brewery opening in the immediate area. 

As population increases in the south, it is conceivable that 
users of glass containers will base more of their operations there 
and in turn our companies would consider plant operation to most 
efficiently serve those glass users. It can be assumed that any 
new general line glass container operation will produce glass 
beverage containers. 
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Page 2 
Assemblywoman Ogden 
September 24, 1982 

116 During the past five year period, three glass container companies 
closed plants in New Jersey. Most recent was the Owens-Illinois 
closing of their North Bergen facility in March, 1982. Ball Corpora-
tion closed their Jersey City plant in November, 1981 and Gayner Glass 
which was sold to National Bottle and located in Salem, closed in the 
late'70's. The employment in October, 1981 for the North Bergen 
facility was 652, including hourly and salaried and 400 in the Ball 
plant. Two hundred of the 400 at thd' Ball Jersey City facility were 
transferred to the Carteret plant. We do not have the employment 
figure for the National Bottle plant, but each plant did produce a 
percentage of glass containers. 

#7 None of our member companies have opened any new glass plants in 
New Jersey in the pa~.t five years. 

118 The future of thl· glass industry in New Jersey is not clear. With 
enactment of forced deposit legislation in New York, none of our member 
companies could conceive of expanding production in New Jersey. On the 
other hand, the impact of the New York State law could very well result 
in reducing the demand for glass containers, generally, and might force 
some companies to curtail or close operation in New Jersey. 

1/11 The percentage of cullet to a batch on any given furnace does vary 
based on the quantity of clean, usable cullet available. Over the past 
ten years, 15-35% of our glass has been made from cullet with the per-
centage increasing yearly. Attached please find a recent memo from our 
Director of Recycling showing a 23.3% increase in cullet useage from 
1980-81 for our seven New Jersey companies. 

The Glass Packaging Institute believes that glass containers can 
be manufactured with cullet content in excess of 60% and with experience 
that figure could increase. 

I hope this information will be helpful to you in your fact finding 
efforts. I urge you on behalf of our member companies and their employees 
in New Jersey to reject mandatory deposit legislation, in any form, and to 
work with us to make the New Jersey Recycling law work. 

SES/vfg 

Attachments (3) 

Sincerely, 

~«-~~ 
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~CJQ!ng i fnultut~ 

2000 t St., NW 
Washfngt.on, IJC 20036 
(202) 012-1200 EOOtOU C PIIJFILE 

OF ll£ Q.ASS OMAit£R I fiUmrf 

,...... 
1.0 
1.0 
X 

Sll\1[ -,-
tOtf'l\rt'f 

HEW JERSEY 

Anchor Hocking 

Ball Corporation 

Drockwa7 Glass 

Kerr Glass 
( leone Industries) 

Midland Glass 

OWens -1111 no fs 

Thatcher Glass 

(Wheaton Industries) 

( ) = Non-GPI Members 

I 
I 

I 

l'lNfT 
LOCATTONs 

Salem 

Carteret 
Jersey City 

Freehold 

Millville 
Bridgeton 

Cliffwood 

Bridgeton 
Mtllville-Sand Plt. 
North Bergen 

Wharton 

Millville 

STATE TOTAL 

I 

I 
I 

I 

TOTAL N1HJER 
or tfi•Lotttl 

923 

4~0 
400 

722 

. 1,030 

507 
- .. 
963 

16 
652 --

842 

2,200 

8,675 

I 
I 

I 

1011\l 
rJ\fltOLL 

16,715,460 

8,591,900 
8,696,000 

12,700,000 

20,079,000 

13,500,000 

21,254,023 
296,155 

14,431,414 

15,552,000 

40,000,000 

j 186,060,033 

1011\L 11\XlS s 11\lE ___ ·-·- --lbcN. -· -- -~----- . 

I 522,000 194,000 

177,800 
182,200 

I 601,027 409,392 

I 090,000 311,000 

I 400,000 150,000 

N/A 611,000 

2,500,000 (combined) 



N 
0 

State And 
Company 

NEW JERSEY -

Anchor Hocking 

Ball Corporation 

Brockway, Inc. 

Kerr Glass 

~Leone Indus tries) 

Midland Glass 

OWens-Illinois, Inc. 

Thatcher Glass 

(Wheaton Industries) 

Glass 
Padaglng 

• - r btlftJfit 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

......,"'""..,:,.....,~ .._. . ._....,,. ...... ..,.._-..looof.l-'" .A-..i.~JJUV .L.l. ........ #.VA.\. .J..J\.i~ 

Plant 
Locations 

Salem 

Carteret 

Freehold 

Millville 

Bridgeton 

Cliffwood 

Brigeton 
Mill ville-Sand Plant 

Wharton 

Millville 

STATE TOTAL 

1000 LSIMET, N.W.,Ilml11 
w••eiCM. D.C. ICIOSI 

12011171-tiiO 

I 

I 
I 
I 

Total Number 
Of Employees 

746 

550 

737 

1,030 

597 

850 
16 

831 

2,200 

7,557 

I 

I 
I 
I 

( ) • Non-GPI Members 

$ 

Total 
Payroll 

20,323,397 

9,957,000 

13,706,440 

22,530,655 

14,840,000 

19,744,897 
322,466 

16,425,000 

40,000,000 

$ 157,850,055 

I 

Total Taxes 
State Local 

$463,000 $153,000 

262,000 

393,000 336,000 

979,000 342,000 

400,000 150,000 

N/A 706,000 

$ 4,188,000 



'l'O : New Jersey Ee:ycling FO%Ut\ 

FRCM : E. Gifford Stack2<i S 
Direc::t:nr, Peaouroe l8xlvery 

DME I J\N 21, 1992 

SUBJECl' : GJ.aas Pec:ycl.inq in New JerfM!Y 

stMrfAR!l: 

2000 LSTREET, N.W., SUITE 815 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036 

(202) 872·1280 

Glass mcycl.inq in New Jersey has ~ ouer 325\ in the 
last four yaua. 

1978 1979 1980 1'981 
- I ------'2-=-...-1-. 

ii: 
!ft I I ----

36,342 53,795 96,811 119,363 

Fran 1980 to 1981, the seven glass plants affiliated with 
GPI ina:eased cullet (crushed recycled glass) by 23. 3%. 
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carparing the first quarter of 1981 to the sanE period this year, 
these plants oonsuned 22.7% rccre Cull.et. If this trend cx:mtinues, 
New Jersey plants will~ over 144,000 tons of recycled glass: in 
1982. 

During 1981, New Jersey led the nation in tons of glass mcycled, 
(see att:.ad'l£od news release). -

Based an tb3 national average of yearly per capita glass consmpti.on, 
around 104#, the people of New Jersey rec:.ycled 31% of their glass oon-
tainers. 

SCXJR:ES: 

'lbe New J~ glass plants use a · var.lety of net:l'¥X!s in purchasing .· 
CUllet: 

o At-plant buyback centers. 'lllese I'eC'jcling facilities are open 
to the general public wtx> may sell used containers directly 
to the plant. 

o Municipality program. Glass is oollected in cxmveniently 
located. oontainers sponsored by a municipality and transported 
to the plants and/or an interncH ate glass pmcessor. 

0 Int:m:mediate Glass Processor (IGP) • Olrrently, there are s:xne 
eight business wtx> oollect, pmoass and sell clean cullet to 
New Jersey's plants. 

o Private recyclers. 'Ihese entrepreneurs either collect or 1:N.y 
glass and sell directly to the plants. 

CCM«'.IMEN'IS: 

Evely GPI nenber plant in New J~ has trade a amnitltent to usipq 
mre cullet. Each has the ~ty t:c ''take ncr:e tcalllqe ·than they 
currently purchase. Sc:ma have installed e.lab:lrate cullet processjng 
equiJ;IIEilt, others are investigating new ways to transport reycled glass. 
Still others are enoouraging exisi:inJ IMPs to expand. Quite sl.nPly,: the 
New Jersey glass indust:ty wants nore cullet. 
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